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Introduction 
 

The sixth international conference on Scientific Computing in Electrical Engineering (SCEE) 
is another event in the SCEE series, aiming to bring together scientists from universities and industry 
with the goal of intensive discussions about modeling and simulation of electronic circuits and 
electromagnetic fields. The workshop is mainly directed at mathematicians and electrical and 
electronic engineers. 

It’s history begun in 1997, as a national German meeting held in Darmstadt and then in Berlin 
(1998), both under the auspices of the DMV (Deutscher Mathematiker Verein). In 2000, the first truly 
international workshop was organized in Warnemünde by the University of Rostock, Germany 
(http://www.scee-2000.uni-rostock.de/). In 2002, the 4th SCEE conference was jointly organized by 
the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e) and Philips Research Laboratories Eindhoven, The 
Netherlands (http://www.win.tue.nl/scee2002/). In 2004, the 5th SCEE conference took place in Capo 
D'Orlando, Italy, organized by Universita di Catania and Consorzio Catania Ricerche 
(http://www.dmi.unict.it/scee2004/). A SCEE Summer School on Computational methods for 
microelectronics was organized in 2005 as a follow up of the SCEE04 conference 
(http://.unict.it/sceeschools). The 6th conference is organized by "Universitatea Politehnica din 
Bucuresti (UPB), Centrul de Inginerie Electrica Asistata de Calculator (CIEAC) - Laboratorul de 
Metode Numerice (LMN)" in Sinaia, Romania (http://www.scee06.org/).  

As on all previous occasions, the conference is supported both from the industrial sector and 
academia, thus being guaranteed the relevance of work to practical situations.  

One of the main aims of the SCEE events is to strengthen the interaction between electrical or 
electronic engineers and the mathematics community. This aim is also illustrated by the SCEE logo 
which has some lines that might be interpreted as field lines or wave fronts and part of a bracket which 
stands for mathematical bracket but also symbolizes the idea of connecting together several 
communities – mathematicians and engineers, university and industry. This logo was designed by 
Ramona Weyde-Ferch for SCEE 2000. 

The conference topics are: Computational Electromagnetics (Modelling and parameter 
extraction, Discretization and Solution Methods, Applications :Antennas, Microwave, Interconnects 
and on-chip passive structures), Circuit Simulation and Design (Reduced Order Modeling, 
Numerical Integration Techniques, TCAD/EDA tools and techniques, Applications: Radio Frequency, 
Power Electronics, Optical Networks), Coupled Problems (Field-circuit coupled problems, Multi-
physics ( Substrate coupling, Coupling with electrical, thermal and mechanical problems, Application: 
Co-Simulation, Electromagnetic Compatibility, Bio-engineering), Mathematical and Computational 
Methods (Inverse Problems, Optimization, Multi-Scale Schemes, Solutions methods for large linear 
systems, Differential-Algebraic Equations, Grid Computing, Grid Computing). 
 SCEE 2006 is honoured by the presence of the following invited speakers: 
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Electromagnetics 

Dr. Francois Henrotte  
Francois.Henrotte@iem.rwth-aachen.de 
http://www.iem.rwth-
aachen.de/index.pl/francois_henrotte#1100

RWTH - Aachen University - Institut fur 
Elektrische Maschinen - Germany  
The energy viewpoint in computational 
electromagnetics  

  

Dr. Irina Munteanu  
irina.munteanu@cst.com 
http://www.cst.com 

CST - Germany  
RF & Microwave Simulation with the Finite 
Integration Technique - From component to system 
design  

 
 
Circuit Simulation  

Prof. Athanasios C. Antoulas 
aca@rice.edu 
http://www.ece.rice.edu/~aca/ 

Rice University - Electrical and Computer Engineering Dpt. 
ECE, Houston, Texas - USA  
Approximation of large-scale dynamical systems: An overview 
and some new results  

  
Dr. Janne Roos  
janne@aplac.hut.fi 
http://www.aplac.hut.fi/~janne/ 

Helsinki University of Technology, Circuit Theory Lab - 
APLAC - Finland  
Overview of Circuit-Simulation Activities at TKK CTL  

  

Prof. Luis Miguel Silveira  
lms@inesc-id.pt 
http://algos.inesc-id.pt/~lms/  

Technical University of Lisbon (IST), School of Engineering, 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, INESC-
ID, Lisbon - Portugal  
Outstanding Challenges in Model Order Reduction   

 
 
Coupled Problems  

Dr. Herbert De Gersem  
degersem@temf.tu-darmstadt.de 
http://temf34.temf.e-technik.tu-
darmstadt.de/ENGLISH/Mitarbeiter/ 
Herbert_De_Gersem/Herbert_De_Gersem.html

Technical University Darmstadt, 
Computational Electromagnetics Lab. - TEMF 
- Germany  
Transient field-circuit coupled models with 
switching elements for the simulation of electric 
energy transducers  

  
Dr. Andrea Marmiroli  
andrea.marmiroli@st.com 
http://www.st.com 

STMicroelectronics, - Italy  
Technology and Device modelling in micro and 
nanoelectronics: current and future challenges  
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Generic Mathematical and Computational Methods  

Prof. Barbara Wohlmuth  
wohlmuth@mathematik.uni-stuttgart.de 
http://www.ians.uni-
stuttgart.de/nmh/wohlmuth/wohlmuth.shtml

Stuttgart University - Institut fur Angewandte 
Analysis und Numerische Simulation IANS - 
Germany  
Advances in Mathematical and Computational 
Methods Applied in Electrical Engineering  

  

Prof. Piet Hemker  
P.W.Hemker@cwi.nl 
http://homepages.cwi.nl/~pieth/ 

Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science - 
CWI, Dpt. Modelling, Analysis and Simulation, 
Amsterdam, Univ. of Amsterdam, Dpt.of 
Mathematics, - The Netherlands  
Space mapping and defect correction for efficient 
optimization  

 
The selection of abstracts in this book was carried out by the Program and Scientific 

Committees listed below. The full papers will be also reviewed and a selection of them will be 
published in ECMI Series by Springer. 

The local organizing committee is greatly indebted to the financial support received from the 
sponsors. 

Finally, on behalf of all people contributing to the organization, we welcome all participants 
and wish success to SCEE 2006. 

 
 
      Bucharest, September 1st 2006 
      Gabriela Ciuprina 
      Daniel Ioan 
      Diana Mihalache  
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Abstract— In many applications one is faced with the

task of simulating or controlling complex dynamical sys-

tems. Such applications include weather prediction, air

quality management, VLSI chip design, molecular dynam-

ics, micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), etc. In

all these cases complexity manifests itself as the number

of first order differential or differential-algebraic equations

which arise. For such systems, depending on the level of

modeling detail required, complexity may range anywhere

from a few thousand to a few million first order equations,

and above. Simulating (controlling) systems of such com-

plexity becomes a challenging problem, irrespective of the

computational resources available. This talk aims at pre-

senting an overview of issues arising in the simulation of

complex dynamical systems together with some recent new

results.

Keywords—Large-scale systems, model reduction,

SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) methods,

Krylov methods, passivity preservation.

I. Introduction

Model reduction methods have evolved in several ar-
eas involving simulation and control of complex physical
processes. The systems that inevitably arise in such sim-
ulations are often too complex to meet the expediency
requirements of interactive design, optimization, or real
time control. Model order reduction has been devised as
a means to reduce the dimensionality of these complex
systems to a level that is amenable to such requirements.

Model order reduction seeks to replace a large-scale sys-
tem of differential or differential-algebraic equations by a
system of substantially lower dimension that has nearly
the same response characteristics. Generally, large sys-
tems arise due to accuracy requirements on the spatial
discretization of the underlying PDEs (Partial Differen-
tial Equations). In the context of VLSI chip design, we
have to deal with lumped approximations of distributed
circuits arising in interconnects or packages.

Applications of model order reduction can be found in
the

• Simulation of conservative systems, e.g., in molecular
dynamics,

• Control and regulation of fluid flow (CFD: Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics),

• Simulation and stabilization of large structures,

• VLSI chip design,

• Simulation of MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Sys-
tems),

to name but a few.

Various reduction techniques have been devised, but
many of these are described in terms that are discipline-
or application-specific even though they share common
features and origins. This talk will bring together tech-
niques from several fields and application areas in order to
expose the similarities and common features of these ap-
proaches, and to address application-specific challenges.

II. Issues in Dimension Reduction

There are mainly two families of approximation meth-
ods namely, the SVD-based and Krylov-based approxima-
tion methods. The former family is based on the singular
value decomposition and the second on moment matching.
While the former has many desirable properties including
an error bound, it cannot be applied to systems of high
complexity. The strength of the latter on the other hand,
is that it can be implemented iteratively and is thus ap-
propriate for application to high complexity systems. An
effort to combine the best attributes of these two families
leads to a third class of approximation methods, which
will be referred to as SVD/Krylov.

The problems in dimension reduction are challenging
from the mathematical and algorithmic points of view.
For example, the selection of appropriate basis functions
in reduced-order basis approaches like proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) is highly problem-specific and re-
quires a deeper mathematical understanding. On the al-
gorithmic side there is a clear need for additional work in
the area of large scale numerical linear algebra for instance
in the solution of very large Lyapunov or Sylvester equa-
tions as well as in dealing with issues of sparsity. More-
over, it may be of interest to introduce non-traditional
techniques such as wavelet bases.

Recently, a novel approach has been proposed which
guarantees model reduction of DAE systems arising in
circuit simulations, with preservation of passivity, irre-
spective of the structure of the equations involved. It
belongs to the second family mentioned above, that is,
it is a moment matching method, in which the so-called
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spectral zeros of the system play a key role. From a com-
putational point of view it is crucial that this approach
results in the solution of a structured large-scale eigen-
value problem which can be tackled efficiently.

III. Summary of Talk

In this talk problems in the range of topics listed above
will be addressed. The hope is to stimulate discussion in

• the analysis and the development of the necessary
mathematical theory,

• the extraction of the best features from different ap-
proaches with the goal of designing superior reduc-
tion methods, and

• the development of a deeper understanding of the
application-specific challenges.

In the first part we will briefly describe some motivating
examples, define the problem in mathematical terms and
sketch several methodologies for its solution. The sec-
ond part of the talk will present recent results concerning
model reduction with preservation of passivity, an issue
of great importance in interconnect simulations. We will
conclude with open problems and directions for future re-
search. For further details we refer to the publications
listed below and the references therein.
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Abstract— The paper presents a historical review and the 
current state-of-the-art of the Finite Integration Technique 
(FIT), method which has been successfully used for almost 30 
years for the solution of electromagnetic field problems. The 
presented applications are in the range of high-end RF and 
microwave technologies.  
 

Keywords— Finite Integration Technique, FEM, 3D field 
simulation, microwaves, high-frequency, numerical techniques 

I. A SHORT HISTORICAL REVIEW 

Almost 30 years ago, one of the most successful numerical 
methods for the simulation of electromagnetic fields and of 
various coupled problems appeared : the Finite Integration 
Technique, for short FIT [1]. The key idea FIT was to use, in 
the discretization, the integral, rather than the differential form 
of Maxwell’s equations. FIT generates exact algebraic 
analogues to Maxwell’s equations, which guarantee that the 
physical properties of fields are maintained in the discrete 
space, and lead to a unique solution. 

This early intuition proved to be correct and to have 
numerous theoretical, algorithmic and numerical advantages. 
Moreover, recently the same viewpoint seems to become 
predominant also in a historically completely different 
method, the finite element method (FEM) [2]. 

FIT was first proposed with application to the solution of 
Maxwell’s equations in frequency domain (Fig. 1). It was the 
first eigenmode algorithm able to reliably eliminate all 
spurious modes – whereas for other methods, such as the 
FEM, a solution to this issue could be found only 10 years 
later.  

The first application of FIT to eddy current problems was 
presented one year after the first paper (1978), followed by (to 
mention just a few) the extension of FIT to FDTD-like 
schemes, including the extension to r-φ-z coordinate system 
(1980), application to triangular meshes (1987), waveguide 
boundary conditions to allow accurate S-parameter extraction 
from time domain simulations (1988), stable subgridding 
algorithm (1995), application to non-orthogonal grids, 
including triangular fillings (1998, 1999), model order 
reduction in conjunction with FIT (2000). 

Around 1980, the FIT gained instantaneous fame in the 
international accelerator physics community, as the first code 
ever which was able to calculate transient field of charged 
particles at ultra-relativistic energies.  This was the starting 
point of the MAFIA Collaboration (an acronym for “solving 
MAxwell’s equations with the Finite Integration Algorithm”), 
a consortium of universities, research institutes, accelerator 

laboratories with the goal to develop of an FIT-based, general 
software package, for the solution of electromagnetic 
problems. The result of the 10 years of existence of this 
consortium was a full electromagnetic, thermal and particle 
tracking software, distributed to (and widely used in) research 
facilities from 26 countries. 

More details on the FIT equations and algorithm will be 
presented in the full paper. The present abstract summarizes 
the variety of applications to RF and microwave simulations. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. High accuracy mode computation for a 22 Gap IH Ion Accelerator 
designed entirely based on FIT simulations; the mesh of the 20m – long 
structure contained 3 million cells (simulation and experimental model). 
 
The success of the Finite Integration Technique is 

probably mainly due to three factors. First, it is an algorithm 
with a sound theoretical foundation (among others, stability, 
orthogonality of numerically computed modes, energy and 
charge conservation were demonstrated in a very early stage). 
Second, it is applicable not only in frequency, but also in time 
domain, allowing thus the simulation of very large or very 
complex structures. Last but not least, it is applicable to a 
variety of mesh types. On Cartesian grids, whereas the 
classical FDTD has the disadvantage of the staircase 
approximation of complex boundaries, the Perfect Boundary 
Approximation (PBA)™ technique and its extension Thin 
Sheet Technique™ (TST), maintain all the advantages of the 
structured Cartesian grids, while allowing an accurate 
modeling of curved boundaries (Fig. 2). The PBA algorithm is 
implemented in CST MICROWAVE STUDIO™, the 
commercial software package based on FIT [3]. 
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Fig. 2. Thin Sheet Technique applied to a curved patch antenna array. 
Staircase approximations, as well as too small mesh steps are avoided. 

II. RF AND MICROWAVE APPLICATIONS 
The needs of today’s industry go more and more in the 

direction of computer simulation: operating frequencies grow 
and make existing design techniques difficult to apply; device 
complexity increases every year; prototyping becomes more 
expensive and time-consuming.  

High-frequency electromagnetic simulation today 
continues of course to be needed in the classical areas of 
microwave applications: filters, connectors, waveguide 
structures, antennas. The characteristic of this area of 
applications is that the models become very large, requiring 
very efficient algorithms in terms of computational 
complexity and memory requirements. As an example, Fig. 3 
shows the results of the full 3D simulation of a 30 meter-long 
airplane illuminated by a plane wave at 500 MHz. Although 
quite large (9 million cells), with the efficient FIT/PBA time 
domain algorithm it takes under two hours to simulate on a 
common PC. 

 

 
 
Fig. 3. Surface currents (at 500 MHz) on an airplane illuminated by a plane 

wave 
 
A new tendency is to apply field simulation to domains in 

which until recently only circuit-simulation techniques were 

needed: PCBs, integrated circuit components, etc. This is due 
to the partial failure of the circuit design techniques, when 
operating frequencies of e.g. integrated circuits grow. Figure 4 
presents such an example: the surface currents on a Ball Grid 
Array Package, at a quite high frequency, 10 GHz. The field 
effects are clearly visible, and would not be captured by any 
circuit simulation. 

 
 

Fig. 4. Surface currents on an IC package at 10 GHz. 
 
Whereas 3D field simulation is perfectly suited for 

simulating components and devices of high complexity, it 
would be inefficient to apply to the simulation of entire 
systems: the numerical effort for obtaining a desired accuracy 
would simply be too large. For such applications, a hybrid 
approach is needed. FIT has been successfully integrated in 
such a design environment, in which numerical methods may 
be arbitrarily mixed: one may e.g. easily combine fully three 
dimensional blocks with planar solution tools, analytical 
solution or mode matching techniques, or virtually with any 
other technique that is capable of describing an element by 
some port behavior. Most importantly, this open architecture 
approach allows including best-in-class elements, and thus 
eliminates the dependence on single proprietary software. 
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Abstract— The paper describes the application of the

Newton method in conjunction with the Finite Integration

Technique. Even on orthogonal grid pairs, the material

matrices become nondiagonal and lead to higher algorith-

mic complexity. A uni-directional version of these matrices

provides a computationally inexpensive alternative. The

paper compares and discusses the two algorithms’ order of

convergence and their computational complexity.

Keywords—electromagnetic field simulation, Finite

Integration Technique, Newton method, nonlinear

constitutive equations

I. Introduction

The Finite Integration Technique (FIT) [4] is often ap-
plied in combination with an orthogonal, staggered grid
pair [1], leading to sparser algebraic matrices than in the
case of unstructured grids, and to a higher efficiency of
the numerical simulation scheme.

In this paper, we show that these beneficial algebraic
properties do not apply when using the Newton method
for linearizing a nonlinear field problem. We analyse the
reasons for this and formulate an approximate Newton
method that overcomes this. For selected test models,
we show in which cases the approximate Newton method
should be preferred over the exact Newton method and
in which cases such approximation is not recommended.
The classical successive approximation method is used as
comparison.

II. Finite Integration Technique

A. Discretization of the Maxwell equations

The Finite Integration Technique (FIT) [4] is a dis-
cretization method for vectorial partial differential equa-
tions, first proposed in 1977 for discretizing the Maxwell
equations. The discretization process is carried out on a
primary-dual, staggered grid complex (G, G̃).

The considered degrees of freedom are global ones, such
as electric voltages _ep along primary edges Lp, magnetic

fluxes
__

bp through primary faces Ap, or magnetic voltages
_

hp along dual edges L̃p. The discrete divergence opera-

tors S and S̃ and the discrete curl operators C and C̃ at
the primary grid G and the dual grid G̃, respectively, are
represented by incidence matrices containing 0, 1 and -1.

The discretized Maxwell equations become [4]: S
__

b =

0 ;C_e = −
d
dt

__

b ; S̃
__

d = q ; C̃
_

h =
__

j + d
dt

__

d , while the metric
and material properties are described by the discretized

material relations
__

d = Mε
_e,

_

h = Mν

__

b,
__

j = Mκ
_e.

In this paper, we analyze nonlinear magnetostatic for-

mulations ∇×(ν∇× ~A) = ~Js whose FIT-discretized coun-

terpart reads C̃MνC
_a =

__

j s.
The solution of the discretized magnetostatic system of

equations corresponds to finding the root of the nonlinear
matrix function

F(_a) = C̃MνC
_a −

__

j s . (1)

B. Assembly of linear material matrices

In FIT, the assembly of linear material matrices is ef-
ficiently organized as a loop over the primary faces. In
more complicated cases, however, it is more convenient to
assemble material matrices element by element by intro-
ducing a local numbering at the level of a single material
cell Ve. Let the matrix Qe be a 6× npf-matrix for select-
ing a local vector associated with cell Ve from the corre-
sponding global vector, i.e.,

__

be = Qe

__

b and
_

he = Qe

_

h.
The primary face areas and the lengths of the parts of
the dual edges inside the primary cell are collected in the
6 × 6 diagonal matrices Se and L̃e, respectively.

With these notations, the local reluctivity matrix is
computed by

Mν,e = L̃eνeS
−1
e , (2)

with νe the reluctivity of the material in the cell e,
and the global reluctivity matrix is assembled by Mν =∑

e QT
e Mν,eQe .

III. Newton Method

A. Iteration scheme

The Newton method applied to (1) reads
F′

(
_a(k)

)
δ_a(k+1) = −F

(
_a(k)

)
. The Jacobian F′(_a)

is derived from the algebraic formulation (1) as follows

F′(_a) = C̃
d

d
__

b

(
Mν

__

b
)
C = C̃Mνd

C,

where Mνd
is called the differential reluctivity matrix.

Similarly as for the chord reluctivity matrix Mν , the
differential reluctivity matrix can be assembled cell per
cell: Mνd

=
∑

e QT
e Mνd,eQe . The cell differential reluc-

tivity matrices Mνd,e are computed by differentiating (2)
with respect to the fluxes at the local faces and —as will
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yoke

coil

Fig. 1. Geometry, of the Nuclotron magnet device.

be shown in the full paper— are given by

Mνd,e = L̃e

(
νe1 +

dνe

dB2
(

__

be,av;
__

be,av)S
−2
e

)
S−1

e (3)

where dνe

dB2 follows from evaluating the material character-

istic,
__

be,av are the cell-averaged magnetic fluxes and (;)
is the tensor product. This differential reluctivity matrix
is nondiagonal, allowing thus a coupling between spatial
directions. As will be shown in the full paper, this is an
essential property for taking cross-magnetization into ac-
count and ensuring second order convergence of the New-
ton method.

B. Uni-directional differential reluctivity matrix

To overcome the drawbacks of the denser reluctivity
matrix, the dense differential reluctivity tensor νd,e can

be replaced by a diagonal approximation ν
(e)
d,uni = 1νd,e

on the basis of the scalar differential reluctivity νd,e [2].
This uni-directional differential reluctivity matrix Mνd,uni

does not include cross-magnetization effects.

IV. Numerical Example

The behaviour of the successive substitution, Newton
and uni-directional Newton methods has been tested on
a real-life application: a superconductive dipole magnet
(Fig. 1a) designed for the new Facility for Antiproton and
Ion Research (FAIR) [3] to be built at the Gesellschaft
für Schwerionenforschung (GSI) in Darmstadt, Germany.
The magnet consists of a superconductive coil wound in-
side a ferromagnetic yoke with additional shimming and
air slits to guarantee a homogeneous magnetic field in
the magnet aperture. The geometry was meshed with
14616 cells corresponding to approximately 40000 degrees
of freedom for the magnetic vector potential. The com-
parison of the convergence of the nonlinear iteration ac-
cording to the number of nonlinear iteration steps in-
dicates the beneficial properties of the Newton method
(Fig. 2). However, when comparing the three lineariza-
tion approaches according to the simulation time (Fig. 3),
the advantage of the Newton method is less pronounced,
mainly because of the significantly higher computational
cost of assembling the denser material matrix.

V. Conclusions

In contrast to the chord reluctivity matrix, the dif-
ferential reluctivity matrix arising in the Newton-FIT
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Fig. 2. Nuclotron magnet example: comparison of the convergence
with respect to the number of nonlinear iteration steps.
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Fig. 3. Nuclotron magnet example: comparison of the convergence
with respect to the simulation time.

discretization of a magnetostatic formulation has off-
diagonal entries even on an orthogonal grid pair. These
entries reflect the connection between the spatial direc-
tions through the nonlinearity of the material characteris-
tic. The attempt to construct a diagonal differential reluc-
tivity matrix leads to the uni-directional Newton method
which, for the numerical examples in the paper, outper-
formed the exact Newton method when only a tolerance
of 10−2 was required for the nonlinear loop.
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Abstract— This paper describes an extension of the

buffered block forward backward method to the problem

of electromagnetic wave scattering from homogeneous di-

electric bodies. The linear system produced by applica-

tion of the method of moments to the electric field integral

equation is subdivided in terms of overlapping matrix sub-

blocks. A solution is sequentially computed in the regions

corresponding to the diagonal sub-blocks. Overlapping the

sub-blocks by using so called buffer regions prevents the

method from diverging when applied to scattering from

perfectly conducting bodies. This technique is explored

here in the context of scattering from imperfectly conduct-

ing bodies.

Keywords—Iterative methods, forward-backward

method, Electromagnetic wave scattering, Buffered

Block Forward Backward Method.

I. Introduction

The problem of wave scattering computation is of great
importance in the domain of computational electromag-
netics. Efficient techniques for rapidly solving such prob-
lems without compromising accuracy are desirable. In
this work we will use the Electric Field Integral Equation
(EFIE) to describe the electromagnetic scattering from
homogeneous dielectric bodies. In this abstract we first
review the application of the method of moments to such
formulations. We then review several stationary solvers
which can be used to solve the resultant matrix equa-
tions. The poor convergence properties of these classical
methods make them typically unsuitable for practical ap-
plication. We then review a recent promising technique
the Buffered Block Forward Backward (BFBB) method
which has to date only been applied to perfectly conduct-
ing bodies. We then outline its application to the problem
of wave scattering from imperfectly reflecting dielectric
bodies.

II. Integral equation formulation

The problem of electromagnetic wave scattering from a
homogeneous dielectric body can be formulated in terms
of a coupled electric field integral equation [1]. The inte-
gral equations can be discretised by applying the method
of moments with N suitable basis and testing functions.
Rao, Wilton and Glisson describe the discretisation pro-
cedure in [2] for the case of scattering from a perfectly
conducting body. A similar procedure is illustrated by

Umashankar, Taflove and Sadasiva in [3] for the case of
homogeneous dielectric bodies. In both cases the effect is
to produce an matrix equation

ZJ = V (1)

where Z is a N × N complex valued dense matrix and
J and V are column vectors of length N . This matrix
equation must be solved.

III. Iterative solvers

The matrix equation (1) cannot be solved by direct for
inversion for problems of a practical size. Instead iterative
methods are used to sequentially build up a solution J. A
good overview of iterative methods can be found in ([4]).
Essentially iterative methods are of two types, station-
ary and nonstationary. Non stationary methods are typi-
cally based on the development of a Krylov subspace for
the matrix Z and include the Conjugate Gradient (CG)
method and its variations such as Generalised Minimum
Residual (GMRES). [1] offers a thorough overview of the
application of these solvers to electromagnetic wave scat-
tering problems. Examples of stationary methods include
Gauss-Seidel, Jacobi, Successive Overrelaxation and Sym-
metric Successive Overrelaxation (the last two being vari-
ations on the basic Gauss-Seidel Method). We note that
block versions of these algorithms are readily derived from
the classical stationary algorithms.

Stationary solvers have not historically been favoured
as their convergence properties are uncertain. However in
[5] West and Sturm show that when they do converge sta-
tionary algorithms such as Gauss-Seidel can outperform
non-stationary solvers. However they also note that the
classical stationary methods can diverge when applied to
bodies which exhibit the possibility of much multiple scat-
tering. In contrast the nonstationary algorithm are less
severely affected by the geometry of the scattering body
and will converge in most of cases (though at a slower rate
as the amount of multiple scattering increases).

IV. Buffered Block forward backward method

In ([6]) and [7] a variation on the block successive over
relaxation method is introduced. In the latter paper this
method is referred to as the Buffered Block Forward Back-
ward (BBFB) method, a name we shall adopt in this
abstract. This variation offers a solution to the diver-
gence difficulties encountered by the standard block suc-
cessive over-relaxation scheme. Specifically the surface of
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the scatterer is divided into sub-regions, the interactions
within each subregion being described by a diagonal sub-
matrix of Z. A block successive over relaxation scheme
is then applied, though with the innovation that the sub-
blocks are allowed overlap as we sweep across the scatterer
surface (see figure 1) It is shown in [6] that the overlapping
is shown to remove the introduction of spurious diffraction
effects that would otherwise develop within the solution
causing it to diverge.
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marching backward

Subregion i 

Buffer region b(i) when 

scatterer 

Fig. 1. Sub-region with buffer region on surface of scatterer.

This work was developed further in [7] where numer-
ical tests were performed which showed that the BFBB
method could outperform a preconditioned conjugate gra-
dient method when applied to scattering from a family of
perfectly conducting wedges. Figure (2) shows the con-
vergence rate from one such numerical experiment.

Fig. 2. Convergence of BFBB (solid line) versus CGNE (dot-dash)
for PEC flat plate of length 6λ× 3λ (4200 unknowns).

[7] also developed convergence criteria for the BFBB.
By developing an explicit equivalence between the BFBB
and an block successive over-relaxation method applied
to an augmented version of equation (1) it is possible to
use standard convergence criteria to gauge the BFBB’s
performance. This paper will extend the BFBB and its
convergence analysis to the case of the wave scattering
from homogeneous dielectric bodies. In particular we will
examine whether we need to overlap regions in the dielec-
tric case and what effect the presence or absence of such
overlaps have on the convergence rate. We shall explicitly

examine the convergence of the method in terms of the
eigenvalue spectrum of the iteration matrix [7].
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Abstract—The technology advancements of the last few

decades have triggered new engineering problems and chal-

lenges. These problems yield large computational domains

and require significant computational resources. Tradi-

tional finite methods (FDTD and FEM) are second or-

der accurate, thereby restricting the size of the domains

that can be handled efficiently. To overcome such predica-

ments a dual grid method utilizing the second order accu-

rate in time and fourth-order accurate in space scheme is

presented. The accuracy of the method is verified on a test

example in one-d and three-d cases. Our main goal is to

present a numerical scheme and its analysis that requires

less storage allocation to tackle the modern industrial prob-

lems.

Keywords—Maxwell’s equations; FDTD Method;

Dual Grids; higher-order schemes

I. Introduction

In this paper, we will present a novel FDTD method
which is based on the combination of two staggered solu-
tions. On a global level, this idea was presented for the
first time by D.Ioan [2], to obtain more accurate approx-
imations to the energy. In that report, it is shown that
the two staggered grid solutions yield lower and upper
estimates of the energy, and by an averaging procedure
the accuracy of the final estimate is increased. This idea
initiated our research on using different solutions of the
Maxwell equations at a local level. As will be shown in
this paper, two staggered grid solutions can indeed be
used to increase the spatial accuracy from 2-nd to 4-th
order. The scheme is essentially different from what has
been published to date.

Our presentation is organized as follows: in the second
section we describe the discretization and stability analy-
sis for one-d case including the numerical results illustrat-
ing the better performance of dual scheme over the normal
one. In the third section we go deeper into details show-
ing how to store all vector components in one array and
perform computations by multiplying the vector with one
matrix operator. Here we also present the Fourier mode
analysis in three-d and numerical prove that computations
done using dual grid scheme is indeed of the fourth order
accuracy. At the same time computations with dual grid
allow to take a greater time step, the stability bound is
less strict compared to the normal scheme, if we simply
double the number of mesh points and decrease the space
step in two times. In this respect the dual grid scheme

result in a more efficient and accurate way of using the
same number of grid points compared to the normal Yee
scheme.

II. Numerical analysis

A. Discretization

We consider a one-d system of Maxwell’s equations
along the x direction. Accordingly, the equations contain
no partial derivatives with respect to y or z and ε and µ do
not depend on y or z. Under these conditions, the TDME
reduce to two independent sets of first-order differential
equations as we illustrated in the previous subsection.
The solutions of these sets are known as the transverse
electric (TE) and the transverse magnetic (TM) mode.
Let us study the following initial boundary value problem

∂E

∂t
=

1

ε

∂H

∂x
(0 < x < 1; t > 0) (1a)

∂H

∂t
=

1

µ

∂E

∂x
(0 < x < 1; t > 0) (1b)

H(x, 0) = h0(x), E(x, 0) = e0(x), (0 < x < 1)(1c)

H(0, t) = hl(t), H(1, t) = hr(t), (t > 0). (1d)

We now introduce two grids for the domain Ω
.
= {(x, t) ∈

R, | 0 < x < 1, t > 0}. If ∆x denotes the spatial grid
size and ∆t the time step, the grid points (xj , t

n) can be
chosen as

xj
.
= j∆x (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M)∆ = 1/(M + 1)(2a)

tn
.
= n∆t (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ). (2b)

We can effectively consider the midpoints of the space
intervals as the second staggered grid points x̃j+1/2 for
having two grid sets, see Figure 1.

j + 1j - 1 j
j - 1 / 2 j + 1 / 2

Fig. 1. Two staggered grids

In this way we define two separate sets of numerical
solution for making computations in parallel on both grids
using combined information for the purpose of the update:

S = {En+1/2
j ; Hn

j+1/2} , (3a)

S̃ = {Ẽn+1/2
j+1/2 ; H̃n

j } . (3b)
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Normally the fields E and H are shifted in time by ∆t/2
for the sake of to have second order time approximation
numerical scheme.

Then we define the following difference operators (both
in time and space with single and double steps):

L∆t
n,j [V] =

1

∆t
(V

n+1/2
j − V

n−1/2
j ) , (4a)

L∆x
n,j [V] =

1

∆x
(V n

j+1/2 − V n
j−1/2) , (4b)

L2∆x
n,j [V] =

1

2∆x
(V n

j+1 − V n
j−1) . (4c)

Using the operator’s notation, the standard leap-frog nu-
merical schemes for both solution sets can be written as

L∆x
n,j [E] =

1

ε
L∆x

n,j [H] , (5a)

L∆t
n+1/2,j+1/2[H] =

1

µ
L∆x

n+1/2,j+1/2[E] (5b)

and for dual grid

L∆t
n,j+1/2[Ẽ] =

1

ε
L∆x

n,j+1/2[H̃] (6a)

L∆t
n+1/2,j [H̃] =

1

µ
L∆x

n+1/2,j [Ẽ] , (6b)

which can be explicitly integrated in time.
A special combination of taking the spacial derivatives

from two grids at once let us use the Richardson extrapo-
lation technique for improving the accuracy. It results in
the combined dual-grid numerical schemes (second order
in time and fourth in space): for computing solution for
the S set

L∆t
n,j [E] =

1

ε
(
4

3
L∆x

n,j [H] − 1

3
L2∆x

n,j [H̃]) (7a)

L∆t
n+1/2,j+1/2[H] =

1

µ

4

3
L∆x

n+1/2,j+1/2[E] −

1

3
L2∆x

n+1/2,j+1/2[Ẽ] (7b)

and for the S̃ set

L∆x
n,j+1/2[Ẽ] =

1

ε
(
4

3
L∆x

n,j+1/2[H̃] − 1

3
L2∆x

n,j+1/2[H])(8a)

L∆t
n+1/2,j [H̃] =

1

µ
(
4

3
L∆x

n+1/2,j [Ẽ] − 1

3
L2∆x

n+1/2,j [E]).(8b)

It follows from the Taylor’s decomposition that local
discretization error is of the fourth order accuracy in
space and it is consistent, i.e. for ∆t = φ(∆x) it holds
‖ d(·, tn) ‖→ 0, for ∆x → 0.

B. Stability criteria

To investigate the stability of the combined numerical
schemes we apply the Fourier mode analysis. We look at
a numerical solution of the form

Un
j = eikxj−iωtn

, (9)

where k is the wave number and ω the frequency. Sup-
pressing the dependencies on wave number and frequen-
cies we rather use two other variables, the amplification
factor λ and phase angle ϕ, which are defined as

λ
.
= e−iω∆t , (10a)

ϕ
.
= k∆x . (10b)

This results in the representation

E
n+1/2
j = E0λ

n+1/2eijϕ , (11a)

Hn
j+1/2 = H0λ

nei(j+1/2)ϕ , (11b)

Ẽ
n+1/2
j+1/2 = E0λ

n+1/2ei(j+1/2)ϕ , (11c)

H̃
n+1/2
j = H0λ

neijϕ (11d)

with amplitudes E0 and H0 for the electric and magnetic
fields. Now we substitute the above representations in
the difference formulas and obtain the following dispersion
relation

λ ± 2iCg(ϕ)
√

λ − 1 = 0 , (12)

with Courant number C = 1
√

εµ
∆t
∆x and an intermediate

function g(ϕ) = 4
3 sin ϕ

2 − 1
6 sin ϕ. Note that |g(ϕ)| <

gmax ' 1.37. As the amplification factor satisfies two
quadratic equations (12), which have the following four
solutions, it can be written as

λ1/2 = ±
√

1 − C2 · g2(ϕ) ∓ iCg(ϕ) . (13)

Hence we formulate the stability condition for the dual-
grid numerical schemes, which provides us with |λ| < 1

C <
1

gmax
≤ 0.72 . (14)

Thus for the dual-grid computations we require ∆t ≤
0.72∆x

c , c - speed of light. Finally, we mention that we
have shown that the dual grid scheme is consistent and
stable; due to Lax equivalence theorem it is convergent.

C. Algorithm

In this subsection we describe the algorithm of dual grid
time integration.

First, initialize: put the initial values of fields H and
H̃ on the same time level n = 0 in corresponding non
intersecting locations j and j + 1/2. Also the values of E

and Ẽ are on the same time level n = 1/2, which shifted
by ∆t/2 compared to H field. Second, update: compute

the new values of H and H̃ using combined information
of E and Ẽ for estimating the first space derivatives of
the curl operators, see (7b) and (8b); then compute the

new values of E and Ẽ in the same way, see (7a) and (8a).
Third, proceed in cycle until the required number of steps
made.

D. Numerical results

In this subsection we compare the performance of nor-
mal Yee scheme and proposed dual scheme. For that we
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use a Gaussian pulse test example, which propagates from
left to right in the interval. We observe the numerical val-
ues of E field in the middle of the interval over time steps.
In Figure (2) one can see that both schemes perform quite

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
−0.1

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6
Gaussian Pulse

Dashed − fourth order

Dotted − second order

Fig. 2. One-d simulation with the Gaussian pulse; 20 number of
points, 400 time steps

well approximating the dynamics of the pulse. The ad-
vantage of dual scheme becomes more vivid when we plot
the absolute difference between the numerical and the pre-
scribed exact solutions in the same location over the time
steps, see Figure (3). As expected the absolute error of

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0

1

2

3

4

5

6
x 10

−3 Absolute error

Dashed − fourth order

Dotted − second order

Fig. 3. Absolute error of two solutions: normal and dual schemes

fourth order scheme is much smaller than the error of the
second order scheme.

III. Conclusion

The presented dual (2,4) scheme for solving the
Maxwell’s equations is efficient in terms of massive stor-
age and accurate computations. Yet at the same time it
even lets take a greater time step.
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I. Introduction

This paper is mostly based on the results of the national
projects Advanced Radio Frequency SImulation and Mod-
eling (ARFSIM 2002–2003), MOdeling and Simulation for
Advanced Integrated Circuits and Systems (MOSAICS
2004–2005), and Accurate Models Aim for Zero Errors
(AMAZE 2006–2008). All these three projects have been
funded by the National Technology Agency of Finland,
Nokia Corporation, and AWR-APLAC Corporation. In
these projects, APLAC circuit simulation and design tool
[1] has been used as a common platform for the circuit
analysis and modeling methods developed.

II. Analysis methods

During the ARFSIM, MOSAICS, and AMAZE
projects, the following analysis methods of APLAC have
been developed or considerably improved: DC [2], [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7]; AC; transient; multitone harmonic balance
[8], [9]; multivariate steady-state time-domain [10]; large-
signal–small-signal; phase noise [9]; and oscillator anal-
ysis. Also, the EM-simulation method Finite Difference
Time Domain (FDTD) has been accelerated [11] and mod-
ified to allow FDTD–lumped-element co-simulation [12].

III. Model-order reduction

The whole Model-Order Reduction (MOR) chain can
be divided into three steps: 1) Interconnect modeling:
model, using EM simulation or other methods, the inter-
connect (e.g., layout parasitics) by a large RLC network.
2) MOR: reduce the RLC network to obtain a reduced-
order frequency-domain interconnect model (e.g., a set
of poles and residues). 3) Macromodel realization: link
the model obtained to transient simulation of the whole
nonlinear circuit by generating an appropriate equivalent-
circuit representation. Most of our MOR research has
been in the field of macromodel realization [13].

IV. Behavioral modeling

In the field of (quasi-)static Behavioral Modeling
(BM) using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), we
have carried out research [14], [15], [16] and imple-
mented ANNModelGenerator in APLAC. Recently, we
have started to study ANN-based dynamic BM.
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Abstract — The efficient simulation of high-speed interconnects 
demands compact macro-models. For interconnects operating in 
non-TEM conditions, the accurate identification of such passive 
macro-models is still a challenge. We consider the application of 
Vector Fitting and of a suitable passivity enforcement procedure 
for the identification of macro-models of such class of 
interconnects. The corresponding time domain model is then 
used for signal integrity analysis. 
Keywords — Reduced Order Model, Transmission Lines, High-
Speed Interconnects. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Accurate modelling of electrical interconnects is required in 
the design of the modern electronic systems to address several 
signal integrity issues. Lumped macro-models, which enable 
fast time domain simulations through recursive convolutions, 
are usually generated deriving a rational approximation of the 
transfer matrix used to describe the considered structures. The 
identification of the rational approximation is pursued with 
some least square algorithm, starting from measured or 
simulated port responses. It is widespread opinion that the 
Vector Fitting algorithm (VF) [1], which is an iterative least 
square fitting algorithm with a reliable pole relocation scheme, 
provides a more robust approach as compared to older 
algorithms (standard Sanathanan-Koerner method [2] and 
Model Based Parameter Estimation [3]). Such robustness is 
mainly due to the use of simple fraction as basis functions, 
avoiding power of frequency, which easily lead to ill-
conditioned numerical formulations. Furthermore, the stability 
enforcement (i.e. poles having negative real part) is trivially 
achievable by mirroring the unstable poles, which may appear 
during the iterations, in the left half plane. 
After the identification, a second fundamental issue has to be 
addressed that is the passivity enforcement. Roughly 
speaking, passivity indicates the inability of a structure to 
generate energy. Passive structures, such as interconnects, 
have to be described through passive macro-models, since a 
non-passive model may lead to unstable transient simulations 
depending on its termination networks [4-5]. 
In this work we address the model order reduction issue, for 
some high-speed interconnects operating in non-TEM 
conditions. In particular we will focus on the case reported in 
[6] to further improve them, both from the accuracy point of 
view as well as considering the issue of passivity enforcement. 

II. ISSUES IN THE IDENTIFICATION OF WIDE BAND 
MACROMODELS FOR HIGH SPEED INTERCONNECTS 

Electrically long interconnects can be correctly modelled with 
the transmission line model until the quasi-TEM hypothesis of 

propagation holds. When a time-domain analysis is required 
(because of the large frequency ranges and the nonlinear 
behaviour of terminal devices), an efficient characterization of 
the transmission line is provided by the popular Method of 
Characteristics (MoC), which describes the line by means of 
the characteristic admittance and the propagation function. 
Qualitative information on such a model allows the analytical 
extraction of the irregular terms of these functions (such as the 
delays involved in the propagation function). In this way, the 
identification process reduces to an almost trivial rational 
approximation of the remainders of both describing operators, 
which are smooth functions [7]. In many practical VLSI 
applications, the bandwidth of signals carried by the electrical 
interconnects extends to frequency ranges where the quasi-
TEM assumption does no longer holds. In such cases, the 
transmission line model is inadequate to catch those high-
frequency effects, like radiation and dispersion, which 
actually affect the system performance. A full-wave analysis 
would be, in principle, necessary to correctly describe the 
structure behaviour. However, it has been recently shown the 
possibility to extend the validity of the transmission line 
model to frequency ranges where their smallest characteristic 
wavelength approaches the conductor separation. An 
enhanced transmission line model has been proposed in [8], 
where the effects of such high-frequencies on the propagation 
performance have been deeply investigated in the frequency-
domain. In [6] a first attempt has been made to obtain a time-
domain characterization and to perform signal integrity 
analysis. However, the macro-modelling of such structures is 
still a challenge. In fact, when the physics of the propagation 
does not enable the use of the Method of Characteristics, 
macro-models have to be derived from a characterization 
given as transfer function matrix, typically made of non-
smooth frequency responses holding delays (i.e. non-
minimum phase shift functions). Difficulties related to wide 
band identifications of such responses can limit their 
usefulness in signal integrity analysis. When considering such 
kind of interconnects, firstly it is difficult when not impossible 
to identify directly the whole transfer matrix, so that the 
components are identified each one in one step resulting in 
different poles. As a second drawback, the passivity violations 
appear to be difficult to remove. 

III. PASSIVITY ENFORCEMENT ON WIDE BAND MACROMODELS 
Passivity property of a multi-port circuit is equivalent to the 
conditions that its transfer matrix is positive real, in case of 
hybrid representation (impedance or admittance 
representations), or bounded real, in case of scattering 
representation [9]. These conditions can be directly applied 
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for testing passivity, but require a frequency sweep since they 
need to be checked at any frequency. This implies that a not 
accurate sampling of the frequency axis, could give a wrong 
result.  
Dealing with VF algorithm, rational transfer matrices 
identified could not satisfy the mentioned properties even if 
original data do, so passivity should be checked and 
eventually enforced, correcting the macro-model at those 
frequencies where violations are found. Moreover, passivity 
violations can also arise in the original data, when the 
electromagnetic model adopted is known as inconsistent in 
some frequencies band, such as in [6]. The ETL model is a 
full-wave model based on the assumption that the terminal 
devices interact with the interconnect only through the 
terminal currents and voltages. For such a reason, it is 
neglected the contribution of the currents along the devices to 
the vector potential used to characterize the line itself. This 
could give rise to bands of passivity violation, whose position 
can be easily predicted [8]. 
In the full paper we will address this issue, showing a proper 
approach suitable to correct the non-passive model. The 
proposed technique [4-5] will be both evaluated to find out a 
suitable procedure for the solution of the specific problem. 

IV. TEST CASES 

We will show two case studies. Case-study 1 considers two 
square conductors widely separated, with a=1mm, b=1mm, 
hc=10mm, and a length of 2l=100mm. Case-study 2, instead, 
refers to a condition when the proximity effect is not 
negligible, assuming b=2a=2mm, hc=2mm and a length of 
2l=30mm. Impedances matrices of such interconnects have 
been obtained through a computer code based on the enhanced 
transmission line model [6]. Figures 2 and 3 show the 
identification of the magnitude of both Zself and Zmutual, 
referring to the test case 1. Although the passivity violation in 
the original model, mentioned in the previous paragraph, have 
been subjected to compensation before to fit the responses, the 
reduced model still exhibit violations, which need to be 
removed in a further step [4-5]. 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 Reference geometry for the considered case-studies. 

 
Fig. 2 Identification of magnitude of Zself, case 1. 

 
Fig. 3 Identification of the magnitude of Zmutual, case 1. 
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Abstract—We consider model reduction of linear desc-

riptor systems using balancing-related techniques. We

present an extension of classical balanced truncation and

positive real balanced truncation model reduction methods

that are based on balancing the solutions of projected ge-

neralized Lyapunov and Riccati equations. Important pro-

perties of these methods are that stability and passivity

are preserved in the reduced-order model and that there

exist approximation error bounds. Numerical solution of

the corresponding matrix equations is also discussed.

Keywords—descriptor systems, model reduction,

balanced truncation, Lyapunov equations, Riccati

equations, stability, passivity

I. Introduction

Consider linear time-invariant continuous-time systems
in descriptor form

E ẋ(t) = A x(t) + B u(t),
y(t) = C x(t) + D u(t),

(1)

where E, A ∈ Rn,n, B ∈ Rn,m, C ∈ Rp,n, D ∈ Rp,m,
x(t) ∈ Rn is the state vector, u(t) ∈ Rm is the control
input, and y(t) ∈ Rp is the output. The number of state
variables n is called the order of system (1). The matrix
E may be singular, but we will assume that the pencil
λE − A is regular, i.e., det(λE − A) 6= 0 for some λ ∈ C.
Descriptor systems with singular E arise in a variety of
applications including design of micro-electro-mechanical
systems and electrical circuit simulation.

As integrated circuits get more complex and different
physical effects have to be taken into account, the deve-
lopment of efficient modelling and simulation tolls for very
large networks is highly required. In this context, model
order reduction is of crucial importance, especially if si-
mulation of large-scale systems has to be done in a short
time or it has to be repeated for different input signals.
A general idea of model order reduction is to approximate
the large-scale system (1) by a reduced-order model

Ẽ ˙̃x(t) = Ã x̃(t) + B̃ u(t),

ỹ(t) = C̃ x̃(t) + D̃ u(t),
(2)

where Ẽ, Ã ∈ R`,`, B̃ ∈ R`,m, C̃ ∈ Rp,` and ` � n.
It is required that the approximate model (2) preserves
essential properties of (1) like stability and passivity and
that the approximation error is small.

In circuit simulation, Krylov subspace based methods
[1], [2], [3] are most used for reduced-order modelling. Un-
til recently, they were the only model reduction methods

available for descriptor systems. Although the Krylov
subspace model reduction techniques are efficient for very
large sparse problems, stability and passivity are not ne-
cessarily preserved in the reduced-order model, so that
usually a post-processing is needed to guarantee these
properties. Recently, passivity-preserving model reduc-
tion methods based on Krylov subspaces have been de-
veloped for general standard state space systems [4], [5]
and also for structured descriptor systems describing in-
terconnect circuits [2], [3], [6], [7]. Despite the successful
application of these methods in circuit simulation, they
provide only a good local approximation and, so far, there
exist no global error bounds.

Another model order reduction approach widely used in
control design is balanced truncation. In order to capture
specific system properties, different balancing techniques
have been developed for standard state space systems
(E = I), e.g., [8]. We will show that these techniques can
also be extended for descriptor systems. Important pro-
perties of balancing-related model reduction methods are
that stability and passivity are preserved in the reduced-
order model. Moreover, the existence of computable error
bounds allows an adaptive choice of the order of the ap-
proximate model.

II. Balancing-related model reduction

Balanced truncation model reduction is based on the
transformation of the dynamical system into a balanced
form whose controllability and observability Gramians are
both equal to a diagonal matrix diag(σ1, . . . , σn). Then
the reduced-order system is determined by the truncation
of the states corresponding to the small diagonal elements
of the Gramians. Depending on system properties, diffe-
rent types of balancing may be defined.

In the classical balanced truncation approach, the Gra-
mians are defined as the solutions of two Lyapunov equa-
tions, and the elements σj are known as the Hankel sin-
gular values [10].

Assume that the descriptor system (1) is asymptotically
stable, i.e., all the finite eigenvalues of the pencil λE −A
have negative real part. For such a system, two pairs
of the controllability and observability Gramians can be
defined [11], [12]. These are the proper Gramians Gpc and
Gpo, and the improper Gramians Gic and Gio that are the
unique symmetric, positive semidefinite solutions of the
projected generalized Lyapunov equations

E GpcA
T + AGpcE

T = −PlBBTP T
l , Gpc = PrGpcP

T
r , (3)

ETGpoA + ATGpoE = −P T
r CTCPr, Gpo = P T

l GpoPl, (4)
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AGicA
T − E GicE

T = QlBBT QT
l , Gic = QrGicQ

T
r , (5)

ATGioA − ETGioE = QT
r CTCQr, Gio = QT

l GioQl, (6)

where Pl and Pr are the spectral projectors onto the left
and right deflating subspaces of the pencil λE − A cor-
responding to the finite eigenvalues, and Ql = I − Pl,
Qr = I − Pr. The proper and improper Hankel singular
values of (1) are defined as the square roots of the positive
eigenvalues of the matrices GpcE

TGpoE and GicA
TGioA,

respectively. The reduced-order model (2) can be com-
puted by projecting

Ẽ = W TET, Ã = W TAT, B̃ = W TB, C̃ = CT, D̃ = D,

where the projection matrices W, T ∈ Rn,` determine the
left and right subspaces corresponding to the dominant
proper and non-zero improper Hankel singular values.
This system is asymptotically stable and has the following
absolute error bound

‖G̃ − G‖∞ := sup
ω∈R

‖G̃(iω) − G(iω)‖2 ≤ 2

n∑

j=`+1

σj ,

where ‖ · ‖2 denotes the spectral matrix norm,

G(s)=C(sE−A)−1B + D, G̃= C̃(sẼ−Ã)−1B̃+D̃

are the transfer functions of (1) and (2), respectively, and
σ`+1, . . . , σn are the truncated proper Hankel singular va-
lues, see [12] for details.

Note that Lyapunov-based balanced truncation, in ge-
neral, does not preserve passivity in the reduced-order
system. However, passivity is an important property of
circuit equations. In a passivity-preserving model reduc-
tion approach, known as positive real balanced truncation,
instead of the Lyapunov equations (3) and (4) we have to
solve the projected generalized Riccati equations

E XÂT + Â XET + EXCT R−1CXET + PlBBTP T
l = 0,

X = PrXP T
r , (7)

and

ET Y Â + ÂT Y E + ET Y BR−1BT Y E + P T
r CTCPr = 0,

Y = P T
l Y Pl, (8)

where Â = A−PlBR−1CPr and R = D +DT is assumed
to be nonsingular. The reduced-order model can be com-
puted by transforming the descriptor system to a positive
real balanced form such that X = Y = diag(π1, . . . , πn)
and then truncating the states corresponding to the small
positive Hankel singular values πj . The resulting system
is passive and we have the following multiplicative-type
error bound

‖(G̃ + DT )−1(G̃ − G)‖∞ ≤ ‖R‖2
2‖G + DT ‖∞

n∑

j=`+1

πj ,

that can be obtained similarly to the standard state space
case [8].

III. Numerical solution of matrix equations

In balancing-related model reduction, we need to solve
matrix Lyapunov or Riccati equations. However, recent
results on low rank approximations to the solutions of
these equations make the balanced truncation methods

viable for large-scale problems. The projected Lyapunov
equations (3)–(6) can be solved using the generalized al-
ternating direction implicit method [13]. To solve the
projected Riccati equations (7) and (8), we can use the
Newton method [14]. In each step of this method, the pro-
jected Lyapunov equations of the form (3) and (4) have
to be solved.

A major difficulty in the numerical solution of the pro-
jected Lyapunov and Riccati equations by the iterative
methods is that the spectral projections Pl and Pr are
required. However, in many applications, the matrices E
and A have some special block structure. This structure
can be used to construct the projections Pl and Pr in
explicit form, see [13], [15].
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Abstract—In this paper, a systematical method for sen-
sitivity analysis of 6T SRAM cells with 65 nm planar
CMOS devices is developed. Based on a design of ex-
periment (DOE), a mixed-mode (i.e., coupled device and
circuit) simulation, and a response surface model (RSM),
performances of 6T SRAM cells are explored with respect
to static noise margin (SNM). Taking device channel dop-
ing level, channel length, source/drain doping level, and
thickness of gate oxide as significant variables, a SNM re-
sponse surface model is constructed. With the developed
SNM, the impact of channel length variation on SNM is
evaluated. It is found that the variance of SNM is strongly
affected by the critical dimension of the gate length. Be-
sides exploring the SNM, this statistical technique can also
be applied to study other electrical characteristics with re-
spect to different device parameters.

Keywords—6T SRAM, computational statistics,
mixed-mode simulation, coupled simulation of device
and circuit, static noise margin, sensitivity.

I. Introduction

Silicon-based CMOS devices have been a fundamental
building block for SRAM cells. For SRAM cell design,
the cell area and the stability of the cell are the most
important factors [1]. The cell area determines about
two-third of the total chip area. The cell stability deter-
mines the soft-error rate and the sensitivity of the mem-
ory to process tolerance and operating conditions. These
two aspects are interdependent since designing a cell for
improved stability invariably requires a larger cell area.
With the scaling of conventional CMOS devices to sub-
100 nm and beyond, the variations of the transistor char-
acteristics due to local and nonlocal effects, such as the
random dopants, the critical dimension of channel length,
the interface roughness, and line edge roughness (LER)
[2], [3] start to adversely affect the yield and functional-
ity of the corresponding integrated circuits (ICs) [4]. The
cell stability of a 6T SRAM using conventional nanoscale
planar MOSFETs during read mode is explored [5].

In this paper, sensitivity of the static noise margin
(SNM) for a 6T SRAM cell with 65 nm CMOS devices,
shown in Fig. 1, is computationally explored with a
mixed-mode (i.e., device-circuit) coupled simulation. To
explore the sensitivity of SNM for the 65 nm SRAM, a
computational statistics methodology is developed which
consists of the design of experiment (DOE) and the sec-
ond order response surface model (RSM). By considering
the device doping level, channel length, gate oxide thick-
ness, and the source/drain dopant as changing factors,
according to the DOE, we construct a RSM for SNM of
SRAM. The RSM highly explains the behavior of SNM
for the investigated 65 nm SRAM cell. With a proper dis-
tribution, the model allows us to perform the sensitivity
analysis of 65 nm SRAM with respect to aforementioned

BL BLB
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M1

M3

M2

M5

M4

M6

Q

QB

VDD

Fig. 1. A 6T SRAM cell with 65 nm planar CMOS devices in our
mixed-mode simulation.

factors efficiently. Without loss of generality, we prelim-
inarily focus on the impact of channel length variations
on the 6T SRAM cells. It is found that the SNM in-
creases when all channel lengths decrease simultaneously.
Under a Gaussian distribution for the variation of the de-
vice length, there is a 2.75 mV increase of the standard
deviation of SNM when the device channel length is at
61 nm. The increase of the standard deviation of SNM
is mainly due to relatively large variation of driving cur-
rent when the device channel lengths are simultaneously
reduced. Compared with the results of a Gaussian dis-
tribution, the predicted variation significantly increases
(about 2 times) when a uniform distribution is adopted.
In Sec. II, we introduce the computational methodology.
In Sec. III, simulation results are discussed. Finally, we
draw conclusions.

II. The Computational Methodology

A computational statistics methodology that accounts
for the characteristic sensitivity is depicted in Fig. 2. Our
simulation technique is mainly based on a mixed-mode
simulation (i.e., the coupled simulation of device and cir-
cuit) for SRAM cells. It integrates DOE using the orthog-
onal matrix, running the experiment, extraction of SNM
[6], and fitting the RSM for analyzing effects of aforemen-
tioned parameters’ variation. The calculation of SNM is
by computed the largest diagonal value shown in the inset
of Fig. 2. Among many physical and process parameters,
variable screening resulting four important factors, the
channel length, the gate oxide thickness, the soure/drain
doping concentration, and the channel doping concentra-
tion. They are systematically considered and modelled in
this work. With a face centered cube DOE technique [7],
the mixed-mode simulation is performed by solving a set
of two-dimensional density-gradient-based drift-diffusion
equations, which is simultaneously coupled with circuit
nodal equations. Thus, all device and circuit characteris-
tics are obtained without any devices’ equivalent circuit
models. The sensitivity of SNM then can be explored in
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Fig. 2. A computational procedure for the method.

TABLE I
The upper and lower limits of the parameters, and the nominal recipes.

Parameters Range Nominal values

Gate oxide thickness (nm) [1.3, 1.7] 1.5

Channel length (nm) [60, 70] 65

Source/drain dose (cm−3) [8e + 19, 1.2e + 20] 1e+20

Channel dose (cm−3) [7e + 18, 1.2e + 18] 1e+18

a computationally cost-effective way. We note that this
analysis technique not only can be used together with de-
vice and circuit simulation programs for theoretical pre-
diction but also can analyze experimental measurement
for realistic SRAM data. The input part of DOE, shown
in Fig. 2, can be replaced with experimental measurement
for a realistic diagnosis of process variation effects.

III. Results and Discussion

We model a second order RSM of the SNM for the 6T
SRAM cells with 65 nm CMOS devices during the read
mode. Operation bias is fixed at 1.2 V under room tem-
perature. The model is in terms of the device channel
length, the gate oxide thickness, the channel dopant, and
the source/drain doping level

SNM = 218.39− 6.46x1 − 19.64x2 − 6.38x3

+2.43x4 − 1.00x2

1
+ 15.55x2

2
+ 0.73x2

3

−1.00x2

4 + 1.87x1x2 + 0.19x1x3

−0.28x1x4 − 0.32x2x3 − 1.66x2x4 + 1.66x3x4, (1)

where x1 is the gate oxide thickness, x2 is the channel
length, x3 is the source/drain dose, and x4 is the chan-
nel dose. The coefficients are determined by the data ob-
tained from the experiment. The upper and lower bounds
of the process parameters are summarized in Table I.
Residual normal plots are performed to verify the accu-
racy of the constructed model, shown in Fig. 3. This ex-
amination highly reflects the modelling functionality for
the RSM of SNM. Table I summarizes the used factors
for the studied 6T SRAM cell. The four factor levels are
considered with respect to each parameter. The nominal
(mean) values are also given in Table I. For each chan-
nel length being studied, Fig. 4 is the standard deviation
(σSNM ) of the SNM due to channel length variations of
the 65 nm planar MOSFETs, where the cell ratio is set to
be 1. It is found that the SNM increases when all channel
lengths decrease simultaneously. Under a Gaussian dis-
tribution (with more than 1000 trails), there is a 2.75 mV
increase of σSNM when the device channel length varies
from 69 nm to 61 nm. The increase of σSNM is mainly due
to relatively large variation of the driving current when

 

Fig. 3. Residuals and residual normal plot of SNM.

Fig. 4. Standard deviation of SNM versus channel length.

the device channel lengths are simultaneously reduced. As
shown in Fig. 4b, the predicted variation significantly in-
creases when a uniform distribution is adopted. We note
that this estimation should be subject to further investi-
gation by individually constructing RSM with respect to
each transistor. Therefore, the individual behavior can be
examined for the 65 nm SRAM cell.

IV. Conclusions

Based on the face centered cube DOE, RSM, and
mixed-mode simulation, a method for SNM sensitivity
analysis of 6T SRAM cells with respect to the device
channel length has been presented. Preliminary results
have shown the validity of method. This approach can be
used to analyze other variation effects. We are currently
performing the analysis and compare with measured data.
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Abstract. This paper proposes to realize a general solution for 
the remote control of a MHEPS; This solution has 
implemented by the authors at MHEPS- Cerna which belong 
to Hidroelectrica Targu-Jiu. It is necessary to administrate 
efficiently the hydro-energetic resources, decrease the cost of 
the energy and increase the running security. 
 
Introduction 

The target of the paper is the control and supervising of 
water accumulations in the hydro-energetic plants, the 
remote control of the hydro-power plants and the 
development of the hydro-energetic fitting-out.: 
 increase the  energetic capacity optimizing the use of 

the energy in a micro hydro-power plant station. 
 permanently and continuously  information about the 

water debits in the hydro power plant. 
 establish  a  MHEPS’s optimum running rate for the 

entire year. 
 eliminate the inundation risk during the autumn-winter 

season and winter-spring season increasing the system 
running safety  

 increase the efficiency on the whole chain of energy 
producing and use and integrate the energetic sector in 
the EU standards. 

 realize a complex automation for the remote control of 
the hydro-power plant stations. 

 Realize a high technologic efficiency. 
 
The system proposed by the authors is  SCADA Decision 
Support System / Management Support System which lead 
to the  efficient use of the energy,  the optimum use of the 
water resources eliminating the inundation risk. 
Both on national and international layout pay attention for 
the inundation risk In the hydro electric power stations the 
strategy which prevent the inundations is correlated with 
the automatic control of the water debit  
driving automatically the tilting gates of the storage basins. 
The new global outlook of the European Community 
regarding the safety of the flowing water to prevent the 
inundations will have to be obligatory for Romania 
concerning to our integration in EU. 
For the present do not exist a system, which permit the 
automatically opening of the tilting gates, which belong to 

the storage basins; in this way, a water quantity higher then 
normal level, can be flowed through the tilting gates. 
The system proposed and partially implemented, allows a 
real time analyzing of the measured parameters, the 
automatic control of the water debits, the automatic driving 
of the tilting gates, the finding-out of the damages and the 
transmitting of data. 
The target is to implement a complex automation system 
for the remote control of the hydroelectric power stations. 
From scientific point of view it is studied the following 
problems: 
 realize an automation system for the remote control of 

the hydro electric power stations ; 
 elaborate methods for up-date the hydroelectric power 

stations; 
 elaborate the algorithms for the efficient running of the 

hydro power plants; The algorithms are based on the 
weather’s prognosis and aim  to allow a maximum 
energetic production and to prevent the inundations; 

 realize a mathematic model of the technological 
installation; 

 study and simulate the propagation of the freshet in the 
case of a forced flowing, the prognosis of the freshet 
evolution, elaborate the prognosis soft; 

 will calculate the water’s debit flowing toward the 
storage basins basing on the information provided by 
the transducers set in the storage basin; 

 will calculated the period of time  in which the 
upstream water’s debit arrives in downstream storage 
basin. 

 Will calculate the debit-out in the storage basin 
function of the opening and geometry of the tilting 
gate; 

 Will calculate the opening of the tilting gates; 
 Will calculate the control rules for the system; 
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Abstract. The analysis and the design of the devices 
and of the electronic circuits depend on the profound 
understanding of the notions of Physics equivalent to 
the solid conductor materials, semiconductors and 
insulators. Because of the technical and economical 
necessities of the actual society, integrated circuits 
must be made at a nano level, where the quantum 
mechanic laws govern. 
In the present paper one presents the difference 
between the real mass and the effective mass of the 
electrons inside crystals and a simplified model of the 
energetic band for a solid body in which one would 
show that the electron mass is not the real one but the 
effective one. 
 
Introduction 
The study of the function of the devices and of the 
electronic circuits involves the study of the behavior of 
the solid materials both in the presence of some external 
disturbance factors (electric fields, magnetic fields, 
electro-magnetic or nuclear radiations, etc.) and also in 
their absence. For this, two concepts are introduced: 
thermo-dynamic equilibrium and thermo-dynamic non-
equilibrium. 
Thermo-dynamic equilibrium represents a global 
condition that consists in the simultaneous fulfillment of 
four equilibrium conditions: 
- Thermal equilibrium 
- Electric equilibrium 
- Chemical equilibrium 
- Mechanical equilibrium 
The non-fulfillment of one of the four equilibrium 
conditions will place the material in a thermo-dynamic 
non- equilibrium situation.  
Because a solid material contains around 1023 particles in 
a square centimeter, particles that present small distances 
between them. For this reason their behavior is studied on 
the basis of two extensions of the classical Physics: 
probable quantum that solves the problem of small 
distances between particles and static mechanics that 
solves the problem of the great number of particles.   
These extensions provide main study instruments of the 
materials involved in the making of the devices and of the 
electronic circuits: 
-the model of the energetic bands developed on the basis 
of two fundamental postulates regarding the dual 
character of the material particles and of the electro-
magnetic radiation: 
- Planck’s Condition (E=h*f) 
- Broglie Hypothesis (p=h/λ) 

- Fermi- Dirac statistics is the one that presents the 
distribution of the electrons according to their momentum 
in the thermo-equilibrium. 
 
For the introduction of the effective mass notion one 
should use the model of the energetic bands. For this one 
should take into account the energy bands )(1 kW

r
, 

)(2 kW
r

,…, )(kWn

r
 for the Brilluoin zone. The energy 

functions )(kWi

r
 have the following properties. 

1. In the domains of the reduced zone where the function 
)(kWl

r
 does not cut across or touches another, this 

function is continuous and admits derives from any order. 
In the contingence points or of cutting points of these 
functions, one should obtain situations named non-
generated for the value (level) of the energy. At the cut 
across or at the contingence of only two functions one 
should obtain an energetic level double non-generated. 
2. The function )(kWi

r
 is even  

                            
                          )()( kWkW ii

rr
−=                              (1) 
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In daily practice importance is given by the extremes of 
the energy functions )(kWi

r
 -maximum and minimum 

extremes. 
In the point of the reduced zone 0k

r
where there is an 

extreme point (maximum or minimum) of energy the 
following condition “(2)” is fulfilled: 
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Where: α = x, y, z and represent the Cartesian coordinates 
of the three-dimensional space. 
If a Taylor series is developed the function energy 

)(kWi  around the point 0kk
rr

= and if we keep the first 
terms of the development, we obtain: 
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Where α = x, y, z  and β = x, y, z are the coordinates of 
the three-dimensional space 
 
The sum from the expression (4) can be put in matrix, 
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Due to the symmetrical property (1), the matrix (5) 
follows some transforming rules. 
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Relation (2) can be written in the following way: 
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Where: 
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∂
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βαα kks −=                                         (9) 
 

 

βαα kks −=                                      (10) 
 
With these notions a simplified model of the energetic 
bands will be written for a solid body. In this model one 
will show that the mass of the electron from the crystal 
structure is not the real mass but the effective mass.     
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Abstract -This paper presents the mathematical theory and 
the solution’s implementation for a continual modern 
electronically-automatic PID regulator. 
The novelty of this regulator is in the fact that it can detect 
the presence (or the absence) of an internal bug and also the 
variation of values of the passive and active electronic 
elements from the nominal values.  
It can be connected with a personal computer by the RS232 
interface connection and it can send internal information. 
This automatic regulator was developed by SC IPA 
CIFATT SA Craiova, as a result of the research made inside 
the research-development project “Methodologies and 
instruments for automatic nano-electronic circuit design”. 
 
Introduction 
The modern automatic PID regulator is based on the 
analysis of the reverse system’s sensitivity. The 
sensitivity notion was introduced by Bode in the year 
1945, and it was “forgotten” for approximately 30 years. 
Once with the development of the electronic 
computational device – initially analogues, and later 
numerical- this “sensitive systems” notion began to be of 
interest for the automation engineers. 
   The problem of the reverse analysis can be formulated 
in the following way: 
Be the mathematical model of the continual dynamic no-
linear system. The state vector equation is:  

),,,)((
.

tputxfx =                     (1) 
With the initial condition 
  

 00 )( xtx =                                (2) 
Where the state vector is (x), the input vector is (u), the 
system’s parameters are represented by (p), time is (t), the 
continual and differentiable function is (f). 
Noting with q the vector obtained from the x0, u and p 
components’ juxtaposition. 
 

]||[],...,,[ 021 puxqqqq T
k ==               (3) 

The equation’s solution is the undisturbed state’s 
trajectory. 
  

       ),()( tqxtx =         (4) 
If at the t0 moment it appears a step variation of the initial 
state ( xΔ ), of the controls ( uΔ ) and of the parameters 

( pΔ ), then will appear a state variation from the normal 
trajectory. 
In this case, the disturbed state’s trajectory will be: 
 

   ),(),,,( 00 tqqxtppuuxxx Δ+=Δ+Δ+Δ+    (5) 
 
and the trajectory’s state deviation from the nominal 
trajectory will be given by  
  

     ),(),( tqxtqqxx −Δ+=Δ                     (6) 
or 
  

     ),()( tqtx Δ=Δ ϕ                            (7) 
 
With these preliminary notes we can formulate the 
reverse sensitivity analysis: 
For a dynamical real system, known the trajectory’s state 
deviation in time ],[),( fo ttttx ∈Δ , one should 
determine the modification vectors of the initial 
states 0xΔ , of the commands’ modification uΔ  and of 

the parameters’ modification pΔ , which produced this 
deviation through simultaneous intervention. 
Technically the reverse analysis of the problem is 
summarizing to the solving of the equation 
 

))((1 txq Δ=Δ −ϕ                           (8) 
Physically, the automatic PID regulator contains the 
following functional blocks: 
-a PID regulator implemented with the help of some 
operational amplifiers 
-a numerical computational block (microcontroller) 
whether it is performed the detection and the localization 
algorithm of the variation of the parameters, of the initial 
state and of the commands.  
In the second paragraph, it is described the solving of the 
equation and the state diagram for the general solution of 
the reverse sensitive analysis. Then it is presented the 
Reverse Sensitive Analysis (RSA) algorithm for the PID 
regulator produced by SC IPA SA Craiova, and also the 
physical description of the equipment.  
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Abstract— In this paper ,the modelling of a new class of 
microelectromechanical piezoceramic actuators (which represent 
the important application of the inverse piezoelectric effect) ; 
multilayer actuators are presented. The theoretical and 
experimental relationship between the piezoceramic  ratio and  
parameters and  design elements of  piezoceramic  micromotors 
and microactuators  have been developed. 
 
 
The ultrasonic  microactuators advantages include [1] : 
- both high torque and high efficiency at low speed; 
- the possibility of direct drive; 
-ability to maintain its own position; 
- good control characteristics at start and stop; 
- simple structure and flexibility of shape; 
- no restriction through induction (e.g. electromagnetic); 
- silent operation. 
  Essentially  a theoretical commentary on the ceramic 
properties (used in fabrication of piezoceramic microactuators 
) is presented ; dielectric constant ; 3331,εε , piezoelectric 

parameters ; 3331 , dd , compliance, dielectric loss and  
mechanical coupling ratio. 

The most important equation regarding electrical 
parameters: 

TdED T ⋅+⋅= ε                                            (1) 
The most important equation regarding mechanical 

parameters: 

EdTsu ⋅+⋅=                                               (2)                                                                               
Where u is the displacement, T is the mechanical stress, D is 
the electric induction and E is the intensity of electric field.  
   The theoretical and experimental relationship between the 
piezoceramic  ratio and  parameters and  design elements of  
piezoceramic  micromotors and microactuators  have been 
developed. 
The microactuator displacement as a function of force and 
voltage will be therefore : 

dUF
A

hsu piezo

E

+⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−=                                            (3) 

where ; h -is the height of the piezoceramic element, A -the 
area of the piezoceramic actuator, s - the elastic compliance, 
d  is the piezoelectric constant, U - the applied voltage. 
 
  The modelling estimation of  design  microactuators 
characteristics ; displacement ,force ,torque  as a function  of 
input; voltage  and  piezoceramic  properties   has been 

obtained in a systematic approach from proposed method  in 
this study. 

  It is presented the case study of microelectromechanical 
multilayer actuator with the modelling of the main parameters 
: microforce and microdisplacent(an example in fig.1). 

 

 
Fig.1.D representation of the linear actuator force function by the 

piezoceramic ratios; d and s  
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Abstract— This paper presents a possibility of modelling the 
electromagnetic field, by taking into account the symmetry of the 
domains. The domain discretisation and implicitly the finite 
volume shape will be given by the type of the symmetry. Thus, 
the simplification of the problem algorithm, of the solution and a 
better approximation of the borders and of the discontinuity 
surfaces are achieved.   
 

Keywords— finite volume method, symmetrical structures, 
discretization, electromagnetic field, coupled problem 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cell complexes are basic tools of algebraic topology. A cell 
complex can be based on a coordinate system; in such a case the 
edges of the cells lie on the coordinate lines and the faces on the 
coordinate surfaces. The advantages of these complexes are the 
easy utilization, it is not necessary a lot of memory and they are 
used to develop fast algorithms that are adapted to the vectorial 
architecture. Their limits refer to the domain borders and to the 
object discretisation, where special treatments are necessary, the 
main problem being the approximation of the solution in the 
limitrophe and interface zones. 

For numerical applications one prefers to drop out to cells 
complex based on coordinates and to use non-structured cells 
of triangular or tetrahedral finite element type. These cells can 
be easy adapted to any complex geometry. Moreover finite 
element method was developed in great detail, the problem of 
the domain discretisation in triangular or tetrahedral cells 
being already solved. Almost all the software instruments for 
field modelling use the discretisation of triangular finite 
element type. This cells complex have advantages on those 
that is based on coordinates: the simplified cells can easy be 
adapted to the domain border, when there are regions of 
different materials, the points can be taken on the separation 
surface, the cells can have different dimensions in one zone or 
another. In order to model the electromagnetic field two cells 
complexes will be considered: the Delaunay complex (primal 
complex) and associated Voronoi complex (dual complex) [1]. 

The orthogonal grids weren’t completely eliminated, some 
researchers trying to find out solutions in order to eliminate 
the inconvenient of the method, for example by introducing a 
new consistent subgridding method, which allows for an 
increased flexibility of mesh configurations with local 
refinement [2].    

This paper tries to find out a possibility of modelling the 
electromagnetic field in the symmetrical structures case, using 
curvilinear grids. This solution, even it is not applicable to a 
great number of problems, has the role of simplifying their 

solutions and to eliminate the inconvenient of the border 
discretisation.    

II. SYMMETRICAL STRUCTURES MODELLING 

A. Electromagnetic Field Modelling 
Generation and adaptation of the grid complex pair take 

into account the geometry of the structure to be discretized. 
For example, in the case of cylindrical distribution, the primal 
and dual cells complexes will be built as in Fig.1.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1.   Cells of the primal and dual complexes 

 
An Yee type scheme was chosen, an element (volume) of a 

cells complex including a point of the other cells complex. 
Thus every surface of a grid will be intersected by a single 
line of the other grid. To the lines of one of the discretisation 
grids one associates the components of the electric field vector 
(primal grid) and to the lines of the other discretisation grid 
(dual grid) one associates the components of the magnetic 
field vector. 

In order to model the electromagnetic field, the Maxwell’s 
equations will be used: 

 ∫ ∫
Γ Γ

⋅−=⋅
S

dSB
dt
ddrE  

∫∫
Γ

Γ
⋅+=⋅

Γ S
S dSD

dt
didrH               (1) 

∫
Σ

Σ=⋅ qdSD     0=⋅∫
Σ

dSB , 

completed by the constitutive equations. 
 With the notations: l - a line of the primal grid that belongs 
to the face f of this grid, l

~
- the face of the dual grid crossed 

by the line l and f
~

- the line of the dual grid that crosses the 
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face f, the first two relations of Maxwell’s equations (1) 
becomes: 
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 Considering that on every face and on every line the electric 
or magnetic field value is constant and choosing as unknowns 
the magnetic fluxes and the electric voltages (corresponding to 
the primal grid), the system (2) becomes: 
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 If the field variables do not depend on z-coordinate and the 
domain has a cylindrical geometry, the problem is reduced to 
a bidimensional case (Fig.2). In this case the first equation of 
(3) remains identical, while the second one is written as: 
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in accordance to the line type that was considered (a part of 
arc or radius). 

For temporal discretisation the finite difference method is 
used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.   Cylindrical symmetry structure – bidimensional case  

B. Thermal Field Modelling 
 If the thermal field modelling is also wanted, the primal 
grid will be used. Thus coupled problems can be solved [3]. 
 The thermal conduction equation in variable regime is 
considered. In a cylindrical symmetry case, it is [4]: 
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where ρ is the material density, cp is the specific heat, T is the 
temperature, λ is the thermal conductivity and S is the power 
generated in a volume unit (function of electromagnetic field). 
 In the bidimensional case, if the field distribution in the 
section is not symmetrical, this equation becomes: 
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For the primal grid represented in the Fig.2, where the 
angles θ can be considered equals, this relation, integrated on 
a control volume built around a point (i,j) of the grid, 
becomes: 
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where 1⋅⋅⋅= drrddV θ . 
Processing this relation, the following relation is obtained: 
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where jiT , is the temperature of the current time step and 0
, jiT is 

the temperature of the previous time step. 

III. CONCLUSION 

 The paper deals with the specific features of the 
electromagnetic - thermal coupled modelling in the particular 
case of the symmetrical distributions. This alternative method 
is trying to increase the precision and to simplify the solution 
comparatively with the case when the cartesian coordinates 
are used. This approach is an alternative to the discretisation 
of triangular finite element type. 
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Abstract—This paper presents an approach to recon-

struct multiple cracks from eddy current testing signals

by means of a stochastic method such as tabu search. The

profiles, number, and locations of cracks are considered un-

known in the inversion process, whereas only the orienta-

tion of cracks should be revealed in advance. Eddy current

inspections of a stainless steel plate with closely located

multiple slits are performed, and the inversions of mea-

sured signals are carried out. The results agree well with

the true ones, which validates the proposed algorithm.

Keywords—Non-destructive evaluation, eddy cur-

rent testing, multiple cracks inversion, tabu search.

I. Introduction

Sizing of cracks is one of the most important tasks for
the safe maintenance of various industrial structural com-
ponents, such as: gas pipelines, aircraft wings, steam gen-
erator tubes of nuclear reactors. In recent years, many
inversion methods have been developed to reconstruct de-
fect profiles from eddy current testing (ECT) signals [1].
Successful results have been reported in the reconstruc-
tion of a natural stress corrosion crack [2].

However, most of these methods deal with a single crack
although cracks usually occur in a cluster under practical
situations. When two or more cracks are initiated close
to each other, their eddy current signals are not a linear
combination of the signals due to each of the crack [3],
and for this reason it is not suitable to treat them as
a single crack. A paper [4] has reported results for the
reconstruction of multiple cracks, but it assumed that the
number is revealed in advance. In [5], the profiles of 3-D
volume defects were reconstructed but the modelled defect
domain was too small, and consequently the considered
problem was too simple for real situations.

Dealing with multiple cracks under practical conditions,
i.e. without any a priori knowledge, requires a large num-
ber of parameters to be optimized, which implies that
the application of the deterministic methods would suffer
from being easily trapped into local minima. This prob-
lem would be overtaken by using stochastic methods such
as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, tabu search,
because they usually show robustness against the presence
of local minima.

This paper presents an algorithm based on tabu search
for the reconstruction of multiple cracks, even slits, from
ECT signals. The method requires only information
about the orientation of cracks, and the number of cracks

Ω0

y

Scanning
x

Ω1

Pancake coil

Multiple cracks

Fig. 1. Problem configuration.

and the distance among them are unknown. Therefore,
the reconstructions considered here are much closer to
practical situations than previous studies. The algorithm
is validated with the reconstructions of two parallel slits
from experimental data.

II. Numerical modeling of the multiple cracks

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of the multiple cracks
problem considered in this study. A self induction pan-
cake coil scans the surface of a stainless steel plate which
contains a group of multiple cracks.

The cracks are searched in a selected region Ω1, as is
shown in Fig. 1, chosen from a whole domain based on the
features of the detected signal. The domain Ω1 is divided
into nx×ny×nz parallelipipedic cells which form geomet-
rically the possible cracks (Fig. 2). As the study considers
a specimen with artificial slits, cells that form cracks have
zero conductivity, and cells outside cracks have conduc-
tivity of the base material.

In the paper [6], a model effective for slits reconstruc-
tion was proposed. All cracks are assumed to be oriented
in the same direction. Since the width of an EDM notch
does not affect significantly ECT signals, it is reasonable
to assume that the width of target is 0.2 mm, for exam-
ple. The cracks do not fill up the cells completely in the
direction that is perpendicular to the cracks (see Fig. 2).
In other words, the minimum distance between cracks is
taken as a larger value than the crack width. For instance,
if one takes the crack width as 0.2 mm, and the width of
inversion grid as 1 mm, the minimum distance between
cracks will be 0.8 mm. Though, the boundary profiles of
defects do not coincide with the cells division, the mesh
of finite element to simulate ECT signals is chosen based
on the selected crack width.

In this study, parallelipipedic slits machined in a plate
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Fig. 2. Crack region division for multiple slits.

test piece are considered to validate the proposed method
with measured signals. The parameter vector c consists
of 3×ny integers. For each row of cells along x direction,
as all the cracks are oriented in this direction, the un-
knowns are the number of the starting cell of the crack,
the number of the final cell of the crack and the crack
depth, considering one cell as unit. In Fig. 2, the crack
region is divided by a uniform grid into nx = 7, ny = 7,
nz = 5 cells. For the first row of cells in the x direction,
the parameter vector is [4, 7, 2]. The second and the third
rows are [0, 0, 0] because there are no cracks. The fourth
one is [2, 7, 3] and so on.

III. Reconstruction method

The fast forward code using a database [7] developed
and upgraded by the authors for the rapid computation
of the ECT signals due to multiple cracks is adopted here.

A stochastic method such as tabu search is applied to
reconstruction. The principle of tabu search is to utilize
the history of inversion in order to generate new solution
candidates that provide less value of the error function [8].
While the basic tabu search explores the search space of
all possible solutions by a sequence of moves, tabu search
here utilizes an iterative local search to generate new so-
lution candidates because evaluation of all possible solu-
tions in a neighbourhood is too time consuming. This
algorithm which is based upon the iterative local search
superimposed with tabu rules is termed as tabu search
in this study. Therefore, the difference between the tabu
search and the iterative local search is in the generation
of solution candidates for the next iteration step; in the
tabu search, the generation of some solutions is forbidden
or penalized on the basis of a rule established based on
history, whereas in the iterative local search all solutions
inside the neighbourhood of the current solution candi-
date have a possibility to be chosen as the next solution.

IV. Numerical results

A nonmagnetic plate (SUS316 material) with the con-
ductivity of σ = 1.4 × 106 S/m and the thickness of 12
mm, contains a group of two parallel slits with rectan-
gular shape and width of 0.2 mm. The inner and outer

10mm

d=1mm d=2mm1mm

6mm
0.2m

m

0.2m
m

2m
m

a) Real shape

1.5

1m
m

1mm

depth[mm]

0.
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m

1.5

1.5

1

c) Reconstructed shape

Fig. 3. Reconstruction of two parallel axial slits - top view

diameters of a standard pancake coil which scans the sur-
face of plate are 1.2 and 3.2 mm, respectively, and its
height is 0.8 mm. The frequency and lift-off of coil are
100 kHz and 0.5 mm, respectively.

The selected region Ω1 with the dimensions of 13×9×3
mm is divided into 13× 9× 6 cells. Thus, the parameter
vector c has only 3× 9 elements.

Fig. 3 shows the result of the shape reconstruction
of two parallel slits in comparison with the real shape
from measured data. The average time required for one
reconstruction was around 1 hour.
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Abstract—The down-scaling and increasing frequencies
in integrated circuit technology demands a refined model-
ing on the chip simulation level. The drift-diffusion equa-
tions describe the charge transport through silicon transis-
tors accurately also for higher frequencies. We present a
partial differential-algebraic equation (PDAE) coupling the
drift-diffusion equations with a differential-algebraic equa-
tion for the less critical devices.

We perform a perturbation index analysis on a PDAE

coupling the drift-diffusion equations with the modified

nodal analysis describing the less active circuit elements.

It turns out that the topological index criteria known for

MNA-DAEs generalise to the PDAE.

Keywords—perturbation analysis, index, PDAE,

coupled system, circuit simulation.

In circuit simulations for chip design one usually consid-
ers lumped circuits. This means that the different circuit
elements – resistors, capacitors, inductors and voltage and
currents sources – are assumed to be infinitesimal points
in space. Transistors and other devices are described by
so called equivalent circuits. They are small circuits hav-
ing a behaviour – for instance switching behaviour for
transistors or pulse spreading for long transmission lines
– similar to that of the real devices. The biggest advan-
tage of the equivalent circuits are their low dimensions
making fast computations of large circuits possible.

If the modified nodal analysis (MNA) is used to set up
the equation system governing the dynamics of a lumped
circuit a differential-algebraic equation (DAE) is obtained.
DAEs differ from ODEs in the respect that they may be
ill-posed problems. The index of a DAE is very tightly
related to the ill-posedness of the problem. Knowledge of
the index is important for the choice of numerical inte-
gration method and the correct evaluation of the numer-
ical solution. It is for general DAEs not always so easy
to determine the index, but for MNA-DAEs it has been
shown that the index only depends on the topology of
the electric network graph [1]; the index is less or equal
to one (well-posed problem) if the network graph neither
contains any loops of capacitors and voltage sources nor
cutsets of inductors and current sources. Also, the in-
dex of a MNA-DAE cannot be higher than two (ill-posed
problem).

The down-scaling and increasing frequencies of modern
integrated circuits require refined modelling on the circuit
design level. The parameter sets for the equivalent circuits
grow and it is sometimes necessary to pause the time-
integration in order to tune parameters by iteration steps.
Even bigger problems arise when it is necessary to switch

between different equivalent circuits. In this case we face
so called switched systems. Characterising for switched
systems is that the number of dynamic and static variables
may change leading to rank jumps for the different blocks
and subspaces in the DAE system. The integration of a
DAE heavily depends on the invariance of these blocks or
subspaces, and a reliable integration method for switched
systems is not known to this author.

The disadvantages of equivalent circuits make it rea-
sonable to consider more classical distributed models for
the most critical devices. The charge carrier processes for
silicon transistors can, even for quite high applied frequen-
cies, be accurately described by the drift-diffusion model.
It consists of a Poisson equation describing the distribu-
tion of the electrostatic potential in the silicon substrate
and two charge carrier transport equations. After space-
discretisation of the PDEs we face a larger system to inte-
grate in time, but it is also much more robust to changes
of device geometries, high applied frequencies and it has
a small number of parameters.

By coupling the drift-diffusion equations for the crit-
ical devices with an MNA-DAE for the non-critical
ones we obtain a partial differential-algebraic equation
(PDAE), also called an abstract differential-algebraic sys-
tem (ADAS). When the method of lines is used it is known
that the space-discretisation of a PDAE may act regu-
larising or deregularising, meaning that the index may
go up or down in the discretisation process. It is there-
fore important to investigate the index, not only of the
space-discretised DAE, but also that of the fully continu-
ous PDAE.

We perform an index and perturbation analysis on
a MNA-DAE coupled with the drift-diffusion equations.
The case of stationary PDEs relies on an application of
the implicit function theorem in a Banach space setting.
It turns out that the topological index criteria for the cou-
pled system are the same as the ones for the MNA-DAE
[2]. The results are thereby in perfect correspondence with
the results known for lumped circuits.

The more interesting case of instationary PDEs is more
complicated and requires either the use of monotonicity or
semigroup theory. This is subjected to ongoing research.
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 Abstract— Because the experimental results can predict 
accurately the work of the industrial prototypes only if the 
laboratory models represent similitude models of the studied 
prototypes, this work studies the similitude modeling and the 
computing procedures of the basic parameters of cryogenic 
cables. The inverse problems, the design optimization 
possibilities, as well as the intervening numerical phenomena 
were studied in detail. 
 

Keywords— Cryogenic Cables, Physical Similitude, Inverse 
Problems, Optimization, Finite Differences and Matrix Methods, 
Gradient Method, Numerical Phenomena 

I. INTRODUCTION 

    It is well-known that the efficiency of the electrical power 
transfer at a certain distance L  is given by the expression:  
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where:  Pinj. and Pd  are the injected and the dissipated power 
(on the transport electrical lines), resp., U is the injection 
electrical voltage,  A  is the area of the electrical cables cross-
section, and  σ  is the electrical conductivity of these electrical 
cables. If we want to transmit a high electrical power Pinj. at 
large distances L, under not extremely large voltages U  or 
exaggeratedly broad cables (not too large values of A), it is 
necessary to reach high values of the electrical conductivity σ,  
therefore to work to rather low temperatures (cryogenic 
cables, made from superconductive materials, or even using 
cryoresistive metallic conductors (as aluminum), [1]).  

II. SIMILITUDE MODELING 

    In order to be able to use the experimental results obtained 
for some laboratory models to predict accurately the work of 
the industrial prototypes,  it is necessary that these laboratory 
models represent similitude models of the studied technical 
prototypes [2],  therefore that the values of the similitude 
criteria (specific to the physical processes involved by the 
work of these cables) be the same for the laboratory models 
and for the studied electrical transport cryogenic cables. In 
this aim, there were identified the similitude criteria and 
equations corresponding to the main physical processes 
specific to cryogenic cables.  

A. Temperature Dependence of the Specific Electrical 
Resistance of Metals 

    It is rather accurately described [3] by the Bloch – 

Grüneisen - Matthiessen equation: ( )*** 5
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Bl(x) and θ being the Bloch function and temperature, 
respectively, while ρoi is the specific electrical resistance of 
impurities from the considered metal.       

B. The magneto-resistive effect 
    In order to accomplish the numerical calculations for an 
aluminum cryo-resistive cable, we used the expression:                               
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of the general similitude expression: ),(** θρρ Ko= , where 
the indicated similitude criteria are defined by means of the 
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where C is a constant, specific to the used metal.  

C. The skin effect 
   The description of this effect needs the integration of the 

equation:      
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where I represents the amplitude of the alternative current, 
while the radial r* and the time t* similitude criteria are 

defined as, resp.:  
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f  being the frequency of the alternative current. 
 
   Other studied similitude criteria and equations referred to: 
(i) the pressure drop along the cryo-resistive (or 
superconducting) cable, (ii) the state equations of the usual 
cryogenic fluids, (iii) the thermal state evolution, etc.  
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III. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
The inverse problem of the cryogenic cables design is due 

to the restrictions imposed to the working regime of these 
cables, of physical or technical nature. 

A. Physical restrictions 
All cryogenic cables must fulfill some requirements 

referring to:  (i) the working temperature of cryogenic liquids 
should be less than the corresponding boiling temperature, (ii) 
the intensity of the electrical field in dielectrics should not 
overcome the corresponding disruption strength, etc.  For the 
super-conducting cables, there are some additional specific 
requirements, as:  (iii) the working temperature of the cable 
should be less than the critical temperature Tc of the super-
conductor, (iv) the magnetic flux density B in the super-
conductor has to be less than the critical induction at the 
specified temperature:  B(T)<Bc(T)=Bo(1-T2/Tc

2) or:  B(T)<Bc2 
for superconductors of the first or of the second type, (v) the 
current density should not overcome the critical density in the 
used superconductor:  j < jc = α.(Bo+B)-1, etc. [4]. 

B. Technical restrictions 
These restrictions (to avoid the accumulation of dissipated 

energy in a space of limited dimensions, that can determine 
the superconductor transition to its normal phase) depend [5] 
on the use of a stabilization matrix of heat and electricity well-
conducting wires:  (i) if the stabilization matrix is used: 
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where d is the diameter of the “elementary” superconducting 
wires,  σ is the electrical conductivity of the stabilizing 
material,  λ  is the thermal conductivity of the superconductor, 
and Fs is the volume fraction occupied by the superconductor, 
(ii) without a stabilization matrix (the criterion of “adiabatic” 

stability):     
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where C and ρm are the specific heat and the mass density of 
the superconductor, resp. 

IV. OPTIMIZATION CRITERIA 
The optimization of parameters of the studied cryogenic 

cable segment is accomplished starting from the evaluation of 
the powers necessary for the: 

(i) pumping of cooling fluids through N pipes, with radii Rk 
(k = 1, 2, … N), when there are considerable temperature 
changes along these pipes, that leads to a certain dependence 
of the viscosity on the position x along the pipe: 
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(ii) work of the refrigerating installations ensuring the 
cables thermal compensation (in stationary regime):  
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when the functions )(rTk , )(rgSk  and )(rT j , )(rSjσ  

describe the position dependence of the temperature and of the 
entropy generation rates, resp. in the domain Ωk - volume 
entropy generator and on the surface Σj – area entropy 
generator, while ηrefr. is the efficiency of the refrigerating 
installations used for thermal compensation.  

V. COMPUTATION SUBROUTINES AND METHODS 
     The main elaborated computation subroutines refer to the 
evaluation of the: a) volume gS and surface σS entropy 
generation rates, corresponding to the cryogenic cable 
components of different physical nature, b) physical 
parameters involved in the thermal state evolution equations,  
starting from the values of the uniqueness parameters, 
expressed by means of similitude criteria (as Re, Pr, Gr, Nu, 
etc), c) transversal temperature distribution (using some 
specific finite differences and matrix methods), d) longitudinal 
temperature distribution (using some specific iterative 
methods),  e) parameters of a given correlation by means of 
the modified gradient method [6], allowing the optimization of 
the cryogenic cable parameters choice, etc. 
 The main numerical phenomena (instabilities, oscillations, 
divergence, distortions) intervening in frame of the used 
numerical methods were studied using the methods reported in 
our study [7]. 
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Abstract— The paper analyses the influence of the 
computational errors on the accuracy of magnetic material 
modelling by scalar Preisach model. The numerical tests on 
magnetic recording media allow the corect choosing of 
numerical algorithms for model parameter identification. 
 

Keywords— Hysteresis modelling, Preisach model, 
computational errors, magnetic materials. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The magnetic excitation systems are very useful in 
technical applications. Their design starts from the required 
distribution (in time and space) of the magnetic field, in 
order to produce the desired effects. But, this behaviour 
depends on the magnetic properties of the target object and 
requires a material model, including the hysteresis 
phenomenon. 
 For technical applications, the Preisach hysteresis model 
[1, 2] offers a good rate between the computational 
efficiency and the result accuracy. The magnetic material 
behavior is modeled by a statistical distribution function 
(Preisach function) which may be identified in analytical or 
numerical form [3], started from a reduced set of 
experimental data. The modeling errors can be: intrinsic 
model errors (according to the Preisach’ hysteresis theory), 
experimental errors (e.g. measurement noise) and 
computational errors. 

The computational errors of the model parameter 
identification influence the model accuracy in all the 
electromagnetic field computation which uses it. One will 
assume that the Preisach function is identified in a 
numerical  form, started from a set of experimental FORCs 
(first-order reversal curves). The FORC number imposes the 
cells number of the Preisach triangle mesh. 

II. NUMERICAL TESTS 

The paper is focused on the computational errors of the 
classical Preisach identification procedure, in order to 
minimize it. The experimental FORC are obtained by a 
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) for magnetic 
recording materials: bank card, access card tape, floppy 
disk. In these cases, the scalar Preisach model can be used, 
but the conclusion are also valid for any generalized model. 
The identification of Preisach function assumes that it is 
constant in each cell of the meshed triangle. These values 
are computed from a linear algebraic equation system by 
direct substitution or Gauss method. Another way is using 
the experimental Everett functions [1], direct in the 
magnetic field computation.  

Our tests show that the conditioning number of the 
system matrix (cond) depends on the mesh refinement; e.g. 
for a bank card, cond = 873 for (80 x 80) cells and cond = 
301 for (40 x 40) cells. The obtained Preisach function (see 
fig. 1) presents small differences (10-12 % in only 6 cells) 
between the two methods of the system solving. 

 
Fig. 1.   Preisach function for 80 FORCs of bank card sample. 

III. MODEL ACCURACY TESTING 

The model accuracy was tested for different magnetic 
field history. For example, in fig. 2 are presented the 
experimental and the computed values of the sample 
magnetic moment for an evolution on hysteresis minor 
curves. The use of Everett functions minimizes the 
numerical identification errors, implying a double 
integration on the Preisach triangle. 

 
Fig. 2.   Model accuracy for an arbitrary magnetization of bank card sample 

The conclusions of this study will allow the correct 
choosing of numerical algorithms which are used for 
Preisach model identification and offer some explanations 
about the reported accuracy of the hysteretic magnetic 
material modeling. 
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Abstract— A FDTD software was developed in order to 
analyze and design compact devices for mobile communications 
systems. A 3-D non-uniform Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) was 
implemented as absorbing boundary conditions. Advanced 
methods of digital signal processing were successfully applied 
with the purpose of reduce the iterations number when 
simulating structures with high-Q factors.  
 

Keywords— FDTD, Bérenger’s perfectly matched layer, dual 
mode filters, cross-coupled filters, mobile communications  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Grace to its accuracy and versatility, the Finite-Difference 
Time-Domain (FDTD) method was already applied to 
microstrip devices [1, 2].   

II. NON-UNIFORM PML 

In this paper, the Bérenger’s Perfectly Matched Layer 
(PML) was extended to a 3-D non-uniform boundary. The 
electric (magnetic) conductivity was obtained by the 
integration of the geometric profile between two electric 
(magnetic) field grid points.  Then, the electric conductivity σl 
on the electric field points is given by 

⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
+−+

−
=

g
gg

g
g l

ll
r

l )1)(1(
ln

)1(
00

0 δδ
εσ

σ            (1) 

where l=0,1,2… represents the grid point index inside PML, 
σ0 is the electrical conductivity at PML interface, g is the 
geometric progression ratio and δl0 is the Kronecker symbol. 
The PML exhibits nl  distinct layers.  The magnetic absorption 
was described by a magnetic conductivity applied on the 
magnetic field grid points, which are shifted half a cell relative 
to electric grid points 

lr
l g

g
g

ln
)1(

2
0*

η
εσ

σ
−

=                              (2) 

III. DEVICES WITH IMPROVED CHARACTERISTICS FOR MOBILE 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Modern communications systems demand selective narrow-
band filters of about 2% fractional bandwidth. A solution to 
this requirement is given by compact size dual-mode filter as 
the meander loop dual mode filter shown in Fig. 1. For a 
narrow-band filter, an accurate simulation usually involves 
about 64,000 time steps. However, an autoregressive moving-
average (ARMA) signal estimation technique was developed 
in order to reduce up to five times the number of iterations. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Surface plot of the Ez component below the dielectric air-interface after 
1200 iterations for the meander loop 2-pole dual-mode filter. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Cross-coupled band-pass filter for 900 MHz GSM / GPRS systems 
design by using the FDTD method. 

 
By using the same FDTD method, cross-coupled filters 

were designed. These filters exhibit sharp filter-skirt due to 
the attenuation poles on each side of the pass-band. 
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Abstract—Electrical circuits belong to the important

class of passive (positive real) systems. In a physical

sense, positive realness means that the energy produced

by the system can never exceed the energy received by it.

For linear passive system several model reduction meth-

ods that preserve this essential property have been devel-

oped. Among these, positive real balanced truncation is an

important one. We extend this method to the nonlinear

case.

Keywords—positive real, energy functions,

Hamilton-Jacobi equations, nonlinear balancing,

truncation

I. Introduction

The nonlinear systems we treat are given in the state
space representation as:

x = f(x) + g(x)u, y = h(x) + d(x)u, (1)

where x ∈ Rn, u ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rp, with m = p. x is called
the state vector, u is the input and y is the output of the
system. f , g, h are smooth nonlinear vectorfields depend-
ing on the state vector x. n is called the dimension of
system (1).

Often n is large and it is difficult to deal with it from
both analysis and control design point of view. That is
why a model order reduction problem can be formulated
as follows: Given a system (1) find another system

˙̂x = f̂(x̂) + ĝ(x̂)u, ŷ = ĥ(x̂) + d̂(x̂)u

such that: dim x̂ < n, the response characteristics are sim-
ilar to those of the original system and certain properties
(e.g. passivity) are preserved. The reduced order system
might be used to replace the original one for analysis or
design.

We work the assumption that the system is reachable
and zero-state observable.

II. Passive Systems and Energy Functions

Definition 1. ([11], [7]) A system (1) is called passive
(positive real), if there exists a storage function S : Rn →

R, with the following properties:

1. S ≥ 0;

2. S(x0) +
∫ t1

t0
uT y ≥ S(x1), x0 = x(t0), x1 = x(t1).

Property 2 can also be written in a differential form as:

∂S(x)

∂x
(f(x) + g(x)u) ≤ uT h(x) + uT d(x)u (2)

For our purpose two particular types of storage func-
tions are of interest: the available storage function and
the required supply function. They represent the pair of
energy functions which are going to be balanced, giving
us information with respect to the importance of a state
component of system (1). Based on this information we
truncate the system by removing the states that have a
less energetic meaning. The reduced system obtained in
this way will be also passive, thus the property being pre-
served.

Definition 2. ([11]) The available storage function of a
system (1) is the energy function:

Sa(x0) = −min
u

∫
∞

0

uT y dt, x(0) = x0, x(∞) = 0 (3)

It represents the maximal amount of energy that can be
extracted from the terminals of the system when starting
at the initial state x0.

Definition 3. ([11]) The required supply function of sys-
tem (1) is the energy function:

Sr(x0) = min
u

∫ 0

−∞

uT y dt, x(0) = x0, x(−∞) = 0 (4)

It represents the minimal amount of energy required to
be supplied to the system in order to reach x0 from the
equilibrium. The reachability from x0 is a condition for
the nonnegativity of the energy functions defined above.

Lemma 4. [10] Let system (1) be passive as in Defini-
tion 1 and reachable from the state x0. Then, the energy
functions Sa and Sr as in Definition 2, 3 exist and are
nonnegative. Moreover, Sa ≤ Sr.

These two energy functions will be brought into a form
such that the information given represents a measure of
importance of each state component. First we will briefly
show the procedure for linear systems and then try to
extend this in the case of nonlinear systems.

III. Linear Systems Case

A linear system is given as: ẋ = Ax+Bu, y = Cx+Du,
where A, B, C, D are constant matrices of appropriate
dimensions. The system is assumed to be reachable and
observable (minimal) and R = D + DT > 0. The energy
functions are quadratic.
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Theorem 5. [11] Assume that the linear system is pas-
sive. Then Sa(x) = 1

2
xT Kminx and Sr(x) = 1

2
xT Kmaxx,

where Kmin and Kmax are the minimal, respectively max-
imal solution of the Riccati equation:

KA + AT K + (KB − CT )R−1(BT K − C) = 0 (5)

Definition 6. [1],[2] A passive linear system is called
positive real balanced if Kmin = (Kmax)−1 =
diag(π1Is1, π2Is2

, ..., πqIsq
), where 1 ≥ π1 > π2 > ... >

πq > 0, s1 + s2 + ...sq = n. A system satisfying this con-
dition is called positive real balanced.
If there exists k such that πk is much larger than πk+1,
then the state vector can be truncated from k + 1 to n,
i.e. xl = 0, l = k + 1...n. The main result is as follows:

Theorem 7. Let the passive linear system be brought into
the positive real balanced form (Ab, Bb, Cb, Db). The re-
duced system obtained after truncation with dimension k,
i.e. dim x̂ = k, is minimal and passive. This can be
extended to the nonlinear case.

IV. Nonlinear Systems Case

We consider (1) to be passive, reachable, zero state-
observable and satisfying d(x) + dT (x) = r(x) > 0. Then
we can state the following: the energy functions defined
as in (3) and (4) are the minimal respectively maximal
solutions of the following Hamilton-Jacobi equation:

∂S

∂x
f +

1

2

(
∂S

∂x
g − hT

)
r−1

(
gT ∂ST

∂x
− h

)
= 0 (6)

where, f, g, h, r depend on the state vector x.
Consider (1) is in a coordinate chart s.t. Sa = 1

2
xT x and

Sr = 1

2
xT diag(v1(x), ..., vn(x))x (there is always a coor-

dinate transformation to bring the system into a form
satisfying this condition) ([6]).
We say that the nonlinear system (1) is brought in positive
real balanced form if there exists a coordinate transforma-
tion z = χ(x), such that:

Sa =
1

2
zT diag(π1(z1)

−1, ..., πn(zn)−1)z (7)

Sr =
1

2
zT diag(π1(z1)

−1v1(x), ..., πn(zn)−1vn(x))z (8)

where x = χ−1(z). vk(x) can be called the positive real
singular value functions of (1). Applying this coordinate
transformation to (1), it becomes: ż = f(z) + g(z)u, y =

h(z) + d(z), being in positive real balanced form.
The energetical properties of a state component can
be measured. The available energy extracted at com-
ponent zk is given by Sa(0, ..., zk, ...0) = 1

2
z2

kπ−1

k
(zk)

and the energy supply required to reach component zi

is measured as Sr(0, ..., zk, ..., 0) = 1

2
z2

kπk(zk). So, if

vk(χ−1(z)) > vk+1(χ
−1(z)), then π−1

k (z)vk(χ−1(z)) >

π−1

k+1
(z)vk+1(χ

−1(z)). This means that to reach state
component zk less supply of energy is required that for

the component zk+1 and at state component zk is stored
more energy available than at state component zk+1. This
makes components z1, ..., zk more important from ener-
getic point of view than state components zk+1, ..., zn. It
means that we can reduce the system to dimension k.
Thus, partitioning the state vector z into [z1 z2]

T , for re-
duction set z2 = 0 (truncation). Then the reduced order
system is given as:

ż1 = f1(z1) + g1(z1)u, y1 = h1(z1) + d1(z1)u,

where f1(z1) = f(z1, 0), g1(z1) = g(z1, 0), h1(z1) =
h(z1, 0), d1(z1) = d(z1, 0).
The reduced system obtained in this way, satisfies the fol-
lowing properties:

• it is in positive real balanced form with the positive
real singular values v1, ..., vk;

• it is passive as in property 2.

V. Future Work

The decomposition used in Section IV is not unique.
For future, uniqueness as in [3], is to be taken into ac-
count.
An important problem to be checked is how to treat the
case when r(x) is singular or 0. This arises, for example,
in the field of port-Hamiltonian systems (see [7]).
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Abstract— This paper focuses on the path from a frequency 
response obtained from the electromagnetic modeling of a 
passive device, towards the synthesis of a circuit described as a 
net-list (in SPICE language). Such an approach was implemented 
in the frame of the FP5/IST/Codestar European project, which 
referred to the compact model extraction for passive on-chip 
components and interconnects.  

 
Keywords— Compact Models, Vector Fitting, SPICE 

synthesis, model order reduction, passivity 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As signal speeds grow while device size shrink in modern 
digital very large scale integration (VLSI) design, the correct 
modeling of on-chip components and interconnects became 
more and more important. In order to take all the full-wave 
effects into account, an integrated circuit model can be 
obtained from the electromagnetic simulation of its 
constitutive parts. .Such a model is also huge, having a 
number of degrees of freedom that can reach the million order 
of magnitude. That is why various model-reduction algorithms 
have been developed.  

If the initial problem is passive, then any model-reduction 
algorithm should preserve the passivity of the original model 
in order to produce stable system when connected to the rest 
of circuit. In order to connect the reduced model with the rest 
of the circuit, a circuit has to be synthesized from it. Thus, the 
result of the reduction and synthesis should fit naturally into 
the modified nodal analysis procedure, which is routinely used 
in circuit simulators to formulate circuit equations. 

This paper focuses on the path from a frequency response 
obtained from the electromagnetic modeling of a passive 
device, towards the synthesis of a circuit described as a net-
list (in SPICE language). Such an approach was implemented 
in the frame of the FP5/IST/Codestar European project 
(www.imec.be/codestar) 

II.  FROM TOUCHSTONE TO SPICE FORMATS  IN CODESTAR  
The CODESTAR approach in going from the frequency 

response to the synthesized circuit uses the vector fitting 
method (VFIT) [1 to find an approximate reduced order model 
of the characteristic. This model is expressed as a transfer 
function. This information is then used by a procedure that 
implements the Differential-Equation Macromodel (DEM) 
method [2] and builds a sub-circuit described in the SPICE 
language. The input of the procedure is the frequency 
characteristic given in a standard Touchstone format [3].    

By combining this tool with the circuit simulation, an 

automatic procedure for order reduction was implemented. 
Compact models of increasing orders are buil and  the 
approximation is controlled by the relative tolerance between 
the initial frequency characteristic and the frequency 
characteristic of the compact model. 

 The main disadvandage of this approach is that it does not 
guarantee the passivity of the final compact model obtained. 
This paper will focus on the improvement related to the 
guaranteed passivity of the final compact model. Two 
approaches can be considered: either the use of a passivity 
enforcement procedure, or the use of an alternative synthesis 
method. 

III. RESULTS 
Fig. 1 shows the result obtained for a  plate CMIM capacitor 
which  has been simulated with the an electromagnetic field 
solver. The initial model has about 13000 DOFs. The obtained 
frequency response was used to generate a reduced model of 
order 2.. The figure shows the quality factor computed both 
from the simulation with SPICE and from the measurements. 
A relative error for the quality factor less than 10 % is 
obtained from a frequency range of 5-40GHz. The rms 
relative error between the measured S parameters is 2.5 % for 
the frequency range up to 20 GHz.  
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Figure 1: Parameter Q, SPICE simulation of the reduced and synthesized 
model (order 4) vs. measurements  
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The RF-IC applications are, in general, strongly 
nonlinear and have carrier frequencies into the GHz-
range, with modulated signals in the kHz-range. Due to 
these peculiarities, the integration time-step must be small 
enough to accurately capture the fast component and 
obtaining information about the slowly component needs a 
large number of time-steps. Shooting methods adjust the 
guess initial condition at the end of the period using a 
nonlinear solver (usually Newton-Raphson) and integrate 
by transient simulation. When signals with widely 
separated rates are involved, reaching steady-state needs a 
large number of time steps. Consequently, shooting cannot 
handle efficiently circuits driven by multi-tone signals, 
being definitely a single tone algorithm [5]. The finite-
difference time-domain technique (FDTD) discretizes the 
differential equations over a period yielding a system of 
algebraic equations, which are solved simultaneously to 
find solutions in all time points of the discretization 
network. Another approach for the steady state simulation 
is harmonic balance method (HB) that operates in the 
frequency domain.  

Different methods, both in time domain and in 
frequency domain, were proposed for circuit simulation 
under modulated carrier excitation [2, 5, 6], and a mixed 
time-frequency method for the multi-tone steady state 
circuit simulation has been developed [3)]. A new time-
domain approach based on multiple time scales has been 
developed in the last years for steady state analysis of 
nonlinear circuits with broad signal spectrum [8-12]. 
Using multivariate functions transforms the original 
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) or differential-
algebraic equations (DAEs), describing the circuit 
behavior, into partial differential equation form, in the 
general case resulting in multitime partial differential 
equations (MPDEs). In this new formulation the 
components with different rates of variation are 
decoupled, each disparate signal being represented by its 
own artificial time scale. Solving the MPDE numerically, 
by appropriate choice of boundary conditions [12], the 
quasi-periodic and envelope-modulated solutions are 
obtained for the circuits with combination of strong 
nonlinearities and multirate signals.  

In this paper, in order to preserve the easy formulation 
of the circuit equations, we use the semi-state method 
(SSM) equivalent with the modified nodal method in 
dynamic behaviour. For a lumped nonlinear analogue 
circuit the equations corresponding to SSM, have the 
following form [1, 5-7]: 
 ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )ttttt BbxFGxxxM =++⋅ )()(& . (1) 

where: [ ]ttt
1,)( mnt ivx −= - is the independent variable 

vector, with 0x  initial condition; GM ,  are square 

matrices ( ) ( )mnmn +−×+− 11 ; F - is a nonlinear 

function of x; [ ]ttt ,ejb = - is the input vector; B is a 
selector matrix, with entries (−1, 0 or 1), and the 
superscript “t” denotes the transpose. 

In the case when the circuit exhibits multirate 
behaviour, its variables can be represented efficiently 
using multiple time variables. Using p time-scales and 
denoting the multivariate forms of x (t) and b (t) by 
( )ptt ,...,ˆ 1x  and ( )ptt ,...,ˆ

1b , respectively, the MPDE 
corresponding to (1) becomes: 

( ) ( ) ( )p
p

t,...,tˆˆˆ
t
ˆ

...
t
ˆˆ 1
1

bBxFxGxxxM =++
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡

∂
∂

++
∂
∂ .      (2) 

Using equations (2) and replacing the dynamic 
elements by discrete resistive circuit models associated 
with an implicit numerical integration algorithm [13, 14] 
the transient analysis of the nonlinear circuit can be 
reduced to the dc analysis of a sequence of equivalent 
nonlinear resistive circuits, and efficiency in numerical 
computing of the associated MPDE is obtained.  

Considering the two-rate case, MPDE (2) becomes: 

   ( ) ( ) ( )21
21

t,tˆˆˆ
t
ˆ

t
ˆˆ bBxFxGxxxM =++⎥

⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
∂
∂

+
∂
∂ ,        (3)  

with the periodic boundary conditions (BCs) 
( ) ( )212211 ,ˆ,ˆ ttxTtTtx =++ . We take a uniform grid 

{ ( )jit , } of size ( ) ( )11 21 +×+ pn  on the rectangle [0, 
m1T1] x [0, T2] (Fig. 1), where ( ) ( )

ji t,tj,it 21= , with: 

 ( ) ( ) 222 12 hjTit j −+−= . (4) 

meaning that at each integration step h1, p2 integration 
steps with step size h2 are performed, and 

 ( ) 11 1 hit i −= , 1111 21 +=+= p,j,n,i ;    
          111111 // pTnTmh == , 222 / pTh = .                  (5) 
Consider that the slow components of ( )tb  and ( )tx  

depend on t1 and the fast components depend on t2. 
For the first periods T1 and T2 (corresponding to the 

grid size ( ) ( )11 21 +×+ pp ), we assume that the BCs are: 
 ( ) 11   001 2 +== p,j;.j,x̂ , (6,a) 
( ) 21001 ,i;.,iˆ ==x , ( ) ( ) 12 2111 p,i;p,iˆ,iˆ =+=+ xx  (6,b) 

on the row t1 = 0, and on the column t2 = 0, respectively.  
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Figure 1.  . A uniform grid { ( )jit , } of size ( ) ( )11 21 +×+ pn . 

We start the integration process on the row 2 from the 
point ( ) ( )

22 2122 t,t,t = , with 112 ht = , 222 ht = , in 
respect of the fast time t2 from the column 2 to the column 
p2+1, and so on until we arrive in the point 
( ) )t,t(p,t p 122 212 12

+
=+  with 121 ht = , 222 12

hpt p =
+

. 

After that we integrate one time step h1 in respect of the 
slow time t1 –assigning to ( )13,x̂  the value of 
( )12 2 +p,x̂ – and then we start again the integration 

process on the row3 in respect of the fast time t2 from the 
column 2 to the column p2+1, and so on until we arrive in 
the point ( ) ( )

1211 2121 11
++

=++ pp t,tp,pt , with 

111111 Thpt
p

==
+

 and 21122 Tpt
p

=
+

.  

Remark 1. Before passing to the integration on the next 
grid (each grid having the size ( ) ( )11 21 +×+ pp ), 
starting from the point ( ) ( )

221 211 22 t,t,pt p +
=+ , with 

( ) 1111211 1 hThpt
p

+=+=
+

, and 22122 hTpt += , we 
must consider the following boundary conditions: 

 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )111

     1112

211

211
+−+=+

++=+
p,ipˆ,ipˆ

;p,pˆ,pˆ
xx
xx

                  (7) 

0column  on the 13,for 21 =+= t,pi , and  

 ( ) 121 21 +=+ p,j,j,px̂  1,2 2 += pi             (8) 
on the row t1 = T1.  

We continue integration with the step h1 in respect of 
the slow time t1 from the point ( )11 21 ++ p,pt  to the 
point ( )221 ,pt +  (see Fig. 1). 

Proceeding in this way for the other grids we shall 
integrate the MPDE until the point  

( ) ( )
1211 2121 11
++

=++ pn t,tp,nt , with 11111 Tmt
n

=
+

 

and 21122 Tnt
p

=
+

. At each time moment ( )jit ,  we have to 
solve a nonlinear algebraic equation system. For this end 
we use the Newton-Raphson algorithm. 

The discrete resistive circuit equations, associated to the 
BDF (backward differential formula) of the first order, 
when the characteristics of the nonlinear elements are 
approximated by piecewise-linear continuous curves, 
at ( )jit ,  and at the (k+1)th iteration of the Newton-
Raphson algorithm, corresponding to the SSM, have the 
following form: 
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.  (9) 

where: ( )
( )( )k

jindn s ,1,1 −−G  is the incremental node-conductance 
matrix corresponding to n–1 independent nodes; 

( )
( )( )k

jimdn s ,,1−B  is an (n-1)×m matrix that contains the 
elements –1, 0, +1 and the current gains of the CCCSs; 

( )
( )( )k

jindm s ,1, −A  represents a m×(n-1) matrix containing the 
elements –1, 0, +1 and voltage gains of the VCVSs; 

( )
( )( )k

jimdm s ,,R  is a m×m matrix having the elements made up 
of: the transfer resistances of the CCVSs, the incremental 
resistances of the discrete models of the current-controlled 
dynamic circuit elements and the incremental resistances 
of the current-controlled nonlinear resistors; ( )

( )1
,1

+
−
k

jinv  is the 
node-voltage vector corresponding to n–1 independent 
nodes at the (k+1)th iteration and at the time ( )jit , ; ( )

( )1
,
+k

jimi  
represents the current vector corresponding to the non-
NA-compatible circuit branches, and ( )

( )k
jinsc ,1, −i , ( )

( )k
jim ,e  

represent the contributions of the excitation sources 
(independent current and voltage sources), of the sources 
corresponding to the approximations of the nonlinear 
resistors, and the initial values of the inductor currents and 
of the capacitor voltages, which are determined from 
previous time steps ( )j,it 1−  of the slow time t1, and 
( )1, −jit of the fast time t2.  
The contribution of some dynamic circuit elements to 

the Eq. (9) is presented in APPENDIX. 
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Abstract: A new CMOS current-mode pseudo-exponential 
circuit based on the superior-order Taylor series expansion 
will be presented, having the advantages of improved accuracy 
and frequency response and of a reduced silicon area. All the 
reported performances have been obtained considering the 
second-order effects that affect the MOS transistor operation. 

  
Introduction: The exponential circuits represent important 
building blocks for telecommunication applications, medical 
equipment, hearing aid, disk drives and, especially, for analog 
signal processing [1] - [5]. The exponential function could be 
easily obtained in the bipolar technology from the exponential 
characteristic [6] of the bipolar transistor. The nonzero value 
of the base current, especially for pnp transistors and the 
temperature dependence of the bipolar transistor parameters 
(the thermal voltage is linear increasing with temperature and 
the saturation current has an exponential dependence on 
temperature) introduces relatively large errors in the 
exponential characteristic.  In CMOS technology, the 
exponential law is available only for the weak inversion 
operation of the MOS transistor. The great disadvantage of the 
computational circuits using MOS transistors in weak 
inversion is the poor circuit frequency response caused by the 
much smaller drain currents available for charging and 
discharging the parasite capacitances of the MOS transistors. 
Thus, circuits realized in CMOS technology that require a 
good frequency response can be designed using only MOS 
transistors working in strong inversion (usually in saturation). 
In order to obtain the exponential function using the square 
characteristic of the MOS transistor in saturation, the original 
idea is to approximate the exponential function with its thn −  
order expansion (the polynomial series). The approximation 
error is proportional to the number of terms neglected in the 
expansion. 
An original CMOS VLSI current-mode pseudo-exponential 
circuit will be presented based on an excellent approximation 
of the exponential function by its superior-order limited 
Taylor series expansion. The computed exponential function 
has the important advantage given by the independence of the 
output current on technological parameters. Additionally, the 
circuit accuracy could be strongly increased by considering 
superior-order terms from the exponential function expansion. 
 
The exponential function expansion: For applications that 
require a better accuracy that could be obtained using the 
second-order approximations of the exponential function 

described in [7]-[10], the circuit proposed in this paper uses a 
superior-order approximation, expressed as: 
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for 1II OIN <</ ; INI  is the input current, while OI  
represents the reference current. 
 
The implementation of the squaring function: The core of the 
system is represented by the squaring circuit based exclusively 
on MOS transistors working in saturation for improving the 
circuit frequency response ( OIN IIx /= ). Considering that 
all transistors from Fig. 1 are working in saturation, it results 

O
2
INOUT III /= .  

VDD 

IO 

IIN 

1 3 

IO IOUT’  

IOUT  

1  16 

 
Figure 1: The CMOS squaring circuit 

 
The most important advantage of the previous presented 
circuit is the independence of the output current on the 
technological parameters. This independence is valuable in a 
first-order analysis, equivalent to the neglecting the second-
order effects that affect the MOS transistor operation – bulk 
effect, channel-length modulation or mobility degradation. 
The symbolic representation of the current squarer from Fig. 1 
is presented in Fig. 2. 
 

 

IOUT    

IO                    IIN 

 
Figure 2: The symbolic representation of the current squarer  
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The pseudo-exponential function generator: The exponential 
function generator circuit consists in n  identical current 
squaring circuits from Fig. 2 for a thn −  order polynomial 
series expansion of )exp(x  function and in a block that 
computes ka  coefficients for 1n10k += ,...,, . The advantage 
of this implementation is that a very good precision of the 
circuit could be achieved by increasing the value of n . The 
implemented currents using the previous circuits are (for 

nk1 ≤≤ ): 

k
O

1k
IN

2kOUT

2
1kOUT

kOUT
I

I

I

I
I

+

−

−
==

)(

)(
)(                        (2) 

The “ ka ” block is implemented using simple and multiple 

current mirrors and must be able to compute the ka  ponders 
from (1). The output current of this block, expOUTI  will be 
proportional to the superior-order approximated exponential 
function. In order to increase the circuit accuracy, the number 
of squaring blocks could be increased. So, a tradeoff between 
the circuit complexity and its precision must be made. The 
circuit accuracy is also increased by the independence of the 
output current on technological parameters.  
The current-mode operation of the circuit, associated to the 
biasing in saturation of the MOS devices produce an important 
increasing of the circuit frequency response. 
The removing of any resistors from the circuits allows a 
relatively large decreasing of the silicon area consumption and 
an important increasing of the circuit precision. The CMOS 
squaring circuit could be replaced by any other squaring 
circuit realized in CMOS technology, with the only limitation 
of using exclusively MOS transistors working in saturation for 
obtaining a good frequency response. 
 
The second-order effects: All the circuits presented above are 
affected by the second-order effects that degrade the quadratic 
law of the MOS transistor (channel-length modulation and 
mobility degradation). Taking into account the second-order 
effects, it results that a small error will affect the squaring 
circuit operation: 
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Experimental results: The circuit was implemented in m350 μ.  
CMOS technology on a die area of m30m40 μμ ×  for 4n = , 
the SPICE simulation confirming the theoretical estimated 
results, showing a total approximation error of about %.10 . 

 
Conclusions: A new CMOS current-mode pseudo-exponential 
circuit based on the superior-order Taylor series expansion has 
been presented. The advantage of the circuit with respect to 
the previous reported similar ones is the smaller value of the 
limited expansion error obtained by using a superior-order 
approximation of the exponential function. Because of the 
circuit modularity and of the small silicon area consumption, 
the total error could be very easily reduced by increasing the 

number of terms from the previous expansion. The circuit 
presents the important advantage of the independence of the 
output current on technological parameters. The frequency 
response was improved due to the strong inversion operation 
of all MOS transistors and to the current-mode operation of 
the circuit. In order to evaluate the total error of the circuit 
core, the second-order effects have been taken into account, 
resulting an additional error summed to the error caused by the 
neglecting of the superior-order terms from the exponential 
function Taylor series expansion. The circuit area is relatively 
small due to the exclusively utilization of MOS transistors (all 
resistors have been removed from the circuit).  
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Abstract: A new superior-order curvature-corrected voltage 
reference will be presented. In order to improve the 
temperature behavior of the circuit, a double differential 
structure will be used, implementing the linear and the 
superior-order curvature corrections. The SPICE simulations 
confirm the theoretical estimated results, showing a 
temperature coefficient under Kppm16 /.  for an extended 
input range K333TK223 <<  and for a supply voltage of 

V52.  and a current consumption of about A1μ . 
 

Introduction: Very important stages in applications such as 
A/D and D/A converters, data acquisition systems, memories 
or smart sensors, voltage reference circuits and theirs 
temperature behavior are intensively studied in the last decade 
and many researches have been developed for improving 
them. There were developed a lot of curvature-correction 
techniques [1]-[4] for improving the temperature behavior of 
the voltage reference, all these previous techniques presenting 
the important disadvantages of an important value of the 
temperature coefficient. 
 
The new proposed realization of the CMOS voltage reference 
is a low-voltage low-power circuit designed for an extreme 
temperature behavior, using a gate-source voltage of a 
subthreshold-operated MOS transistor as a zero-order 
compensated voltage reference. The linear decreasing with 
temperature term from )(TVGS  will be compensated using a 
complementary CTAT  voltage, obtained using an original 
approach based exclusively on MOS active devices, while the 
logarithmic dependent on temperature term from )(TVGS  will 
be cancel out by a proper difference between two gate-source 
voltages of MOS transistors biased at drain currents with 
different temperature dependencies. The simulated results 
show a very good temperature behavior of the circuit with 
respect to the previous implementations of a superior-order 
curvature-corrected voltage references. 

 
The block diagram of the improved performances voltage 
reference is presented in Fig. 1, containing: 
• A zero-order curvature-corrected voltage reference 

(ZVR); 
• A double-differential structure (DDS), which represents 

the core of the circuit, implementing the linear and the 
superior-order curvature-corrections; 

• An auxiliary current reference (ACR) for obtaining a 
PTAT current and a current independent o temperature (in 
a first-order analysis); 

• A current squarer (CSQ) for implementing a current with 
PTAT2 dependence. 

 
 

CSQ ACR 

DDS ZVR VREF 

 
Figure 1: The block diagram of the superior-order 

curvature-corrected voltage reference 
 
The zero-order curvature-corrected voltage reference (ZVR): 
The gate-source voltage of a MOS transistor working in weak 
inversion represents the simplest implementation in CMOS 
technology of a voltage generator with small negative 
temperature dependence:  

+
−−

++= T
T

EVTV
EVTV

0

0GFB0GS
0GFBGS

)(
)(

 

( )
0T

T2
q

nkT ln−++ γα                             (1) 

where 0GE  is the silicon bandgap energy, FBV  and γ  are 
constants with respect the temperature variations, 0T  is the 
reference temperature and α  models the temperature 
dependence of the drain current that biases the MOS transistor, 

αTctTI D .)( = . The first term is a constant term, the second 
one is a linear term, which will be compensated by a 
complementary linear dependent on temperature voltage and 
the last term models the nonlinearity of the gate-source 
voltage temperature dependence. This term will be 
compensated by a suitable logarithmic dependent on 
temperature voltage, also added with )(TVGS . 
 
The double-differential structure (DDS): The core of the 
superior-order curvature-corrected voltage reference is 
represented by the DDS block (Fig. 2). Two important features 
could be achieved using this block: the linear and the superior-
order curvature corrections. 
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Figure 2: The double-differential structure 

 
The linear curvature correction technique is necessary for 
compensating the linear decreasing with temperature term 
from (1). This complementary term will be obtained by using 
the difference between two gate-source voltages ( 2GSV  and 

3GSV  from Fig. 2, respectively). The implementation of a 

PTAT voltage generator ( 2Q , 3Q , 5Q  and 6Q ) presents the 
important advantages of a strongly reduced silicon occupied 
area and of an improved accuracy obtained by replacing all the 
resistors from the circuit by MOS active devices. The linear 
curvature-correction voltage is represented by 

)()( TVTV BAED + , so ATTVTVTV 23 GSGSLIN =−= )()()(  

with 0A >  and it will compensate the linear decreasing with 
temperature of )(TVGS  from (1). 
The goal of the superior-order curvature-correction technique 
is to remove the logarithmic dependent on temperature term 
from (1) by inserting a circuit able to compute a voltage 
complementary to this term. The original method for 
implemented the superior-order curvature-correction is to 
consider the difference of gate-source voltages for MOS 
transistors biased at drain currents with different temperature 
dependencies. The superior-order correction voltage could be 
expressed as )/ln()/()()( 0DBSUP TTqnKTTVTV −== . By a 
proper biasing of the MOS transistor from the zero-order 
curvature-corrected voltage reference, this term will 
compensate the logarithmic dependent on temperature term 
from )(TVGS  (included in ZVR block), resulting a theoretical 
zero value of the temperature dependence for the proposed 
superior-order curvature-corrected voltage reference. 
 
The superior-order curvature-corrected voltage reference: 
Supposing that the zero-order curvature-corrected is biased at 
a PTAT current and that the DDS block is biased at PTAT and 
PTAT2 currents, respectively, the superior-order curvature-
corrected voltage reference will be equal to 

)()()()( TVTVTVTV SUPLINGSREF ++= . By implementing 
both linear and superior-order curvature-corrections, the 
reference voltage will have a theoretical zero value of the 

temperature coefficient, V21EVTV 0GFBREF .)( ≅+= . The 
great advantages of the previous presented circuit are: 
• The exclusively utilization of the MOS active devices, 

allowing an important decreasing of the silicon occupied 
area; 

• The low-voltage operation of the circuit; 
• The low-power operation obtained by a weak inversion of 

all MOS transistors from the circuit; 
• The very small value of the temperature coefficient 

(theoretical zero) achieved by implementing two 
curvature-corrections, linear and logarithmical. 

 
The current squarer circuit: In order to obtain 2I  current with 
PTAT2 dependence for biasing the Asymmetric Differential 
Amplifier, a current multiplier using subthreshold-operated 
MOS transistors could be used for implementing the relation 

0
2
12 III /= , resulting a PTAT2 variation for 2I  current. 

 
Experimental results: The SPICE simulation )(TVREF  shows 
a temperature coefficient of the voltage reference equal with 

Kppm16TCR /.=  for an extended temperature range of 
K333TK223 <<  and a supply voltage of V52VDD .= .  

 
Conclusions: A new superior-order curvature-corrected 
voltage reference has been presented. In order to improve the 
temperature behavior of the circuit, a double differential 
structure has been used, implementing the linear and the 
superior-order curvature corrections. The SPICE simulations 
confirm the theoretical estimated results, showing a 
temperature coefficient under Kppm16 /.  for an extended 
input range K333TK223 <<  and for a supply voltage of 

V52.  and a current consumption of about A1μ . 
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Abstract—Two methods for an initialization of Artifi-
cial Neural Network (ANN) weights are experimentally
evaluated for electrical component modeling applications.
Modification of the second method, based on special tar-
get training data scaling, is also presented. The methods
are evaluated with respect to average ANN training error,
ANN test error, and ANN training CPU time.

Keywords—artificial neural networks, multilayer
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I. Motivation

The modeling of RF/microwave components for
computer-aided design is facing new challenges because of
increasing operation frequencies, circuit complexity, inte-
gration density, and decreasing time to market. Recently,
it has been shown that Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
offer solutions to urgent modeling problems encountered
with conventional numerical methods (e.g., 3-D EM sim-
ulation) and empirical models. Fast and accurate models
based on ANNs have been created for a wide range of
components [1].

The crucial part in ANN-based modeling is ANN train-
ing, that is, optimization of ANN weights with given mea-
surements or, say, 3-D EM simulation data. In [2] sev-
eral ANN weight-initialization methods were compared
mainly by means of classification problems. It was shown
that the choice of an initialization method influences the
convergence of the optimization and the optimal initial
weights are, by some means, determined by the measure-
ment/simulation data set. However, weight-initialization
methods have not previously been systematically eval-
uated for electrical component modeling problems and
the nature of the problems — the functions to be ap-
proximated — differs significantly from, e.g., classification
problems with Boolean/discrete target/input values.

II. Artificial neural networks and weight

initialization

The most widely used ANN in the field of
RF/microwave component modeling is the Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) [1]. The three-layer MLP used in this
work realizes the nonlinear mapping

ỹl(x,w) = wl0+

Nh
∑

j=1

wlja tanh

(

b(wj0 +

Ni
∑

i=1

wjixi)

)

, (1)

l = 1, 2, . . . , No,

where Ni, Nh, and No represent the number of in-
puts, hidden-layer neurons, and outputs, respectively;
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xNi

), ỹ = (ỹ1, ỹ2, . . . , ỹNo), and w rep-
resents ANN inputs, outputs, and weights, respectively.
The function a tanh(bvj) is called an Activation Function
(AF), where a, b and vj determine the maxima, steepness
and induced local field of the function.

Let y = y(x) be an unknown, nonlinear, multidimen-
sional function to be approximated by the MLP mapping
(1): ỹ = ỹ(x,w). Let {(xk,yk), k = 1, 2, . . . , Ntr} be an
appropriate training set, Ntr being the number of sam-
ples, and the training-set inputs and outputs being scaled
linearly in the range [−1, 1]. Furthermore, let us define
the normalized training error as

Etr(w) =

√

√

√

√

1

NtrNo

Ntr
∑

k=1

No
∑

l=1

(

ỹl(xk ,w) − yk
l

2

)2

. (2)

The training of the ANN means minimizing Etr(w) with
respect to the weights, w, using a suitable optimiza-
tion method — in this work, Hestenes–Stiefel conjugate-
gradient with Error Back Propagation (EBP) [3]. The
generalization capability of the trained ANN is evalu-
ated by applying Eq. (2) to an independent test set,
{(xk,yk), k = 1, 2, . . . , Nte} to obtain Ete(w).

The weight initialization tries to provide initial weight
values close to the global minimum of Etr(w). There are
several strategies for initializing the MLP weights, the
most developed of which can also be regarded as train-
ing methods [4]. However, the most widely utilized strat-
egy for ANN-based RF/microwave component modeling
is, still, initializing the weights as random real numbers
from a Uniform Distribution (UD) with fixed range. The
weight-initialization methods evaluated in this work in-
clude: 1. random initialization from UD with fixed range
[1], and 2. random initialization from UD with variable
range and special input data scaling [5].

Utilizing the first method, one sets a, b = 1.0 and
wji, wlj ∈ [−c, c], where, e.g., c = 0.5. This heuristic
initialization tries to ensure the local field (vj) of the AFs
to be such that it forces the AFs to operate in an approx-
imately linear transition region determined by maxima
of the second derivative (max(∂2 tanh(vj)/∂v2

j )). This
would be desirable for the convergence of optimization be-
cause, when using EBP, ∂E2

tr/∂wji ∼ ∂ tanh(vj)/∂vj and
the latter has its maximum value in the transition region.
However, the heuristic weight initialization does not take
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into account the standard deviation of input data (σxi
),

and therefore AFs may operate in saturation regions slow-
ing down the optimization [5].

The second method forces the specific AFs [5] to operate
in the transition region (between (–1,–1) and (1,1) for

a = 1.7159 and b = 2/3) with wji ∈ [−
√

3/Ni,
√

3/Ni]

and wlj ∈ [−
√

3/Nh,
√

3/Nh] [5]. This initialization is
based on a special input data scaling, with x̄i = 0 and
σxi

= 1.
When one utilizes method 2 and approximates the tran-

sition region of AFs as straight line going through the ori-
gin with slope 1, the distribution parameters of the MLP
outputs (ỹl) are ¯̃yl = 0 and σỹl

= 1 as for MLP inputs xi.
A hypothesis to be tested is presented: if one scales the
target training data, yl, such as ȳl = 0 and σyl

= 1, the
convergence of optimization will be improved.

III. Experimental setup

In the evaluation, we had seven modeling problems: 1.
approximation of a modulated sinusoidal function, 2. the
same problem with additive normal-distributed noise, 3.
MEMS gas-damper behavior, 4. rounded-stripline-bend
parallel capacitance and series inductance vs. device ge-
ometries, 5. JFET DC characteristics, 6. spiral-inductor
S-parameters vs. geometries, and 7. MESFET gate and
drain currents vs. bias current and temperature. The
corresponding seven appropriately sized MLPs (Ni, Nh,
No), the resulting number of ANN weights, i.e., optimiza-
tion variables (Nw), the number of training-set samples
(Ntr), and the resulting number of optimization goals
(Ng = NtrNo) are shown in Table I.

TABLE I

MODELING-PROBLEM CHARACTERIZATION

problem Ni Nh No Ntr Nw Ng

1 1 5 1 20 16 20

2 1 5 1 20 16 20

3 3 10 1 40 51 40

4 3 10 2 50 62 100

5 2 10 3 306 63 918

6 5 15 5 486 170 2430

7 3 15 2 37597 92 75194

For each problem and weight initialization method —
method 1 with a = 0.05, 0.25, 0.5 and method 2 — the
number of optimization cycles was set at four different
values depending on the problem. Then MLP was trained
30 times, and Etr, Ete, and CPU time noted. The results
obtained were averaged over all runs at each value of the
optimization cycles. A total number of 3360 runs were
carried out by semi-automatic scripts using APLAC 8.2
ANNModelGenerator [6] on an Ia64 HP Server rx5670 with
a 1.3 GHz processor and 4 Gbyte memory.

IV. Analysis of results and conclusions

A set of representative results is shown in Figs. 1 and
2. According to the evaluation, there is no significant

training error performance difference between the meth-
ods (Fig. 1). Also, the CPU time performance of the
methods was similar and almost linear as a function of
optimization cycles. Instead, the test-error performance
of method 2 is slightly better on the average than that of
method 1 for different values of c (Fig. 2). The prelim-
inary evaluation executed provides motivation for more
comprehensive research of the methods and a deeper anal-
ysis of the results.

In the near future, we will test the hypothesis presented.
Also, the training will be done in hundred-step increments,
different sized MLPs will be trained for the modeling prob-
lems, and, for the deeper analysis, the standard deviations
of Etr and Ete will be calculated and plotted.
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I. Introduction

Especially for electrical energy transducers operating
in the nonlinear range of the BH-characteristic of ferro-
magnetic material, a technically relevant simulation nec-
essarily combines a small network model for the driving
circuit and a large field model dealing with saturation and
eddy-current effects. The voltage drops across the solid

conductors and the currents through the stranded conduc-

tors generate a magnetic flux
_
_

b = C_a as described by the
magnetoquasistatic formulation

C̃MνC
_a + Mκ

d

dt

_a −MκQsolutw −Qstriln = 0 (1)

in terms of the line-integrated magnetic vector poten-
tial _a, here discretised by the finite-integration technique
(FIT) [1], the voltage drops utw across the tree branches
(twigs) and the currents iln through the co-tree branches

(links). C, C̃, Mν and Mκ denote the discrete pri-
mary and dual curl operators and the reluctivity and
conductivity matrices. The field-circuit coupling is rep-
resented by the matrices Qsol and Qstr [2]. The currents
isol = −QT

sol
Mκ

d

dt

_a induced in the solid conductors and

the voltages ustr = QT
str

d

dt

_a induced in the stranded con-
ductors are substituted in the mixed circuit formulation

−

[
QT

sol

QT
str

]
d

_a

dt
+

[
Gtw D

DT
−Rln

][
utw

uln

]
=

[
−D̃isrc

−D̂T usrc

]

(2)

where D, D̃ and D̂ are parts of the circuit cut-set matrix,
Gtw and Rln are the conductances and resistances of the
twigs and links respectively, and isrc and usrc denote the
currents and voltages of the independent sources [3]. The
combination of (1) and (2), the linearisation by e.g. the
successive substitution approach, and the discretisation
in time, e.g., by the singly diagonal Runge-Kutta method
(SDIRK), leads to a symmetric, coupled system of equa-
tions.

II. 3D-to-0D or 3D-to-0D Coupling

Commonly, the coupling matrices Qsol and Qstr are
constructed such that MκQsolutw and Qstristr correspond
to the discrete source current distribution in the field
model. Then, however, both matrices represent a 3D-
to-0D coupling, i.e., they connect every degree of freedom
inside the conductors to the circuit. In [4] and [2], it has
been shown that the arbitrary gradient component of _a

can be exploited to formulate a sparser 2D-to-0D cou-
pling, where Qsol and Qstr couple the primary edges or
dual faces of a single conductor cross-section to the circuit.
Then, MκQsolutw and Qstristr are not free of divergence
and can no longer be interpreted as source currents. More-
over, they exhibit a sharp transition, corresponding to a
discontinuity of their continuous counterparts, which has
to be alleviated by the −Mκ

d

dt

_a term in the formulation
during the solving phase. As a consequence, the condition
of the systems of equations is substantially worse. The
2D-to-0D coupling, however, still outperforms the 3D-to-
0D coupling because of its higher sparsity [2].

III. Specialised Conductor Models

A stranded conductor is a model for a wire winding
with a wire diameter smaller than the skin depth. The
eddy-current effects are neglected by omitting Mκ in (1)
(3D-to-0D coupling) or by considering an anisotropic con-
ductivity matrix (2D-to-0D case). For particular coil ge-
ometries, dedicated models such as, e.g., a foil-winding
model, can be inserted in the coupled field-circuit formu-
lation [5].

IV. Adaptive Time-Step Selection

For the case of higher-order time integrators, several so-
lutions of different order of approximation are available.
Two of them are used for estimating the error, for deciding
whether to accept or to reject the time step and for pre-
dicting the new time-step length. In the case of sinusoidal
excitations, as is typical for electrotechnical applications,
the commonly used solution with an order difference of
1 may fail [6]. This phenomenon is related to the failing
even derivatives in the Taylor series for the sine function.
A more reliable adaptive time-step selection is achieved
when solutions with two orders of difference are used, e.g.,
the SDIRK-3(1) integrator with a main solution of third
order and an embedded solution of first order.
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Fig. 1. Capacitor motor: (a) photograph; (b) finite-element mesh
and magnetic flux lines at no-load operation; (c) external circuit
with the applied sinusoidal voltage U , the capacitance C, the resis-
tances Rmain and Raux and inductances Lmain and Laux modelling
the end winding parts and the resistances Rbar and Rring modelling
the rotor ring and rotor-bar parts outside the finite-element model;
(d) current through the main stator winding during start-up.

V. Time-Integration over Discontinuities

When field effects due to the switching of power elec-
tronic components are considered, the switching events
have to be resolved by the time integrator. A next time
step is computed under the assumption that no switching
happens. Afterwards, a possible event is detected by a
sign checking procedure in the case of a θ-type time inte-
grator [7] or by evaluating Sturm sequences in the case of
higher-order time integrators [3]. The time step is reduced
to the instant of switching, new, consistent begin condi-
tions are computed and the time integration is restarted
with a changed circuit [8]. In our implementation, we
favour to change the topology of the circuit, and by that,
also the structure and possibly also the size of the system
matrix, instead of the approach where switches are mod-
elled by highly nonlinear resistors, causing bad condition
numbers of the systems of equations [7], [9].

VI. Examples

The first example is a single-phase machine with a
start/run capacitor (Fig. 1). Its 2D cross-section is discre-
tised by a finite-element method, resolves local saturation
and eddy-current effects by adaptive mesh refinement and
models rotor motion by a sliding-surface technique. By
transient simulation, the currents through the main and
auxiliary windings at start-up are computed. The second
example is a three-phase transformer of which the primary

PSfrag replacements

Uapp Vapp Wapp
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U2 V2 W2

D1 D2 D3

D4 D5 D6

Ld

Rload
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Fig. 2. 3D finite-integration model of a three-phase transformer
connected to an external electric circuit for the power grid, diode
rectifier and inductive load.

side is connected to the grid and the second side is con-
nected to a diode rectifier with an inductive load (Fig. 2).
The detection and treatment of switching instants is car-
ried out by a modified SDIRK-3(2) time integrator.
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cuit modelling equations achieved by modified nodal anal-
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I. Semiconductor Device Modelling

For semiconductor devices smaller than 1µm thermal
effects get significant influence. The energy-transport
model for semiconductors takes into account carrier heat-
ing. We consider the energy-transport model for electrons
coupled to the drift-diffusion model for holes. As they oc-
cur as minority carriers the drift-diffusion model provides
satisfying accuracy. The energy-transport model for elec-
trons consists of conservation laws for electron density
n and energy density ε = 3

2
nT with electron tempera-

ture T . These are coupled to Poisson’s equation for the
electrostatic potential. With electron current density Jn

and energy current density Jε the scaled transient energy-
transport model reads

λ2∆V = n− p− C(x), (1)

∂tn− div Jn = −R, (2)

∂tε− div Jε = −Jn∇V +W (n, T ) −
3

2
TR, (3)

where p denotes the hole density and R is the recombina-
tion term. λ designates the scaled Debye-length and C(x)
the doping profile of the device. For the energy-relaxation
term W (n, T ) we use the Fokker-Planck approximation

W = −
3

2

n(T − T0)

τ0
(4)

with lattice temperature T0 and energy relaxation time
τ0. Under the assumption of non degenerated Boltzmann
statistics for electron density and parabolic band struc-
ture the specifying current relations are given in the drift-

diffusion formulation

Jn = µn

“

∇n−
n

T
∇V

”

, Jε = µn

“

∇ε−
ε

T
∇V

”

(5)

as introduced in [1]. Here µn denotes the electron mobil-
ity. The drift-diffusion model for holes reads

∂tp+ div Jp = −R, Jp = −µp (∇p+ p∇V ) (6)

with hole mobility µp. For recombination we use the
Shockley-Read-Hall approximation. The model is com-
pleted by initial and boundary values for n, p, V and T .

In one-dimensional case we consider the interval I =
[0, 1] with the partition 0 = x0 < x1 < ... < xN = 1
with Ii = (xi−1, xi) and h = xi − xi−1 for i = 1, ..., N .
We firstly discretise in time by use of the 2 stage back-
ward difference formula BDF2. For space discretisation
of Poisson’s equation we use a P1 finite element scheme.
For (2) and (3) after time discretisation we have to solve
a boundary value problem in each time step of type

−Jx + σg = f (7)

with g = µnn or g = µnε, respectively. For space dis-
cretisation we employ the mixed hybrid finite element ap-
proach introduced in [2] as it ensures current continuity
across interelement boundaries and positivity of the elec-
tron density.

We introduce the finite dimensional spaces:

Vh =
˘

ψ ∈ L
2(Ω) : ψ(x) = ai + biPi(x) in Ii, i = 1, ..., N

¯

,

Wh =
˘

φ ∈ L
2(Ω) : φ is constant in Ii, i = 1, ..., N

¯

,

Λh,ζ = {ξ is defined at the nodes x0, ...xN :

ξ(x0) = ζ(0), ξ(xN ) = ζ(1)} .

With these we get for the approximation Jh for the cur-
rent, the piecewise constant approximation for the density
gh and the approximation for the density in the nodes gh

the weak mixed hybrid formulation
Find Jh ∈ Vh, g

h ∈Wh, g
h ∈ Λh,gD

such that:

N
X

i=1

„Z

Ii

KiJ
hψdx+

Z

Ii

Sig
hψxdx−

h

e−
V

T ghψ
ixi

xi−1

«

= 0, (8)

N
X

i=1

„

−

Z

Ii

Jh
xφdx+

Z

Ii

σghφdx

«

−
N

X

i=1

„Z

Ii

fφdx

«

= 0, (9)

N
X

i=1

„

h

ξJh
ixi

xi−1

«

= 0, (10)

for all ψ ∈ Vh, φ ∈ Wh, ξ ∈ Λh,0, with Ki and Si as

constant approximations for exp(−V
T

). Equation (8) is
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the weak form of (5) after exponential fitting and (10) is
the weak formulation of the current continuity. This can
be written as





A B̃T −C̃T

−B D 0
C 0 0









Jh

gh

gh



 =





0
F
0





with matrices A,B,C,D, which are (mixed) stiffness ma-
trices to the spaces defined above. A static condensation
procedure can be employed to eliminate Jh and gh. This
finally leads to the system

Mgh = G, (11)

whereM is a tridiagonal M-matrix. For the electron equa-
tion (2) G is positive for adequate time step size. The
eliminated variables Jh and gh can be computed after-
wards from gh.

II. Coupling to Circuit Equations

For modelling a semiconductor device as part of an
electric circuit we couple the energy-transport model
with equations from modified nodal analysis (MNA),
which consist of the Kirchhoff current law and specifying
current-voltage characteristics of resistors, capacitors and
inductors. The coupling between device and surrounding
circuit happens through the current leaving the device and
the potential in the circuit nodes adjacent to the device.
This determines the boundary values for the potential in
the device. If terminal k of the device (denoted by Γk) is
connected to circuit node number i we get

V (t) = ei(t) + Vbi|Γk
on Γk, (12)

where ei denotes the potential in the circuit node and Vbi

the built in potential of the device. The total current in
the device consists of electron current, hole current and
displacement current

Jtot = Jn + Jp + Jdisp with Jdisp = −λ2 (∂tV )x .

Denoting by jS the vector containing the current leaving
all terminals beside one reference terminal and introduc-
ing the semiconductor incidence matrix AS as introduced
in [3], we get the coupled system for an electric circuit
containing a semiconductor device connected to circuit
nodes number i and j. It consists of the MNA-equations
where the semiconductor current has been added

1

t
AC

dq(AT
Ce)

dt
+ARg(A

T
Re) +ALiL +AV iV +ASjS = −AI is,

1

t

dΦ(iL)

dt
−A

T
Le = 0,

A
T
V e = vs,

with incidence matrices Aα and current in the correspond-
ing branches iα. Charge, conductivity and flux are de-
noted by q, g and Φ. Voltage sources and current sources
are denoted by vs and is. We add the equations describing
the coupling via the semiconductor current

j
D
S − λ

2
Vx = 0,

jS − β
h

Jn + Jp − ∂tj
D
S

i

x=0

= 0,

and the equations for the semiconductor model (1) - (6). β
and t denote scaling constants. The boundary conditions
for the potential V read

V |x=0 = ei + Vbi|x=0 and V |x=1 = ej + Vbi|x=1.

The system will be completed by boundary and initial
conditions and has to be solved for e, iL, iV , n, ε, p, V .

III. Numerical Solution

For solving the complete system we proceed as we do for
the device simulation. Firstly we employ time discretisa-
tion. Thereafter we proceed with space-discretisation in-
cluding static condensation for electron, energy and hole
equations. For the spatial derivative of V we use a simple
difference quotient.

The finally achieved system is solved by use of full New-
ton method. For the temperature that is given via the
piecewise constant approximation

T =
2

3

ε

n
(13)

we start with values at the previous time step and up-
date according to (13) during Newton method only if the
semiconductor variables (n, ε, p, V )T between two itera-
tions differ less than the potentially updated temperature
from the old one, what for we use the test

‖(n, ε, p, V )T − (n, ε, p, V )T
old‖2 ≤ max (10−6 , 0.01‖Tnew − T‖0.8

2 ).

Here the variables denote the vectors containing the coef-
ficients for the corresponding ansatz functions.

As numerical example we will consider a simple test
circuit containing a pn-diode. We perform simulations for
operational voltage with a frequency of 1GHz and 10GHz,
respectively. Further on the results will be compared to
those achieved by usage of the transient drift-diffusion
model and the stationary energy-transport model.
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I. Current challenges in numerical modeling

for nanoelectronics

Currently, to design new integrated circuits or to port
existing designs to a new technological platform, designers
follow a path composed of different, almost independent,
steps. At each stage of this path different software tools
are used to support the design flow. Process simulators
are used to predict geometries, doping profiles and other
physical parameters of devices that can be produced in
a given technological process. Device simulators are then
used to predict electrical/thermal behavior of the new de-
vices. Using physical considerations, often based on the
drift-diffusion framework with simplifying assumptions on
geometry, doping profiles, material parameters, one has
to define compact models to describe the device behavior
with simple, explicit analytical expressions. Very often a

priori considerations lack predictiveness and accurate a

posteriori calibration of model parameters based on nu-
merical simulations and experimental data is needed. The
compact device models are used in circuit simulations to
predict the behavior of new circuit topologies or to eval-
uate the performance of existing topologies implemented
with new technologies. Finally, an optimization step is
used to maximize circuit performance by perturbing de-
vice parameters in the vicinity of the given values.

This design flow presents some disadvantages that are
becoming more relevant as CMOS technology is scaled
down to its physical limits. To be as accurate as possible,
compact models have grown to include several hundreds
of parameters with little or no connection with physical
characteristics of the devices. The lack of connection be-
tween model parameters and physical properties renders,
on one hand, very delicate and cumbersome the parame-
ter calibration stage and, on the other hand, it makes it
almost impossible to perform an optimization of the cir-
cuits based on the geometry and doping profiles of the de-
vices. The latter effect is even more evident at the current
stage of technological advancement where not only device
dimensions are being scaled but completely new device ge-

ometries are being considered (DG, Tri-Gate, GAA, Fin-
FET, nanotubes...)

II. Coupled simulation

A possible approach to the solution of the problems de-
scribed above is to create simulation tools where the be-
havior of the devices is represented not by evaluating the
explicit analytical relations given by the compact models
but by performing a direct simulation based on more ac-
curate physical models taking into account the complete
2D/3D device geometry and realistic doping profiles as
obtained by process simulation. This clearly comes at the
cost of a great increase in computational effort, but the
advantages are many-fold. First of all the use of few physi-
cally based design variables instead of many fitting param-
eters gives designers a much higher level of understand-
ing which can lead faster to better design decisions and,
furthermore, it can greatly help the construction of au-
tomatic optimization tools. To achieve this goal, though,
many open problems still need to be solved. Apart from
the computational cost (which will need to be reduced as
much as possible, for example via Model Order Reduction
techniques, or parallelization, but cannot be expected to
be anywhere close to that of compact models) the cou-
pling itself can lead to instability and convergence issues
that need to be addressed properly by resorting to suit-
able numerical schemes. For this reason within the EU
project CoMSON (http://www.comson.org) a Demon-
strator Platform (http://www.comson.org/dem) will be
developed to connect numerical simulation tools avail-
able throughout the nodes of the CoMSON consortium
through a common interface. In this way, researchers
willing to be confronted with the problems arising in the
framework of coupled simulation will be given the oppor-
tunity to abstract from the implementation of the basic
tools (device simulator, circuit simulator, heat transfer
simulator,. . . ) and to concentrate on the coupling itself.
The architecture of the Demonstrator Platform will be the
main focus of this communication. It has been designed
to achieve the following objectives:

• providing a fast prototyping environment in which
new and existing algorithms can be tested compared
and assessed

• allowing application of the algorithms, once assessed,
to real life industrial problems.

To better demonstrate the structure of the Demonstrator
Platform and its use we will resort to a practical exam-
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ple. We will consider device/circuit coupling strategies
belonging to three different classes:

• based on straight forward iteration between solution
of device and network equations, as used, for exam-
ple, in [1]

• based on the extension of the device simulator by con-
sidering the network equations as general boundary
conditions, such an approach is used in [2] (in the case
of stationary semiconductor equations) and in [3] (in
the case of evolutionary semiconductor equations) to
derive analytical results for the coupled system.

• based on extension of the circuit simulator by adding
the spatially discretized semiconductor equations to
the system of network equations, this approach was
applied in [4] for the numerical analysis of the coupled
system and, together with a staggered solution ap-
proach, in [5] for the simulation of the electro-thermal
behavior of an operational amplifier.

by implementing solvers based on such different cou-
pling strategies, we will demonstrate the flexibility of the
Demonstrator Platform architecture and its ability to pro-
vide more insight in new numerical algorithms by con-
fronting them with real life test problems of industrial
relevance and by comparing their performance and ro-
bustness. Morover, we will show how the abstraction layer
provided by the Demonstrator Platform can be exploited
for further generalization of the implemented algorithms
by extending the coupling strategies considered to the case
where more complex semiconductor models (namely the
Quantum-Corrected Drift-Diffusion class of models as de-
scribed in [6]) are used for device simulation.
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Abstract 
Next-generation nano-scale RF-IC designs have an 

unprecedented complexity and performance that will 
inevitably lead to costly re-spins and loss of market 
opportunities. In order to cope with this, the aim of the 
European Framework 6 CHAMELEON RF project is to 
develop methodologies and prototype tools for a 
comprehensive and highly accurate analysis of complete 
functional IC blocks. These blocks will operate at RF 
frequencies of up to 60 GHz. 

At the SCEE an introduction to, and overview of the first 
results achieved in the CHAMELEON RF project will be 
given. 

Introduction 
IC design automation tools are indispensable for RF 

designers in the transition to the nano-scale era. These tools 
are needed to develop nano-scale designs of unprecedented 
complexity and performance and, in addition, enable the 
achievement of single-pass design success to avoid costly re-
spins and the loss of market opportunities.  

Next generation designs will be challenged by an 
increased number of trouble spots, many of which negligible 
at lower frequencies but representing a significant limitation 
for future designs. These trouble spots will have to be 
accounted for during the design phase in order to avoid costly 
mishaps that can originate potential failures and additional 
design and silicon iterations, and must be 
addressed in future design automation tools. 

New coupling and loss mechanisms, 
including EM field coupling and substrate 
noise as well as process-induced variability, 
are becoming too strong and too relevant to be 
neglected, whereas more traditional coupling 
and loss mechanisms are more difficult to 
describe given the wide frequency range 
involved and the greater variety of structures 
to be modeled. All this will cause extra design 
iterations, over-dimensioning or complete 
failures, unless appropriate solutions are found 
to resolve these design issues. 

CHAMELEON RF 
The key to these solutions is the 

recognition that devices, both active and 
passive, can no longer be treated in isolation. 
Complete RF blocks must be considered as 
one entity, and be treated as such by the design 

automation tools. Today, it is not possible to perform such 
analyses of complete RF blocks. 

The CHAMELEON RF project will deliver the 
methodologies and prototype tools to make this possible. 

Objectives 
Therefore the general objective of the consortium is that of 

developing a methodology and prototype tools that take a 
layout description of typical RF functional blocks that will 
operate at RF frequencies up to 60 GHz and transform them 
into sufficiently accurate, reliable electrical simulation models 
taking variability into account. 

The main goal of the project, against which the progress of 
the project work will be measured, is the silicon-accurate 
modeling of RF functional blocks (such as a VCO or an LNA) 
with up to 10 transistors, 10 passive devices and implemented 
in 90 and 180 nano-meter technology with a maximum of 10 
levels of metal for frequencies up to 60 GHz. 

Advance over state of the art 
At the moment, no commercial RF simulation tools for 

large interconnect structures on semiconductor substrates 
exist. In the CHAMELEON RF project, prototype tools to 
accurately predict the behavior of complete RF functional 
blocks will be developed. 

The functional requirements set for any future design 
framework allowing for the high-fidelity verification of RF 
blocks must include the following: 

4-60 GHz nano-scale world

Substrate
Noise

EM Effects

Chameleon RF models

Variability

Working IC

d1'
d2'

d3'

d5'
d4'

4-60 GHz nano-scale world
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Chameleon RF models
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d3'

d5'
d4'

Figure 1: Overview of the Chameleon RF system. For 4-60 GHz 
frequencies made possible by nano-scale integration technologies, 
electromagnetic and substrate noise effects require hierarchical 
connector-equipped models of full RF functional blocks in order to 
enable creation of working chips. The models will be variability-
aware to account for relatively increasing effects of manufacturing 
tolerances. 
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• Simulation tools need to allow for a multi-scale (MS) and 
a multi-resolution (MR) approach. 

• Feedback effects should be estimated and approximations 
should be justified by sub-threshold feedback. 

• Functional blocks should be described in terms of net lists 
(SPICE) to allow inclusion in the design flows. 

• Extraction best practices need to be provided to actualize 
the SPICE models. 

• Models of functional blocks must be manageable in size to 
allow accurate behavior verification.  Such models must 
also account for the dependence on relevant design or 
operating parameters. 
None of these requirements is currently met by any 

standard framework. 
The contribution of CHAMELEON RF to advance the 

state-of-the-art in order to fulfill the above requirements will 
come from the following: 
• Hierarchical modeling procedures delivering compact 

models with connectors at the lower level(s).  
• Top level modeling procedure for the layout environment 

working with connector-equipped compact models as grey 
boxes. 

• Advanced Reduced Order Modeling (ROM) procedures 
including parametric support for variability and capable of 
dealing with the large number of inputs related to the 
compact model connectors and the variety of operating 
points.  

Results 
The results will lead to design automation tools, in 

particular design verification tools, that can be used for 
comprehensive and highly accurate modeling of 
electromagnetic effects and other trouble spots in complete 
nano-scale RF blocks, thereby enabling designers to minimize 
turnaround time without compromising design quality and 
first-time-right requirements. 

Preliminary project results 
Preliminary simulations were performed on a substrate 

isolation structure, injecting noise into the substrate and 
analyzing the noise pick-up at the structure. A full-wave, 3D 
EM analysis is performed, where the substrate is modeled as a 
true semiconductor, using drift-diffusion equations with very 
complex doping profiles [1]. 

CHAMELEON RF Consortium 

PARTNER NAME COUNTRY 
Philips Research Eindhoven NL 
austriamicrosystems AT 
MAGWEL BE 
Interuniversity Micro Electronics Centre BE 
INESC-ID PT 
Polytechnic University of Bucharest RO 
Delft University of Technology NL 

The project has started in November 2005, and will run for 
a period of two and a half years. First results are expected 
around the middle of 2006. Further information about the 
CHAMELEON RF project can be found at the project website 
[2]. 

Conclusions 
The aim of the CHAMELEON RF project is to develop 

methodologies and prototype tools for a comprehensive and 
highly accurate analysis of complete next-generation 
nano-scale functional IC blocks that will operate at RF 
frequencies of up to 60 GHz. 

References 
[1] MAGWEL SolvEM: http://www.magwel.com/. 
[2] CHAMELEON RF website: www.chameleon-rf.org. 

Figure 2: Substrate isolation structure layout (left). S21 curves (right): the comparison between measurement and 
simulation shows good agreement (<1 dB). 
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Abstract— Earnshaw's theorem prohibits stable static 
levitation of permanent magnets in stationary fields with no 
energy input.  However, by a proper placement of a diamagnetic 
material, the levitation is stabilized and two distinct suspension 
arrays (vertical and radial) are obtained. This compact 
implementations works without superconductors and may 
require no energy input. For the vertical stabilized configuration, 
this paper establishes the equilibrium and stability condition 
using an analytical procedure of magnetic field computation. An 
experimental model based on strong permanent magnets 
(NdFeB) and pyrolytic graphite validates these analytical results.  

 
Keywords— Diamagnetic materials, Levitation, Permanent 

magnets, Stability. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

As Earnshaw's theorem shows [1], stable levitation 
phenomena cannot take place in stationary fields. Due to their 
negative magnetic susceptibility, the diamagnetic materials 
behave differently [2]. They are repelled by static magnetic 
fields and can even stably levitate themselves if the repulsion 
is strong enough to balance gravity [2, 3]. On the other hand, 
placing a diamagnetic piece in the proximity of a magnet 
suspended by a static field could stabilize this configuration. 
This principle of stabilization is described in [3].  

Our paper recalls these results and applies them to a 
concrete setting. Because of the simplicity and flexibility of 
such instruments they can be incorporated in optical detection 
schemes, being an attractive alternative to devices based on 
superconducting levitation. 

and the pdf file (zip) and upload them on the conference 
website. 

II. STABILIZING LEVITATION 
Potential energy U of a floating magnet with dipole moment 

M in the field B of a fixed lifter magnet is: 
 
 U = – MּB + mgz = – MB + mgz, (1) 
 
where mgz is the gravitational energy. The magnet will align 
itself along the local field direction because of the torques and 
therefore the energy is only dependent on the magnitude B of 
the magnetic field. For a circularly symmetric field B(r, z), the 
equilibrium points will be on z-axis of the symmetry. The 
condition that (z0,  0) to be an equilibrium point leads to: 
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where F is the total force. Our approach toward stabilizing 
this equilibrium is to place a diamagnetic material beneath the 
lifted magnet. In this case, in the relation for potential energy 
(1) a new term Cz2 is added, which takes into account the 
influence of diamagnetic material.   

To complete the problem, we express the magnitude of the 
magnetic field B in terms of its z-component Bz(0,z) only. 
Taking into account that ∇B = 0 and ∇×B=0, the following 
expression of B(r, z) around B0 derive [4]:   
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The potential energy U can be now expanded using (3) as: 
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    Equilibrium condition (2) requires zero value for the 
quantity in the first curly branches of (4). The conditions for 
vertical and horizontal stability asked for a minimum value of 
energy, which means positive curvature of the energy function 
in every direction: 
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     In order to achive a stable static levitation of the floating 
magnet, the above condition, called discriminants of stability 
Dv and Dh, must be simultaneous satisfied. If we consider now 
the case when B''  > 0, and it is large enough to create 
horizontal stability (Dh > 0), adding a diamagnetic material in 
vertical direction a vertical stabilized configuration can be 
obtained.  
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III. A COMPACT LEVITATION DEVICE 

In Fig. 1 a simple vertical configuration that uses a 
permanent magnet as the field source is shown. The fixed 
magnet is of strong magnetic materials i.e. with very high 
value for remnant magnetization. 

Fig .1. A compact implementation for the vertically stabilised 
levitation system. 

    The diamagnetic material can be made from graphite, 
bismuth or pyrolytic graphite [5] (materials with great 
absolute values for magnetic susceptibility).  For the floating 
magnet one uses rare-earth materials such as mixture of 
Nd2Fe14B, which could reach 1.2 T for remnant 
magnetization. All these restrictions are necessary to satisfy 
the equilibrium condition (2) and to fulfill the stability 
requirement (5) in the equilibrium point as well. Combining 
conditions for vertical stability using (5) we can write: 
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   The C factor is proportional to the diamagnetic susceptibility 
(χ) and gets smaller if the gap d between the levitated magnet 
and diamagnetic body increases (Fig. 2). Its value can be 
determined by using the dipole approximation [3]: 
C = 3χμ 0M2/πD5, where D = 2d + l. We can see that a large 
gap or a weaker diamagnetic material requires a larger field B 
in the levitation position. The limits for separation d can be 
achieved taking into account (6) and the vertical dimension l 
of the floating magnet:  
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   To verify the analytical results above studied, we chose for 
the magnetic field source and the levitated magnet the same 
material (Nd2Fe14B) with    Brem = 1.2 T and the following 
geometrical data: L = 12 mm and l = 2w = 4 mm. As a 
diamagnetic material we use pyrolytic graphite (χ = 450 ·10-6), 
which is placed at d = 0.5 mm bellow the levitated magnet. 
This will lead us to C = 3χμ 0M2/πD5 = 0.228. The 
equilibrium equation B' = – mg/M has one solution in this 
case, namely z0 = 50.4 mm. In this point the stability 
conditions (5) are met. From (7), the maximum value of the 
gap is dmax = 1.22 mm. This corresponds to C = 0.04, which 
gives a positive value for the discriminant Dv at levitation 
point z0. Thus, the stability area is restricted by d ∈ (0 – 1.22) 
mm. Using two diamagnetic materials one below and the other 
above the levitated magnet, this relatively narrow zone can be 
enlarged by a 1.1factor. The measured coordinate z0, for the 
configuration given by Fig. 1, is 51.5 mm. This value is close 
enough to the one given by numerical computation 50.4 mm. 
This result validates our analytical study. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
   The paper shows that properly placed diamagnetic materials 
can stabilize vertically the levitation of a permanent magnet 
by a stationary field. The stability area around the equilibrium 
position is theoretically inferred. We set up an experiment that 
used the pyrolytic graphite as a diamagnetic material as a 
permanent magnet as a lifter. The measurements compare well 
with the theoretical predictions. Levitation performances can 
be increased by using either diamagnetic material with higher 
absolute permeability, or permanent magnets with high value 
of remnant magnetization.  
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Abstract—We first show the idea of the space-mapping

iteration technique for the efficient solution of optimization

problems. Then we show how space-mapping optimization

can be understood in the framework of defect correction.

We observe the difference between the solution of the op-

timization problem and the computed space-mapping so-

lutions. We repair this discrepancy by exploiting the cor-

respondence with defect correction iteration and we con-

struct the manifold-mapping algorithm, which is as effi-

cient as the space-mapping algorithm but converges to the

accurate solution. We illustrate the method by an exam-

ple from practice, comparing space-mapping and manifold

mapping and illustrating the efficiency of the technique.

Keywords—Optimization, Space mapping, Manifold

mapping, Defect correction, Multilevel methods

I. Introduction

Space mapping (Bandler et al. [1], [2]) is a technique to
reduce the computing time in optimization procedures by
means of simple surrogate models. Space mapping makes
use of both accurate (and time-consuming) models and
less accurate (but cheaper) ones.

The original space-mapping procedure corresponds
with right-preconditioning the coarse (inaccurate) model
in order to accelerate the iterative procedure for the op-
timization of the fine (accurate) one. The iterative pro-
cedure used in space mapping for optimization can be
understood as a defect correction iteration [3] and the
convergence can be analyzed accordingly. We show that,
right-preconditioning is generally insufficient and (also)
left-preconditioning is needed. This leads to the improved
space-mapping or ‘manifold-mapping’ procedure. This
manifold mapping is shown in some detail in Section V.

II. Fine and coarse models in optimization

The optimization problem. The specifications of
an optimization problem are denoted by (t,y) ≡
({ti}, {yi})i=1,...,m. The independent variable is t ∈ R

m.
The dependent variable y ∈ Y ⊂ R

m represents the quan-
tities that describe the behavior of the phenomena under
study. The set Y ⊂ R

m is the set of possible aims.

The fine and coarse model. The fine model response
is denoted by f(x) ∈ R

m, with x ∈ X ⊂ R
n the fine model

control variable. The set f(X) ⊂ R
m represents the fine

model reachable aims. The fine model is assumed to be
accurate but expensive to evaluate. For the optimization
problem a fine model cost function, ||| f(x)−y||| should be
minimized.

x∗ = argmin
x∈X

||| f(x) − y||| . (1)

A design problem, characterized by the model f(x), the
aim y ∈ Y , and the space of possible controls X ⊂ R

n, is a
reachable design if the equality f(x∗) = y can be achieved
for some x∗ ∈ X .

The coarse model is denoted by c(z) ∈ R
m, with

z ∈ Z ⊂ R
n the coarse model control variable. This model

is assumed to be cheap to evaluate but less accurate than
the fine model. We denote its minimizer by z∗,

z∗ = argmin
z∈Z

||| c(z) − y||| . (2)

The space-mapping function. The discrepancy be-
tween the responses of two models is expressed by
r(z,x) = ||| c(z) − f(x)||| . The space-mapping function

p : X ⊂ R
n → Z ⊂ R

n is defined by

p(x) = argmin
z∈Z

r(z,x) = argmin
z∈Z

||| c(z) − f(x)||| . (3)

A space-mapping function p is called a perfect mapping

iff z∗ = p(x∗).
We notice that perfection is not a property of the space-

mapping function alone, but it also depends on the data
y.

III. Primal and dual space-mapping solutions

The primal space-mapping approach seeks for a solution
of the minimization problem

x∗
p = argmin

x∈X

‖p(x) − z∗‖ . (4)

whereas the dual determines

x∗
d = argmin

x∈X

||| c(p(x)) − y||| , (5)

where we can recognize c(p(x)) as a surrogate model.
Both approaches coincide when z∗ ∈ p(X) and p is

injective. In general the space-mapping function p will
not be perfect, and a space mapping based algorithm may
not yield the solution of the fine model optimization.
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IV. Defect correction iteration

The efficient solution of a complex problem by the it-
erative use of a simpler one, is defect correction iteration
[3].

To solve a nonlinear operator equation

F x = y,

where F : D ⊂ E → D̂ ⊂ Ê is a continuous, nonlinear op-

erator and E and Ê are Banach spaces, defect correction
iteration reads

{
x0 = G̃0 y ,

xk+1 = G̃k+1

(
F̃k xk − F xk + y

)
,

where F̃k is a simpler version of F and G̃k is the (simple

to evaluate) left-inverse of F̃k.

For optimization problems, y ∈ D̂, but y /∈ F(D), so
that no solution for (IV.) exists. We want to find the
solution of (1), or

x∗ = argmin
x∈D ‖Fx− y‖ bE

.

which we associate with it a defect correction process for

iterative optimization by taking E = R
n, Ê = R

m, D =

X , D̂ = Y and p : X → Z, and by substitution of the
operators:

Fx = y ⇔ f(x) = y ,
x = Gy ⇔ x = argmin

ξ

‖f(ξ) − y‖ ,

F̃kx = y ⇔ c(pk(x)) = y ,

x = G̃ky ⇔ x = argmin
ξ

‖c(pk(ξ)) − y‖ .

Here p is an arbitrary (easy to compute) bijection, e.g.,
the identity if X = Z.

With (IV.) we derive from (IV.) the defect-correction
iteration scheme for optimization:

x0 = argmin
x∈X ||| c(p0(x)) − y||| ,

xk+1 = argminx∈X

||| c(pk+1(x)) − c(pk(xk)) + f(xk) − y||| .

In this iteration every minimization involves the surro-
gate model, c ◦ pk.

Orthogonality and the need for left-precondit-

ioning. By orthogonality relations we see that it is ad-
vantageous if the manifolds f(X) and c(Z) are paral-
lel in the neighborhood of the solution. However, by
space mapping the relation between f(X) and c(Z) re-
mains unchanged. This causes that the fixed point of tra-
ditional space mapping does, generally, not correspond
with x∗. We improve this by the introduction of a left-
preconditioner S so that near f(x∗) ∈ Y the manifold
c(Z) ⊂ Y is mapped onto f(X) ⊂ Y :

f(x) ≈ S(c(p(x))) .

This leads to the manifold mapping algorithm.

V. Manifold Mapping, the improved space

mapping algorithm

We introduce the affine mapping S : Y → Y such that
Sc(z) = f(x∗) for a proper z ∈ Z, and the linear manifold
tangential to c(Z) in c(z) maps onto the one tangential to
f(X) in f(x∗). We get Sv = f(x∗) + S (v − c(z)), where
S is an m × m-matrix of rank n. We propose the fol-
lowing algorithm, where the optional right-preconditioner
p : X → Z is still an arbitrary non-singular operator. (It
can be adapted to the problem. Often we will simply take
the identity.)

1. Set k = 0, set S0 = I the m×m identity matrix, and
compute x0 = argminx∈X ||| c(p(x)) − y||| .

2. Compute f(xk) and c(p(xk)).

3. If k > 0, with ∆ci = c(p(xk−i)) − c(p(xk)) and
∆fi = f(xk−i)−f(xk), i = 1, · · · , min(n, k), we define
∆C and ∆F to be the rectangular m × min(n, k)-
matrices with respectively ∆ci and ∆fi as columns.
Their singular value decompositions are respectively
∆C = UcΣcV

T
c and ∆F = UfΣfV T

f .

4. The next iterant is computed as
xk+1 = argminx∈X ‖c(p(x)) − c(p(xk)) +[
∆C∆F †+I−UcU

T
c

]
(f(xk) − y)‖.

5. Set k := k + 1 and goto 2.

Here, ∆F † denotes the pseudo-inverse of ∆F . It can
be shown that the update formula in 4. is asymtotically
equivalent to

xk+1 = argminx∈X ‖Sk(c(p(x))) − y‖ ,

where the approximate affine mapping is

Sk v = f(xk)+Sk(v−c(p(xk)) , ∀v ∈ {xk−1,xk−2, · · · } ,

with Sk = ∆F ∆C† + (I − Uf UT
f

) (I − Uc UT
c ).

If the above iteration converges with fixed point x and
mappings S and p, we have

f(x) − y ∈ S(c(p(X)))⊥(x) = f(X)⊥(x) .

This and the fact that Sk(c(p(xk))) = f(xk), makes that,
under convergence to x, the fixed point is a (local) opti-
mum of the fine model minimization.

By its right preconditioning, manifold mapping im-
proves traditional space mapping because it delivers the
accurate solution and it is as efficient as the space map-
ping algorithm.
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Abstract—In this study, we deal with converting 1-

D Maxwell equation to a linear system by using the

MOESP(Multivariable Output Error State Space) sub-

space system identification method. Source is applied to a

selected spatial grid point and another spatial grid point is

selected as an output i. We collect output data from this

spatial point with FDTD algorithm. With this output and

input data, required data matrices are built and a SISO

(Single Input Single Output) linear system is estimated by

MOESP algorithm for 1-D Maxwell equations. The order

of the estimated system mainly depends on the structure

of the data matrices.

Keywords—Maxwell Equations, System Identifica-

tion, Model Order Reduction, MOESP, Mathematical

Modelling

I. Introduction

In general, system identification methods mainly devel-
oped in the area of automatic control to determine the
best (in the sense of input-output relationship) model
from a given observed input-output data set. In this
study, the Maxwell equation is converted into a set of
state-space equations by using MOESP algorithm, which
is a member of subspace system identifacation family of
algorithms. This idea may be useful when simulation of
the VLSI interconnections are considered. To computa-
tion of the effects VLSI interconnection is mainly based
on the solution of Maxwell equations on chip geometries.
The RLC parasitic circuits are realized with the solution
of Maxwell equations. Finally, the model order reduc-
tion algorithms are implemented to reduce the dimension
of the linear subsystem of this RLC circuits [1]. In this
study, 1-D Maxwell equation is directly converted into
a small order SISO system without using any model re-
duction algorithm. Therefore it may be useful to find an
appropriate reduction order of the model order reduction
process. Most important criterion for succesfull conver-
tion is the input-output data set, which produced from
1-D Maxwell equation with the FDTD method.

The remaining of the paper, organized as follows. In
second section, the problem is briefly explained. In third
section, the methodology and the MOESP algorithm are
introduced. The fourth section contains some numerical
results and discussions and finally the last section presents
conclusions and future works.

II. Definition of the Problem

Consider an one-dimensional space where there are only
variations in the x dimension. Assume that the electric
field has only a z component. With Faraday and Ampere’s
law we could write 1-D Maxwell equations as,

µ
∂Hy

∂t
=

∂Ez

∂x
,

ε
∂Ez

∂t
=

∂Hy

∂x
. (1)

The source function is applied on to the 0th node of
the computational domain and data is collected as the
electrical field of 50th node.

After discretization, FDTD algorithm is implemented
to obtain the input data uk and output data yk.

Two Hankel matrices could be determined in terms of
uk and yk to generalize the structure. Here the structure
of the U0|k−1 matrix is showed. The other matrices from
the uk and yk could be produced similarly.

U0|k−1 =









u(0) u(1) . . . u(N − 1)
u(1) u(2) . . . u(N)

...
...

...
u(k − 1) u(k) . . . u(k + N − 2)









∈ R
kpxN

(2)
where k is greater than the order of the system(n), p is

the number of the outputs of the system, m is the number
of the inputs and finally N is a sufficiently large number
for fixing the Hankel matrix. 0 and k−1 values in Hankel
matrices definitions are used for determining the upper-
left and lower-left elements respectivly.

LQ decomposition, which is the dual of the QR decom-
position, is used to make the upper-right block of the data
matrix a zero matrix. LQ decomposition of a data matrix
can be given as,

[

U0|k−1

Y0|k−1

]

=

[

L11 0
L21 L22

] [

QT
1

QT
2

]

(3)

The actual computation of LQ decomposition is per-
formed by taking transpose of the QR decomposition of
the data matrix [2].

III. MOESP Algorithm

LQ decomposition and the SVD are employed in the
MOESP algorithm [3]. The algorithm of the MOESP is
listed below.
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1: Compute the LQ decomposition of (3).
2: Compute the SVD of the L22 as,

L22 = [U1U2]

[

Σ1 0
0 0

] [

V T
1

V T
2

]

= U1Σ1V
T
1

and determine the order of the system n = dim(Σ1)
from the non-zero singular values and define the ex-
tended observability matrix of the system as Ok =

U1Σ
1/2

1
.

3: Obtain C and A from the Ok.
4: Estimate B and D.

After obtaining the A, B, C and D matrices we can
represent the 1-D Maxwell equation as a linear system,

ẋ = Ax + Bu

y = Cx + Du (4)

IV. Numerical Examples

In experiments, it is observed that the accuracy of the
estimated model and selection of the true order for the
system depends on the information that data matrices
contain. For example if u(t) = cos(0.1t) the order of the
estimated system could be selected as 2 which can be seen
from the singular value distribution that given in Fig. 2.
But, if u(t) selected as a constant source, for example
u(t) = 10, because of the structure of data matrices it is
not possible to find an accurate estimation. To solve this
problem data set can be reduced with a random selection
from original data. After reducing the number of data set
more accurate results are obtained from the algorithm.
This situation is showed in Figs. 3 and 4.
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Fig. 1. Original and estimated outputs(Ez(50)) for u(t)=cos(0.1t)
where estimated system order equals to 2

V. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, 1-D Maxwell equation converts into a
SISO linear state-space system with the MOESP algo-
rithm. Some important observations are made from the
numerical experiments. The mathematical properties of
the source function is very important for the accuracy of
the method. For constant source case the rank of the data
matrix is mainly determined by the output data. There-
fore sampling of the data is required for more accurate
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Fig. 2. Singular value distribution of L22 matrix where
u(t)=cos(0.1t)
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Fig. 3. Original and Estimated outputs(Ez(50)) with sampled case
where u(t)=10 and estimated system order equals to 6
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Fig. 4. Original and Estimated outputs(Ez(50)) with unsampled
case where u(t)=10 and estimated system order equals to 6

results. But in all cases, estimated output have some nu-
merical distortion. To achieve more accurate result some
optimization techniques (neural networks, genetic algo-
rithms, etc.) can be implemented.

The future works will be focused on the building a rela-
tionship between the determining the order for estimated
system and the properties of data matrices and extending
the method to MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output)
cases.
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Abstract—We investigate the solution of linear systems

that appear when model reduction via system balancing is

applied in circuit simulation and design. In particular, we

show how the properties and/or structure of the coefficient

matrices allow the development and use of efficient (fast)

parallel algorithms for the solution of the corresponding

linear systems. Results are reported on a two-way Intel

Xeon multiprocessor.
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I. Introduction

We consider linear dynamical systems, given in gener-
alized state-space form by

Eẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), t > 0,
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t), t ≥ 0,

(1)

where A, E ∈ R
n×n, B ∈ R

n×m, C ∈ R
p×n, D ∈ R

p×m,
and x(0) = x0 ∈ R

n is the initial state. Here, n is the
order of the system and the associated transfer function
matrix (TFM) is G(s) = C(sE − A)−1B + D. In model
order reduction (MOR) we are interested in finding

Ê ˙̂x(t) = Âx̂(t) + B̂u(t), t > 0

ŷ(t) = Ĉx̂(t) + D̂u(t), t ≥ 0,
(2)

of order r, with r � n, and TFM
Ĝ(s) = Ĉ(sÊ − Â)−1B̂ + D̂ which “approximates” G(s).

Systems of the form (1) arise in circuit simulation and
design (CSD) [1]. When modeling the interconnect or the
pin package of VLSI circuits, the order is often too large
to allow simulation in an adequate time or to even tackle
the model using differential equation solvers. Therefore,
MOR is frequently used to replace the circuit model by
one of much smaller order. Here we will only consider
methods based on system balancing, which are specially
appealing in that they provide global computable error
bounds and can preserve the system properties. For a
survey of different MOR techniques, see [2].

There exist various methods for MOR which aim at
balancing the system [2]. The core computation in all
these is the solution of the Lyapunov equations

AT WoE + ET WoA = BBT ,

AT WcE + ET WcA = CT C,
(3)

for Cholesky or full rank factors of Wo, Wc ∈ R
n×n. Lya-

punov solvers based on the LR-ADI iteration [3] are spe-
cially efficient when both A and E are sparse, and the
constant terms in (3) are of low numerical rank (a usual
case in CSD). The LR-ADI method requires, at each it-
eration j, the solution of a linear system of the form

Uj+1 :=
(

Â + γjIn

)

−1

Uj , (4)

where and {γj}
∞

j=0 are scalars with periodicity ts, and
{Uj}

∞

j=0 have a small number of columns. Therefore,
the linear systems in iterations j and j + ts share the
same coefficient matrix and the use of direct solvers is
highly recommendable. For further details on the LR-
ADI iteration and its parallelization see, respectively, [3]
and http://www.pscom.uji.es/software.html.

The coefficient matrices of the linear systems (4) asso-
ciated with CSD models often present a moderate band-
width (or can be transformed to that form), allowing the
use of band solvers in LAPACK. Here we describe how
specialized band solvers can be designed and utilized to
efficiently exploit the properties and structure of these
matrices. In particular, we propose a modified scheme
for storing band matrices that yields a significant gain in
the speed of the factorization stage, at the expense of a
slightly larger work space. Also, for unsymmetric prob-
lems, the negative definiteness of the coefficient matri-
ces may allow to obviate pivoting for stability during the
factorization, resulting in higher performance; this then
enables the introduction of BLAS-3 during the forward-
substitution stage. Combined with a multithreaded imple-
mentation of BLAS, the codes allow the parallel solution
of the linear systems on current multicore and SMP archi-
tectures. Preliminary experimental results on a two-way
Intel Xeon multiprocessor provide evidence in support.

II. Efficient Solvers for Band Linear Systems

In this section we first describe the codes in LAPACK
for the factorization of band matrices. We then propose
a technique with the potential to attain higher efficiency.
To illustrate this, we employ the routine in LAPACK for
the Cholesky factorization of a band matrix, xpbtrf.

Given a s.p.d. matrix Â ∈ R
n×n with bandwidth kd,

routine xpbtrf computes a lower (or upper) triangular

factor L ∈ R
n×n, of bandwidth kd, such that Â = LLT .

Upon completion, L overwrites the lower triangular part
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of Â. Now, let Â be partitioned as

(

ATL ATR

ABL ABR

)

=









A00 A01 A02

A10 A11 A12 A13

A20 A21 A22 A23 A24

A31 A32 A33 A34

A42 A43 A44









,

(5)
where ATL, A00 ∈ R

k×k, A11, A33 ∈ R
nb×nb , and

A22 ∈ R
kl−nb×kl−nb . Here, the block size nb is chosen

for optimal performance. At a given iteration in xpbtrf,
ATL has been overwritten with the corresponding block
of L, and ABL and ABR have been updated conformally.
The following operations are then performed during the
current iteration:

1.1) Factorize A11 = L11LT
11 , (xpotf2)

2.1) A21 (= L21) := A21L−T

11 , (xtrsm)
2.2) tril(A22) := tril(A22) − L21LT

21, (xsyrk)
Wk := triu(A31),

3.1) Wk := WkL−T

11 , (xtrsm)
3.2) A32 := A32 − WkLT

21, (xgemm)
3.3) tril(A33) := tril(A33) − WkW T

k
, (xsyrk)

triu(A31) (= L31) := Wk.

(6)
Here triu(Aij) and tril(Aij) denote, respectively, the
upper and lower triangular part of Aij , and the ex-
pressions are annotated with the LAPACK/BLAS rou-
tines that are employed for their computation. Provided
nb � kd, a major part of the floating-point arithmetic
operations (flops) are performed in terms of the BLAS-3
computation in 2.2), and high performance is to be ex-
pected if a tuned implementation of xsyrk is utilized. On
the other hand, no attempt is made to exploit the upper
triangular structure of A31, L31 in 3.1)–3.3) as there is no
appropriate kernel in BLAS. The packed storage scheme
utilized for band matrices, and the use of BLAS kernels in
3.1)–3.3), results in the copies to/from the work space Wk.

The operations involving small blocks during the factor-
ization stage in general do not attain high performance.
While theoretically the influence of this part on the over-
all process should be small, practice has shown us oth-
erwise. In some experiments with s.p.d. matrices, the
optimal block size nb determines that as much as 30–40%
of the time is spent in these small operations; the ratio is
even higher when multiple processors and a multithreaded
BLAS are employed.

In order to overcome this problem, we propose to pad
the data structure containing Â with nb rows of zeros in
the bottom. In this way, the update of A31 can be com-
bined with that of A21 in a single call to xtrsm, and
a single call to xsyrk suffices to update A22, A32, and
A33. This strategy requires space for an extra nb × n
block which, provided nb � kd, is small. but no copies
between/from Wk are then needed. The experimental re-
sults in the next section illustrate the practical benefits.

A similar strategy is applicable to the LU factorization
code. Moreover, as preliminary experiments show, the co-
efficient matrices arising in CSD often do not require piv-
oting during the factorization so that, by utilizing a spe-
cially modification of LAPACK routine xgbtrf, higher
performance can be expected. Also, in such a case BLAS-
3 can be introduced in the forward substitution stage.

Example dpbtrf dpbtrf dpbtrf+MS
(1 proc.) (2 proc.) (2 proc.)

1 0.31 0.68 0.19
2 9.96 7.10 5.80
3 75.87 47.20 43.22

TABLE I

Execution time (sec.) of the factorization routines on the CSD examples.

III. Experimental Results

The following experiments were performed using ieee

double-precision (real) arithmetic on a parallel plat-
form consisting of 2 Intel Xeon processors@2.4 GHz
with 512 KB of L2 cache and 1 GB of RAM. The
multithreaded BLAS implementation in GotoBLAS 1.00
was employed (http://www.tacc.utexas.edu). We
consider three different examples from the Oberwol-
fach MOR benchmark collection (http://www.imtek.
uni-freiburg.de/simulation/benchmark) correspond-
ing to CSD models. The matrix (E−1A) in these sys-
tems is symmetric negative definite allowing the use of
the Cholesky factorization during the factorization of the
linear systems. MATLAB routine symrcm was used to
reduce the bandwidth in Examples 2 and 3. A brief de-
scription of the examples follows:
Example 1. This is a model of a µthruster array with
n=11445 states and bandwidth kd=231.
Example 2. This model is used for 3D simulation of con-
vective thermal flow in a chip with n=20082 and kd=1226.
Example 3. This is a µmachined metal oxide gas sensor
array with n=66917 and kd=1957.
Although sparse (parallel) linear system solvers as Su-
perLU or MUMPS could be used, in some of these ex-
amples this leads to explosive fill-in so that memory is
rapidly exhausted and the factorization is not possible
and/or keeping the factors during the LR-ADI iteration
becomes infeasible.

Table I reports the execution time required for the fac-
torization stage of the matrices in the CSD examples.
Algorithm xpbtrf refers to the original (double preci-
sion) code in LAPACK; dpbtrf+MS includes the mod-
ified storage scheme described at the end of the previ-
ous section. Using the two processors of the machine, the
speed-up achieved by dpbtrf+MS w.r.t. dpbtrf is 3.51,
1.22, and 1.09. The high acceleration of the first case is
due to the performance degradation that appears when
multithreaded BLAS is used to factorize/update small-
scale problems in dpbtrf (A11, A21, and A33).

We expect similar improvements by applying the same
technique to the solution of general band linear systems,
which will surely be larger in case no pivoting is necessary.
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Abstract—The simulation of complex systems describ-

ing different physical effects becomes more and more of

interest in various applications, for instance, in chip de-

sign and in the development of micro-electro-mechanical

systems (MEMS). The modeling of complex processes

[1]–[4] often lead to coupled systems that are composed

of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), differential-

algebraic equations (DAEs) and partial differential equa-

tions (PDEs). Such coupled systems can be regarded in the

general framework of abstract differential-algebraic equa-

tions.

Here, we want to present a Galerkin approach for han-

dling linear abstract differential-algebraic equations with

monotone operators. It is shown to provide solutions that

converge to the unique solution of the abstract differential-

algebraic system. Furthermore, the solution is proved to

depend continuously on the data. The most interesting

point of the Galerkin approach is the choice of basis func-

tions. They have to be chosen in proper subspaces in order

to guarantee that the solution satisfies the algebraic con-

straints.

Keywords—differential-algebraic equations, partial

differential equations, abstract differential equations,

coupled systems, circuit simulation, device simulation,

Galerkin approach

I. Coupled Systems as Abstract

Differential-Algebraic Equations

We consider abstract differential-algebraic equations of
the form

A(u, t)
d

dt
D(u, t) + B(u, t) = 0, t ∈ [t0, T ].

This equation is to be understood as an operator equa-
tion with operators A(·, t), D(·, t) and B(·, t) acting in
real Hilbert spaces where u : [t0, T ] → X is the solution
belonging to a problem adapted space.

If the Hilbert spaces are chosen to be the finite dimen-
sional space R

m, then we obtain a differential-algebraic
equation. Choosing A and D as the natural embedding
operators, we obtain an evolution equation. If, addition-
ally, B is a second-degree differential operator in space, it
leads to a parabolic differential equation. For elliptic dif-
ferential equations, the operators A and D are identically
zero.

For most coupled systems, the operators A and D are
neither identically zero nor invertible on the time interval
[t0, T ]. For example, coupled circuit and device models in
chip design [5] have leading term operators of the form

A =







A 0 0
0 0 0
0 I 0
0 0 I






, D(u, t) =





q(u1, t)
Ru2

u3





where A is a constant, finite-dimensional, singular matrix,
I is the identity, I is the natural embedding operator,
q : R

n × [t0, T ] → R
m and R is a boundary integral

operator. In case of linear capacitances and fluxes, the
function q(u1, t) is linear in u1.

Here, we want to study general linear abstract
differential-algebraic equations

A
d

dt
Du + B(t)u = q(t), t ∈ [t0, T ]. (1)

with operators

A : Z̃∗ → V ∗, D : V → Z, B(t) : V → V ∗

acting in real Hilbert spaces X , Y , Z ⊆ Z̃. We restrict
the class of abstract DAEs (coupled systems) making the
following assumptions.

(A1) The spaces Z ⊆ H ⊆ Z∗ form an evolution triple.

(A2) The mapping D is linear, continuous and surjective.
A represents the dual mapping of D and B(t) is linear,
uniformly bounded and uniformly strongly monotone
for all t ∈ [t0, T ].

Concerning evolution equations, the natural solution
space is given by the Sobolev space W 1

2 (t0, T ; V, H). For
linear ADAS of the form (1), we have to modify it, since
we need the generalized derivative of (Du)(t) which be-
longs to Z and not to V . Consequently, we define

W 1
2,D(t0, T ; V, Z, H) :=

{u ∈ L2(t0, T ; V ) : (Du)′ ∈ L2(t0, T ; Z∗)}

where (Du)′ denotes the generalized derivative of Du.
Note that the space W 1

2,D(t0, T ; V, Z, H) forms a Banach
space with the norm

‖u‖W 1

2,D

:= ‖u‖L2(t0,T ;V ) + ‖(Du)′‖L2(t0,T ;Z∗)
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and represents also an extension of the natural solution
space

C1
D = {u ∈ C([t0, T ], Rn) : Du ∈ C1([t0, T ], Rm)}

for differential algebraic equations of the form

A[Du(t)]′ + Bu(t) = q(t)

with matrices A, B and D.

II. Galerkin Approach

For forming a Galerkin method we use the Galerkin
approach

un(t) =

n
∑

i=1

cin(t)wi.

where {w1, w2, ...} is a basis in V and {z1, z2, ...} is a basis
in Z such that, for all n ∈ N,

∃mn ∈ N : {Dw1, ...,Dwn} ⊆ span{z1, ..., zmn
}.

Then, we obtain the Galerkin equations

mn
∑

k=1

aik

d

dt





n
∑

j=1

(Dwj |zk)
H
cjn(t)



 +

n
∑

j=1

〈B(t)wj , wi〉Vcjn(t) = 〈q(t), wi〉V.

where aik = (Dwi|zk)
H

if the basis {z1, z2, ...} is an or-
thonormal basis in Z. Hence, the Galerkin equations rep-
resent a differential algebraic equation

A(Dcn(t))′ + B(t)cn(t) = r(t) (2)

for the coefficients cnj(t) if we introduce the vector func-
tion cn(·) as

cn(t) = (cnj(t))j=1,...,n for all t ∈ [t0, T ]

and the vector αn = (αjn(t))j=1,...,n. The matrices A, D
and B(t) are given by

A = (aik), D = (dkj), B(t) = (bij(t))

with

dkj = (Dwj |zk)
H

and bij(t) = 〈B(t)wj , wi〉V

for i, j = 1, ..., n and k = 1, ..., mn. Finally, the vector
function for the right hand side reads as

r(t) = (rj(t))

with rj(t) = 〈q(t), wj〉V for j = 1, ..., n.
For the leading term matrix functions of the differential

algebraic equation (2) holds

(i) (im A)⊥ = kerD,

(ii) AD is positive semidefinite,

(iii) B(t) is positive definite for all t ∈ [t0, T ].

Consequently, the Galerkin DAE (2) has at most index 1.
In order to obtain unique solutions via the Galerkin

method we shall need, additionally, the following assump-
tion.

(A3) The null space of D splits the space V . This implies
the existence of a projection operator Q : V → V
with imQ = kerD. The operator P : V → V is
the complementary projection operator, that means,
P = I−Q where I is the identity operator on V . Fur-
thermore, the basis {w1, w2, ...} is chosen such that
wi ∈ imP for odd i, and wi ∈ imQ for even i.

Indeed, one can show that the abstract DAE (1) provided
with a proper initial condition has exactly one solution
u ∈ W 1

2,D(t0, T ; V, Z, H) if the assumptions (A1)-(A3) are
satisfied. Furthermore, for all n = 1, 2, ..., the Galerkin
equations (2) have exactly one solution

un ∈ W 1
2,D(t0, T ; V, Z, H).

The sequence (un) converges as n → ∞ to the solution u
of (1) in the following sense

un → u in L2(t0, T ; V ), max
t0≤t≤T

‖Dun(t) −Du(t)‖
H
→ 0.

We want remark finally, that in contrast to Galerkin meth-
ods for parabolic differential equations, the choice of the
basis of the function space is not arbitrary anymore in
order to guarantee convergence. However, this is not re-
ally surprising, since the solution has to satisfy certain
constraints as we know from the theory of DAEs.
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Abstract—Stochastic differential algebraic equations

(SDAEs) arise as a mathematical model for electrical net-

work equations that are influenced by additional sources of

Gaussian white noise.

We discuss adaptive linear multi-step methods for their

numerical integration, in particular stochastic analogues of

the trapezoidal rule and the two-step backward differen-

tiation formula. For the case of small noise we present a

strategy for controlling the step-size in the numerical in-

tegration. It is based on estimating the mean-square local

errors and leads to step-size sequences that are identical

for all computed paths.

Test results illustrate the performance of the presented

methods.

Keywords—transient noise analysis, stochastic dif-

ferential algebraic equations, small noise, mean-square

numerical methods, step-size control

I. Transient noise analysis in circuit simulation

The increasing scale of integration, high tact frequen-
cies and low supply voltages cause smaller signal-to-noise
ratios. In several applications the noise influences the
system behavior in an essentially nonlinear way such that
linear noise analysis is no longer satisfactory and transient
noise analysis, i.e. the simulation of noisy systems in the
time domain, becomes necessary.

We deal with the thermal noise of resistors as well as the
shot noise of semiconductors that are modelled by addi-
tional sources of additive or multiplicative Gaussian white
noise currents. Combining Kirchhoff’s Current law with
the element characteristics and using the charge-oriented
formulation yields a stochastic differential algebraic equa-
tion (SDAE) of the form

A
d

dt
q(x(t)) + f(x(t), t) +

m∑
r=1

gr(x(t), t)ξr(t) = 0 , (1)

where A is a constant singular matrix determined by
the topology of the electrical network and ξ is an m-
dimensional vector of independent Gaussian white noise
sources (see e.g. [1], [2]). One has to deal with a large
number of equations as well as of noise sources. Com-
pared to the other quantities the noise intensities gr(x, t)
are small.

We understand (1) as a stochastic integral equation

Aq(X(s))|tt0 +

∫ t

t0

f(X(s), s)ds

+

m∑
r=1

∫ t

t0

gr(X(s), s)dW (s) = 0 , (2)

where the second integral is an Itô-integral, and W de-
notes an m-dimensional Wiener process (or Brownian mo-
tion) given on the probability space (Ω,F , P ) with a filtra-
tion (Ft)t≥t0 . The solution is a stochastic process depend-
ing on the time t and on the random sample ω. Typical
paths are nowhere differentiable. Using techniques from
the theory of DAEs as well as of the theory of stochas-
tic differential equations (SDEs) one derives existence and
uniqueness for the solutions as well as convergence results
for certain drift-implicit methods for systems with DAE-
index 1.

II. Numerical Methods

We discuss stochastic analogues of the two-step back-
ward differentiation formula (BDF2) and the trapezoidal
rule, where only the increments of the driving Wiener pro-
cess are used to discretize the diffusion part. The trape-
zoidal rule is given by

A
q(X`) − q(X`−1)

h`
+

1

2
(f(X`, t`) + f(X`−1, t`−1))

+

m∑
r=1

gr(X`−1, t`−1)
∆W `

r

h`
= 0, (3)

` = 1, . . . , N , whereas the BDF2 has the form

A

∑
2

j=0
α`,j q(X`−j)

h`
+ β`,0f(X`, t`)

+

2∑
j=1

γ`,j

m∑
r=1

gr(X`−j , t`−j)
∆W `−j

r

h`
= 0, (4)

` = 2, . . . , N . Here, X` denotes the approximation to
X(t`), h` = t` − t`−1, and ∆W `

r = Wr(t`) − Wr(t`−1) ∼
N(0, h`) on the grid 0 = t0 < t1 < . . . < tN = T . The
coefficients α`,j , β`,0, γ`,j actually depend on the step-size
ratio κ` = h`/h`−1 and have to satisfy consistency condi-
tions of order one and two (see [3]).

In general, numerical schemes that include only infor-
mation on the increments of the Wiener process have an
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asymptotic order of strong convergence of 1/2 , i.e.

max
`=1,...,N

(E|X(t`) − X`|
2)1/2 ≤ c · h1/2,

where h := max`=1,...,N h`. (For additive noise the order
may be 1.) However, when the noise is small, the error
behavior is much better. In fact, the errors are dominated
by the deterministic terms as long as the step-size is large
enough [4]. In more detail, the error of the given methods
is bounded by O(h2 + εh + ε2h1/2), when ε is used to
measure the smallness of the noise (gr(x, t)=εĝr(x, t), r =
1, . . . , m, ε�1).

In [5] the authors presented a stepsize control for the
drift-implicit Euler-scheme in the case of small noise that
leads to adaptive step-size sequences that are uniform for
all paths, see also [1], [2]. In this talk we present an error
estimate and, based on this, a step-size control for the
methods with deterministic order 2 given above.

III. Numerical results

We illustrate the potential of the step-size control strat-
egy by simulation results for a nonlinear scalar test-SDE
with known explicit solution. In Figure 1 we plotted the
tolerance (4) and the mean-square norm of the errors for
adaptively chosen (+) and constant (×) stepsizes for 100
computed paths vs. the number of steps in logarithmic
scale. Lines with slopes −2 and −0.5 are provided to en-
able comparisons with convergence of order 2 or 1/2. We
observe order 2 behavior up to accuracies of 10−2.
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10−3

10−2

10−1

100

101 102 103 104 105 106

er
ro

r

steps

tol
L2−error

L2−error with consth

Fig. 1. Tolerance and accuracy versus steps for a test-SDE.

Further, we consider a model of an inverter circuit (see
Fig. 2) with a mosfet-transistor under the influence of
thermal noise. The mosfet is modelled as a current source
from source to drain that is controlled by the nodal po-
tentials at gate, source and drain. The thermal noise of
the resistor and of the mosfet is modelled by additional
white noise current sources that are shunt in parallel to
the original, noise-free elements. To make the effect of
the noise more visible we scaled the noise intensities by a
factor of 1000. For the simulation we used the BDF2 with
adaptively chosen stepsizes using the information of 100
simultaneously computed paths.

In Figure 3 we plotted the input voltage Uin and values
of the output voltage e1 versus time. The red lines show

Uop

Uin

R

C

12

3

Fig. 2. Thermal noise sources in a mosfet inverter circuit.

the values of two different solution paths, the blue line
gives the mean of 100 paths and the black lines the 3σ-
confidence interval for the output voltage e1. Moreover,
the applied stepsizes, suitably scaled, are shown by means
of single crosses.

Using the information of an ensemble of simultaneously
computed solution paths smoothes the step-size sequence
and reduces the number of rejected steps considerably,
compared to the simulation of a single path.
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Fig. 3. Simulation results for the noisy inverter circuit.
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Abstract— It is important to know the thermal behaviour of a 
fast fuse for an optimized design as well as for a right choice of 
the fuse rating due to protect the power semiconductor. A 3D 
thermal model was developed in order to study the temperature 
distribution for a fast fuse. In this model the thermal behaviour 
of the fast fuse depends on the design of the fuselink elements, the 
material parameters and the ambient conditions. The simulated 
temperatures were compared with measured temperatures at 
defined points on the fuse. 
 

Keywords— 3D thermal model, fast fuse, temperature 
distribution 

I. FUSES FOR POWER SEMICONDUCTORS 

The underlying principle associated with fuses is that a 
relatively short piece of conducting material, with cross-
sectional area insufficient to carry currents quite as high as 
those which may be permitted to flow in the protected circuit, 
is sacrificed, when necessary, to prevent healthy parts of the 
circuit being damaged and to limit the damage to faulty 
sections or items to the lowest possible level. 

Fuses incorporate one or more current-carrying elements, 
depending on their current ratings, and melting of these, 
followed by arcing, occurs when excessive overcurrents flow 
through them.  

From power semiconductor overcurrent protection point of 
view a special fuses were made, so called fast fuses. These 
kind of fuses have a special construction of the fuselinks 
because of their specific geometry. 

II. 3D THERMAL MODEL OF A FAST FUSE 

Taking into account the thermal phenomena complexity 
for a fuse it is very difficult to study the heating processes 
both in steady-state or transitory operating conditions, using 
the traditional analytical equations. Approaches to simulate 
these processes have already been made in earlier work. In [1] 
the temperature distribution, and the thermal and electrical 
resistances of basic elements of the fuses are described by 
exact or semi-empirical analytical equations, and combined 
with iterative solution procedures. In [2] the fuselink is 
represented by an equivalent R-C network. Other simulations 
discretize the fuselink including its conductor according to 
Finite Element, [3]. Because of the typical geometry of fuses a 
three-dimensional discretization is generally necessary, at 
least for the heat diffusion problem. In [4] a commercial FEM 
package has been used to model heating of relatively simple 
fuse geometries without notches and with one single notch, 
respectively. In [5] a Windows based program code for 

modeling complete fuses, including M-Effect, using the Finite 
Volume Method, has been developed. 

While former work, due to limited computer capabilities, 
often had to concentrate on partial problems or on parts of the 
fuse geometry only, the progress in computer technology 
enables the modelling of more and more complex structures in 
less time. It has therefore been the aim of this work to develop 
a 3D model of a complete fast fuse used for power 
semiconductor protection. 

The starting point is the power balance equation for each 
volume element dV, in the integral formulation, [6]: 

∫∫∫∫∫∫∫∫∫ ⋅−
∂
∂

= dVgradTdivdV
t
TcdVj )(

2
λρ

σ
     (1) 

where: 
T means the temperature of element [ºC]; 
j – current density [A/m2]; 
σ – electrical conductivity [1/Ωm]; 
ρ – material density [kg/m3]; 
c – specific heat [J/kgºC]; 
λ – thermal conductivity [W/mºC]. 

The left term of before equation (it exists only in the fuse 
conductor elements), denotes the heating power from the 
current flow. It is in balance with the heat stored by temporal 
change of temperature, and the power removed from the 
element by thermal conduction.  

Taking one's stand on the above thermal equation, first of 
all a 3D model for a fast fuse has been developed using a 
specific software, the Pro-ENGINEER, an integrated thermal 
design tool for all type of accurate thermal analysis on 
devices. The subject was a fast fuse type aR with rated current 
by 400A, rated voltage about 700V and rated power losses of 
65W. The 3D model had taken into consideration all the 
component parts of a fast fuse: outer cap, end tag, rivet, inner 
cap, ceramic body, fuselink and granular quartz. It was 
considered a simplified geometry for the rivets.  

The granular quartz which is filling up inside the ceramic 
body of the fuse have been modelled by a solid and also many 
small solid parts which fill all the gaps from the fuselinks. 

III. 3D THERMAL SIMULATION OF THE FUSE  

It was considered a real application when this type of fast 
fuse is used to protect against overcurrents a three-phase 
power semiconductor rectifier. The current which flows 
through the converter branches and therefore through the fast 
fuses is about 315A. Taking into account that the rated power 
losses for the fuse is about 65W and the rated current is 400A, 
the rated resistance will be, 
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Ω== m
I
P

R
n

n
n 4.0

2
         (2) 

Hence, at a current with the value of 315A results a power 
losses by, 

WIRP n 69.392 =⋅=        (3) 
In this case, because the fuse has three fuselink elements 

and assuming an equal distribution of the current flow, every 
fuselink will dissipate 13.23W. 

For all thermal simulations a 3D finite elements Pro-
MECHANICA software was used. From experimental tests 
[2], it was computed the convection coefficient value for this 
type of fast fuse, kt = 42.47 [W/m2ºC]. Hence, it was 
considered the convection condition like boundary condition.  

Further on, some steady state thermal simulations have 
been done. The temperature distribution inside the fuse is 
shown in the figure 1. The maximum temperature, on the 
fuselinks is 229.4ºC and the minimum, on the surface of the 
ceramic body, is about 80ºC. 
 

 
Fig. 1.   Temperature distribution through left side fuselink at  

24.45% cross section 
 

As it can see from the pictures, the maximum temperature 
is obtained on the fuselink elements in the centre. This is 
explained because of the notches made on the fuselinks in 
order to clear the fault current as soon as possible and to 
interrupt the electric circuit without high overvoltages. It was 
considered that every fuselink element has to dissipates the 
same quantity of heat, hence the maximum temperature is the 
same for every one. Of course, there is a thermal influence 
among these fuselink elements because of their geometrical 
site.  

To validate the 3D thermal model some experimental tests 
have been done in the same conditions like thermal simulation 
case. Using proper thermocouples, it has measured the 
temperature on the fuse ceramic body on the proximity sides 
of the fuselinks. The measurement points were placed on the 
lateral sides and upper side of the fuse body. 

From the experimental data it can observe a maximum 
temperature in the middle of the fuselinks and the minimum 
temperatures on the end-terminals of the fuse, because of the 
outer caps which act like heatsinks for the fuselink elements. 

Higher temperature values are for the upper surface of the 
fuse as compared to lateral side because of the thermal 
influence of the lateral fuselinks. Of course, there are different 
temperature values resulted from experimental tests with 
respect to simulations because of measurement errors, thermal 
model simplifications, unbalanced current distribution through 
fuselinks and mounting test conditions. The thermal model has 
not included the different types of busbar connections. 
Anyway, the maximum difference between experimental and 
simulation results is less than 3ºC. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Further on, the main conclusions of the simulation study as 
regards temperature distribution at fuses for power 
semiconductors protection are presented: 
• because of very complex thermal phenomenon the analysis 

of fast fuses thermal field can be done using a specific 3D 
FEM software; in this way it can be calculated the 
temperatures anywhere inside or on the fuse; 

• it can observe a maximum temperature in the middle of 
fuselinks and the minimum values at the ends; also, there 
is a thermal influence among fuselinks that leads to 
different temperature values on the fuse surfaces; 

• there is a good correlation between experimental and 
simulation temperature values; 

• using the 3D simulation software it can improve the fast 
fuse designing that implies a better protection for power 
semiconductors and also to get new solutions. 
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Atmospheric aerosols exhibit a high degree of variability in their properties and their spatial and temporal 
distribution. Laser remote sensing is now-days used to provide systematic monitoring of the temporal 
evolution of the aerosol in order to understand the radiative, physical, chemical and dynamic processes in 
the atmosphere. A lidar (Light Detection And Ranging) system is capable of long-term autonomous 
mapping of vertical aerosol structure. To obtain information about the aerosol in laser path from lidar 
data means to solve the inverse problem of laser beam propagation through non-homogeneous media. In 
this paper, we present a new method for solving the inverse problem in lidar sounding based on a hybrid 
regularization procedure. 

The direct problem in laser remote sensing is 
described by the so-called “lidar equation”, 
which in the simplest case of elastic 
backscattering lidar can be written as follows 
[1]: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )[ ] ⎦

⎤
⎣
⎡ +−⋅

⋅+⋅=

∫Z

Z am

amS

dzZZ

ZZZCZRCS

0
,,2exp

,,,

λαλα

λβλβλ

 (1) 
where: λ is the wavelength of sounding 
radiation, ( ) ( ) 2,, ZZSZRCS ⋅= λλ  is the range 
corrected signal, S is the lidar signal, Z is the 
distance in the laser path from the transmitter, 
CS is the system constant, βm is the molecular 
backscatter coefficient, βa is the aerosol 
backscatter coefficient, αm is the molecular 
extinction coefficient, αa is the aerosol 
extinction coefficient and Z0 is the minimum 
relevant distance from the transmitter. 
In general, the inverse problem does not have 
unique solutions but finitely many branches of 
solutions. In the above equation, β and α are 
unknown parameters. The molecular 
components (βm and αm) of the backscatter and 
respectively extinction coefficients can be 
computed from pressure and temperature 
profiles using the standard atmosphere model, 
but the aerosols components must be both 
derived by inverting eq. 1. In order to solve the 
equation, an apriori relation between βa and αa 
must be assumed (λ was not marked in the 
following eq. for the simplicity of notation): 

( ) ( )
( )Z
ZZLRa β

α
=    

  (2) 

If the lidar ratio profile on laser path is known 
(by complementary measurements, for e.g. from 
Raman scattering), βa remains to be derived 
from (1). This equation is a Ricatti type and in 
consequence, its solutions are [2]: 

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )∫ ⋅−

⋅
+−= Z

Za

m

C
dzterzRCSZLRter

terZRCS
ZZ

322

1
ββ

 
(3) 

where 

( )( ) ( ) ⎦
⎤

⎣
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LRm is the molecular lidar ratio and has a 
constant value of 8π/3. In the case of simple 
elastic backscattering lidar, the solution can be 
analytical extract, but even in this case if 
solutions stability is not strong enough, 
uncertainty on measurements leads to 
incontrollable error in determined the system 
parameters. The solution (3) is strongly affected 
by the choice of the calibration point Zc and the 
value of the aerosol backscattering coefficient in 
that point. Generally, the calibration point must 
be choused where the backscattered signal from 
the aerosols can be neglected. By forward 
integration the solution is rather instable if the 
signal increases with the distance, but this can 
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be avoided by using the “backward integration” 
[3]: 
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In order to cover all possibilities for various 
atmosphere characteristics, a combined forward-
backward solution must be used. 
If the backscattering coefficient in the 
calibration point can be measured by other 
methods or estimated from atmospheric model, 
the main parameter which can introduce 
significant errors remains the lidar ratio due to 
the fact that to know its values over the entire 
laser path is practically impossible. In our work, 
the lidar ratio profile is computed based on the 
Ackermann model using relative humidity 
profiles which can be determined from 
radiosonde data or from atmospheric model. 
Conform to Ackermann model [4], the 
tropospheric continental type aerosol can be 
described as an externally mixture of three 
internally mixed components with different 
characteristics (soluble particles, insoluble 
particles and soot), each one with a distinct log-
normal distribution, effective radius and 
refractive index and with a specific behaviour in 
relation with atmospheric humidity. This 
behaviour is determined by the origin and 
chemical composition of each aerosol’s 
component [5]. Knowing the vertical profile of 
the relative humidity and the dependences of the 
refractive index and effective radius versus 
relative humidity  for each aerosol’s component, 
the backscattering and the extinction coefficient 
profile can be derived by simple Mie 
calculation, and the lidar ratio as consequence. 
The algorithm developed by our lidar group 
computes the theoretical value of the aerosol 
lidar ratio based on an assumed proportion of 
the three components and uses it as input in an 
iterative processing program. It follows the 

Fernald-Klett inversion technique along with 
atmospheric model to derive the aerosol 
backscattering coefficient from measured lidar 
data. If the “experimental” value of βa obtained 
by inversion is sufficiently close to the 
theoretical one, then the initial assumed value of 
the component’s proportion is correct and all 
optical parameters of the components can be 
drawn: backscattering and extinction coefficient, 
effective radius, refractive index, size 
distribution, aerosol optical depth, volume 
concentration etc. If the difference between the 
“experimental” and theoretical values of the 
backscattering coefficient is greater then the 
threshold, then the control parameter (e.g. soot 
proportion) is varied by a unity (upward or 
downward, as needed) and the computation is 
redone until the equivalence of the two 
coefficients is reached. 
This method presents two main advantages: not 
only that represents an objective method to 
calculate the lidar ratio profile which is 
necessary for lidar data inversion, but 
contributes in a direct manner to the 
stabilization of the solution vis-à-vis to the 
choice of the integration limits. 
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Abstract— The far field characteristics of an axially slotted 
elliptical antenna coated with multi-dielectric layers are 
investigated. The fields in the various regions are expressed in 
terms of Mathieu functions. The unknown field expansion 
coefficients in every region are obtained by applying the 
boundary conditions at various surfaces. Numerical results are 
obtained for the radiation pattern, aperture conductance and 
antenna gain for the case of conventional or metamaterials 
coatings. The obtained numerical results show that slotted 
antenna coated with multi-dielectric layers could have higher 
gain and lower side lobes for specific parameters than 
 

Keywords— Antenna, Elliptic, Multilayers, Characteristics. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Far field characteristics of an axially slotted antenna are very 
important in communications and airplane industries. 
Numerous authors in the literature have investigated the 
radiation by dielectric coated slotted circular and elliptical 
cylinders. For example, Hurd [1] studied the radiation pattern 
of a dielectric axially slotted cylinder. The external admittance 
of an axial slot on a dielectric coated metal cylinder was 
investigated by Knop [2]. Shafai [3] obtained the radiation 
properties of an axial slotted antenna coated with a 
homogenous material. Wong [4,5] investigated the radiation 
properties of slotted cylinder of elliptical cross section while 
Richmond [6] studied the radiation from an axial slot antenna 
on a dielectric coated elliptic cylinder. The analysis is later 
extended to the radiation by axial slots on a dielectric coated 
nonconfocal conducting elliptic cylinder by [7]. Hussein and 
Hamid [8] studied the radiation by N axially slotted cylinder 
of elliptical cross section coated with a lossy dielectric 
material,  and recently the analysis is extended to case of  
lossy and lossless metamaterials coatings [9-10]. 
 
Recently, materials posses both negative permittivity and 
permeability have gained considerable attention by many 
researches [11-14]. To the best of our knowledge, the 
radiation produced by an axially slotted circular or elliptical 
cylinder coated with multilayer has not been investigated. 

This paper presents an analytical solution of the radiation by 
an axially slotted antenna on a conducting circular or elliptic 
cylinder coated with multi conventional or metmaterials 
dielectric layers using the boundary value method. The 
presented numerical results will show the effect of the multi-

dielectric layers on the radiation pattern, aperture conductance 
and  gain of slotted circular and elliptic antennas. 

II. GEOMETRY OF THE PROBLEM 

Please The geometry of the perfectly conducting elliptic 
cylinder with an axially slotted antenna loaded by multi-
dielectric layers is shown in Fig.1. The structure is assumed to 
be infinite along the z-axis. The symbols a1 and b1 correspond 
to the conducting core semi-major and semi-minor axes, 
respectively, a2 and b2 are the semi-major and semi-minor 
axes of the inner dielectric coating layer, while a3 and b3 are 
the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the external dielectric 
coating layer. The axial slot coordinates on the conducting 
elliptic cylinder are denoted by 1ν  and 2ν . 

 
 

Figure 1: Geometry of an Axially Slotted antenna on elliptic 
cylinder coated with multi dielectric layers. 

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

 Figure 2 shows the radiation pattern numerical results (gain 
versus φ ) obtained for four different cases. The solid line 
represents the case of two conventional dielectric layers of the 
same material 0.421 == rr εε  and 0.121 == rr μμ . The 
dashed line represents  a similar case except for dissimilar 
layers of 0.41 =rε  and 0.52 =rε . The solid line with 
circles represents the case of two metamaterials layers of the 
same type 0.421 −== rr εε  and 0.121 −== rr μμ . The solid line 
with crosses represents a similar case except for dissimilar 
layers  0.41 −=rε  and 0.52 −=rε . It can be seen that the 
presence of two similar layers diverges the antenna main beam  
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more than the case of dissimilar layers especially at the slot 
location ( o90=φ ). On the other hand, the presence of two 
similar metamaterials layers improves the main beam of the 
antenna and lowers the side-lobes while the presence of 
dissimilar metamaterials layers has the same effect on the 
radiation pattern and lowers also its bandwidth.  
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Figure 2: Radiation pattern of an axially slotted elliptic 
cylinder coated with two dielectric layers, ka1=6.3, kb1=3.14, 
kb2=3.77, kb3 =4.71. 
 
Fig. 3 for the case of ka1=6.30, kb1=3.14, 
kb2=3.77, 0.41 −=rε , 0.52 −=rε and 0.121 −== rr μμ . Increasing 
the electrical thickness kb3 from 4.4 to 5.0 results in 
enhancing the antenna main beam and lowering the side lobes. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The radiation characteristics of an axially slotted circular or 
elliptical antenna coated with two dielectric layers were 
investigated using analytic solution. It was shown that the 
presence of two conventional or metamaterials layers have 
changed significantly the characteristics of the antenna. 
Finally, the numerical results have showed that antenna coated 

with two dielectric layers have higher gain and lower side-
lobes for specific parameters than the single layered antenna.  
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Abstract— This paper presents a few applications of 2_D 
nonuniform FFT at analysis of shielded microstrip circuits with 
applications for hairpin resonators and microstrip interdigital 
capacitors.  
 

Keywords—microstrip, MoM matrix, fast Fourier transforms 
 
 

The method of moments  (MoM) is a core engine for 
analysis of microstrip circuits [1]. Most of CPU time is 
consumed in evaluation of the MoM matrix elements since the 
Green’s functions converge slowly and a large number of 
basis functions are required for expending surface current 
densities on conductors. The MoM matrix elements are linear 
combination of elements of precomputed index tables that are 
computed from the two-dimensional discrete fast Fourier 
transform. In this method, however, the mesh scheme is 
restricted to be uniform. Obviously, uniform grids are very 
inefficient for analysis of a general microstrip edges, thus, 
fine local discretization becomes a must accurate analysis of 
the whole circuit. In [2], microstrip discontinuities on a lossy 
multilayered substrate are analyzed based on the electric-field 
integral equation (EFIE) formulation. The conductors are 
uniformly discretized. At least two important points in regard 
to converge of results are reported. One is that required 
number of summation terms in calculating the MoM matrix 
elements must be at least 1.25 times the total number of 
segments, and the other is that the mesh sizes must be no 
larger than λg/175 andλg/25, respectively, in transverse and 
longitudinal directions for accurate calculations. 
 Nonuniform meshes are used in the mixed-potential 
integral equation (MPIE) [4] to overcome the large-size 
matrix problem caused by uniform discretization. The 
acceleration procedure is at a Green’s function level, and 
efficient MoM technique with rectangular, but nonuniform 
and nonfixed meshes can be constructed. 
 In this paper, a two-dimensional nonuniform fast Fourier 
transform (2-D NUFFT) incorporated with the spectral-
domain approach (SDA) is developed for analysis of 
microstrip circuits. The mesh scheme for the microstrip circuit 
can be very flexible, although each subdivision must be 
rectangular. 
 The concept for evaluating the FFT of 1-D nonuniform data 
is to approximate the exponential function at each nonuniform 
sampled point by interpolating oversampled uniform Fourier 
bases with q+1 coefficients. The order of arithmetic 
operations is found to be O(cNlog2N) with c being the 
oversampling rate and N being the FFT size.  
 The 2-D NUFFT for two-dimensional nonuniform data in 
the x-y-plane can be established by employing two 1-D 

NUFFTs in the x- and y-directions. The (q+1)2 interpolated 
coefficients of oversampled 2-D FFT bases are simply the 
products of two sets of q+1 coefficients, which decay 
exponentially, as the bases are far away from the sample 
point. 
 For a microstrip circuit enclosed in a rectangular shielded 
box of dimensions a x b x c, one of the spatial-domain 
Green’s functions can be written as  
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Where kxm=mπ/a, kyn=nπ/b, and xxG~  is the Green’s function 
in the spectral domain. Other Green’s functions of the 
structure can be expressed in a similar manner. 
 In this paper asymmetric rooftop functions are used to 
expand current densities on conductors, and the half rooftop 
functions are used for modeling those at source and load 
terminals. Let the current densities be expressed as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,x x y yJ x y a J x y b J x yα α β β= +∑ ∑     (2) 
where axα and byβ are unknown constants to be determined. 
Let the α-th basis function for the current in the x-direction be 
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Their 2-D Fourier transforms can be simply derived. 
The Galerkin’s procedure is used to set up the final MoM 
matrix, of which the (d,e)th element can be expressed as 

 ( ) ∑∑=
m n

xexdxxxx nmJnmJnmGedZ ),(~),(~),(~,   (5) 

Figure 1 summarizes the procedure for establishing the final 
MoM matrix. 
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Fig. 1.  The procedure for establishing the final MoM matrix. 
   
Two examples are used to demonstrate the proposed 

technique for analyses of microstrip circuits. They include a 
compact miniaturized hairpin resonator and a microstrip 
interdigital capacitor. 
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Abstract — The paper presents an investigation of the 
magnetic field within low voltage switching process in vacuum, in 
the case of strong currents interrupting. The axial, transverse 
and radial magnetic fields influence upon the vacuum electric arc 
are analyzed on an experimental mono-phase model, which can 
simulate the behavior in switching conditions, of the power 
circuit-breaker in vacuum.  
 

Keywords — circuit-breaker, electric arc, vacuum, low 
voltage, magnetic field, switching capability   

I. INTRODUCTION  

In spite of the very good dielectric properties of vacuum, 
the vacuum interrupters have to overcome some difficulties 
connected with the electric arc behavior. At low currents, up 
to 10 kA, the arc burns in diffuse mode, so that the contacts 
erosion and heating is acceptable. But currents up to 10 kA 
represent a range for which other interrupters, much cheaper, 
can be utilized with success.  That’s why, larger currents, up 
to 100kA, represent the goal for the vacuum interrupters’ 
performances.  

At currents over 10kA, owing to the Pinch effect, the arc 
column is concentrated, by the interaction between the current 
flowing through it and its own magnetic field. The result is a 
severe erosion of the contacts’ surfaces, caused by the intense 
heating and melting at the electric arc base. Finally, the 
resulting contact surfaces rugosity diminishes the dielectric 
rigidity and the interrupter’s breaking capability.  

A magnetic field (axial, transverse or radial) interacting 
with the current flowing through the arc has a benefic action 
and increases the switchgear breaking performances.   

II. THE AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD ACTION 

The axial magnetic field (AMF) can modify the state of the 
electric arc in vacuum, by the interaction with the electric arc 
plasma. The result is the arc maintaining in the diffused 
burning state up to large values of the current and a more 
uniform distribution of the electric arc power on the contact 
device surfaces.  These consequences are more evident if the 
magnetic field is uniform in the area of interest.  

The simplest solution to obtain a uniform magnetic field in 
the gap between the contact plates is an external coil, around 
the quenching chamber. In the main electric circuit, the coil is 
parallel connected to a resistor which allows the adjustment of 
the coil current and, consequently, the one of the AMF. 

When the current passes through zero, the magnetic field 

phase is shifted behind the current, like in a real circuit 
breaker (Fig.1) [1]. The current limit for which breakdown 
failures appear is rising if an axial magnetic field is applied, 
up to a limit, at which the residual conductance at current zero 
moment, is stabilized [2].  A too big residual magnetic field 
(B0) can favor the arc reigniting, by maintaining the residual 
conductivity of the gap between the contacts, at large values.  

A systematic analysis of the dependence on magnetic field 
variation (0...1T) of the five parameters (Fig.1) which 
characterize the voltage drop on the large power electric arc 
developed in a vacuum chamber, with small gap between 
contacts and low voltage supply is presented. 
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I  [20kA/div] interrupted current 
Ua [5V/div] arc voltage 
B  [50mT/div] magnetic axial field magnitude

 
Fig.1 Typical oscillogram of a successful interruption 

Experimentally was observed the major influence of the 
magnetic field upon Ua4 and the moderate one upon Ua3, the 
most important voltages as concerns the switching process.  
As a consequence of the performed experimental 
determinations, it was found out that, for low voltage range 
and a variation of Bmax between 0 and 1000 mT, Ua3 and Ua4 
are power functions of B with under unit exponent.  So, the 
average value of the arc voltages can be approximated by: 
         δ

max3 BbaaU ⋅+= , where:  10 << δ  (1) 

         δ
max

*
44 BbaUaU ⋅+=  (2) 

with U*a4, the value of Ua4 for the case of no external 
magnetic field, dependent upon the current and approximated 
by an exponential law. Finally the variation of Ua4 is found 
to be a curve family, with the current as parameter: 

( ) ( ) ( )0
ˆ

max/ˆexpˆ4 IIBbkIdIcaU −⋅⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅+−= ηδ   (3)  

where Î is the hitting current, I0 is the limit current for which 
the electric arc in vacuum exists, η is the unit step function 
and b, c, d and k are constants, determined from experimental 
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values. This dependence of the final voltage Ua4 is represented 
like a family of curves with the current as parameter, in Fig.2. 
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Fig.2 Calculated values of Ua4 and the probability of 5% and 100% (E=5%, 
E=100%) interruption failure (determined in a previous investigation [3]). 

From these curves results the variation of maximum 
magnetic field magnitude versus the hitting value of the 
breaking current, when the 100% failure emerges. It is to be 
noticed a variation over 500 mT of the magnetic field 
magnitude has no significant effect upon breaking current 
raise. 

 So, the AMF produced by an outside coil is much stronger 
that the required one. In spite of the benefic action of an 
AMF, commercial applications are strongly affected by the 
Ohmic losses in the coil. The manufacturers found solutions to 
minimize the losses and optimize the axial magnetic field, to 
the minimum required. 

III. TRANSVERSE AND RADIAL MAGNETIC FIELD 
The transverse (TMF) and radial magnetic field (RMF), 

created by the current flow through a specific electrode 
geometry, influence the arc behavior by yielding its motion on 
the contact plates surface, under the Laplace’s force. Thus, the 
arc remains concentrate, but changing continuously its 
position, avoids the electrodes over heating and erosion. 

A. Transverse Magnetic Field 
The TMF is obtained at the cup shaped contacts, at which 

the column is moving on the contact rim. In order to measure 
the light intensity emitted by the arc in points placed at 30° on 
the contact circumference were used 8 channels: there are 4 
channels (Cxi, i=1÷4) for recording of the arc light intensity 
along the Ox direction and another 4 ones (Cyj, j=1÷4) for 
recording it along the Oy direction. The 8 signals are 
proportional to the line integral of the light emitted along the 
chosen direction. The intersection point of the observing 
directions of the channels Cxi and Cyj is assumed to be on the 
medium circle of the contact rim. The arc light intensity in 
each such point is proportional with the values measured 
through the channels Cxi and Cyj.  

An arc evolution was evidenced in the case of an 
asymmetrical current successful interruption (12 kA).    Fig. 3 
shows the relative intensity of the arc light distributed over the 
contact rim. The arc velocity can be approximated by the 
maximum light point velocity, which is 5-8m/s in the case of 
an interrupted current of 12kA. 

B. Radial Magnetic Field 
The RMF is created by a specific geometry (spiral type 

contact), at which the contact disc is divided in four curved 
petals, with variable transversal section. The electric arc is 
obliged by the Laplace’s force to move from the base of the 
petal, where it is initiated, to the petal’s end.   

The Laplace’s force is calculated by a 3D FEM software, 
for a certain position of the arc. The difficulty is to appreciate 
the plasma mass of the electric arc and the resistant force, due 
to the viscosity. These parameters are calculated from the 
experimental results already obtained for the TMF contacts 
and from spectroscopic measurements [4]. Assuming these 
experimental values for the resistant force are true and that the 
arc has a uniform accelerated movement, it is possible to 
calculate, step by step, the arc trajectory. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
An efficient tool to predict arc behavior in the vacuum 

circuit breakers, under the magnetic field influence, is very 
necessary in order to optimize the apparatus design. The 
proposed model seems to be promising, but it will be 
improved by the computation of the eddy currents, caused by 
the magnetic flux variations, produced by the electric arc 
movement on the electrodes surface. 
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Fig.3. Arc appearance for a 12 kA asymmetrical current (t=2ms and 6ms). 
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Abstract— In a load-commutated synchronous motor, the 
torque is driven by the currents in the stator windings, and these 
currents depend on the rotor position. Since the stator phases are 
wye-connected, the static torque generated by two stator phases 
connected in series and powered with a constant current offers 
sufficient information to design a suitable current control 
strategy. For a synchronous machine studied, of inversely 
construction, with fractional slot number, by magnetostatic 
simulation in FLUX2D, the switching sequence for the current 
inverter thyristors is correlated with rotor position, using the 
maximization of static torque as optimization criteria. 
 

Keywords— synchronous machine, finite element, static 
torque, optimization 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper a load-commutated synchronous machine 
model which takes the magnetic circuit configurations of 
machine and the realistic construction of the damper winding 
into account is established. 

Field analysis using FLUX2D [1] allows determination of 
firing instants of inverter thyristors by the condition of 
producing a maximum average torque. 

In a load-commutated synchronous motor, the torque is 
driven by the currents in the stator windings (rotor windings 
for inverse construction), and these currents depend on the 
rotor position. Because the electromagnetic torque is affected 
by the back emf and the rotor (armature) currents, it is 
important to have a thorough knowledge of the static torques 
for design a suitable current control strategy. For this reason, 
the static torque can be measured connecting two rotor phases 
in series, powered with a constant current.  

II. METHOD AND RESULTS 

For calculation of static torque using FLUX2D, a 
conventional circuit analysis method is used, to assembly the 
magnetic potential equations and the current and voltage 
equations for each conductor. Non-linear properties are taken 
into account using the Newton-Raphson algorithm and a 
conjugate gradient method is used to solve the system at each 
time step. To compute static torque the “moving airgap” 
feature of FLUX2D is used.  

With a circuit structure of figure 1, by magnetostatic 
simulation in FLUX2D, the variation of maximized static 
torque shown in figure 2, for if = 1.52 (p.u.) and constant 
armature current (i = 0.81 (p.u.)), is obtained [2].  

 
Fig. 1.  Structure of complete circuit for static torque simulation. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Static torque  maximized. 

 
For unsymmetrical supply (two-phase, without correlation 

with rotor position) the flux lines shows a non-uniform 
distribution (figure 3). For optimized control (two-phase 
supply, with correlation with rotor position), the spectrum of 
the flux lines is much more uniform (figure 4).  

Due to the fractional number of slots per pole and phase 
the harmonic content of emf’s is very small. Consequently, the 
electromagnetic torque is less affected by non-linearities dues 
to inverter operation.  

For this control optimization was investigated the cases of 
synchronous motor with and without damper winding; the 
difference between the maximum static torque for the two 
cases is quite small: Tst = 8.138 Nm - with damper cage and 
Tst = 8.0 Nm - without cage. 

Optimization switching strategy for synchronous motor fed by current 
inverter using Finite Element analysis  
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Fig. 3.  Flux lines for one rotor position (certain). 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Flux lines for one rotor position (optimized). 

 
By compensating variations of current harmonics and by 

shielding electromagnetic effect, the damper winding acts in 
reduction of power factor angle, ϕ, thus determining a 
increase of overload capability of the motor. 

The copper damper takes over a part of the imposed 
magnetomotive force and thus reduces iron losses; the 
reduction is most emphasized as the optimization strategy is 
applied. 

This study, also, covered a computational method for 
determining the operating parameters of a synchronous 
machine using simulation of the Standstill Frequency 
Response Test (SSFR).  

 
 
 
 
 
 

For these determinations, FLUX2D in linear, quasi-static 
and coupled with electric circuits problems, is used. The 
circuit structure is shown in figure 5.  

 

 
Fig. 5.  Structure of complete circuit for SSFR Test simulation. 

 
For Ui = 31mV, by simulation using FLUX2D, was 

obtained a synchronous inductance Ld = 34.385mH and a 
subtransient inductance, L”d = 4.87mH, values with a good 
agreement with experimental ones (Ld = 36mH, respectively, 
L”d = 5.4mH). 
For an increase of Ui (Ui = 12.4V) was calculate the saturated 
values: Ld,sat = 31.4mH and L”d,sat ≅ L”d. 
Also, for a configuration without damper cage, is obtained an 
increased value of the subtransient inductance, L”d = 5.67mH. 

Computed results of machine parameters are compared to 
values obtained from experimental determinations. The Finite 
Element analysis validates the parameters and evidentiate the 
need to consider the sub-subtransient reactances due to the 
skin effect. 
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Abstract—A suitable correction of the Maxwell model

brings to an enlargement of the space of solutions, allow-

ing for the existence of solitons in vacuum. We review

the basic achievements of the theory and propose some ap-

proximation techniques based on explicit finite-difference

methods.

Keywords— electromagnetic wave-fronts, solitons,

finite-differences.

I. Preliminary considerations

It is known that Maxwell equations in empty space do
not admit finite-energy solitary waves among their solu-
tions. One of the reasons to explain this fact is attributed
to the linearity of these equations, not allowing a due fo-
cussing of the signal on a constrained path. Such an im-
pediment has stimulated the research of alternative non-
linear models allowing for the existence of soliton-like so-
lutions.

A further step in the comprehension of electromagnetic
solitary waves has been given in [4], where, in the frame
of a new self-consistent theory, explicit solutions are car-
ried out. The main argument is that the classical equa-
tions of electromagnetism are not capable to follow the
evolution of finite-energy wave-fronts in the proper way
(i.e., the one described for instance by the Huygens prin-
ciple). The reason is that the two conditions divE = 0
and divB = 0 cannot hold at the same time on each point
of the same wave-front, unless the wave-front itself as-
sumes a very unnatural topology. Therefore, the above
conditions have been dropped, without this implying the
existence of electrical charges or magnetic monopoles.

Here we devote our attention to numerical simulations.
It is soon evident how the removal of relations divE = 0
and divB = 0 is important for the construction of numer-
ical algorithms in general, since most of the difficulties
in the approximation of Maxwell equations come exactly
from imposing these kind of constraints. This includes
the efforts made to build up approximation spaces sat-
isfying some divergence-free conditions (see [1], [3], [5])
or divergence corrections techniques (see for instance [6]).
Modifications of the Maxwell model have been proposed
at numerical level, in order to get stable schemes ([8], [7]),
to handle boundary conditions (see [2]), or for the treat-
ment of wave propagation in linear non-dispersive lossy
materials. These methods are mainly proposed to over-
come numerical troubles and are not intended to modify-

ing the Maxwell model itself, as we are doing here. For
simplicity, we use explicit finite-differences. The aim is to
validate the theory with a series of simple experiments.

II. The model equations

In [4] the theory of electromagnetism was entirely re-
viewed by replacing the Maxwell equations by a suitable
nonlinear set of equations. Compared to the classical ap-
proach, the new formulation provides a far more accurate
description of wave phenomena, and, not only improves
(with no contradictions) the existing models, but also al-
lows links and generalizations not possible with the stan-
dard Maxwell theory.

We assume to be in vacuum. No electric charges or
masses will be present. We are only concerned with the
evolution of pure electromagnetic waves. We claim that
the correct modelling of wave-fronts is given by the fol-
lowing set of equations:

∂E

∂t
= c2curlB − (divE)V (1)

∂B

∂t
= − curlE − (divB)V (2)

DV

Dt
= µ

(

E + V ×B
)

(3)

|V| = c (4)

The substantial derivative in (3) is given by: D

Dt
V =

∂

∂t
V + (V · ∇)V. Moreover, c is the speed of light and

µ is a constant (not better specified) whose dimension is
charge/mass. In (4), | · | denotes the standard norm.

Here, E and B are the usual electric and magnetic fields,
while V is a new velocity field. The important fact is that,
even in vacuum, divE and divB are allowed to be different
from zero.

By taking the divergence of (1), we can write:

∂ρ

∂t
= − div(ρV) (5)

where ρ = divE. This is the continuity equation for a
nonsingular density distribution of charge travelling with
the wave. The nonlinear term, on the right-hand side of
(1), can be now interpreted as the source term due to the
Ampère law, for the density ρ, moving at the speed c in the
direction of V. Even if there are no real classical electric
charges, the density ρ lives inside the wave, evolving with
it.
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III. Evolution of free electromagnetic waves

We start by defining J = (E × B)/|E × B| to be the
(adimensional) normalized Poynting vector. In the special
case in which V = cJ, the set of equations becomes:

∂E

∂t
= c2curlB − c(divE)J (6)

∂B

∂t
= − curlE − c(divB)J (7)

E + c J ×B = 0 (8)

The equation (4) is always satisfied. The equation (8) is
instead satisfied when E and B are orthogonal and |E| =
|cB|, which is a standard requirement.

Some important aspects of the theory are the following.

• If divE and divB are zero, we obviously reobtain the
Maxwell equations. Hence, the new set of equations
admits more solutions than the classical theory.

• Perfect spherical waves and travelling signal-packets
(solitons) of finite energy, are also solutions. It is
well-known that this is not true for the ordinary
Maxwell model.

• If divE and divB are relatively small (as it actually
happens in many practical circumstances), then (6)
and (7) are as accurate as the corresponding standard
Maxwell equations. Therefore, we expect the new
model to be consistent with the existing ones, for a
broad range of applications.

• It can be proven that the electromagnetic free waves
described by the new set of equations are per-
fectly compatible with the Huygens principle and the
eikonal equation.

• For divB = 0, the equation (6) follows from minimiz-
ing the standard Lagrangian of classical electromag-
netism, after imposing the constraint A = ΦJ to the
potentials.

IV. Constrained waves

Let us define G = D

Dt
V, so that G is an acceleration.

Basically, if V is the normalized vector field tangent to
the light rays, then the field G gives a measure to their
curvature.

The equation (3), even if there are no classical moving
charges, generalizes the Lorentz law. If G is zero, then one
is dealing with a free electromagnetic wave, and the cor-
responding rays are straight-lines (see previous section).
Actually, the equation (8), corresponding to G = 0, says
that the development of the wave is free from constraints,
that is, there are no external perturbations (forces) acting
on it.

When for some external reasons, (8) is not satisfied,
then D

Dt
V is different from zero, so that V changes direc-

tion (the rays are curving) and the electromagnetic wave-
fronts locally follow the evolution of the new normalized
Poynting vector J = V/c.

Thus, when G is different from zero, the wave is no
longer free, and it will be called constrained wave. This
may happen when the wave is subjected to external
electromagnetic fields, for instance during the interac-
tion with matter at atomic level, such as in reflection-
refraction, diffraction, scattering, etc.

Therefore, the equations (1), (2) and (3) provide the
coupling between the curvature of the rays and the mo-
tion of the wave-fronts. Note that, during the change of
trajectory of the rays, the polarization may also vary.

V. Approximation

For simplicity, we just discuss examples in the two-
dimensional space (x, z). For instance, for any y, we may
consider the following fields:

E = (cf(x)g(ct− z), 0, 0) B = (0, f(x)g(ct− z), 0) (9)

where f and g are arbitrary functions with compact sup-
port. These fields are solutions to (6), (7), (8). On the
contrary, they do not solve the Maxwell system unless f
is constant (plane wave). The continuity equation now
becomes:

∂ρ

∂t
= − c

∂ρ

∂z
(10)

corresponding to a shift, at the speed of light, along the
direction of the z-axis. We obtained in this way a perfect
electromagnetic soliton.

We used this exact solutions to check the validity of the
second-order explicit Lax-Wendroff method, implemented
for systems of equations. It can be shown that the algo-
rithm only acts on those vector components that were ini-
tially different from zero. Therefore, up to errors due to
the interpolation of the initial data, the discrete solution
also behaves as a perfect soliton.

Successively, experiments can be carried out concerning
solitons subjected to external perturbations. If, accord-
ing to (3), a constant gravitational field G0 is applied in
such a way that DV/Dt = G0, with |V| = c, then the
trajectory of the soliton is deflected. Such a behavior can
be actually observed numerically.

These preliminary tests are encouraging in view of more
sophisticated applications.
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The description of the functioning of modern electron
devices requires an increasingly accurate physical model-
ing of carrier transport in semiconductors [1], since the
presence of very high and rapidly varying electric fields
produces phenomena which cannot be described by means
of the standard drift-diffusion or energy transport models.
This has led to the construction of new models that are,
loosely speaking, called hydrodynamical models. These
models are usually derived from the infinite hierarchy of
the moment equations of the Boltzmann transport equa-
tion by suitable truncation procedures. However most of
them suffer from serious theoretical drawbacks due to the
ad hoc treatment of the closure problem. Recently, in
[2], [3], [4] these drawbacks have been overcome by means
of an appropriate method based on Extended Thermo-
dynamics of moments [5], [6] that allows one to obtain
approximate distribution functions, the so called Maxi-
mum entropy distribution functions, by means of which
it is possible to solve the closure problem in a physically
grounded way.
In the models constructed up to now [1], only two scalar
moments and two vector moments of the electron distri-
bution function, that is the electron number density, the
average energy, the velocity and the energy flux have been
used. These moments are the only scalar and vector mo-
ments which have an immediate physical meaning. How-
ever in situations where very high or/and very rapidly
varying fields are present, those models may fail and a
higher number of moments may be required to have a
satisfactory description of the physical situation [5], [7].
For this reason we construct a model where the number
of scalar and vector moments is arbitrarily large so that
this number can be chosen according to the particular sit-
uation to cope with.
The main difficulty which occurs in the construction of
these models is the inversion of the constraint relations
which, however, can be tackled by means of suitable nu-
merical procedures.
In this work we present the construction of the model,
its implementation and application to concrete physical
problems for different numbers of moments. In particu-
lar we consider the problem of electron transport in Si.
A non parabolic approximation, the Kane dispersion re-
lation, is used for the electron energy in the conduction
band and all the main scattering mechanisms of electrons
with phonons are treated.
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Abstract— Measurements obtained on-line at electric machine 
terminals are contaminated by noise due to internal or external 
factors.  A technique to remove the noise component of the 
measurements through decomposition, thresholding, and 
reconstruction of the signals is applied to actual measurements 
obtained from a steam turbine-generator while connected to the 
power system.  Multiple data sets at different operating points 
are used to ensure the applicability of the denoising technique 
and the accuracy of the estimation algorithm. For noise removal 
applications, the wavelet advantage lies in an efficient 
approximation of particular classes of signals using only a few 
non-zero wavelet coefficients.  The Park transformation is 
applied in frequency domain to separately consider the multiple 
frequency components into the voltage and current waveforms.  
The estimator is shown to have a superior performance as 
compared to estimators using traditional frequency based 
filtering techniques. 

Keywords— decomposition, denoising, identification, 
parameter estimation, symlet, thresholding, wavelet transform 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ACCURATE modeling of electric machines is a key 
component in obtaining reliable results from power engineer-
ing studies. However, this is a difficult task, since actual 
machine terminal measurements are typically contaminated by 
noise and various filtering techniques may be used in an 
attempt to remove a major portion of the noise in the signal.  
Such techniques may alter the frequency spectrum of the noisy 
signal. Representative types of filters are the Butterworth 
filter, the Chebyshev filter, and the elliptic filter of which the 
low pass form is typically used [1].  Of particular concern is 
the phase response of filters: because wide bandwidth is 
needed to process the signals, the noise rejection must be 
concomitant with zero phase shift in the pass band.  The issues 
of three phase signals in machine stator quantities complicate 
the filter requirements.   

This paper applies a time domain technique using the 
continuous wavelet transform to decompose the measured 
signals into a sum of low and high frequency signals.  The 
wavelet transform presents a potentially powerful way to 
perform denoising of signals that are obtained from power 
system components. This technique allows the removal of 
noise either through thresholding or through the complete 
rejection of the high frequency signals.  In this paper, the 
parameters of a steam turbine generator need to be estimated 
using actual measurements. The measured quantities need to 
be transformed to equivalent quantities through Park’s 
transformation so that they can be used in the developed 
equivalent model [3]. The approximation component retained 

after a soft threshold demising procedure preserves some low-
frequency components that make inapplicable the Park’s 
transformation at only one (the grid) frequency.  Previous 
work has shown that these low frequency components 
manifest themselves as an increased noise level after Park’s 
transformation [3]. The presence of this noise imposed a 
second stage of filtering (in the frequency domain). 

II. PROBLEM  STATEMENT 

The knowledge of generator parameters is critical for the 
better representation of generators in stability studies and 
other power engineering studies. The goal of this work is to 
estimate three synchronous generator parameters: the mutual 
inductances LAD and LAQ in the direct and quadrature axes 
respectively and the field resistance rF.  Actual signals from a 
number of round rotor synchronous generators were obtained.  
The signals obtained are contaminated by noise (typically 
white noise) due to meter and communication errors, 
incomplete metering, or inaccuracy of metering equipment. 
Another potential component of “noise” is the appearance of 
harmonics in several of the instrumented signals.  In the field 
winding, the field voltage and current are usually derived from 
solid state controlled rectifiers and harmonics of order p, 2p, 
3p, … (p: pulse order) appear in the “DC” field circuit.  
Measurements were collected using a Digital Fault Recorder 
and eight signals were measured: stator line currents and 
voltages (ia, ib, ic, vab, vbc, vca), and field current and voltage 
(iF, vF).  The synchronous generator model formulated in per 
unit can be rearranged into,  

zHx = ,                       (1) 
in order to write it as a state estimation problem.  H is a  
matrix known as the process matrix and the elements of H are 
the coefficients of the unknown generator parameters, x is a 
vector of dimension n that is desired to be estimated, and z is a 
vector of dimension m whose elements are measurements 
obtained from the system. Since (1) constitutes an 
overdetermined system of equations that usually does not have 
an exact solution,,we choose to find a solution such that the 
error in every equation is minimized.  In this paper, the 
method of least squares is used to solve the system of 
equations and obtain the estimated parameters. 

III. SIGNAL DECOMPOSITION AND DENOISING 

In this paper, the denoising process was implemented 
using the method involving the thresholding of the resulting 
wavelet coefficients and the reconstruction of the signal using 
only the coefficients that survived the thresholding process. 

Denoising Techniques  
for On-line Parameter Identification 
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The mathematical basis of thresholding can be illustrated by 
considering a signal s[n] that is contaminated by a zero-mean 
Gaussian white noise signal w[n] that has a variance of σ2 to 
form a noisy signal z[n] given by,  

[ ] [ ] [ ]z n s n w n= + .                             (2) 

It is desired to obtain an estimate of s[n] from z[n].  The 
estimate may be obtained by a so-called ideal coefficient 
selection, giving, 

1

0
ˆ ,ψ θ ψ

N

n n n
n

s z
−

=
= ⋅ ⋅∑ .                          (3) 

where the coefficients θn may be chosen as, 

2

2

1, ,ψ σ
θ

0, ,ψ σ

n
n

n

if s

if s

⎧ ≥⎪= ⎨
<⎪⎩

.                          (4) 

As the vector products are not known in advance (only the 
noisy measurements z are available), we used other strategies 
for soft-thresholding the noisy signal coefficients. In this 
method, the coefficients θn are chosen so as to slightly 
decrease the amplitude of all the coefficients in order to 
reduce the impact of the noise. The coefficients are given by, 

sgn( )( ),
θ( )

0,
a a A if a A

a
if a A

⎧ − >⎪= ⎨ ≤⎪⎩
                   (5) 

where A is the threshold value and nza ψ,= . 

This strategy ensures with a high probability that the 
absolute value of each estimated coefficient is smaller than 
that of the original coefficient – i.e. in wavelet bases the 
estimation keeps only transients that belong to the original 
signal [2]. 

Two levels of denoising are performed for the stator 
quantities.  The first level of denoising is performed on the 
raw line voltages and currents, while the second level of 
denoising is performed after the transformation of these 
signals to equivalent 0dq (dc) quantities.: 

⎥
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2
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2
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2

1

3
2

πϑπϑϑ

πϑπϑϑP
           (6) 

 One could perform only one level of denoising after the 
Park’s transformation, but the authors determined that the use 
of a so-called pre-denoising improves significantly the 
denoised signals.  However, the rotor measurements (signals 
vF and iF) need only one level of denoising. 

Further, it should be stressed that the denoising of phase 
quantities is feasible using the wavelet decomposition since no 
phase shift is incurred in the denoised signals with respect to 
the original signals.  On the contrary, if the signals are 
denoised using frequency domain filters, the signals will be 
phase shifted.  This phase shift would then be prohibitive in 
the correct operation of the estimator since at the next stage 
the signals are transformed to 0dq components using the 

Park’s transformation [3].  If the signals are phase shifted, the 
0dq signals from Park’s transformation will be erroneous as 
this transformation is applied at a given frequency.  This is a 
clear advantage of using the wavelet decomposition in 
applications where a phase shift between the original and the 
filtered signals degrades the quality of the signals when used 
for identification purposes. However, after the first stage of 
denoising, at least two frequency bands can be identified in 
the retained signal (approximation and details that survived 
the thresholding process). Directly applying Park’s 
transformation would result in additional noise which further 
requires the implementation of a second filtering stage. 
Assumming linearity, an algorithm of applying Park’s 
transformation to the signal at the output of the first denoising 
process was developed. The central frequency fc embedded 

into the phase in (6) is computed from 
N
f

f s
c ⋅= ν2 , where ν is 

the scale at which the useful details were retained, fs is the 
sampling frequency and N is the number of points 
corresponding to the signal window used for Discrete Fourier 
Transform.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

A method to estimate round rotor synchronous generator 
parameters from actual on-line measurements was developed. 
This method uses the time domain wavelet transform to 
decompose, threshold, and reconstruct the noisy signals 
obtained at the terminals of the machine. The Park’s 
transformation computed at central frequencies as related to 
the scale of each retained component was applied in order to 
further retrieve the information embedded into the Park’s 
model of the synchronous machine under study. 

The denoising process is performed in the time domain 
which results in a clear advantage relating to zero phase shift 
of measurements. Further, the denoising capabilities of the 
algorithm developed in this paper lead to a reduced noise 
presence as compared to frequency based filtering algorithms.  
The denoising algorithm in conjunction with the denoising 
method can be used in an on-line environment to effectively 
estimate synchronous generator parameters. 
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Abstract—In this paper, an object-oriented unified op-

timization framework (UOF) is developed and applied to

circuit and antenna design optimizations. The UOF itself

has great potential to perform optimization operations on

kinds of problems. The components in the UOF can be

categorized into problem and solver parts, independently.

Therefore, the high-level code’s reutilization allows the

adaptation to new problem and solver quickly. Together

with simulation solvers, we implement the UOF to deal

with two electronic design problems: an optimal antenna

shape for mobile broadcasting and the 802.11a WLAN, and

a optimal specification of low noise amplifier integrated

circuit for WCDMA communication. Our preliminary re-

sults confirm that the simulation-based UOF solves these

optimization problems, and simultaneously maintains the

accuracy and computational efficiency.

Keywords—Optimization, object-oriented, antenna,

low noise amplifier, simulation-based optimization.

I. Introduction

Optimization plays a crucial role in the modern elec-
tronic industry, such as integrated circuit (IC) design [1],
[2] and antenna optimization [3], [4]. By feeding specific
parameters into a simulator to obtain the corresponding
simulated result, the engineer bases on the result to adjust
the parameters until the result matches the final accept-
able goal. The procedure mostly performed by engineers
with expertise. Thus developing an automatic optimiza-
tion technique subject to simulated results is valuable.

In this paper, we develop a C++ unified optimization
framework (UOF) for general problems and solvers. Ben-
efits from C++ design pattern techniques; UOF allows
users to define the problems and solvers from the funda-
mental level. The UOF consists of the problem and the
solver. For a problem to be solved, it has the main body
of the problem, initialization, evaluation, and constraint.
As for a solver, it includes the procedure of the solver, so-
lution, termination, and information. The separation of
four classes for each part increases the reutilization. Two
distinct electronic design problems are demonstrated to
verify the validity of the UOF. The first problem is a low
noise amplifier (LNA) IC design with 65 nm devices, and
the other is an antenna design problem. In Sec. II, we
introduce the architecture of UOF. In Sec. III, achieved
results are discussed. Finally, we draw conclusions.

II. A Unified Optimization Framework

The developed system, shown in the left block of Fig.
1, is mainly relying on a hybrid optimization techniques
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- Linear programming
- Nonlinear programming
etc.

Hybrid optimization method

Fig. 1. The UOF system and working-flow class diagram.

[5]. The system begins with the preprocessor which per-
forms several initial settings and data processing. Then
the hybrid optimization method generates improved re-
sults and the external simulation solver performs simu-
lation with respect to the improved results. Once the
simulated results are generated, the hybrid optimization
method receives it and measures a fitness score for the
improved result. This procedure stops when the results
fit some specified criteria. The right one in Fig. 1 shows
a working flow and object inner connections in the UOF
from users’ point of view. At the beginning, users call
Solve function in UOFSolver class to start the optimiza-
tion operation. The UOFInitializer, in the meanwhile,
initializes the UOFSolution objects. The Solve function
invokes the GetScore function in the UOFSolution class
to get the results with given parameters. The UOFSolu-
tion class redirects and passes the GetScore message to
the UOFEvaluator class. The subclass of the UOFEvalu-
ator object behaves like a function pointer in C language
but takes advantages of C++ object-oriented program-
ming. The UOFEvaluator object passes the solution to
the UOFProblem, and calls the GetResult to get the cor-
responding results. While the solver solves the problem,
in each iteration the UOFInfo updates the current status
of the solver, such as the best parameter set, moreover,
the UOFTeriminator also update the current best solution
from the UOFInfo, and tells the UOFSolver whenever to
stop the optimization procedure. Finally, users obtain the
best solution from the UOFInfo object.

III. Results and Discussion

Two numerical experiments are examined. The first
application is the LNA circuit design problem. The ex-
plored LNA circuit, shown in Fig. 2, focuses on the work-
ing frequencies that range from 2.11 GHz to 2.17GHz for
WCDMA communication application [6]–[8]. The target
LNA circuit is with two cascaded 65 nm N-MOSFETs.
More than fifteen parameters are extracted in the 65 nm
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Fig. 2. The LNA circuit with 65 nm technology node. The inset
reports the achieved design goal.
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Fig. 3. The convergence behavior of the UOF in the 65 nm LNA
design optimization.

LNA circuit. The stopping criterion of the optimization is
subject to a minimization of errors between the extracted
outputs and the specified target, the table in the inset
of Fig. 2 shows the optimized results that confirm the
robustness and validity of the method.

Figure 3 shows the convergence behavior of the imple-
mented hybrid optimization technique in the 65 nm LNA
design optimization, compared with the result of pure GA
method. The setting is with the population size = 50 and
mutation = 0.5. As shown in this figure, the proposed
methodology is superior to the pure GA after 60 gener-
ations. There is no significant advantage at the begin-
ning due to the numerical optimization, the Levenberg-
Marquardt (LM) method does not be triggered yet. Once
the LM method is activated, based on the result of GA
to perform local optimization, the GA follows the local
optima obtained by the LM method to keep evolving.

In the second experiment, we examine the antenna de-
sign problem. Based on our recent work in optical prox-
imity correction (OPC) [9], this method appends or sub-
tracts several small rectangles along the edges of the an-
tenna to improve the return loss. The applied simulator
solves the Maxwell’s equations. The original shape of the
examined antenna and the return loss are shown in Fig.
4a and 5. The working frequency is set to 2.6 and 5 GHz.
The frequency 2.6 GHz is referred as the ”S-band” used
for mobile broadcasting and the frequency 5 GHz is used
by the 802.11a WLAN protocol. 20 rectangles are added
or subtracted along the top most line, and 5 rectangles for
the left, right, and bottom edges of the bottom plate. Fig-

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. The (a) original and (b) optimized shapes of the examined
antenna.
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Fig. 5. The return loss (S11) of the z-antenna, the dash-line refers
to the original shape, and the solid-line is the improved result.

ure 4b shows the optimized shape and Fig. 5 illustrates
the corresponding result. The return loss on the frequen-
cies of 2.6 and 5 GHz has both down to 20 dB. With this
characteristic, this antenna fits the designing request.

IV. Conclusions

An object-oriented UOF has been developed and ap-
plied to circuit and antenna designs. According to the hy-
brid intelligent optimization methodology, the UOF has
established interface to different simulation solvers and
CAD tools. Results confirmed the validity of the UOF.
We are currently studying the optimization of coupled de-
sign of device and circuit with the UOF platform.
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Abstract - This paper investigate, develop and validate a new-
advanced analysis technique and design tool special tailored for 
the optimal design of real 3D electromagnetic devices, based on 
a totally new and innovative numerical approach which 
combines the state-of-the-art extended Finite Element Method 
and the Level Set Method. This new approach eliminates the 
conventional use of discrete elements and provides efficient, 
stable, more accurate and faster computation schemes, without 
remeshing at each optimisation step. 

 
Keywords - Shape Optimisation, Topology Optimisation, 

Electromagnetic Devices, Extended Finite Element Method, 
Level Set Method.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The use of geometrical optimisation tools in the early stage 
of the development process offers new potential in the process 
chain. The development process becomes faster and more 
efficient by using shape and topology optimisation. This 
results in parts and devices that are lighter, better performing 
and more durable, which constitutes a competitive advantage. 
Although significant progress has been made in the last 
decade in developing production quality CAD tools there is 
still a high need for more effective and fully automated 3D 
optimisation tools that are CAD integrated. This is driven by 
the ever increase in model complexity and the needs to 
address and incorporate design and manufacturing 
requirements at the very early stages [1], [2], [13], [15], [16].  

When shape or topology optimisation using Finite Element 
Methods (FEM) is involved, a large number of mesh 
adaptations or even re-meshes is required during the 
optimisation process. After each optimisation a new geometry 
is obtained and a new distorted mesh is needed. When, during 
the optimisation process excessive mesh distortion occurs, the 
solution accuracy is influenced and a totally new mesh is to be 
constructed. Making robust algorithms for 3D shape and 
topology optimisation tools based on this approach remains a 
real problem i.e. book keeping, mapping recalculation, etc. 

Recent developments in mechanical engineering based on 
modeling discontinuities such as material interfaces without 
remeshing provide challenging opportunities. This is done 
using the so called eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM) 
[3], [4], [5]. On the other hand very powerful mathematical 
techniques are available now in order to deal with moving 
boundary problems [10], [11], [12] as the Level Set Method 
(LSM). Using LSM instead of performing geometrical 
operations, a convection equation is solved providing the new 
geometry, including topology changes. 

Within this context, the present paper aims to explore 
topological and shape optimisation of electromagnetic 
devices, based on an innovative numerical approach that 
couples: 
◊ the efficiency of the XFEM with 
◊ the flexibility of the LSM used for computing the 

movement of the discontinuities and hence the modeling 
of complex topological changes. 

The result is a powerful 3D analysis technique and design 
tool for geometrical optimisations that demonstrates: 
◊ outstanding flexibility of handling topological changes; 
◊ fidelity of boundary representation and 
◊ a high degree of automation, 
comparing favorably with other methods in the literature [16]. 

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART AND DEGREE OF INNOVATION 

Discontinuities, as for instance the moving material 
interfaces, play an important role in many types of 
optimisation problems. Scientific world has given more and 
more attention in the last years to the problems where it is 
necessary to model the motion of these kinds of 
discontinuities. Due to the fact that standard FEM are based 
on piecewise differentiable polynomial approximations, they 
are not well suited to problems where the solutions contain 
discontinuities, discontinuities in the gradient, singularities or 
boundary layers. Typically, FEM requires [1], [2]: 
◊ significant mesh refinement or  
◊ meshes that conform with these features, 
to yield acceptable results. 

These features occur in a diversity of problems, including 
fracture mechanics, solidification, two-phase flow, contact, 
composites, etc. [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. In response to 
this deficiency of standard FEM, enriched or extended finite 
elements have been developed in the last years as an 
alternative to the existing methods. An initial form of the 
method is reported in Belytschko and Black [7] and Moes, 
Dolbow and Belytschko [14]; the methodology has recently 
been generalized in Belytschko et al [13]. The approach is 
based on a local partition of unity as in: Chessa et al. and 
Melenk and Babuska (1996).  

To our knowledge, this method has not yet been applied 
to electromagnetic optimisations, neither 2D nor 3D 
applications. We consider that the proposed approach based 
on the efficiency of the XFEM and the flexibility of the LSM 
for the optimal design of electromagnetic devices is original 
and innovative and provides more efficient, stable, accurate 
and faster solutions in comparison with any other available 
tools.  

Extended Finite Element Method for Optimal Design of 
Electromagnetic Devices 
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III. METHODOLOGY 
The developed methodology is based on: 
◊ the governing Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) are 

solved using the XFEM. The goal of the XFEM is to 
expand the approximation function space of standard 
FEM such that they contain or are closer to the solution 
function space. In XFEM the discontinuities are 
completely independent of the FE mesh: they can cross 
elements in any manner. This is particularly useful for 
evolution problems with moving discontinuities, avoiding 
the need for re-meshing as the discontinuities evolve. In 
order to achieve these requirements, the standard FE basis 
is enriched such that it can reproduce the interface 
discontinuities (either in the field or the gradient of the 
field) within an element by a local partition of unity. For 
computational efficiency the enrichments are local to a 
region near the discontinuities. Thus the discrete system 
of equations remains sparse. Figure 1 shows how the 
elements are enriched for a typical 2D discontinuity, 
where Γ int

is the mobile interface; 

 
Fig. 1. Local partition of unity enrichment for a typical finite element 

mesh with an interface, showing elements that are fully 
enriched, partially enriched and unenriched. 

◊ the 3D interface discontinuity is implicitly represented by 
a moving level set model. While the shape and topology 
of the structure may undergo major changes, the level set 
function remains to be simple in its topology. Instead of 
performing complex geometrical operations, the 
movement of the interfaces is reformulated into a 
convection problem. Solving the related equation with a 
relevant speed function, enables to track changes in the 
shape and topology of the structure. The level set method 
can easily represent complex boundaries that can form 
holes, split into multiple pieces, or merge with others to 
form a single one. Although there are many choices of the 
level set function, the signed distance function is used for 
its stability in numerical computations [10], [11], [12], 
[13], [14]; 

◊ the level set function is discretized with standard finite 
elements and in all cases the same meshes and shape 
functions is used as for the dependent variable; 

◊ the velocity extension computation (the distribution of 
velocity from the moving interface to the whole domain) 
is based on an original technique developed by present 
research team; 

◊ in line with the concept of propagation of the level set 
surface, the optimisation make use of Genetic Algorithm. 

In order to assess the performance of the proposed 
numerical approach based on the above mentioned 
methodology, a number of test case simulations have been 
carried out and t results are compared with published 
experimental and numerical data 
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Abstract— A macromodelling technique allowing global 
circuit simulation of coupled field-circuit problems is presented. 
In a first step the combination of a 3D edge finite element method 
with a Padé rational approximation procedure allows a fast 
characterization of the distributed parts of the structure over the 
wide frequency band. In a second step PSPICE equivalent 
circuits are derived from rational approximation of the 
impedances. The methodology simplifies the coupling between an 
electromagnetic disturbance and a whole complex device since a 
segmentation approach can be used. A global circuit time domain 
simulation of the electromagnetic coupling  is available. 
 

Keywords— macro-modelling, circuit analysis, finite element 
method, coupled field-circuit simulation 

I. INTODUCTION 

   Advances in electrical and electromagnetic performance 
assessment of integrated and high speed electronic circuits and 
systems require the synthesis of reduced-order models to 
approximately describe their behaviour with sufficient 
engineering accuracy [1]. In complex electronic equipments 
involving interconnects a complete understanding requires a 
global analysis studying both electromagnetic modelling (for 
distributed parts) and circuit simulation (for lumped 
components). For a reliable simulation at the sub-system or 
system level efficient techniques are needed to address a 
hybrid field-circuit analysis. For a time domain analysis a 
strong coupling between a field solver in the time domain and 
a circuit simulator leads to a heavy process updating at each 
time step both the field quantities and the circuit values [2,3]. 

In this work a fast and global time domain coupled field-
circuit simulation is presented. In a first step the distributed 
parts of the whole device are characterized over the whole 
studied frequency band. In particular, the impedance is 
determined very efficiently using the combination of a 3D 
finite element model and a Padé approximation. In a second 
step a rational decomposition of this impedance allows to 
obtain an equivalent circuit of the structure which could be 
incorporated into a circuit simulator like PSPICE. The 
methodology is tested through the analysis of a microwave 
rectenna (rectifying antenna) devoted to energy transfer [4]. A 
global time domain macromodel taking into account both 
electromagnetic modelling (for distributed parts) and circuit 
simulation (for non-linear lumped components) is then 
available.  

II. MACROMODEL OF A MICROWAVE RECTENNA 

The studied rectenna allowing RF to DC conversion is show 
on fig.1. It consists of a receiving loop antenna and a rectifier 

circuit feeding a passive load. The 3D electromagnetic 
analysis of the loop antenna is performed with vector edge 
elements over the band  ]0,20] GHz. Figure 2 shows the 
computed impedance of the antenna. The studied band is 
divided in several intervals : over each one a Padé 
approximation based on second order polynomials is 
determined to fit the curve. An equivalent circuit of the 
impedance is deduced allowing the global simulation of the 
whole rectenna with PSPICE. Results will be shown at the 
conference. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.   Rectenna with RF-to-DC circuit 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.  PSPICE equivalent circuit of the whole device 
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Abstract—Simulating land mine detection scenarios

poses a challenge regarding the discretisation of the metal

detector and the much smaller metal parts of the mine.

Here, a domain decomposition method with Lagrange mul-

tipliers is presented. This allows a magneto-quasistatic

simulation with locally very fine mesh around the land

mine. This approach solves only one system of equations

for the fine and coarse part together.

Keywords—domain decomposition, finite integra-

tion technique, magneto-quasistatics, land mine de-

tection

I. Introduction

Metal detectors are one of the best land mine detection
device due to the good percentage of located mines to
non-located ones, the easy handling and the low price.
However the metal detectors react on every metal piece in
the soil regardless if it is a mine or not. The rate between
located mine and sounding signal is between 1/100 and
1/1000 [1].

To reduce this false alarm rate it is proposed to pre-
calculate signatures of standard mines, save them in a
database and compare the measured signatures with the
data from the database. For the calculation of mine sig-
natures different resolutions for the metal detector and
the small metal parts of the land mine, which are about
two orders of magnitude smaller, are mandatory. The
discretisation of such a problem with standard methods
leads either to a huge amount of mesh points, which re-
sults in unacceptable time consuming computations or the
required resolution is not reached at all. In this paper
the calculation domain is decomposed into two parts: the
land mine is discretised with a fine mesh while a coarser
mesh is chosen for the rest. Both subdomains are coupled
with interface conditions, which results in a new system
of linear equations for the whole calculation domain.

II. Magneto-quasistatic equations

Metal detectors work either with time-harmonic or
pulsed signals for the transmitting coil. The considera-
tions of this paper are restricted to the time-harmonic
excitation. In this case the displacement current den-
sity is much smaller than the total current density such
that wave propagation effects can be neglected and the
magneto-quasistatic approach can be applied. With the
source current density Js the equation for the magnetic

vector potential A is given as

curl
1

µ
curlA + iωσA = Js, (1)

where µ and σ are permeability and conductivity, respec-
tively. The angular frequency is denoted by ω and the
imaginary unit by i.

In the Finte Integration Technique (FIT) [2], [3] the
electromagnetic field quantities are represented on a dual
grid pair. The analytical grad, div and curl operators are

transferred to the primary and dual grid operators G, G̃,

S, S̃, C and C̃, respectively. It can be shown that the
analytical properties, a curl field is free of sources and a
gradient field is irrotational, are also valid for these opera-

tors, i.e. SC=S̃C̃=0 and CG=0. The material relations
are transferred approximately with the help of the ma-
terial matrices for permeability Mµ−1 and conductivity
Mσ. Let _a denote the discrete magnetic vector poten-

tial, which is located on the primary grid edges and
_
_

j the
discrete vector of source currents through the dual grid
facets. Then, in the framework of FIT, equation (1) leads
to

(C̃Mµ−1C + iωMσ)_a =
_
_

j . (2)

The system matrix K is defined as

K := C̃Mµ−1C + iωMσ (3)

for further considerations.

III. Domain Decomposition approach

The large difference in size of the metal detector (about
30 cm) and the metal parts in modern land mines (of-
ten only few millimeters) as well as the distance between
both, which is several magnitudes greater than the metal
parts, affords an efficient discretisation strategy. Here,
a domain decomposition scheme is presented, where the
computational domain is subdivided in non-overlapping
subdomains. The same approach has been applied in [4],
for the calculation of low-frequency electric current den-
sities in high resolution 3D human anatomy models. A
fine mesh is applied to the first subdomain containing the
small metallic piece and operators referring to this sub-
domain are denoted with the subscript f . The rest of the
computational domain, where the detector coil is located,
is discretised with a coarser mesh and the operators will
be denoted with the subscript c. For both subdomains the
system matrices Kc and Kf are constructed separately.
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The domains are non-overlapping and have a com-
mon interface Γ. The grids of the subdomains are non-
matching, i.e. coarse grid points on Γ are not necessarily
fine grid points on Γ, too. On the interface Γ the magnetic
vector potential and the normal component of the current
have to be continuous. The grid points on the common
interface Γ are determined by the selection operators Qc

and Qf , that is

_ac,Γ = Qc
_ac, (4)

_af,Γ = Qf
_af . (5)

Since both grids are non-matching a prolongation oper-
ator B : Γc → Γf is needed on the interface. Here a
bilinear interpolation is chosen to calculate the magnetic
vector potential of the fine grid points at the interface.
Then the interface condition for the magnetic vector po-
tential reads as:

B_ac,Γ −
_af,Γ = 0, (6)

BQc
_ac − Qf

_af = 0. (7)

The transpose BT : Γf → Γc is applied for the calculation
of the normal component of the currents in the coarse
grid points of Γ. Both system matrices and the interface
conditions are assembled in the following system of linear
equations




Kc 0 QT

c BT

0 Kf −QT
f

BQc −Qf 0








_ac
_af

λ



 =




_
_

j s,c
_
_

j s,f

0



 , (8)

where λ denotes the vector of Lagrange multipliers.
The system above represents a saddle-point problem,

which can be solved by various algorithms as suggested
in [5]. Common iterative methods for such problems are
the Uzawa algorithm and the Arrow-Hurwicz algorithm.
A major disadvantage of both algorithms is the slow con-
vergence rate. Another possibility is the application of a
Krylov-subspace solver like BICG or MINRES together
with an efficient preconditioner. The preconditioner is of-
ten based on an approximation of the Schur complement
S(D) defined by

S(D) := BQcD
−1

c QT
c BT

− QfD
−1

f QT
f , (9)

which consists of an approximation of the system matrices
Dc=diag(Kc) and Df=diag(Kf). The following precon-
ditioner P (D) is proposed in [6]:

P (D) = [D−1

c , D
−1

f , S−1]. (10)

It turned out that diag(P (D)) already presents a good
preconditioner, the construction of which requires much
less memory compared to P (D).Yet, the residual of the
algorithm using P (D) itself is smaller.

IV. results

As model problem a circular transmitting coil with the
source current of 1 A and frequency of 2400 Hz represents

Fig. 1. Electric field E of a transmitting coil above a metallic sphere.

the metal detector. It is located above a metallic sphere
with conductivity of 1.7 ∗ 107 S/m. The receiving coil is
modelled as a difference coil at the same position as the
transmitting coil. For this model both coils are assumed
to be infinitely thin. Figure 1 shows the electric field E

for this geometry. The box shows the size of the sub-
domain with fine discretisation, which is placed around
the aluminium sphere. A convergence study and further
examples will be given in the full paper.

V. Conclusion

In this paper a domain decomposition method with La-
grange multipliers for magneto-quasistatics has been pre-
sented. By subdivision of the computational domain an
efficient discretisation of land mine detection scenarios
may be obtained. For the resulting saddle-point prob-
lem two different solution methods have been tested. The
proposed approach has been applied to the simulation of
a model problem.
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Abstract—This paper presents a survey and a number

of experiments with the (relatively new) Integrated Field

Equations method for Maxwell’s equations. It starts out

with a summary of the method, followed by a number

of test cases in which its special properties, in particu-

lar its ability to handle high contrast using coarse grids

is demonstrated. The method gives rise to a rather spe-

cial set of equations and new strategies to solve these

are presented as well, in particular the use of hierarchi-

cal semi-separable representations either in a direct solver

or through a Krylov iteration strategy. New in the paper

are the time-domain integration version of the method and

the solution strategies.

Keywords—Integrated Field Equations, Krylov

method, hierarchically semi-separable solver, time do-

main integration, high contrasts

I. Outline of the method

A computational technique (the Integrated Field Equa-
tions or IFE method) is presented that models time-
domain (pulsed) electromagnetic (EM) fields in strongly
heterogeneous media. In media of this kind, the constitu-
tive parameters can jump by large amounts upon crossing
the boundary surface of any of the elements of the geomet-
rical discretization. On a global scale, the EM field com-
ponents are, therefore, not differentiable and Maxwell’s
equations in differential form cannot be used: one has to
resort to some sort of integral form of the EM field rela-
tions as a basis for the method of computation. An appro-
priate integral form is provided by the classical interrela-
tions between the circulation of the electric/magnetic field
strength along a closed curve and the (time rate of change
of) the magnetic/electric flux passing through some sur-
face with the circulation loop as boundary. For these to
hold, only integrability is needed, which condition is im-
posed in accordance with the physical condition of bound-
edness of the field quantities. To satisfy the constitutive
relations (that are representative of physical volume ef-
fects), an analytical continuation of the boundary repre-
sentations of the field components on the boundary of an
element into its interior is needed. A consistent algorithm
that meets all of these requirements is constructed, us-
ing a simplicial geometrical discretization, combined with
piecewise linear representation of the electric and mag-
netic field components along the edges of the elements,
a piecewise linear representation of the electric and the
magnetic flux densisity components along the normals to

the faces, piecewise linear extrapolations into the interior
of the elements and taking constant values of the consti-
tutive coefficients (or relaxation functions) in these inte-
riors. In time, also piecewise linear representations are
used. This procedure can be proved to converge to the
local EM field equations and constitutive relations on a
scale where the discontinuous material behavior no longer
applies.

As in any EM problem, radiation takes place into an un-
bounded embedding of the configuration of interest. This
embedding we take to be free space. To handle this as-
pect, the bounded domain of computation is embedded
in a Cartesian Perfectly Matched Embedding that is con-
structed via a (causal) space-time coordinate-stretching
procedure, truncating this embedding, and invoking a pe-
riodic boundary condition on the boundary of the re-
maining 3-rectangle. The causality requirement on the
coordinate-stretching functions ensures the uniqueness of
the solution of the resulting field problem. In the do-
main of interest, the field values are only disturbed by the
amount of spurious field propagation due to the periodic
repetition of the configuration, which disturbance can be
made as small as desired by providing the matching layers
with the proper amount of attenuation. Note that in the
(artificial) embedding configuration large jumps in param-
eters may occur, in addition to the ones in the physical
domain of interest.

Since the whole procedure only uses continuously vary-
ing quantities in space-time in the field representations,
irrespective of how wildly the constitutive properties of
the configuration vary with position in space, the method
is believed to be fully compatible with the physics of the
type of configuration at hand, which no numerical method
based on the differentiability of the field quantities can
claim.

II. Equation solvers

The IFE method in the frequency domain gives rise
to a system of equations which, in the 2D case, contains
roughly twice as many equations as in the more direct
differential versions (such as FDTD), because of the ex-
tra constitutive equations. It is, however, very sparse (as
in the other methods based on volume finite elements),
and has a double band structure with somewhat irreg-
ularly ragged bands. Much of the difficulties with this
method can be solved by using adequate (and new) nu-
merical methods. For this, the structure of the matrices
has to be exploited systematically, especially in the 3D
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case where the number of equations can be very large.
The goal is to find the Moore-Penrose solution of the set
of equations, i.e. a solution that averages the extra equa-
tions out. We present both a direct method and an itera-
tive method to solve these. In both cases the structure of
the matrices is captured through the use of ’Hierarchical
Semi-separable’ solvers, a method pioneered in [1]. The
method is based on ideas from [2], [3] and [4].

The presentation will give a survey of the new type of ef-
ficient algorithms we propose. With an efficient hierarchi-
cally semi-separable representation of the system matrix,
both matrix-vector multiplication and direct solutions can
be done efficiently, or more precisely, their complexity
goes linearly with the size of the matrices. However, the
direct solution method does not scale well with the rank
of the off-diagonal sub-matrices. This limits the usage of
the direct method in 2D and 3D configuration. We can
then apply a model reduction method on the original HSS
representation to find low rank approximations for the off-
diagonal matrices. The resulting overall approximations
can be used as preconditioner. With such preconditioning
methods, efficient matrix-vector method as well as other
efficient HSS algorithms, any Krylov iterative method can
be combined with the HSS representation.

In the case of time-integration and with the use of the
trapezium rule, a concatenation of locally coupled matri-
ces with the structure described above arises. Because the
integration method is implicit, we have devoted special
care to combine the Moore-Penrose (least square) method
with the progressing integration. More precisely, we pro-
pose a local schema with a limited time horizon, so that
the time progression can be solved efficiently as well.

III. Numerical results

We present in addition a number of numerical results
for the 2D case, in particular results that illustrate (1)
the contrast properties of the method and (2) the use
of PML boundary conditions. The prototype case is the
EM field for a problem in which the field quantities are
independent of the z-coordinate, with a current source (a
wire in the z-direction), producing an electric field that is
non-zero only in the z-direction and a magnetic field that
lays entirely in the xy-plane. The xy-plane is partitioned
in domains with starkly varying contrasts. In addition,
we show experimental properties of the various methods
used to solve the resulting system of equations efficiently.

IV. Further work

The extension of the proposed method to the 3D case
poses a number of new issues. We briefly indicate how
they can be tackled. In the 3D case the redundancy
amounts roughly to a factor 4, i.e. the number of equa-
tions is roughly four times the number of unknowns. The
structure, while still very sparse, is now of the type ’mul-
tiple block band of multiple block bands’ where ’multiple’
stands for a factor 3, due to the lexicographic ordering
of the finite elements. In addition, there is the progres-
sion of the integration in the time domain. While such

a structure may seem very hard to handle in a Moore-
Penrose context, we do have new methods to apply, and
even methods that claim to be linear in the number of un-
knowns [5]. They are based on a combination of HSS tech-
niques [1], [6]–[8] and model reduction methods derived
from time-varying system theory [4]. Combined with an
iterative Krylov-space solver and a time-horizon progres-
sion, it should be possible to squeeze as much efficiency
as possible out of the structure of the matrices.

V. Conclusions

The IFE method holds considerable promise to model
electromagnetic effects in integrated circuits, where high
contrasts between different types of materials is the rule
and very few regular structures are present.
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Keywords— coupled analysis, thermo-mechanical stress-
strain, PCB, finite element 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It has been generally recognized that the thermal loading is 
one of the major causes of failure of electronic devices during 
their service life. Due to its application purposes electronic 
devices are manufactured as multilayered structures with very 
different mechanical and electrical properties. On of the key 
issue in developing higher density microelectronics devices is 
the impact of the stresses induced  by thermal expansion 
mismatches of the materials used .Fast developing 
technologies bring in computers chips with very high power 
density for better performance which make the thermal 
expansion mismatch problem a severe one. Solder joint 
reliability, that act as mechanical support as well as electrical 
interconnection, is the most critical issue for the structural 
integrity of the surface mounted electronics. In this paper a 
thermo-mechanical finite element analysis of the common 
class of PCBs is presented. A heat transfer - structural 
mechanics coupled analysis is performed. The numerical 
results are compared with experimental tests. This paper 
indicates that there are reasons about stress induced failures in 
certain regions of the PCBs [1, 2]. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The object of our study is the class of PCBs equipped by 
both through hole technology and SMT.  The PCBs are 
complex heterogeneous structures with mechanical and 
electrical parameters  very difficult to estimate as a whole. 
During mechanical stress, the differences in resisting moment 
in the various materials such as copper, the board (resin), and 
the solder bring different stress to bear on the copper-plated 
section. The holes and electronic components that populate a 
particular PCB play an important role in the local strain 
concentration. In Figure 1 an example of typical interest area 
is depicted.  

The governing equations are composed of the Fourier heat 
transfer equation [3]:  

QTk =∇⋅∇− )(         (1) 
where: T is the temperature, k-thermal conductivity and Q the 
heat source, and elastic displacement equation : 

  0)( =+∇⋅∇− Tuc α                          (2) 

where c is the stiffness matrix, u is the deformation and α  is 
the thermal expansion coefficient. 

 
 Particularly, we were interested in local behavior of the 
PCB based structure regarding the critical areas like the joint 
of a BGA solder ball and through hole passing. A special 
attention is also given to the SMT mounted ICs as a relevant 
case for our study. 

III. RESULTS 

An experimental tensometric based measuring technique 
was used. The experimental tests were performed to measure 
the deformations and strains of the whole structure for 
different types of loading.  

A 2D analysis was performed. It was found that elevated 
temperature cause the accumulation of an inelastic strains and 
damage in solder joints.  

Further analysises on a 3D model will continue. 
The approach aims to obtain a better understanding on the 

risk of failure and strains propagation in the critical jointing 
areas. 
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Abstract — The paper presents a method for generating filter 
transfer functions optimized in respect to a wide range of 
behavioral and implementation criteria. The optimization engine 
is the SQP algorithm, with the main parameters provided by a 
genetic algorithm tailored to this application.  
 

Keywords — classical approximations, behavioral and 
implementation requirements, SQP algorithm, genetic algorithm.  

I. INTRODUCTION  
 

Continuous time filters are widely used functional blocks, 
from simple anti-aliasing filters preceding ADCs to high-spec 
channel-select filters in integrated RF transceivers. Filter 
design is challenging, even more so when the system has to 
meet a wide set of constrains. Numerous CAD tools for filter 
design are available [1] but most of them are based on the 
classical transfer functions such as Butterworth, Chebyshev 
and Cauer, which impose (and meet) only requirements 
related to the magnitude or phase responses.  

This paper proposes a new method for deriving filter 
transfer functions which takes into consideration not only the 
gain and phase requirements but also the peak overshoot, the 
rise and settling times and even the values of the quality factor 
of the biquads  in a cascade implementation of the filter. 

Section II provides a general mathematical description of 
the filter. The optimization method, including the genetic 
algorithm developed for it is described in Section III.  The 
following Section presents a design example, from deriving 
the transfer function to simulation results on its 
implementation.  

II. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF A TIME-CONTINUOUS 
FILTER 

A general continuous-time filter [2], [3] is defined by its 
transfer function with n complex conjugate pole pairs: 

, , 0, 1k k k k kp a jb a b k n= ± < = ÷  

and r complex conjugate zero pairs: 

, 0, 0, 1l l l l lz c jd c d l r= ± < ≤ = ÷ , 

where r ≤ n. The transfer function has the expression: 
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1 1
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r n
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l k

a b s c jd s c jd
H s

c d s a jb s a jb

= =

= =

+ − − − +
=

+ − − − +

∏ ∏

∏ ∏
.    (1) 

Next, the filters behavioral properties – the magnitude, 
phase and step responses – are expressed in symbolic form. 

III. MULTICRITERIA OPTIMIZATION 
 

An ideal normalized filter has unitary magnitude in the pass-
band, zero magnitude in the stop-band, a zero transition band, a 
linear phase and fast step-response with low overshoot. A real 
analog filter approximates (some of) the above-mentioned 
behavioral properties with inevitable errors. When designing 
analog filters, several behavioral properties (e.g. magnitude 
response, phase response, peak overshoot) and circuit properties 
(e.g. value of quality factors, tunability) are also important. 

As no classical approximation can cope with both magnitude 
and phase requirements, let alone additional constrains, one needs 
to derive a multicriteria transfer function in order to meet the 
requirements mentioned above. The first steps towards such a 
transfer function were obtained in the framework presented in [2], 
[3] and the solution was offered by a SQP optimization procedure. 
The objective function for multicriteria approximation was: 

pb pb tb tb sb sb lp lp Q Q t tF W W W W W Wσ σ σ σ σ σ= + + + + +  (2) 
where pbW is the weight on magnitude response in passband, 

tbW  the weight on magnitude response in transition band, sbW  
the weight on magnitude response in stopband, lpW  the weight 
on deviation from linear phase, QW  the weight on quality 
factor cost, tW  the weight on percent overshoot cost. The 
graphical response areas pbσ , tbσ , sbσ  measure the deviation 
from ideal magnitude response for a lowpass filter in the pass, 
transition and stop-band: 
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where d represents the number of decades for which 10d ≅ ∞ . 
Similarly, one can derive the symbolic forms of the deviation 
from the ideal quality factor, Qσ and peak overshot in the step 
response, tσ . 

 A user-selected classical approximation is used as the initial 
guess in the multicriteria optimization. The input data is a set of 
parameters derived from the filter specifications by using a 
correction factor for extra margin. Input data are: da – passband 
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ripple, a – stopband attenuation, Wp – passband corner frequency 
and Ws – stopband corner frequency. The parameters of the user-
selected classical approximation are computed automatically. The 
optimization algorithm is performed on a normalized low-pass 
filter with the SQP (Sequential Quadratic Programming) 
algorithm. The objective function and its gradient are computed in 
symbolic form using Mathematica and then translated into 
working Matlab programs. The free parameters are the position of 
the poles and zeros which define the transfer function. 

The goal of the optimization procedure is to minimize the entire 
objective function without controlling individual deviations. The 
procedure is largely influenced by the value of the weights and 
there are no hard rules for choosing them – a potential gap in the 
optimization flow. This problem was solved by devising a  genetic 
algorithm able to provide the values of these weights [4]. The 
flowchart of the proposed method is presented in Figure 1.  

In order to control the filter specifications the following 
restrictions were set for the genetic algorithm: 

min max

min max

min max

min max

min max

c

c

c

c

c

da da da
a a a
Wp Wp Wp
Ws Ws Ws
dt dt dt

< <

< <

< <

< <

< <

        (4) 

where cda  is the passband attenuation, ca  the stopband 
attenuation, cWp  the passband frequency, cWs  the stopband 
frequency, cdt  the passband group delay deviation.  

The goal is to obtain the best response which meets these 
restrictions. The parameters cda , ca , cWp , cWs , cdt  are 
numerically estimated from the frequency response; the 
weights necessary for the multicriteria optimization are 
derived by processing the fitness function. 

An individ of the population (a chromosome variable) is 
formed by the multicriteria weights described in equation (2) 
and the classical approximation passband attenuation and 
frequency coefficients. Its fitness function depends on: Da – 
the passband attenuation error, A – the stopband attenuation 
error, Wp – the passband frequency error, Ws – the stopband 
frequency error, Dt – the passband group delay deviation 
error.  

The input data for the genetic algorithm procedure are: 
population size, number of generations and selection rate. In every 
generation the mean cost or population average are computed. 
The algorithm is written in C++, using database and SQL. 

III. A DESIGN EXAMPLE 
To illustrate the method presented here let us design a 

filter to the following specifications: Da – passband 
attenuation = 1dB ± 80%, A – stopband attenuation = 60dB ± 
10%, Wp – passband frequency =  2500Hz ± 5%, Ws – 
stopband frequency  = 7000Hz ± 15%, Dt – passband group 
delay deviation =  200 μs ± 30%. For the genetic algorithm the 
following restrictions were set: population = 150, maximum 
number of generations = 150 and selection rate = 50%.  

Table 1 summarizes the main parameters of the solution 
provided by the  continuous genetic algorithm combined with 
the multicriteria optimization. 

 
Figure 2 shows the magnitude responses of the initial 

(classical approximation) and the optimised filters. 
TABLE I 

Parameter Classical 
approximation 

Multicriteria 
approximation 

Maximum Gain in PassBand 0 dB 0 dB 
Minimum Gain in PassBand -1.140 dB -1.296 dB 
Ripple in PassBand 1.140 dB 1.297 dB 
Cut-off frequency 2762.765 Hz 2379.552 Hz 
StopBand Frequency 6609.287 Hz 6598.137 Hz 
TransitionBand Slope -142.46 dB/Dec -117.48 dB/Dec 
Group Delay in Passband Max 537.141 us 380.876 us 
Group Delay in Passband Min 149.648 us 177.489 us 
Group Delay Deviation in 
Passband 387.493 us 203.387 us 

Group Delay Error in Passband  258.936 % 114.591 % 
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Fig. 2 Magnitude response of initial (blue curve) and 
the multicriteria optimized filter (red curve)
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Fig. 1.  The flowchart of the proposed method
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Abstract—This work concerns the multiobjective opti-

mization of an monolithic ESBTr device aimed to get a

characterization of the best design. The optimization will

select the epitaxial specifications (doping profile) which

minimize the energy dissipation, maximize the current flow

and keep a breakdown voltage of 1000V. Since these goals

are in conflict each other the best solution must be char-

acterized with respect to all trade-offs. The search was

carried out with an extension of the DIRECT algorithm to

the multiobjective case.

Keywords—Optimization, ESBTr, process simula-

tion, device simulation, Mixed-mode simulation.

I. Introduction

On-state voltage, breakdown voltage and switching
losses represent the key points in the design of power
devices devoted to high voltage and high frequency
applications. In order to achieve significant efficiency
improvements in DC-DC converter applications, which
demand high currents and high switching frequencies,
both conduction and switching energy losses need to be
minimized.

ESBT (Emitter Switching Bipolar Transistors) is an
innovative power device particularly suitable for high
voltage and high frequency applications [1]. The epitaxial
structure of the collector region is a critical parameter of
the ESBT design:

- it characterizes the highest voltage sustainable during
the off-state,

- it characterizes the current which flows into the
device during the on-state,

- it characterizes the energy dissipation during a on-off
cycle

The above specifications consist of the pair given by the
collector region thickness and the doping concentration of
the region (it must be notice that the doping concentra-
tion is strongly related to the resistivity). A multiobjec-
tive problem formulation is necessary in order to achieve
an optimal design with respect to the trade-offs of the
operational performances.

II. The ESBT Device

ESBTr consists of a high-voltage power BJT and low-
voltage power MOSFET that are connected in cascode

Fig. 1. The ESBTrelectrical scheme.

connection (see figure 1). It is a monolithic solution
achieved through the integration of the MOSFET inside
the emitter fingers of the BJT (see figure 2). It has been
created a family of devices which can reach high break-
down voltage (up to 1.7 kV) with high switching frequency
(up to 200 kHz), while a low forward voltage drops is
maintained.

Fig. 2. Half elementary cell of the ESBT device with superimposed
the equivalent electrical circuit.

III. MultiDIRECT optimization Algorithm

A multiobjective problem is defined as

min
x∈S

{f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fk(x)} (1)

where we have k > 2 objective functions fi : R
N → R.

S is called decision space and defines an objective space
Z ⊆ R

k through the objective functions.
Minimization process follows the Pareto optimality
criterion:

A decision vector x
∗ is Pareto optimal if there does

not exist another decision vector x ∈ S such that
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fi(x) ≤ fi(x
∗) for all i = 1, . . . , k and fj(x) ≤ fj(x

∗) for
at least one index j.

MultiDIRECT method, which extends the algorithm
[2], coordinates three operations: Lipschitz constant esti-
mation, choice for potential optimality of domain subre-
gions, domain subdivision. The choice for potential opti-
mality for a single objective in one dimension is the fol-
lowing.

Definition. Suppose that we have partitioned the in-
terval [l, u] into intervals [ai, bi] with midpoints ci, for
i = 1, . . . , m. Let be ε > 0 a positive constant, and the
fmin be the current best function value. Interval j is said
to be potentially optimal if there exist some rate-of-change

constant and K̃ > 0 such that

f(cj) − k̃[(bj − aj)/2] ≤ f(ci) − k̃[(bi − ai)/2] ∀i = 1, . . . , m

f(cj) − k̃[(bj − aj)/2] ≤ fmin − ε|fmin|

This rule, which estimates implicitly a lower bound for
the function, can be extended to the multiobjective case
introducing the concept of cone with respect to the point
(f1(cj), . . . , fk(cj)) and considering an extra-condition for
estimating potential optimality for the upper bound [3].

IV. Results

The optimization has been carried out with respect to 3
targets:

- energy dissipation of a on-off cycle (minimizing),
- current capability (maximizing),
- breakdown voltage (to fix at 1130 Volt).

The last target constrains the optimization to functional
solution which assure a good process tolerances. A simulation

Fig. 3. The simulation flow.

flow showed in figure 3 has been planned and it was used to
evaluate the above target.

A budget of 350 simulations has been established to perform
whole the optimization. The figure 4 shows the sampling in
the design space of thickness and doping concentration of the
collector region. The figure 5 shows the Pareto front which
follows the optimization sampling. The sampling allows to
characterize the optimal pair thickness-concentration and sev-
eral alternative designs were founded. These results are also
useful to evaluate the behaviour of the overall performances,
their trade-offs, and the correlations with respect the two de-
sign variables.
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Fig. 5. Sampling in the objective space.

V. Conclusion

A successful optimization test on a power device has been
done. The multiobjective methodology was proved useful to
guide device design. Furthermore the sampling could become
a knowledge base for the future scaling of the power device
towards higher breakdown voltages.
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Abstract—In a recent paper, an energy-based theory of

electromagnetism was proposed. The fundamental postu-

late has the form of a diagram of interconnected energy

reservoirs and the completely covariant equations stating

energy conservation in this diagram are shown to be a

combination of Maxwell’s equations with the constitutive

laws of the material. This formulation clarifies several is-

sues related to the computation of dissipative and coupled

phenomena in magnetic materials, dielectrics and conduc-

tors.
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I. Introduction

Maxwell’s equations are generally presented as the fun-
damental equations that rule electromagnetic (EM) phe-
nomena. But they address only one side of the question :
they do not provide any energy conservation rule and they
leave all material aspects aside. Consequently, they need
to be complemented by constitutive laws, which are often
regarded as ad hoc relations to close the system, not di-
rectly subjected to physical laws. In order to tackle with
multi-physics problems in a consistent way, it is however
desirable, if not necessary, to dispose of a theory of elec-
tromagnetism where energy aspects are involved from the
beginning and throughout. This paper recalls briefly the
theory presented in [1] and develops in more details the
aspects related to multiphysics computations in the pres-
ence of electromagnetic fields. The issues of electromag-
netic forces, charges and superconductors, material laws
(hysteresis and striction), duality, and the definition of
lumped parameters are analysed in the light of the en-
ergy approach.

II. Theory

A. Energy diagram

Let us state as a postulate that, in an arbitrary material
region M , electromagnetic energy flows according to the
diagram depicted in Fig. 1. The diagram consists of four
energy reservoirs. Each reservoir is associated with a state
variable, resp. the magnetic vector potenrial A, the elec-
tric displacement D, the current density J and the electric
scalar potential U , from the upper left to the lower right
corner. The A−reservoir contains the magnetic energy

∫
M

J ∧ dU
∫

M
J ∧ Ej

∫
∂M

H∂ ∧ ∂tA

ẆM ẆE

∫
M

Hi ∧ ∂t dA
∫

M
∂tD ∧ Ei

∫
M

∂tD ∧ ∂tA

∫
M

J ∧ ∂tA ∫
M

∂tD ∧ dU

∫
∂M

U ∧ (J + ∂tD)

(p−1

t ΨM)( dA,Z) (p−1

t ΨE)(D,Z)

(p−1

t ΨK)(J)

Fig. 1. Electromagnetic energy diagram in the material domain M .

(p−1
t ΨM )( dA, Z), a function of the induction dA (the ex-

terior derivative d play here the role of the curl opera-
tor) but possibly also of one or several other fields repre-
sented in a generic way by the unspecified variable Z. The
D−reservoir contains the electric energy (p−1

t ΨE)(D, Z),
a function of the electric displacement D and possibly of
some other fields Z as well. The most obvious interpre-
tation of Z is the mechanical strain ε but there might
be dependencies of other origins as well, e.g. chimical
(Think of a battery). The U−reservoir is always empty.
The J−reservoir finally, contains the kinetic energy of the
charge carriers. If mc denote the mass of one charge car-
rier, qc its charge, ρc the density of charge carriers and Vc

their velocity field with respect to the crystal lattice, the
current density in E3 is j = qcρc(v+ptVc), and the kinetic
energy density writes ρΨ

K(j) = ρcmc(v+ptVc)
2/2 = αj2/2

in E3, with α = mc/(ρcq
2
c ).

The energy flows presented in Fig. 1 can be classified
into four categories. The white-headed arrows represent
4 internal volume flows depending on the state variables
only, and 2 surface flows depending on the state variables
and on a boundary magnetic field H∂ . The black-headed
arrows represent 3 dissipative volume flows involving the
state variables (U excepted) and and empirical dissipative
generalised forces Hi, Ei and Ej of which the exact phys-
ical interpretations are discussed below. Finally, 2 flows,
ẆM and ẆE , connect the electromagnetic energy diagram
with the exterior and account respectively for electric
and magnetic energy converted into non-electromagnetic
forms of energy (e.g. mechanical, chemica. . . ).

The structure of this diagram and the mathematical
expression of the flows constitute the foundation of this
theory. They tell something fundamental about the Uni-
verse and how electromagnetic fields behave and interact
with matter and spacetime.
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B. Conservation equations

As the fields A, D, J and U are independent variables,
they can be varied freely in order to obtain, following a
variational line of argument, the conservation equations
implied by the structure of the diagram. One obtains for
an arbitrary region Ω of which the relative velocity field
with respect to the material domain M is v

curl h̄ = j + Lv d (1)

ē = −Lv a− gradu (2)

ej + αLv+vc
j = −Lv a− gradu (3)

0 = div (j + Lv d) (4)

where Lv denotes the co-moving time derivative [4] and
with the magnetic and electric fields defined by

h̄ ≡
(
∂b ρΨ

M

)
(curl a, z) + hi, (5)

ē ≡
(
∂d ρΨ

E

)
(d, z) + ei. (6)

The boundary condition writes h̄ = h∂ on ∂Ω and the
equations

ẆM =

∫

Ω

(
Lv ρΨ

M

)
(curl a, z)

+

∫

Ω

(
∂zρ

Ψ
M

)
(curla, z)⊗ Lv z (7)

ẆE =

∫

Ω

(
Lv ρΨ

E

)
(d, z)

+

∫

Ω

(
∂zρ

Ψ
M

)
(curla, z)⊗ Lv z (8)

for getting the balance right.

III. Discussion

We have so gathered all necessary elements to discuss
a number of issues related to multiphysics computations
in the presence of electromagnetic fields.

A. Electromagnetic forces

By setting ∂tA = Lv a = 0, the A−reservoir is iso-
lated from the rest of the electromagnetic energy diagram,
Fig. 1. Similar considerations hold for the D−reservoir,
so that the variation of energy

ẆM + ẆE = ∂tΨM |Lv a=0
+ ∂tΨE|Lv d=0

(9)

represents the power converted into non-
electromechanical forms of energy (mechanical, chemi-
cal. . . ), the conditions Lv a = 0 and Lv d = 0 being
the precise mathematical expression of what is usually
stated “holding (magnetic or electric) fluxes constants”.

Formal expressions of ẆM and ẆE are given by (7) and
(8). In particular, factorising ∇v, leads to the definition
of the Maxwell stress tensor of the material, which is the
fundamental quantity representing the electromechanical
coupling and the unifying ingredients of virtually all force
formulae used in numerical computations [2].

B. Charges and superconductors

Electric charges are not explicitly present in the dia-
gram, nor in the conservation equations. They are defined
by

ρQ = dD = div d. (10)

Equation (3) is the equilibrium equation for charge car-
riers, up to a factor qc. The dynamics of charges is thus
made by the energy-based approach an integral part of the
theory. The term −gradu is the applied electrostatic force
and the term ej = σ−1j is the viscous force opposed by
the crystal lattice. When the charge carrier accelerates,
a certain amount of energy is given to increase its kinetic
energy and another amount of energy to increase the mag-
netic energy of the system, as the accelerated particle is
associated with a larger current, which in turn generates
a larger magnetic field. These two energy transfers are
respectively represented by the forces (up to the factor qc

again) αLv+ptVc
j and ∂tA that can be regarded as two

inertial forces of different natures.
In practice, the J−reservoir can often be considered

as being empty as well, because of the very small value
of α (negligible inertia of the charge carriers), and the
corresponding term in (3) can be disregarded. However,
in superconductors, for which σ is infinite (ej = 0) and
gradu is zero, (3) reads

αLv+ptVc
j = −Lv a. (11)

If the cloud of charge is not too much distorted, one has
Lv ≡ ∂t, so that London’s equation for superconductors
a = −αj is found back.

The inertia of the charge carrier is also at the root of
the definition of the static charges that are present at the
surface of current carrying conductors [5]. Identifying the
left hand sides of (2) and (4) and assuming ei = 0, one
has

(
∂d ρΨ

E

)
(d) = ε−1

0 d = σ−1j + αLv+ptVc
j. (12)

The divergence of the right-hand side is identically zero
(div and Lv commute) inside the conductor, but the
term in α has a non-zero contribution on the surface of
the conductor, whence the expression ε0αLv+ptVc

j · n of
the surface charges.
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Abstract— An efficient methodology to simulate microstrip 
lines on lossy silicon substrate is presented. The methodology is 
based on Finite Integration Technique adapted to configurations 
in which the magnetic field is neglected along the propagation 
direction.  Several techniques are used to accelerate the process 
of p.u.l. parameter extraction, such as minimal virtual boundary, 
minimal mesh and minimal frequency samples set.  

 
Keywords— Electromagnetic simulation, Interconnects, Finite 

Integration Technique, P.u.l. parameter extraction 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The literature reflects much interest in the computation of 
frequency-dependent characteristics of on-chip interconnects 
and passive components [1]. The International Technology 
Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS, www.public.itrs.net) 
declared the high-frequency modeling (> 5 GHz) of 
interconnect and on-chip passives as a grand challenge that 
should be solved in order to continue the pace of progress that 
was witnessed in the last three decades. The goal of the 
present paper is to present techniques that speed-up the 
numerical electromagnetic simulation of interconnects in order 
to make it suitable for the CAD environments and currently 
Electronic Design Automation (EDA) frameworks. These 
techniques resulted from the research carried out within 
European project FP5/IST/Codestar (www.imec.be/codestar). 

II. FINITE INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE ADAPTED TO 
TRANSVERSAL MAGNETIC FIELD 

The approach we propose is based on the modified Finite 
Integration Technique (FIT) method, of which one of the first 
promoters was Weiland [3]. FIT uses global variables as 
degrees of freedom, two staggered grid: one electric on which 
electric quantities are defined and the other magnetic. The 
formulation of the problem uses the “electromagnetic circuit 
element” concept [4], which ensures a natural field-circuit 
coupling. Moreover, when the electromagnetic field can be 
considered as Transversal Magnetic (TM), the magnetic grid 
becomes a two dimensional one, and the electric grid may 
contain only one single layer of cells. The FIT simulation on 
this reduced grid allows the p.u.l. parameter extraction, which 
in turn, conduces to the computation of the frequency 
characteristic over a specified frequency range. Several 
techniques can also be used to accelerate the process of p.u.l. 
parameter extraction, such as minimal virtual boundary, 
minimal mesh and minimal frequency samples set. [5]. 

The paper will describe and comment in detail how the 
particularities of a TM field configuration can be exploited for 
the efficient simulation of interconnect lines. 

The described procedure was validated by comparing 
simulation results with measured data for a series of 16 
benchmarks developed within FP5/IST/CODESTAR 
European project. Test structures relevant for several 
technologies Al-SiO2, Cu-Lowk, with different geometries 
(several line lengths, widths, microstrip and coplanar 
configurations, etc.) were designed, fabricated and 
characterized. On wafer measurement up to 40 GHz were 
carried out and specific de-embedding procedures were 
applied, in order to eliminate the parasitic effects inherent at 
such frequencies.    

Fig. 1 shows the good agreement between measurement 
and simulation for the benchmark no.27 (coplanar line of Al 
on SiO2, 8200 μm length, 5 μm wide). Errors less than 5% 
between simulation and measurements are obtained for all the 
analyzed test structures. 
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Abstract

In electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) related field
problems it is often impossible to exactly specify the con-
figuration of source or target for which the field has to
be computed. Uncertainties in the location of cabling in
buildings is just one example. In this work the stochastic
behaviour of the field is dealt with by first computing the
field in a deterministic way for an ensemble of configura-
tions. In a second stage the the stochastical parameters
(expected value, variance) of the physically measurable
quantities can be determined.

As a test case for this study, a thin curved wire antenna
of length L = 1 m and radius a = 1 mm above a perfectly
conducting plate at average distance h0 = 5 cm as shown
in Figure 1 was selected. At the right side the wire is
directly connected to the plate. On the other end is con-
nected to the plate by a port with a gap (distance between
a and b) of size 1 cm. This gap is at the middle of the
left vertical wire. There is an incomming electric field E

i

at angular frequency of about ω = 2 π f = 2 π 500 MHz,
at an angle of about ±45 degrees. The vertical part of
the wire is subject to stochatical variations. The goal is
compute the expected value and variance of the induced
voltage over the port over these shape changes.

Using the reciprocity theorem, the voltage over port can
be obtained from the induced current I in the antenna in
two reciprocal states. This current in turn is the solution
the well-known Pocklington integro-differential equation.
If s denotes the parametrization of the wire and G(s, s′)
the kernel, then this equation can be written as

d

ds

∫
L

0

ds′ G(s, s′)
d I(s′)

ds′

+k2

∫
L

0

ds′ G(s, s′) I(s′) ŝ0(s) · ŝa(s′) = −j ω ε Ei

z
,

where ŝ0(s) · ŝa(s′) denotes the inner product of tangent
vectors, j the imaginary unit, ε the electric permeability
and k the wave number, respectivily.

The bulk of the computational effort involves solving
this equation. In engineering communities, the ill-posed
problem with the reduced kernel is often solved. The use
of the exact kernel results in a well-posed problem that is
harder to solve.

We will present our approach to tackle this problem
based on a Bubnov-Galerkin approximation and an ex-
pansion of the exact kernel in terms of elementary func-
tions.

Fig. 1. Problem Geometry.
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Abstract— A 3D computationally-efficient numerical model 
which combines the edge finite element method (FEM) with a 
Padé rational approximation procedure is presented for solving 
antennas problems. The technique allows to obtain the solution 
over a wide frequency band from only a small number of full 
wave computations. The ability of the model is shown in the case 
of patch antennas for which the impedance is obtained as a 
function of frequency. The comparison of the proposed approach 
with a standard finite element method shows that the 
computational cost is significantly reduced.  
 

Keywords—finite element method, Padé approximation, patch 
antennas 

I. INTODUCTION 

   In many electromagnetic wave propagation problems 
(antennas, electromagnetic compatibility) it is often necessary 
to compute the frequency response over a wide frequency 
band. With a frequency domain finite element analysis  the 
electromagnetic fields the unknowns are solutions of a linear 
system whose matrix depends on frequency. In a wide 
frequency band analysis the linear system has to be solved for 
each frequency of interest. This often leads to a huge 
computational cost. An alternative approach is to search for an 
approximation of the solution about a center frequency or over 
a frequency band. In wave propagation problems the field’s 
behaviour includes resonance phenomena with sharp peaks: a 
polynomial approximation cannot give a suitable fit. A 
substantially better accuracy can be obtained with rational 
approximations. 

 Padé-based methods can provide efficient techniques  
for wide band computation. They were first shown to be very 
efficient for electromagnetic problems within bounded 
domains where passive microwave devices such as 
waveguides and cavities were studied [1-3]. In these almost 
closed structures the efficiency of the approximation relies on 
the fact that dominant poles and zeros of the network transfer 
function can be used to build rational approximations of the 
solution. Indeed the resonant modes, can be computed in a 
first step from a generalized eigenvalue problem and can be 
used in a second step to give an expansion of the solution. For 
unbounded domains like radiation or scattering problems the 
fields cannot be expressed with resonant modes of the 
structure. Padé techniques fall into two categories : either they 
generate a reduced order model directly from the matrices or 
they give an approximation of the frequency response from a 
set of full computations over the band. Recently reduced order 
models addressed radiation problems in the 3D case [4-6].  

In this work Padé rational approximations built from a 
small number of full wave computations are used for solving 
radiation problems in three dimensions (3D). The numerical 

techniques are shown to provide fast broad band analysis of 
patch antennas.  

II. WIDE BAND ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS 

We consider the 3D problem of a radiating antenna. A 
computation using the FEM is performed in a finite region 
which includes the antenna and some of its surrounding 
medium. Let denote ( )ωA  the complex matrix obtained from 
the discretization of the vector wave equation with lowest 
order tetrahedral edge elements. A first order absorbing 
condition is prescribed on the outer boundary. The resulting 
matricial system is given by : 
 

        bv)(A =ω                               (1) 
where v is the unknowns’ vector, b is the excitation currents 
vector and A is a matrix which only depend on the mesh and 
on the medium. 
The matrix ( )ωA  can be written: 

               2
2

10 AAAA ωω ++=          (2) 

where 210 A,A,A  are constant matrices 

Consider 0ω such that ( )0A ω is non-singular. By using 
elementary algebra the coefficients vi and bi of the Taylor 
series expansion of the solution vector v and right hand side b 
are given by : 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )   v
!k

AbAv
i

1k
ki

)k(

i
1-

0i ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
∑ ω−ωω=ω
=

−           (3)                    

where ( )ωkA  is the derivative of order k of ( )ωA . 

Since from (2) )(ωA  appears as a polynomial of order 2 
inω , the number of terms appearing in the sum of (3) is 
limited to 2. It is very important to note that only a single 
inverse is needed in the iteration procedure. For each 
component )(vj ω of )(v ω  a Padé approximant is a rational 

function N
MP  of two  polynomials of degrees N and M 

respectively.  The M+N+1 unknowns of N
MP  are evaluated by 

identifying the coefficients of ω in the equality  
   ( ) ( )ω=ω N

M
j Pv                (4)  

III. WIDE BAND ANALYSIS OF PATCH ANTENNAS 
The ability of the proposed approach is demonstrated in the 

case of a rectangular microstrip patch antenna. The antenna is 
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excited by a feed wire as shown in the figure 1. The 
electromagnetic analysis is performed over a broadband 

7] 0, ]=Ω  GHz. “Diagonal” Padé approximation (N=M), 
which are known to be more accurate, are used.  

 
 

Fig. 1 Rectangular patch antenna 
 
In a first step, the whole frequency band is divided in 3=L  
intervals L,..,kI k 1, =  such that  2.3] 0, ]1 =I GHz, 

]6.4 ,3.2[2 =I  and ]7 ,6.4[3 =I . In each band the center 

frequency is chosen in the middle. In each interval kI  the 

Padé approximation is denoted LkP N
Mk ,..,1, = . In figure 2 

is shown the comparison between the standard finite element 
method and the Padé approach with N =3. The two curves are 
in an excellent agreement except at the connection between 
the second and third band : the efficiency of the Padé 
approximation can be improved by increasing N. Figure 3 
shows the results corresponding to 5

53 P  instead of  3
33 P . In 

the standard approach the finite element problem has been 
solved for a number of 350 frequencies. With the Padé 
approximation only 3 frequencies are needed. Very well 
approximations are obtained even if several sharp resonance 
peaks are included in the studied range. Five resonances 
appear: one near 1.57 GHz is due to the interaction between 
the parallel plate capacitance and the inductance of the ground 
wire [7]. The others  are the first four operating frequencies of 
the microstrip patch antenna that can be obtained analytically. 
The difference between computed frequencies and analytical 
values remains smaller than 1%.  A time comparison is shown 
in table 1 : the Padé approximation is at least 13 times faster 
than a standard finite element method. All the computations 
have been achieved on a DELL Workstation (2.8 GHz, 1 Go). 
  

 
Fig. 2. Comparison between the standard FEM method 

 (- - - - ) and the Padé approximation (----) 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison between the standard FEM method 

 (- - - - ) and the Padé approximation (----) 
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Abstract—The electrodynamic simulation of high-

voltage technical devices can be performed under the

electro-quasistatic assumption. In order to avoid large

spatial discretization domains, a Finite-Element-Method

(FEM) is coupled to a Boundary-Element-Method (BEM)

which implicitly asserts the electrophysical asymptotic at-

tenuation condition. A symmetric FEM-BEM coupled for-

mulation in time domain is presented. First numerical re-

sults are shown for the simulation of a three dimensional

high-voltage application.

Keywords—transient electro-quasistatic fields,

FEM, BEM, symmetric coupling

I. Introduction

Transient simulations under the electro-quasistatic as-
sumption, where the time derivative of the magnetic flux
density in the induction law is omitted, can be performed
for the analysis of technical devices for which electromag-
netic wave propagation effects are negligible and where the
electric energy density of the problem is much greater than
the magnetic energy density. Typically, these conditions
are valid for applications from high-voltage technology or
microelectronics. Electro-quasistatic simulations have al-
ready been presented using volume-based discretization
schemes e.g. in [1].

II. Transient electro-Quasistatic Fields

Introducing the electro-quasistatic assumption ∂t
~B = 0

into Maxwell’s equations, a scalar potential function ϕ
exists which allows to compute the resulting irrotational

electric field strengths ~E via ~E = − gradϕ. As a con-
sequence, the governing differential equation for electro-
quasistatic fields reads

− div ((κ + ε∂t) gradϕ) = 0.

Here, the electric conductivity is denoted by κ, while the
electric permittivity is denoted by ε.

III. Domain Decomposition

A. Model Problem

For the mathematical modelling of technical problems,
the model problem is defined as follows:

− div (κ + ε∂t) gradϕ = 0 in ΩFEM, (1)

− div (ε0∂t) gradϕ = 0 in ΩBEM, (2)

Fig. 1. Geometry of the model problem

in the unbounded domain Ω = ΩFEM∪Γc∪ΩBEM with the
interface boudary Γc. Furthermore, ΩFEM = ΩFEM ∪ Γc

and ΩBEM = ΩBEM ∪ Γc holds.

B. Finite-Element Formulation

For the closure of ΩFEM, the standard variational for-
mulation of (1) can be achieved by multiplication with a
trial function v and application of Green’s first integral
theorem:

w

ΩFEM

(gradϕ) (κ + ε∂t) (grad v)dΩ−

w

Γc

(κ + ε∂t) γint

1 ϕ γint

0 v(~r)dΓ = 0,
(3)

with the interior trace operator γ int
0 and the operator of

the interior normal derivative γ int
1 . The second integral

term allows the coupling to the boundary element formu-
lation.

C. Boundary-Element Formulation

A symmetric formulation of the exterior boundary-
value problem in eqn. (2) can be gained, if the complete
Calderón projector

C
ext =

(

1

2
I + K −V

−D
1

2
I − K′

)

with the factor 1/2 for smooth boundary points is assem-
bled [2]. Here, the single layer potential operator V , the
hypersingular potential operator D and the double layer
potential operator K and its adjoint K′, respectively, are
used. The identity operator is denoted by I. Hence, using
the exterior trace operator γext

0 and the operator of the
exterior normal derivative γext

1 , the system of boundary
integral equations

(

γext
0 ∂tϕ

γext
1 ∂tϕ

)

=

(

1

2
I + K −V

−D
1

2
I − K′

) (

γext
0 ∂tϕ

γext
1 ∂tϕ

)

(4)

characterizes the solution of the model problem in the
domain ΩBEM.
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IV. Symmetric Coupling

A. Continuous Formulation

The symmetric BEM formulation can be coupled to the
finite-element formulation (3) by expressing γ int

1 ϕ by the
second boundary integral equation of the system (4) and
by applying the interface conditions:

γint

0 ϕ = γext

0 ϕ, (5)

(κ + ε∂t) γint

1 ϕ = (ε0∂t) γext

1 ϕ, (6)

for all ~r ∈ Γc, [2, 3]. (6) expresses the normal conti-
nuity of the total (conduction + displacement) current
density. According to (6), substituting (ε0∂t) γext

1 ϕ for
(κ + ε∂t) γint

1 ϕ in (3), and inserting ε0γ
ext
1 ∂tϕ from (4)

yields the variational equation

w

ΩFEM

(gradϕ) (κ + ε∂t) (grad v)dΩ−

w

Γc

ε0

(

−Dγext

0 ∂tϕ +

(

1

2
I − K

′

)

γext

1 ∂tϕ

)

γint

0 vdΓ = 0.

(7)

Another variational equation is obtained from the first
equation of (4), with another trial function τ :

w

Γc

ε0

((

−
1

2
I + K

)

γext

0 ∂tϕ − Vγext

1 ∂tϕ

)

τdΓ = 0. (8)

B. Discrete Formulation

These variational formulations can be discretized us-
ing the Galerkin scheme, which results in finite-element
stiffness matrices A for the electrical conductivity and B

for the electrical permittivity. The potential operators of
the boundary integral equations are discretized using the
Galerkin-scheme, too, resulting in the single layer poten-
tial matrix V, the hypersingular potential matrix D and
the double layer potential matrix K. Additionally, a mass
matrix M is needed. This leads to the following discrete
form of equations (7-8), which is a system of ordinary
differential equations (ODE) in the time domain:





Aff Afc 0
Acf Acc 0
0 0 0









Φf

Φc

t



+







Bff Bfc 0

Bcf Bcc + D

(

−
1

2
M

T + K
T

)

0
(

−
1

2
M + K

)

−V







d

dt





Φf

Φc

t



 = 0.

(9)

Herein, the vector of the degrees of freedom (DoF) is
divided into three partitions. The first partition, Φf , rep-
resents the DoF inside the domain ΩFEM. The second
partition of this vector, Φc, consists of the DoF of the
scalar potential on the interface boundary Γc. The third
partition contains the DoF of the normal derivative val-
ues t of the scalar potential on the interface boundary Γc

as well. The latter two partitions are needed to evaluate
the scalar potential in ΩBEM by Kirchhoff’s representation
formula.

V. Solution of the ODE System

The system (9) is of the form Hx + Nẋ = 0. Hence,
the time discretization can be performed using singly-
diagonal-implicit-Runge-Kutta-method (see [1]), resulting
in a symmetric but indefinite linear system of equations
which can be solved by a preconditioned MinRes iterative
solver.

VI. First Numerical Results

First numerical results of electrostatic FEM-BEM com-
putations of an exterior Dirichlet problem are presented.
For this purpose, a FEM simulation was performed first
in accordance to the problem definition of an high-voltage
surge arrester characterized in an IEC norm, [4]. The
Dirichlet data on the boundary needed for the BEM sim-
ulations are obtained from the preceding FEM simula-
tion. The difference in the scalar electric potential distri-
butions, which are shown in Fig. (2), results substan-
tially in the homogenous Dirichlet boundary condition
for the FEM simulation according to the IEC norm in
contrast to the asymptotic attenuation condition of the
BEM simulation. The boundary for the BEM computa-
tion is discretized with 21401 nodes and 42814 boundary
elements; therefore, a compression of the BEM matrix
blocks is essential which is done by using the Adaptive-
Cross-Approximation, which approximates the BEM ma-
trix blocks by low-rank matrices, see [5].

PSfrag replacements

Fig. 2. Electrostatic simulations of a high-voltage surge arrester.
From left: geometry, scalar potential computed by FEM with ϕ = 0
on the boundary and by FEM-BEM.
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Abstract— With roots dating back many years and ap-

plications in a wide variety of areas, model order reduction

has emerged in the last few decades as a crucial step in the

simulation, control, and optimization of complex physical

processes. Reducing the order or dimension of models of

such systems, is paramount to enabling their simulation

and verification. While much progress has been achieved

in the last few years regarding the robustness, efficiency

and applicability of these techniques, certain problems of

relevance still pose difficulties or renewed challenges that

are not satisfactorily solved with the existing approaches.

Furthermore, new applications for which dimension reduc-

tion is crucial, are becoming increasingly important, rais-

ing new issues in our quest for increased performance. This

talk is aimed at presenting an overview of some of those

issues and at sparking renewed discussion about how to

tackle them.

Keywords— Model Order Reduction, Krylov Pro-

jection, Massively coupled systems, Parametric Sys-

tem Description, Circuit Simulation.

I. Basics of MOR

Model reduction algorithms are now standard tech-
niques in many areas, including the integrated circuits
community. Such techniques are commonly used for anal-
ysis, approximation, and simulation of models arising
from interconnect and electromagnetic structure analy-
sis. The need for higher accuracy while accounting for
all relevant physical effects, implies that the mathemati-
cal formulations used to describe and model such systems
often result in very large scale systems. Reducing the
order or dimension of such models is paramount to en-
abling the simulation and verification of these systems. In
recent years the need for reduction techniques for large-
scale systems has triggered a revival of research activi-
ties in model order reduction. Initial interest in model
reduction techniques stemmed from efforts to accelerate
analysis of circuit interconnect. More recently, however,
model reduction has come to be viewed as a method for
generating compact models from all sorts of physical sys-
tem modeling tools. Such techniques are now routinely
used to generate lumped-circuit approximations of dis-
tributed electronic circuit elements, such as the intercon-
nect or package of VLSI chips, or in simulations of mi-
croelectromechanical systems (MEMS), which have both
electrical and mechanical components. While enormous
progress has been achieved both from a theoretical as well

as practical standpoint, still greater challenges lie ahead
as new and exciting applications are being researched for
which order reduction is again a crucial step.

Model order reductions seeks to replace a large-scale
models of a physical system by a system of lower di-
mension which exhibits similar behavior, typically mea-
sured in terms of its frequency or time response char-
acteristics. Existing methods for model reduction can
be broadly characterized into two types: those that are
based on projection methods, and those based on balanc-
ing techniques. Among the first, Krylov subspace projec-
tion methods such as PVL [1] and PRIMA [2] have been
the most widely studied over the past decade. They are
very appealing due mostly to their simplicity and their
strong performance in terms of efficiency and accuracy.
However, Krylov projection methods are known to have
a few drawbacks in practical application. First, there is
no general agreement on how to control error in these
methods. Error estimators do exist for some methods
but they are seldom used in practice as they require ad-
ditional computations, which can be expensive and awk-
ward to implement. Second, moment based methods such
as PRIMA, are known in some cases to produce mod-
els that are “too high” in order with the obvious con-
sequences in terms of analysis or simulation cost [3], [4].
Third, any guarantees on retaining relevant properties of
the underlying system, such as passivity of the models, are
dependent on the structure of the system representation,
a non-issue for RLC-type models, but a troublesome prob-
lem for other types of models. An alternate class of model
reduction schemes are the truncated balanced realization
(TBR) family [5]. These are purported to produce “nearly
optimal” models and have easy to compute a-posteriori
error bounds. However, they are expensive to apply, as
they require the computation of the system Gramians by
solving a large Lyapunov or Sylvester-type equation. This
is an expensive procedure, which limits their applicability
to small to medium sized systems. Balanced realization-
based techniques are also awkward to implement correctly
and Both types of methods have carved their niche in spe-
cific segments or applications. Furthermore hybrid tech-
niques that combine some of the features of each type of
method have also been presented. Examples of these in-
clude the solution of the large Lyapunov equations via a
Krylov subspace method [6], [7]. Other approaches include
a two-step method where an initial reduced model is first
obtained via projection and then further compressed us-
ing a TBR method [3]. Recently a new technique has been
proposed that attempts to establish a connection between
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the two techniques. The Poor Man’s TBR [8] explores a
connection between multipoint projection and a different
interpretation of the system Gramians. It leads to a pro-
jection scheme where the projection matrix approximately
spans the dominant eigenspace of the Gramian matrix and
provides an interesting platform for bridging between the
two types of techniques. Still the technique is not with-
out drawbacks, as it relies on proper choice of sampling
points, a non-trivial task in general.

II. Issues with MOR

In spite of the issues previously mentioned, both
projection-based and balanced-realization type methods
are in widespread use nowadays. Clearly such issues, ir-
respective of their seriousness, have not affected the pop-
ularity of those methods. Still, there are situations where
neither method presents itself as a satisfactory solution.
Additionally, new challenges are being posed that required
further research into these methods.

As an example of the first type of problems consider the
problem of reducing systems with a large number of in-
put/output ports, also known as “massively coupled” sys-
tems. Such systems typically occur in substrate and pack-
age parasitic networks. Algorithms such as PRIMA [2]
and PVL [1] are considered impractical for such net-
works. They rely on block iterations, where the size of the
block equals the number of input/output ports. There-
fore each block iteration considerably increases the size of
the model. For example, if a moment-matching (Krylov-
subspace) algorithm is used to reduce a network with 1000
ports, and if only two (block) moments are to be matched
at each port, the resulting model will have 2000 states,
and the reduced system matrices will be dense. This
makes simulation in the presence of nonlinear elements
impractical. TBR is intrinsically somewhat less sensitive
to the number of inputs ports. Unfortunately such sys-
tems are typically very large which makes reduction based
on balancing techniques impractical. Hybrid methods are
also not helpful as the initial projection-based reduction
is ineffective, making the TBR-based 2nd step too expen-
sive. In the PMTBR framework, however, it is possible
to exploit circuit functional information that results in
correlations between the waveforms incident on the par-
asitic network ports. By exploiting this information, an
input-correlated variant of the PMTBR procedure can be
derived that enables significant further model order reduc-
tion. Unfortunately such reduction is highly dependent
upon knowledge of the input time behavior and does not
generalize well. Clearly further research in needed into
this problem.

As an example of new challenges that arise for model or-
der reduction techniques is the problem of order reduction
of parameterized systems. Parameter-based descriptions
are now starting to be used for variability-aware design
and verification. Operating conditions, such as tempera-
ture, as well as relevant process and geometric features,
will parameterize such models. Parameter description
may also reflect geometric concerns, free parameters to
be optimized by design optimization procedures, layout

issues as well as coupling-related information. For high
frequency, at nanoscale feature sizes, process variability
effects as well as dependence on operating conditions be-
comes extremely relevant and should be accounted for in
the models. Existing techniques for handling such systems
are straightforward extensions to the basic order reduction
algorithms [9], [10]. Projection-based techniques match
Taylor-series coefficients, which in parameter-based de-
scriptions are multidimensional moments. Unfortunately
this technique has exponential cost increase with the num-
ber of parameters and is thus expensive except for small
size and small number of parameters. Building a projec-
tion space assuming small perturbations around the nom-
inal operating point is also problematic: it is hard to do
anything beyond first-order and thus it is not clear how
to dial in accuracy. Sampling the parameter space also
presents a challenge, as it is not clear where to place sam-
ple point in such a multidimensional space. Still if some
information regarding the statistical distribution of the
parameter values is available, this can be used to guide
the sampling and to build the model accordingly.

In this talk, these and other issues will be discussed in
order to stimulate discussion leading to further advances
in this field.
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Abstract—In most applications large integrated circuits

comprise subcircuits of different functionality causing het-

erogeneous transient behaviour. Multirate methods ex-
ploit local latency by using different stepsizes according

to the subcircuits’ activity levels at each time point. Fol-

lowing the idea of mixed multirate for ordinary differen-

tial equations a hierarchical ROW-based multirate method

that can deal with an arbitrary amount of subcircuits is

developed.

Keywords—Circuit simulation, DAEs, mixed multi-

rate ROW schemes, partitioned equations, B-series

I. Modular Modelling

Large electrical circuits are usually modelled in a mod-
ular way. Several subcircuits of different functionality are
developed separately and glued together. Therefore, each
sub-unit has to be equiped with junctions by which the
unit communicates with its outside world. This commu-
nication is done in terms of currents leaving the unit at
the according terminals or pins.

To simulate the transient behaviour, network equations
that model the electrical circuits have to be generated.
Modified nodal analysis (MNA) is the method of choice
in professional simulator packages [1]. Applying charge-
oriented MNA to a single circuit the quantities x and y
refer the node potentials and currents through flux and
voltage sources and the charges and fluxes, respectively.
To describe the composition of r subcircuits we introduce
additional unknowns xext, which basically are the pin cur-

rents. Then the network equations of the the overall sys-
tem are given by

0=Aλẏλ + fλ(xλ, t) + Aλ,extxext

0=yλ − gλ(xλ)

}

forλ = 1, · · · , r

0 = Aext,1x1 + · · · + Aext,rxr . (1)

The compliance of conditions to the network’s topology,
comparable to the ones that are known for uniform cir-
cuits [2], guarantee an index 1 of the coupled DAE prob-
lem (1) [3].

II. Hierarchical Mixed Multirate

Mixed multirate for ODEs [4] is a ROW based scheme
that deals with two different levels of activity, but schemes
for more subblocks are required in industrial circuit sim-
ulation.
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical mixed multirate: stepsizes for inverter chain,
inverters 1 − 100 (•) and 401 − 500 (◦)

Starting from a synchronous system, mixed multirate
computes in one compound-step approximations to the la-
tent part along with the active one using stepsizes HL

and HA(� HL), respectively. To synchronise again, later

microsteps are employed which just calculate the active
block and use dense-output for the coupling of the latent
part.

The propagation of the mixed multirate approach to
the DAE network problem (1) necessitated to develop a
new class of partitioned B-series to find appropriate coef-
ficients for the scheme (cp. [5]).

Hierarchical mixed multirate allows for an arbitrary
amount of activity levels, basically, by replacing the mixed
multirate’s later micro steps by a series of nested later

compound steps. To be feasible for industrial applications,
each multirate scheme needs a strategy that detects and
reacts on events that enforce sudden changes in the local
activity. We propose such a procedure considering the
inverter chain with 500 inverters as an example.
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Abstract—In radio frequency applications, oscillatory

signals with widely separated time rates arise in electric

circuits. A multidimensional modelling of these signals en-

ables an alternative approach for a numerical simulation.

The representation of frequency modulated signals leads

to warped multirate partial differential algebraic equations,

where initial-boundary value problems are considered. The

selection of an appropriate local frequency function is cru-

cial for the efficiency of the model. We present strategies

based on minimisation criteria for determining a suitable

local frequency function. Numerical methods using the re-

sulting conditions are discussed.

Keywords—multirate partial differential algebraic

equation, initial-boundary value problem, local fre-

quency, circuit simulation, frequency modulation.

I. Multidimensional Signal Model

To outline the multidimensional model, we consider the
frequency modulated (FM) signal

x(t) =
[

1 + α sin
(

2π
T1

t
)]

· sin
(

2π
T2

t + β sin
(

2π
T1

t
))

(1)

with T1 � T2. The parameters α and β introduce am-
plitude and frequency modulation, respectively. Hence
a huge number of oscillations arises in the time inter-
val [0, T1], which limits the size of time steps for resolving
the signal. However, we can assign an own variable for
each time scale. Consequently, we obtain a multivariate
function (MVF) of the signal (1), namely

x̂1(t1, t2) =
[

1 + α sin
(

2π
T1

t1

)]

· sin
(

2πt2 + β sin
(

2π
T1

t1

))

,
(2)

where the period of the fast scale t2 is standardised to 1.
The original signal (1) can be reconstructed completely
via x(t) = x̂1(t, t/T2). Fig. 1 illustrates this MVF. Un-
fortunately, many oscillations arise in the domain of de-
pendence. Thus the straightforward representation (2) is
inefficient. Alternatively, we just include the amplitude
modulation part of the signal (1) in the MVF and achieve

x̂2(t1, t2) =
[

1 + α sin
(

2π
T1

t1

)]

· sin (2πt2) . (3)

Fig. 2 demonstrates that this representation is appropri-
ate, since just one oscillation proceeds in each coordinate
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Fig. 1. Naive MVF of FM signal.
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Fig. 2. Adequate MVF of FM signal.

direction. The frequency modulation part of (1) is de-
scribed by the time-dependent warping function

Ψ(t) = 1

T2

t + β

2π
sin

(

2π
T1

t
)

. (4)

Now the reconstruction of (1) reads x(t) = x̂2(t, Ψ(t)).
The derivative ν := Ψ′ can be seen as a local frequency
of the signal. The inefficient MVF (2) corresponds to the
local frequency ν ≡ 1/T2, which is not reasonable.

This discussion shows that the multidimensional model
of a FM signal is not unique. Different local frequency
functions imply different MVFs. Inappropriate choices of
the local frequencies produce undesired oscillations in the
corresponding MVF. The presented model is also appli-
cable, if only the fast time scale is periodic, whereas the
slow time scale is aperiodic.
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II. Warped MPDAEs

The mathematical model of electric circuits yields dif-
ferential algebraic equations (DAEs), which we write in
the form

dq(x)

dt
= f(x(t)) + b(t). (5)

Thereby, the solution x represents unknown node voltages
and branch currents. We assume that the signal x exhibits
a time behaviour as outlined in the previous section. The
application of the multidimensional model transforms the
system of DAEs into a multiscale system. Brachtendorf
et al. [1] introduced the corresponding system of multi-
rate partial differential algebraic equations (MPDAEs) in
case of constant time rates. Considering the model for
FM signals from the previous section, Narayan and Roy-
chowdhury [2] constructed the corresponding system of
warped MPDAEs

∂q(x̂)

∂t1
+ ν(t1)

∂q(x̂)

∂t2
= f(x̂(t1, t2)) + b(t1), (6)

where x̂ denotes the MVF of x. An appropriate local
frequency function ν is unknown a priori, too.

The determination of quasiperiodic solutions of the
DAEs (5) yields biperiodic boundary conditions for
the MPDAEs (6). Considering the initial value prob-
lem x(0) = x0 of (5), we obtain the initial-boundary value
problem

x̂(0, t2) = h(t2) for all t2,
x̂(t1, t2 + 1) = x̂(t1, t2) for all t1 ≥ 0, t2,

(7)

where the predetermined function h fulfills h(0) = x0.
Consequently, we achieve a solution of the DAEs (5) via

the reconstruction x(t) = x̂(t,
∫ t

0
ν(s) ds).

III. Minimisation Criteria

Solutions of the system (6), which exhibit the same
initial values, are connected by a certain transformation.
Surprisingly, a MVF x̂ satisfying (7) exists for arbitrary
given local frequency function ν. The problem is to find an
adequate choice, since inappropiate frequencies produce
inefficient MVFs as shown in the first section. In [2], phase
conditions are successfully applied to identify suitable lo-
cal frequencies. However, the efficiency of this strategy
can not be guaranteed in general.

Alternatively, Houben [3] proposes a minimisation cri-
terion of the form

s(t1) :=

∫

1

0

∥

∥

∥

∥

∂q(x̂)

∂t1

∥

∥

∥

∥

2

dt2 → min. (8)

for each t1 ≥ 0 using the Euclidean norm, which shall
avoid unessential oscillations. This approach produces a
necessary condition for an optimal solution, which causes
an explicit formula for the local frequency function in de-
pendence on the MVF. However, the minimisation (8) is
based on the charge term q(x̂) instead of the MVF x̂

itself, since a direct application of information from the
MPDAE (6) becomes feasible in this case.

We want to achieve more efficiency and flexibility by
demanding the minimisation (x̂ = (x̂1, . . . , x̂k)>)

p(t1) :=

∫

1

0

k
∑

l=1

wl

(

∂x̂l

∂t1

)2

dt2 → min. (9)

for each t1 ≥ 0, where w1, . . . , wk ≥ 0 represent constant
weights. Hence the minimisation is based on a weighted
norm of the derivative of the solution x̂ itself. In this
case, we do not obtain an explicit formula for the local
frequency. Instead, a variational calculus based on the
transformation of solutions to the system (6) yields a nec-
essary condition for the MVF. Thus the corresponding
local frequency function is determined indirectly.

IV. Numerical Methods

For solving biperiodic boundary value problems of the
MPDAE system (6), a specific method of characteris-
tics represents a suitable technique, see [4]. In case of
initial-boundary conditions (7), this strategy becomes in-
efficient. Thus we focus on numerical methods, which are
produced by semidiscretisation. In [3], a method of lines
has been used successfully, where the condition from the
criterion (8) has been included. Thus we observe corre-
sponding schemes, too. For example, using asymmetric
differences of second order yields the system of DAEs

∂q(x̃j)

∂t1
= f(x̃j) + b(t1)

−
ν(t1)

h2

[

3

2
q(x̃j) − 2q(x̃j−1) +

1

2
q(x̃j−2)

] (10)

for j = 1, . . . , m with approximations x̃j(t1)
.
= x̂(t1, jh2).

The periodic boundary conditions are used to identify
some approximations. Thus we obtain a system of mk
DAEs for mk unknown functions.

Alternatively, discretisations analogue to the Rothe
method for parabolic PDEs are feasible. In each case,
the condition from the minimisation criterion (8) or (9)
has to be included in discretised form.
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Element-based Topological Index Reduction for
Differential-Algebraic Equations in Circuit

Simulation
Simone B̈achle, Falk Ebert

Abstract— In this paper we will discuss certain aspects of the
transient simulation of electrical circuits. It is a well known
problem that DAEs in circuit simulation may possess a higher
index (e.g. 2) and thus exhibit undesirable numerical behaviour.
While methods for the reduction of the higher index exist, they
are usually algebraic in nature. The large size of the systems in
VLSI circuit simulation prohibits the use of algebraic methods
for index reduction. We will present a topological approach to
index reduction that changes certain elements of the circuit netlist
to obtain a circuit DAE with usually greatly improved numeri cal
behaviour.

I. I NTRODUCTION

SIMULATION of electrical circuits is a commonly used
tool to test new electrical circuits prior to producing an

actual prototype. Especially in chip design it is importantto
be able to have a quick and reliable method for simulating
the behaviour of a circuit. But, in this context, the respective
circuits tend to contain millions of elements, thus, making
simulation difficult, just because of the sheer size of the
problem.

The main methods for the simulation of circuits are the
Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA), the charge-/flux-oriented
MNA (MNA c/f) and the Sparse Tableau Approach (STA),
cf. [1]. Kirchhoff’s Laws and branch constitutive relations
(BCR) are set up to form a system of equations describing the
important properties of the circuit, e.g., voltages and currents.

As this system contains differential relations as well as
algebraic ones, it is called ’Differential-Algebraic-Equation’
(DAE). A well known problem of DAEs is that besides
obvious algebraic relations, they may contain so-called hidden
constraints that are revealed only by differentiating certain
equations or parts thereof. In circuit simulation, these DAEs
are known to have index 2, given some topological properties
of the network. This higher index leads to several undesir-
able effects in the numerical solution of the DAEs. Recent
approaches try to lower the index of DAEs to improve the
numerical behaviour. These methods usually involve costly
algebraic transformations of the equations. Especially, for
large scale circuit equations, these transformations become too
costly to be efficient.

Institut für Mathematik, MA 3-3, Technische Universität Berlin,
Straße des 17. Juni 136, D-10623 Berlin, Germany,{baechle,
ebert}@math.tu-berlin.de.
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The hidden constraints in the case of the MNA and the MNA
c/f have been determined, see [2], and in [3] it has been shown,
how they can be obtained without algebraic transformationsof
the circuit equations by only using information contained in
the topology of the circuit. The information obtained in this
way has until now mainly been used to determine consistent
initial values, fulfilling the hidden constraints as well, for
numerical integration of the circuit equations. Recently,a
concept calledminimal extension, see [4], has been used to
include the hidden constraints into the process of integration,
see [5]. The DAE obtained in this way is of index 1, while,
especially large scale systems, can be of index 2. DAEs
of higher index than 1 are usually unstable with respect to
numerical integration, i.e., they are usually more costly to
solve, while accuracy might suffer as well.

We will take a different approach to the topological
analysis, one that focuses on index reduction. It will be
shown that it is possible to incorporate the hidden constraints
into the network equations while retaining the MNA or MNA
c/f structure of the equations. The method proposed here
will use the results of the topological index analysis on a
circuit element level. The main advantage will be, that no
algebraic transformations of the circuit equations will have to
be performed, but the method will change the circuit itself.
Hence, prior to the actual simulation, a preprocessing step
will have to be performed, analyzing the structure of the
circuit and exchanging certain elements by newly defined
elements, in order to obtain a circuit that possesses a DAE
of index 1. The virtue of this approach is that after the
preprocessing, no more algebraic transformations have to
be performed, but the netlist, i.e., the list containing all
structure- and element related information, itself is changed.
The changed netlist can then be processed by the same
simulation tools as the original netlist, provided they areable
to handle the introduced new elements. As the new netlist
produces circuit equations of index 1, the integration process
is usually much faster and more accurate than for the index
2 case. The linear systems arising from discretization are
better conditioned. Additionally, it is much easier to obtain a
set of consistent initial values for the index 1 case. The only
extra cost is a one-time preprocessing step, while existing
software can be used for integration of the equations. A tool
calledETICS (Element-basedTopologicalIndex reduction in
Circuit Simulation) that performs this preprocessing step is
in preparation.
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II. ELEMENT REPLACEMENT

The main topological properties of a circuit that are re-
sponsible for a higher-index behaviour are CV loops, i.e.,
loops formed by branches that are occupied by capacitances
or voltage sources, and LI cutsets, i.e., cutsets formed by
branches containing inductances and current sources only.For
every loop and every cutset, an orientation can be chosen. A
more detailed description of these structures is given in [6].
Here, only CV loops will be considered. Loops of voltage
sources and cutsets of current sources are generally not al-
lowed, because they might produce meaningless equations.
We will derive expressions for the hidden constraints in such
a way that the steps needed to perform an index reduction
become clearly visible. Consider one specific CV loop. Let
n

loop
C and nl

V oop be the number of capacitances and voltage
sources in the loop, respectively. The hidden constraint arising
from that CV loop can be interpreted as follows:

• Denote the voltages across capacitances in the loop by
v

loop
C,j , j = 1 . . . n

loop
C the loop),

• denote the voltages acrossv
loop
s,j , j = 1 . . . n

loop
V (number

of voltage sources in the loop).
• Setα∗,j = ±1, where∗ ∈ {C, V }. For every element in

the loop, the constantα∗,j is 1 if the element is oriented
in the same way as the loop and−1 otherwise.

• Kirchhoff’s voltage law over that loop states that

n
loop

C∑

j=1

αC,jv
loop
C,j +

n
loop

V∑

j=1

αV,jv
loop
s,j = 0. (1)

• The derivative of (1) holds as well,

n
loop

C∑

j=1

αC,j

d

dt
v

loop
C,j +

n
loop

V∑

j=1

αV,j

d

dt
v

loop
s,j = 0. (2)

As the currents through capacitances depend on the derivatives
of the respective capacitance voltages, equation (2) imposes a
constraint on the branch currents as well. This constraint is
not originally visible in the system and has been obtained by
differentiation, thus representing a hidden constraint.
We want condition (2) to be fulfilled, hence, it has to appear
explicitly in the circiut equations. For this purpose, we choose
one of the involved capacitances. Without loss of generality,
we assume that this isCloop

1
and that the direction of the loop

is identical to the one of the capacitance. The corresponding
voltage isv

loop
C,1 . Then, we split (2) as follows

d

dt
v

loop
C,1 = −

n
loop

C∑

2

αC,j

d

dt
v

loop
C,j −

n
loop

V∑

1

αV,j

d

dt
v

loop
s,j . (3)

We multiply this equation byCloop
1

to obtain

iC,1 = C
loop
1

d

dt
v

loop
C,1 = −

n
loop

C∑

2

αC,jC
loop
1

d

dt
v

loop
C,j

−

n
loop

V∑

1

αV,jC
loop
1

d

dt
v

loop
s,j . (4)
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Fig. 1. Test circuit of index 2 (left) and circuit after element replacement
(right)

orginal System with DCS emulated DCS

system size 3 3 5
function evaluations 2363 397 187
time steps 432 73 34
accuracy 1E-4 2E-7 2E-7

TABLE I

TEST RESULTS WITHRADAU5 AND TOL = 1E-8

By definition, the termC
loop
1

v
loop
C,1 describes the chargeqloop

1

of the capacitance andCloop
1

d
dt

v
loop
C,1 =

d
dt

q
loop
1

is the current
through this capacitance. In this way, we have expressed
one branch current explicitly. Hence, we can remove the
capacitanceCloop

1
and replace it by a current source that

provides the current given by the right hand side of (4). This
differentially controlled current source (DCS) may again be
interpreted as a current controlled current source when the
controlling derivatives of capacitance voltages are takenas
currents through these capacitances (emulated DCS). This,
however, will usually lead to the introduction of additional el-
ements to measure the current through the capacitances. These
re-interpretations of the capacitanceC

loop
1

do not change the
analytical solution of the circuit equations. The numerical
properties of the circuit, however, have changed in such a way
that constraint (2) now explicitly appears among the equations
and will thus be respected by the numerical method used to
solve the equations.
A similar approach can be taken for LI cutsets, cf. [6].

III. N UMERICAL TESTS

We consider the small linear test circuit in Fig. 1. The
element replacement procedure has been applied to this circuit
an the capacitanceC1 has been replaced by a differentially
controlled current source. Some test results with the DCS and
an emulated DCS are shown in Table I.
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Abstract— The number of physical effects that have to be 
taken into account to accurately model and design current and 
future micro- and nano-electronics devices is continuously 
increasing. At the same time, the importance of the coupling 
among them is increasing too. An accurate simulation of such 
effects with strong interactions is often non-trivial and in many 
cases a satisfactory solution is not yet available. Two challenging 
problems are proposed.  
 

Keywords— microelectronics; silicon oxidation; Poisson, 
Schrödinger, Boltzmann equations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The peculiar driving force of micro- and nano-electronic 
industry is the shrink of dimensions. This shrink allows to use 
less silicon and to pack more devices on the same wafer, 
reducing the production costs. It is the key factor for the 
increase of device performance, thanks to the reduction of 
parasitic capacitance and parasitic resistance and to the 
increase of transistor current. It allows the reduction of the 
dimensions of the final equipments (cellular phones, portable 
computers, etc.), increasing the added value of the integrated 
circuits. Along this shrink path, the minimum features defined 
by today’s technology are in few tens of nanometers range [1]. 

Because of this continuous shrink, to design and 
manufacture semiconductor devices, more and more physical 
mechanisms, which were previously negligible, have now to 
be taken into account. Among the most important there are: 
• diffraction and interference effects in lithography, which 

are posing very challenging computational problems to 
allow the modeling of the aerial image generated through 
complex masks featuring phase shift layers and sub-
lithographic patterns; 

• electrical behavior of strained silicon: transistor 
performance depend on strain fields. This has to be taken 
into account for an accurate modeling and can also be 
exploited to improve transistor speed; 

• electro-magnetic coupling between conduction lines 
which are closer and closer;  

• resistance of the parasitic interconnect metal lines, which 
is now no more negligible; 

• effects of power dissipation. 

II. COUPLED PROBLEMS 

This increased importance of physical mechanisms has a 
clear impact also on the need to better control (and where 
possible exploit) the coupling between different steps. Such 
couplings can be split in different areas: 

• technological coupling, such as the lithographic and the 
following etching steps have to be considered more and 
more as a unique step; 

• technological-electrical coupling. It might be argued that 
micro- and nano-electronic are intrinsically a coupling 
between technology and electrical performances. Besides 
the obvious and usually controlled interactions, more and 
more phenomena are affecting the electrical 
performances: as mentioned, strain in the devices; but 
also the effective dielectric constants of the different 
materials; the effective distance between interconnect 
lines, the shape of the active area of transistors, the 
dimensions and the shape of the floating gates in flash 
memory devices; 

• electro-thermal coupling: the mutual interactions between 
power dissipation and electrical performances; the new 
technologies based on Phase Change Materials, for which 
the transition between “0” and “1” is controlled by the 
temperature generated by Joule effect; 

• electromagnetic coupling; including all the Electro 
Magnetic Compatibility and Electro Magnetic Immunity 
issues. 

 
In the following, among the long list of problems, two of 
particular interest from a computational point of view, have 
been selected: 

1. the oxidation of silicon in 3 dimensions; 
2. the modeling of transport in today's and future circuits,  

coupling Poisson, Schrödinger and Boltzmann 
equations. 

III. SILICON OXIDATION 

Modeling of silicon oxidation has two main objectives: 
first to predict the exact shape of silicon and of silicon oxide, 
then to evaluate the stress and strain in the two films as the 
electrical performances, some failure and degradation 
mechanisms are strongly dependant on the stress/strain level 
[2,3]. An accurate modeling of silicon oxidation has than to 
deal with two linked problems: the diffusion of the oxidizing 
species in silicon oxide and the solution of the mechanical 
problem related to the formation of silicon oxide (whose 
volume is twice as large as that of the original silicon). These 
two issues are strongly combined by means of a nonlinear 
dependency of the main physical quantities which are used in 
the diffusion-reaction problem: the diffusivity, the reaction 
rate and the oxide viscosity (respectively D, Kreact, ηoxi) and the 
stress quantities which are calculated in the mechanical 
problem: pressure and maximum shear  stress (P, σ), as shown 
in Fig. 1 
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Fig. 1  Solution algorithm coupling oxidation rates and 
stress calculations 
 
This coupled algorithm has been applied in two 

dimensions to predict the shape of the isolation oxide in 
today’s flash memory arrays. 

The complexity of this task is largely increased by the 
computational/mathematical problem of managing in three 
dimensions (3D) the moving boundaries describing the 
silicon-silicon oxide and the silicon-gas interfaces. 

IV. POISSON-SCHRÖDINGER -BOLTZMANN 

The second case deals with device simulation of silicon 
NanoWire MOSFETs. NanoWire MOSFETs like the one 
reported in [4] are gaining increasingly popularity due to their 
superior channel control. This is achieved by reducing the 
silicon channel to a thin wire surrounded as much as possible 
by the gate. This makes this kind of devices intrinsically 3D. 

In addition, highly non-equilibrium transport still 
dominated by scattering is expected in this kind of devices [5]. 
This complex non-stationary/ballistic transport can be 
accurately accounted for by semi-classical Monte Carlo 
simulation. However, for such small devices, quantum 
mechanical and strain-induced effects play a fundamental role 
that must be accounted for in conjunction with the real 3D 
geometry of the device. Therefore it is necessary to include 
quantum mechanical (QM) and strain effects in the framework 
of semi-classical 3D MC device simulation. 

In this paper we report on a new MC simulator (called 
MC++) that solves self-consistently in 1D, 2D or 3D the 
Schrödinger Eq. for the QM correction of the potential, while 
mechanical strain effects are accounted for by an appropriate 
change of the band structure. We will show that QM corrected 
3D semi-classical Monte Carlo device simulation can 
accurately address all the above issues.  

Fig. 2 graphically depicts the interaction among the main 
blocks of MC++. It solves the Schrödinger Eq. (SE) and the 
Poisson Eq. (PE) self-consistently with the semi-classical 3D 
Monte Carlo simulation of carrier transport through an 
iterative procedure. 

The linear PE is solved using standard box methods for the 
potential (Ψ) profile frequently enough (every 2fs) to assure 
time stability. 

 
Fig. 2.  Main blocks of the simulation program and their inter- 
actions. Simulation starts by reading an initial guess computed  
with conventional programs. 

 
The solution of the SE provides the QM correction term 

(Λ) of the potential accounting for charge quantization [6]. 
Both Ψ and Λ act as driving force in the Boltzmann 

Transport Eq. that is solved for via semi-classical 3D Monte 
Carlo simulation providing carrier/pseudo-potential profiles to 
be used in the solution of both PE and SE. 

By coupling self-consistently the three blocks of Fig. 2 it 
is possible to achieve good agreement with experimental data 
[6]. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The continuous technology shrinking mandates the need to 
account for more and more coupled physical effects. We 
showed how this is the case for two of the most important 
problems in the technology and device modeling area. These 
developments require further investment and collaboration 
between industry, research center and software vendors, in 
order to provide accurate tools in time for effective usage. 
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Abstract—A reduced order model for the small signal

analysis of micromechanical structures (MEMS) has been

extracted by applying model order reduction (MOR) to

their finite element models. The low-order model conserves

the accuracy belonging to the finite element method, while

drastically reducing the computational time. Moreover,

it gives a description of the device’s terminal behaviour

and can therefore be employed for circuit and system level

simulations of MEMS devices.

Keywords—MOR, electromechanical coupling, har-

monic pre-stressed analysis

I. Introduction

Micromechanical structures with electrostatic actua-
tion for radio-frequency (RF) applications have been re-
cently developed. Due to their low power consumption,
small dimensions, and good performance compared with
their conventional counterparts, these devices are consid-
ered as promising building blocks for future reconfigurable
transceiver front-end architectures [1].
Because of the electromechanical coupling of MEMS de-
vices, their modeling and design are non trivial and pose
specific simulation requirements. Both mechanical and
electrical behaviour of devices needs to be accurately de-
scribed to allow the device model to interface with ex-
ternal electronic circuitry. Moreover, in order to enable
an iterative design optimization process, both at device
and system level, the computational complexity of simu-
lation needs to be minimized [2]. At present, the common
approach to fulfill these requirements is the extraction of
a compact equivalent circuit model of the device, whose
parameters are computed either analytically or with sin-
gle energy domain finite element simulations (FEM) [3].
Finite element simulators offer the possibility to solve
coupled-field harmonic pre-stressed simulation, but the
computational cost of the simulation is very high. This
precludes the employment of the full finite element model
in system level simulations. Several methods have been
developed to build macromodels which contain the same
information of a dynamic FEM simulations, but can be
used in a circuit or system level simulation environment
[4]–[6]. In this work a new approach is presented which
focuses on the creation of macromodels for small signal
analysis of electromechanical structures. In particular,
harmonic pre-stressed analysis is treated that is impor-
tant for the characterization of frequency-selective de-
vices. The model order reduction technique is applied to

a finite element electromechanical model to extract a low
order model which preserves modeling accuracy and en-
ables simulation speed up and direct interfacing with elec-
trical components. The adopted procedure is described
and applied to the simulation of a micromechanical ring
resonator.

II. Simulation approach

The finite element software ANSYS R© is used to build
and mesh the micromechanical device model. In order to
allow for both harmonic simulation and MOR application,
a strong coupling between the electrical and the mechan-
ical problem is needed. This is achieved using lumped
transducer elements (TRANS126) available in ANSYS [7],
which model the capacitance between movable parts of
the device as a function of their distance. A non-linear
analysis allows to compute the bias point of the device
around which the small-signal harmonic analysis will be
performed. The linearized stiffness matrix is computed at
this bias point, thus taking into account both electrical
and mechanical effects of the static voltage applied to the
device. Small-signal sinusoidal voltages are then applied
and the super stiffness matrix K and load vector for har-
monic simulation are computed for two angular frequency
values. These are used for the extraction of the system of
element matrices describing the device considering that,
for harmonic simulation:

K = (K − ω2M + jωE) (1)

where K, M and E are respectively the stiffness, mass and
damping real matrices, ω is the angular frequency and
j =

√
−1. In order to obtain a compact model for the em-

ployment in circuit simulation a further step is required
that enables the current calculation from the computed
d.o.f. The current flowing in each transducer element is
a function of the displacement xij ,the voltage vij and the
capacitance C between its nodes i and j. After lineariza-
tion to the first order around the bias point (vb, xb) and
transformation in phasor notation, the expression of the
current assumes the form:

I = jω

(

∂C (vb, xb)

∂x
vbXij + C (vb, xb) Vij

)

(2)

where I , Xij , and Vij are the Steinmetz transforms of i,
xij and vij respectively. Coefficients needed for the cal-
culation of current are stored in the rows of the E matrix
corresponding to voltage d.o.f. With simple matrix opera-
tions on matrix E an output matrix C is built which allows
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Fig. 1. Measurement setup of a disk resonator in a one-port (a.)
and two-port (b.) configuration.

for the computation of the current at the nodes of interest.
The system {M, K, E, B, C} is then reduced applying the
tool mor4ansys, which performs moment-matching model
order reduction via the Arnoldi algorithm [8]. With a
proper choice of the current and voltage outputs a behav-
ioral low-order model is obtained, which can eventually be
implemented in hardware description language (HDL).

III. Results

The described approach has been used to simulate the
response of the radial mode disk resonator described in
[9]. The device was operated both in a one-port and a
two-port configuration, using the setups of Fig. 1 and
grounding the output. Both the full 8000 d.o.f. finite
element model and a reduced 50 d.o.f. model have been
simulated. Results obtained with the two models are com-
pared in Fig. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 shows the amplitude of
the displacement of the edge of the disk with respect to
the static position. In Fig. 3 the transmission spectrum
iout/vin is plotted. The relative error committed with the
low-order model remains less than 1%, so that in the plots
the curves cannot be distinguished.

IV. Conclusion

Model order reduction has been proven to be a useful
tool for the creation of accurate compact electrical models
for harmonic analysis of microelectromechanical devices,
which can be used in circuit and system level simulations.
The models extracted are specific for the geometry and
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Fig. 3. Transmission spectrum of the disk resonator obtained with
full model and reduced model simulation, for the two configuration
tested.

material considered as well as the applied bias voltage.
A parametric model would enhance design optimization
both at device and system level. Nevertheless, the extrac-
tion process is not very time consuming. It can therefore
be repeated for several values of the design parameters, if
not for fine design tuning, to study their influence on de-
vice and system behaviour. The approach demonstrated
can be extended to the treatment of transient small signal
analysis.
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Abstract—The paper reports the use of FE multi-physics 
simulation and experiments meant to explore the operation of 
the piezoelectric wafer transducer (PZT). Three different plane 
strain models were developed for numerical simulations. The 
first one includes two PZTs mounted on an aluminium plate 
and it is used to model both the emission and reception signals. 
The next two ones are developed to separately model the 
emission and detection processes, in order to decrease the 
computation effort. The analysis considered the transducer 
lengths, the effects of finite pulse width, pulse dispersion, and 
the detailed interaction between the piezoelectric element and 
the transmitting medium. The transmitted and received signals 
for A0 and S0 modes have maxima close to the frequencies 
predicted in other works. 
 

Keywords—Lamb waves, multi-physics FE modelling, 
piezoelectric effect, piezoelectric transducers. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many authors have considered the use of Lamb waves for 
long range non-destructive testing, because such waves can 
propagate over considerable distances in plates and tubes, 
making it possible to detect distant flaws with a set of 
transducers [1]. Usual complications include the existence 
of multiple modes and the dispersive character of the 
modes. A partial solution to this complexity is the use of 
transducers that excite only a single mode, and various 
strategies have been employed to this end [2]. An angled 
prism can be used to convert a longitudinal mode into a 
particular plate mode by appropriate choice of the prism 
angle. Linear arrays with time delayed excitation – 
interdigital transducers - can be also used. There has been 
recent interest in the use of single PZT wafers as 
transducers, mainly due to the simplicity and low cost of 
these transducers [3][4]. Single PZT wafers with continuous 
sinusoidal or pulsed excitation have been evaluated for 
defect detection and the influence of flaws on the Lamb 
waves has been modelled. In most papers, the mechanical 
interactions between the PZT wafer and the structure are not 
included. Piezoelectricity is the coupling of strain/stress and 
electric fields, which is a natural property of materials such 
as quartz and ceramics. Applying a voltage to a 
piezoelectric material creates a displacement, and deforming 
a piezoelectric material generates a voltage. The 
electromechanical constitutive equations for linear material 
behaviour are 

{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ }EeScT −= ;  { } [ ] { } [ ]{ }ESeD T ε+=             (1) 
where {T} is the stress vector; {D} - electric flux density 
vector; {S} - strain vector; {E} - electric field vector; [c] - 
elasticity matrix; [e] - piezoelectric stress matrix and [ε] - 
dielectric matrix, evaluated at constant mechanical strain. 

Using the variational principles, it is possible to develop 
the finite element equations incorporating the piezoelectric 
effect: 
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where the significance of the submatrices and vectors are: 
[M] - structural mass matrix; [C] - structural damping 
matrix; [K] - structural stiffness matrix; [KZ] - piezoelectric 
stiffness matrix; [Kd] - dielectric coefficient matrix; {F} - 
applied nodal force vector; {L} - applied nodal charge 
vector; {u} - displacement vector; {V} - electric potential 
vector. The dot and double dots denotes the time derivative. 
To solve this matrix equation, a full transient analysis using 
Newmark method was performed using the ANSYS code.  

For a given PZT, the emitted and received wave modes 
are dependent on the signal frequencies, a phenomenon 
usually called mode selectivity. The obtained results provide 
more accurate predictions of the mode selectivity than have 
been previously reported using a simplified model for the 
PZT in the emission process. Finally, this approach is 
readily adapted to explore the interactions of waves with 
flaws and margins. 

In the following section, simulations of the emission of 
guided waves with PZTs in a plate are presented, showing 
the influence of PZT length upon S0 and A0 Lamb modes.  

II. EMISSION OF ULTRASONIC WAVES 

Figure 1 shows two similar wafer-type transducers 
bonded to a plate. The plate and wafers are assumed to be of 
infinite extent in the Z direction (plane strain condition in 
structural mechanics). Only one half of a plate, symmetric 
about the Y-axis, was considered in the model. For wave 
emission, a pulse exciting signal (Fig. 2) is applied between 
the metallized surfaces of the transducer. 

Using FE simulation, the PZT wafer and the plate were 
modelled together, using PLANE13 element type. Using the 
multi-physics approach, the interaction between a PZT 
wafer and the plate was simulated closer to the actual 
physical configuration. 

Fig. 1. The physical model 
 

Simulations were performed in the time dependent mode 
with output time steps typically between to one eighth to 
one twentieth of a period. Mesh parameters were chosen so 
that the element sizes were substantially smaller than a 
wavelength. 
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Fig. 2. Pulse exciting signal on PZT1 at different frequencies 

 
In all simulations reported below, the plate was 

aluminium: E = 70 GPa, ρ = 2700 m/m3, ν = 0.33 and 
neglected structural damping. Because some paper report 
results for a plate thickness h = 1.59 mm and a particular 
PZT, our models use the same input data for numerical 
simulation. For an aluminium plate of mentioned thickness, 
only two modes S0 and A0 exist at frequencies below 1 
MHz, consequently, only simulations for frequencies in the 
range from 100 kHz to 600 kHz were made. The S0 mode 
has the highest group velocity and shows particle 
displacements mostly in the x direction, and the slower 
wave is the A0 mode, which shows particle displacements 
that are mostly in the y direction. 

To quantify the variation in the wave magnitudes with 
frequency, the maximum value of the x component of 
displacement for the S0 mode and the maximum value of y 
component of displacement for the A0 mode were used. 

The sensitivity of generated waves is plotted in figure 3 
as a function of frequency. The model used in simulations 
neglects the PZT2 (fig. 1), and considered a half length of 
300 mm. 
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Fig. 3. The sensitivity to generated S0 wave at different frequencies and 

PZT length 

III. RECEPTION OF LAMB WAVES 

The response of the receiving PZT2 was analysed 
separately for S0 and A0 modes. A particular mode, S0 or 
A0, was selectively generated by adequate imposed 
displacements in the symmetric plane of the aluminum plate, 
and PZT1 was not included into the model. 

IV. GLOBAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

Measurements of the A0 and S0 wave amplitudes, 
reported in [4], are in good agreement with our simulated 
results.  

Figure 4 plots the received signals as a function of 
frequency for L1 = 200 mm, 2a = 6.4 mm and input signals 
from figure 2. 

Fig. 4. The reception signals history at PZT2, for different frequencies 
(2a=6.4 mm and L1 =200 mm) 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the operation of a PZT wafer transducer 
was analyzed for the generation and detection of guided 
Lamb waves using a multi-physics finite element 
simulation, compared with experiments reported in 
literature. The simulations account for the realistic 
mechanical interactions between the transducers and the 
transmitting medium. 

Multi-physics FE simulations provide more accurate 
values for the peak frequencies and the mode selectivity. In 
addition, finite element simulations make it possible to 
determine the optimum transducer length. The optimum 
transducers length may be different for emission and 
reception. 
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Abstract— Mixed electromechanical systems simulation and 
control require to use an integrated approach that is suitable to 
the multisystem character of these systems. Lagrangian and 
Hamiltonian dynamics permit simultaneous representation of 
subsystems of different physical natures. In this paper, 
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian dynamics are used for modeling 
electro-mechanical systems, with focus on power transfer 
between the conservative and non-conservative part of non-
minimum phase systems. An illustrative example clarify the 
applicability of the proposes approach. 
 
Keywords— Hamiltonian and Lagrangian dynamics, Non-
minimum phase systems, DC servomotors 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Lagrangian formulation of electromechanical systems 
dynamics has been already proposed by Mann [1], and 
Hamiltonian formulation of mechanical systems dynamics has 
been investigated by Astolfi and Menini [2], Slotine and Di 
Benedetto [3], etc. In this paper the investigation is carried out 
for non-minimum phase electro-mechanical systems, formally 
defined in Slotine and Li [4]. For the illustration of the 
approach, a DC motor with a flexible shaft is modeled taking 
into account the non-minimum phase character of the system. 

II. GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE DYNAMICS 

Lagrange equations for an n degrees of freedom system are 
given by: 

r
rrr
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                        (1) 

where, r=1,2,…,n, n is the number of degrees of freedom of 
the system, K is kinetic energy, U is potential energy, qr is 
the generalized coordinate  and Fr  is the generalized force 
corresponding to the work done by the  is the generalized 
coordinate qr. The electrical generalized force is voltage.  
In general, the derivation of Hamiltonian function H requires 
prior derivation of the Lagrangian L=K-U, such that, 
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where the generalized momentum is given in time derivative  
form by   

r
r
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q
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∂
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−=&                                                               (3) 

 In this paper, the investigation is for a very common type of 
systems, natural systems. In this case there are no moving 
coordinates or constraints, such that the time t does not appear 
explicitly in coordinate transformation equations and the 
kinetic energy is given by 
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For the natural system, the Hamiltonian is equivalent to the 
total energy of the system   
H=K+U                                                                 (5) 
This property permits direct calculation of the Hamiltonian, 
without prior calculation of the Lagrangian L. Time derivative 
of the Hamiltonian,  

∑
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corresponds, in this case, to the power transfer, to (from) the 
conservative part of the system.  H and dH/dt can be used as 
energy-based Lyapunov functions for stability analysis [5,6]. 
For an electromechanical system, Lagrange equations for the 
mechanical subsystem with nm degrees of freedom and 
electrical subsystem with ne degrees of freedom, (nm +ne =n), 
are given by  
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where p=1,2,.., nm, s=1,2,…, ne , em  KK ,  are the 
electric and mechanical kinetic energies, respectively, 

em  UU ,  are the electric and mechanical potential energies, 

respectively, ),,,,( uQQxxF &&  is the nm vector of mechanical 

generalized forces pF  (dissipative force and applied forces), 

),,,,( uQQxxV &&  is the ne vector of electrical generalized 

voltages sV  (dissipative voltage drop and applied voltages), 
x   is the nm vector of generalized displacement variables and 
Q is the ne vector of charges in capacitive components. 
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III. NON-MINIMUM PHASE SYSTEMS 
 
Non-minimum phase nonlinear systems pose significant 
difficulties to the controller design, Slotine and Li, [4]. 
Feedback linearization cannot be directly applied because the 
corresponding positive zero, in the first order linearization, is 
placed as a positive pole and destabilizes further the system. A 
typical solution is to design the controller for an 
approximation of the system in which non-minimum phase 
part is removed by output redefinition. In such a case it is 
important to quantify the effect of this approximation in terms 
of power transfer and to analyze the stability of both 
approximate and original system. For this purpose, power 
transfer, quantified by the time derivative of the Hamiltonian, 
has to be derived for both the approximate system, )(aH& , and 
the original system H& . 
The difference 
 

)(aHHH &&& −=Δ                                                             (7) 
 
permits to identify the effect of the approximation on the 
power transfer and stability of the system. 

IV. EXAMPLE 
 
This approach is illustrated by a non-minimum phase 
servomotor with a flexible shaft. Distributed parameters 
models for flexible structures use often partial differential 
equations and are solved using finite elements. This 
distributed parameters system can be approximated by various 
lamped parameters models. 
Two lumped parameters models of the flexible shaft (with 
moment of inertia J and torsional stiffness coefficient k) can 
be used to illustrate different levels of lumped parameters 
approximations of a flexible structure. Flexible shaft is 
represented in this paper by a single finite element model, 
with  the angular displacements θ1 and θ2 of the two ends of 
the shaft and ω1 andω2 , the corresponding angular velocities. 
In the case that the motor end of the shaft is subject to the 
torque (TBBB 1 BBB= τBBB 1BBB) applied by the actuator  and the opposite end 
of the shaft is free (TBBB 2BBB=0),  the finite element model gives the 
following transfer function  
 

 
This confirms that this single finite element model provides a 
non-minimum phase representation of the flexible shaft.  
For this natural system, Hamiltonian functions H and H(a) can 
be obtained from the total energy [5]. 
 
H= Km+ Um = (J/6)ω1

2/2+ 
(J/6)(ω1+ω2)2/2+(J/6)ω2

2/2+k(θ1 - θ2 ) 2/2              (9)    
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2/2+k(θ1-θ2) 2/2 

 
Power transfer equations are given by 
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and 
 

))((6/ 1221
)( ωωωω −−=−=Δ &&&&& JHHH a             (10) 

 
where i is the current in the rotor of the DC motor. 
The equations for H and H(a)  quantify the power transfer 
from the conservative part of the system, that stores energy in 
J and k, and the non-conservative part of the system, in this 
case 1ωike , the power input from the motor as a result of the 
rotor current i. Obviously, if the current i changes direction, 
this power transfer also changes sign and can extract energy 
from the conservative part of the system [6].  

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The main conclusion of the paper is that the Lagrangian and 
Hamiltonian formulations of the dynamics of natural systems 
permit to quantify the transfer of power  from (to) the 
conservative part of the system (to) from the non-conservative 
part. This is particularly of interest in the case of non-
minimum phase elecro-mechanical systems due to the 
possibility of integral modeling of mixed systems. The 
example of an electric servomotor equipped with a flexible 
shaft illustrates the features of the proposed approach for 
designing the controller and redesigning the system to achieve 
efficient power dissipation.  
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Abstract— The paper presents an electro-thermal numerical 
model which allows optimal dimensioning of current leads, for 
high currents, with variables cross-section, by neglecting the skin 
effect. The numerical model obtained by coupling the 
electrokinetic field problem with the thermal field problem 
allows calculation of constriction resistance (which generates an 
additional source term in the thermal equation model) of the 
current lead as well as other electric and thermal quantities. For 
an imposed value-limit of the temperature, one can determine the 
optimal geometry of the current lead. 
 

Keywords— numerical modeling, coupled problems, current 
leads, finite volumes. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Optimization of massive current leads with variable cross-
section (electrical contacts, dismountable contacts, etc.), for 
high currents (1000-6000 A), is possible by solving a coupled 
of thermal and electrical field problem. In the case of such 
geometric configurations, the current density J

r
 has not a 

uniform distribution. To solve numerically the equation of 
thermal conduction we need to know the thermal source S  in 
all points of the discretization grid of the analysis domain 
( EJS

rr
⋅= , E

r
 being the electric field intensity). The electrical 

quantities can be obtained by solving the Laplace equation for 
electric potential. The solution of the equation depends on 
temperature through electric conductivity. Consequently a 
problem of coupled thermal and electrical field is necessary to 
obtain correct distributions of temperature and electrical 
quantities in the analysis domain. 

The numerical model we present allows the calculation of 
constriction resistance and thermal quantities (thermal 
gradient, vector field of thermal flow density, dissipated 
thermal flow  at lead surface, losses due to Joule effect, etc.). 

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The mathematical model used to obtain the numerical 
model has two components, coupled through electric 
conductivity, depending on temperature, )(Tσ , and the source 

term 22 )()(),( JTETES ρσσ ==  
• Electrical (electrokinetic) model 
• Thermal model 

A. Electrical Model 
The electrokinetic field is considered a 2D model and is 

described by the electric potential V(x,y) which satisfies the 
Laplace equation 
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where electric conductivity )(/1)( TT ρσ = , and electric 
resistivity depends on  temperature as  

 ( ))20(1)( 20 −+= TT Rαρρ . (2) 

Knowing the electric potential, we can obtain the intensity 
of electric field as )(VgradE −=

r
 and current density as 

EJ
rr

σ=  (law of electric conduction). The specific losses (per 
volume unit) that is the source term in thermal conduction 
equation is given by relation  

 22 )()()( ETJTEJTS σρ ==⋅=
rr

. (3) 

B. Thermal Model 
The temperature distribution in the analysis domain is 

given by the stationary thermal conduction equation 
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where λ  is the thermal conductivity which, in the case of the 
temperature range of current leads can be considered as 
constant, not depending on temperature. 

III. ANALYSIS DOMAIN AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Because of simetry, the analysis domain and boundary 
conditions for the electric model are these of Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Analysis domain and boundary conditions for the  electrical model 
 
Generally we know the current passing the leads and the 

voltage drop  21 VV −  is a consequence. In this model we 
impose a voltage drop 21 VV −  and calculate the current in the 
input cross-section of the current lead. To obtain a value of 
the current we modify the voltage drop applied to the current 
lead until we get the desired value. 

The boundary conditions for the thermal model are shown 
in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Analysis domain and boundary conditions for the thermal model 

IV. NUMERICAL ALGORITHM 

The numerical model is obtained by discretization of the 
partial differential equations (1) and (4) using the finite 
volumes method [1]. The coupled model used is of alternant 
type [4] (see Fig. 3).  

 

Fig. 3. Simplified diagram of numerical algorithm 

V. EXAMPLES OF NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 present the distribution of 
potential (equilines of potential), the current density (equilines 
of current density) the thermal field (isothermal lines) and the 
gradient of temperature for a current of 965.22 A 
corresponding to a voltage of  0.02 V. 

 

Fig. 4. Distribution of potential (equipotential lines) 

 
For the geometry considered we have the following values of 
the total resistence tR  and of constriction resistence  sR   

 
Fig. 5. Distribution of current density 

 

Fig. 6. Distribution of themal field (isothermal lines) 
 

Fig. 7. Distribution of temperature gradient 
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ohmts RRR

where ohmR  is the ohmic resistance. The constriction 
resistence  sR  represents 39.86 % of the total resistence. 

The model will be used for the optimization of the 
dismountable electrical contacts for high currents. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The mathematical model allows optimization of the current 
leads with variable cross-section (electrical contacts) by 
obtaining a geometry of the imposed thermal stress and 
minimal losses due to Joule effect. The model was validated 
numerically using the QuickField (for electrical model) and 
Mirage software (for the thermal model) for a constant electric 
conductivity in equation (1) and a constant source in equation 
(4). The values of constriction resistence were validated using 
a simplified model of [2]. 
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Abstract – The paper tends to issue the importance of 
approximation characteristics for nonlinear electrical circuit 
elements. It is created a robust structure for approximating curves 
with analytical polynomial functions based on numerical methods. 
Magnetic coil cases are studied as an example.  
 

Keywords— numerical methods, nonlinear characteristics, 
magnetic coils, nonlinear electric circuits 

I. APPROXIMATION PROCESS  

Nonlinear circuit elements, as magnetic coils, and nonlinear 
devices obtained by, take an important place in electrical 
engineering. 

The characteristics of nonlinear circuit elements are 
generally deduced by graphical representation of experimental 
data. Only exceptionally, and not on the entire domain, the 
characteristics can be analyticaly established by solving 
equations, if the approximation process is done on 
characteristic sections, when the domain is been divided. [1] 

There are distinguished two situations: the first, on which 
the nonlinear circuit element characteristics has an analytical 
expresion resulted on a theoretical basis, the experimental 
work being done just to determine the coefficients; and the 
second, on which the characteristics may be obtained only 
experimentaly. For this last case it is necessary to find a 
function that best fitts the characteristics of the nonlinear coil, 
and to determine the coefficients that appear in the analytical 
expression of the approximating function. 
Not being stated a general approximation method for 
experimental nonlinear characteristics, it is necessary to select 
by repeated tests the best approximating function. 
Usually, the approximation process is realised with the 
following types of functions: approximation by polynomial 
functions, by power functions, by segments, by exponential 
functions, by trigonometric functions and by transcendent 
functions. [2] 

A convenient fitting of the hysteresis cycle for the 
magnetic coils it is done if the characteristic is splited onto the 
inferior curve, corresponding to the magnetization process, 
and the superior curve, corresponding to the demagnetization 
process. 

II. SRUCTURE FOR PRACTICAL CASES 

The present paper concerns on building up a definite structure 
to a numerical method for approximation of nonlinear 
characteristics given by magnetic coils. There are studied the 
simple and controlled coil without and with losses for the 
analytical function i = f(Ψ). [3] 

For certain per-unit numerical values, for the above 
mentioned situations, there has been selected to do the 
approximations a fifth and a ninth order polynomial functions, 
with initially unknown coefficients: 
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The problem is to identify the coefficients of these 

functions for each case, when there are no losses, for the first 
magnetization, and when there are considered the losses and 
appears the hysteresis, both for the uncontrolled and 
controlled coil. It is used the numerical calculus program 
Mathcad and the determination of the coefficients is 
performed with two numerical methods. The first, by 
appealing the Mathcad inside function genfit and the second, 
by using the least square method. Both of these methodes is to 
be explained. 

When the experimental points of a characterstic are defined 
by two vectors Ψ for the flux values, and i for the current 
values, the genfit function returns a vector of the unkonwn 
coefficients, calculated from an initial approximation given 
within a vector u. Thus, the arguments of the called function 
are as follows:  
                          C genfit Ψ i, u, F,( ):=  

The fifth order polynomial function deduced for the first 
magnetization curve in the case of an uncontroled magnetic 
coil has the expresion: 

i5 Ψ( ) 9.76 10 4−
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2
⋅− 1.124Ψ

3
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4

⋅ 1.507Ψ
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⋅++

...:=

 
The fitting process of the characteristic is showed below: 

 
Fig.1.   First magnetization without losses 

 
If the magnetic flux is: Ψ(t)=Amaxcos(ωt), then, the electrical 
current for a given 50 Hz frequency, with fundamental and 
third harmonic component, are presented in figure 2. 
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  Fig.2.   Time-dependent current 

The next case, for the controlled coil and certain data 
experiments, there are been chosen, beside the fifth order 
polynomial, also the ninth order polynomial function. In the 
figure 3 are shown the analytical curves obtained, with the 
same notations Ψ, i and u. 

 
Fig.3.   Two curve fitting for controlled first magnetization coil 

The analytical expressions of the functions:  
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For the same expresion of the flux, the time dependent 
electrical current has the variation in the figure 4. 

 
Fig.4.   Time-dependent current 

  
The least square method consists in defining a functional with 
the coefficients of approximating function like unknowns: 

.
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⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

2

∑
=

:=

This functional is partially derived in respect with the 
coefficients and each derivative equalled with zero. The 
resulted linear system of equations, solved with an inside 
Mathcad (Given-Find) numerical method, provides the values 
of the coefficients. In the case of the hysteresis for the two 
types of coils, the characteristic is divided onto the superior 
and the inferior curves. For a ninth order polynomial function 
the identified coefficients for magnetization, respectively 
demagnetization and the hysteresis cycle are obtained [4]:  

um 0.303 0.209 0.049 0.721 0.092 2.305− 0.287− 2.99 0.153− 0.82−( ):=

udm 0.303− 0.209 0.049− 0.721 0.092− 2.305− 0.287 2.99 0.153 0.82−( ):=

 
Fig.5.   Hysteresis cycle with inferior and superior curve fitting 

The controlled coil imposes the use of four functions for the 
approximation, two for magnetization in the first and the third 
quadrant, and two for demagnetization [5]: 

 
 Fig.6.   Controlled hysteresis cycle 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been created a structure for a numerical model of 
approximation characteristics of nonlinear circuit elements, 
like magnetic coils. Irrespective of the numerical data resulted 
from the experiments, this structure is capable to best fit the 
selected function with the experiments. The rapid and efficient 
approximation of characteristics with polynomial functions 
compete to an optimal design of the applications containing 
nonlinear elements. The analytical approximation of 
characteristics and hysteresis, allows the calculation of the 
induced voltage by coupling coils, within acceptable errors, so 
as to optimally design coils and transformers. 
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Abstract— This paper presents a modality of analysis for 
complex multi-layers structures using the scattering matrix. The 
results are utilized for a analysis of VHF filters    . 
 

Keywords— strip gratings, scattering and transmission 
matrix, cascaded periodic layers.  
  
 

The strip gratings allow complete transmission at certain 
frequencies and complete reflection at other frequencies and, 
then are a simple type of frequency-selective surface. A vide 
variety of filter characteristics can be obtained by cascading 
multiple layers of frequency-selective surfaces. To efficiently 
analyze multilayered structures, each periodic surface can be 
modeled as a multiport network which each port representing 
one Floquet harmonic [1] of a given polarization. The 
coefficients of each propagating Floquet harmonic determine 
the “far-field’ reflection and transmission characteristics of 
periodic surfaces. A complete near-zone model will generally 
require a combination of propagating and evanescent 
harmonics. Generalized scattering and transmission matrices 
representing each individual surface can subsequently be 
employed as a building block in the electromagnetic model of 
a multilayered structure. 
 For TM excitation, the scattering matrix arising from the 
strip grating problem is a 2-by-2 block matrix of the form (in 
the context of a two-port network in Fig.1) 
 

 ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
=

2221

1211

SS
SS

S                               (1) 

 
Fig.1 Two- port scattering equivalence 

Where  
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 Each block comprising in (1) are infinite-dimensional 
matrices relating the coefficients of the scattered Floquet 
harmonics to those of the incident harmonics. In practice, 
these matrices are truncated to finite dimension. The entries of 
the generalized scattering matrices depend on the location of 
reference planes as indicated in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Location of reference planes for the definition of S-
parameters 

 
The (m,n) entry in the scattering matrix of Eq.(1) is a 
complex-valued quantity having magnitude  
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 (5) is more convenient than the scattering matrix description, 
and can be found from the elements of the scattering matrix 
according to 

1
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                      (5) 

The process of cascading may become numerically unstable 
if higher order (evanescent) harmonics are cascaded over large 
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distance. This method is utilized for analysis of a few filter’s 
type. 
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Abstract—This communication deals with the optimiza-

tion of doping profiles in semiconductor design, based on

the adjoint method and the Energy Transport model.

The main goal is to slightly change the doping profile in

order to get a gain in the on-state current.

The first order optimality conditions will be obtained by

considering the electrostatic potential as control variable

and by interpreting the Poisson equation as a state equa-

tion for the doping profile.

This yields a fast optimal algorithm. Some numerical re-

sults will be shown to validate the method.

Keywords—Optimal control, Energy Transport,

semiconductor design, doping profiling

I. Introduction

In the recent years an ever increasing interest has been
registered into the optimal semiconductor design. In par-
ticular one of the most important purposes is the opti-
mization of the doping profile in order to gain an improve-
ment for the on-state electric current. Besides standard
black box optimization methods, which, in general, requir-
ing many solvers of the forward model, have an high com-
putational cost, the adjoint method, recently proposed [1],
in the field of the optimal semiconductor design, provides
good results by drastically reducing the amount of com-
putational costs.
In fact, the computation of the gradient, by using the
adjoint method, requires a single run of the (non-linear)
forward model and the solution of the (linear) adjoint sys-
tem, independently of the dimension of the parameters
space.
The simulations of semiconductor devices, on the other
hand, have been addressed, during the last years, by us-
ing different types of models, which range from micro-
scopic models, like the Boltzmann-Poisson model to the
macroscopic ones, like the hydrodynamic, the standard
Drift-Diffusion and the Energy Transport model.
The adjoint method based on Drift Diffusion model has
been proposed and analyzed in [1],[2]. Herein, the doping
profile, which enters as a source term into the state equa-
tions, was considered as a control variable.
The same approach was extended to the Energy Trans-
port model in [3].
A different approach, which leads to fast optimization al-
gorithm, was introduced in [4]. The main idea was to
consider the doping profile as a state variable and the
electrostatic potential as a control variable. In such a

way a partial decoupling was obtained in the first order
optimality conditions.
In this work we will present and validate with some nu-
merical results the same approach for the Energy Trans-
port model, in the entropic reformulation given by

divI1 = 0

divI2 = Q(w1, w2, V )

λ2
4V = N(w1, w2, V ) − C(x) (1)

I1 = −

2∑

k=1

D1k(w1, w2, V )∇wk

I2 = −

2∑

k=1

D2k(w1, w2, V )∇wk

where

w1 =
µ − V

T
and w2 = −1/T

are the dual entropy variables, µ is the chemical poten-
tial, T the temperature, V the electric potential, C(x)
the doping concentration, I1 the carrier flux density, I2

the energy flux density, λ2 the Debye length.
N(w1, w2, V ) represents the electron density and
Q(w1, w2, V ) the energy production term.
The diffusion matrix (Dij) is symmetric and positive def-
inite.
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Abstract— This paper presents a software tool that was 
developed to be used for a very fast optimization of soft x-ray and 
extreme - ultra - violet (EUV) multilayer mirrors. The tool it is 
based on using genetic algorithms and provides an efficient and 
accurate way of obtaining the absolute maximum reflectance of a 
non-transparent system. The user has the possibility to use a 
variety of genetic operators and to tune the various parameters 
of a standard genetic algorithm. 

 
Keywords— multilayers, optical coatings, optical properties, 

genetic algorithms, computer simulation 

I. MULTILAYER MIRRORS 

Multilayer mirrors for the soft X-ray/extreme ultraviolet 
(EUV) spectral domain are key components for the 
development of various new optical applications, in various 
fields, such as: astronomy (in particular for solar 
investigations), microscopy, lasers, deep UV lithography for 
microelectronic applications [1-3]. These multilayer mirrors 
should provide not only an enhanced reflectance at normal 
incidence, but also should be characterised by other useful 
properties such as: high spectral and spatial resolution, filter 
action and polarising power, low optical aberrations. The 
achievement of such good properties represents both a 
technological and a design problem. In these circumstances 
the "computer aided design" experiments are vital and, due to 
the complexity of the problem (many parameters and 
restrictions which must be accomplished), new design 
methods and optimisation techniques, such as "Genetic 
Algorithms” must be used [4], [5].  

This paper presents an original software tool (based on the 
use of genetic algorithms), which was specifically developed 
for the design and optimization of multilayer mirrors. 

II. SOFTWARE TOOL 
The software tool that was developed is based on using the 

power of genetic algorithms for the design and optimization of 
multilayer mirrors. Two optimization criteria can be taken into 
account with variable weights: mirror’s reflectance and optical 
thickness. The user can select the number of layers and the 
optical constants for each material, as well as choosing from 4 
crossover and 2 mutation operators; in addition, all the 
parameters can be also tuned manually in order to achieve 
better performances. A screenshot is presented in Fig. 1. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.   Software optimization tool 

III. CONCLUSION 
The design of complex optical systems (such as multilayer 

mirrors) represents a challenge both from a theoretical point 
of view and the computational one. The complexity of the 
problems can increase dramatically especially when not only 
an optical analysis is needed, but also the thermal and 
mechanical effects must be included. The present paper 
proposes a software tool that can be used in genetic algorithms 
based computer-aided design of multilayer mirrors. The 
obtained results demonstrate the power of genetic algorithms 
as optimization tools and provide a complete and powerful 
software tool for the genetic optimization of multilayer 
mirrors. 
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Abstract — The paper presents a rapid mathematical method 
for determining the amplitudes and the initial phase angles of the 
high order harmonics in a sample electric signal, as an 
alternative to the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method. The 
alternative method we present has, clear advantages, as 
compared to FFT: increased speed of calculations, reduced 
hardware support, good run in real time applications, iterative 
structure for computing harmonic parameters. The accuracy of 
the method is the same with FFT (numerical results obtained 
were practically identical).  

Keywords: new method, parameters, harmonic, electric signal  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The development of power electronics imposed the use of 
static power converters, which are powerful sources of 
electromagnetic disturbances. These disturbances lead to 
malfunctions in other consumers and to supplementary losses 
in the power network [1]. When an installation undergoes 
sudden load fluctuations or when an electrical flaw emerges, 
the power thyristors start to warm up and will be destroyed 
eventually, as a result of the thermal runaway phenomenon 
[2].  

Since an electric flaw appeared in the 50 Hz alternating 
current section, measurements have revealed that the signal 
has shown a large spectrum of frequencies. In the case of a 
flaw similar in nature to the above-described one, a 100 Hz 
frequency with significant larger amplitude appears in the 
useful measured signal, as compared to the flawless 
functioning of the installation [3]. In this practical case, the 
appearance of the 100 Hz frequency may be related to the 
emergence of a flaw in the installation, and this frequency 
must be signalized. 

An FFT analysis of the respective electric signal must be 
performed in order to show this frequency [4], [5]. The FFT 
method requires a great deal of hardware resources. 

The paper proposes a new computation method for the 
parameters (amplitude and initial phase angle) of a certain 
frequency belonging to an electric signal. Calculations are 
based on electric signal sampling, with a convenient sampling 
frequency. The difference from FFT lies in the fact that not 
the entire high frequency spectrum from the signal component 
is calculated, but only the characteristics of a certain 
frequency.   

II. DETERMINING THE FREQUENCY PARAMETERS 
OF A FUNCTION f(t) BY MEANS OF NEW METHOD 

a. The Principle of the Method 

    Let us consider a function f(t), [ ]b,at ∈ , Δ = b - a. The 
signal of the function f (t) is sampled at T time intervals, 
where 1/T is the sampling frequency. The number N of 
samples will be: 

 1+⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡Δ=
T

N                                      (1) 

    As in the case of the FFT method, the minimum sampling 
frequency 1/T is selected in such a way as to be a complex 
integer, greater than double the highest frequency of the 
function f(t), without the requirement that it should be a power 
of 2. For example, for a signal with the maximum frequency 
of 28 Hz, the sampling frequency will be greater than 56, and 
57 can be chosen. Hence, the following sampling values 
vector: 
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    For determining the parameters of a signal having the 
frequency υ we consider a vector U

r
 having the form: 
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and the next scalar product is achieved: 
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which is a complex number, representing the component of 
the signal having the frequency υ.  
    The number of samples N of the function f(t) is 57, not 64 
as were necessary in the case of implementing the FFT 
method. 

    b. Example 
    For increasing the clarity of the presentation, we take into 
account the particular case of a signal containing the 
maximum frequency of 28 Hz. From this signal we wish, for 
example, to determine the parameters of the 15 Hz frequency. 
Through the suggested method, the signal sampling will be 
performed in the following 57 equal time intervals, one time 

interval being of 1/57 seconds: ⎟
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    The values of the samples will be obtained accordingly: 
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    The complex value of the frequency is determined by 
computing the scalar product between the vector 
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    With the help of the complex value 151515 iyxF += , 
amplitude A15 and the initial phase angle φ15 are determined 
for the 15 Hz frequency:  
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 As far as determining the ν order harmonic parameters by 
means of the suggested method, we notice the following:  

• The number of samples is always smaller, or equal at 
most, with the number of samples in the FFT method; 
• In the case of applying the new method, the data memory 

corresponding to the microcontroller is proportional only 
with the number of values in vector U

r
 and does not have to 

include all the intermediate values which emerge during the 
computation process, as it was required by FFT. 
• The number of calculations in the new method is of at 

least 57 equivalent mathematical operations, as compared to 
64 · 64 = 4096, in FFT. 

c Computation Algorithm for 100 Hz Frequency 
Parameters 

     As previously shown, in 50 Hz industrial installations 
containing static power converters, an amplitude increase of 
the 100 Hz frequency over an established value suggests the 
emergence of a flaw. On we will present an application for 
determining the 100 Hz frequency parameters, by means of 
the new method. 
     In order to achieve this, a low pass filter with the maximum 
frequency of 1000 Hz is used; this frequency is high enough 
to ensure accuracy in the computation of the 100 Hz 
harmonic, and, at the same time, low enough for the resulting 
simple and low cost filters. The computation algorithm has the 
steps: 
• The sampling frequency is 2001 samples/second, which 
overpasses by 1 unit the double of the maximum frequency 
and te time interval between the reading of two successive 

samples is 41099754
2001

1 −= x, seconds, (reasonable value);  

• The values of the samples, corresponding to the 
sampling intervals, will be:   
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 is calculated according to the relation: 
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• For the 100 Hz harmonic, 100100100 iyxVUF +=⋅=

rr
 is 

computed, according to the relation: 
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• The amplitude and the initial phase of the 100 Hz signal  
are given by the relations:  
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d. On Line Achievement of Protection When a Certain 
Frequency Appears 

    When a continuous processing of the signal is intended, 
together with an intervention at the moment the 100 Hz 
frequency appears, for instance, we can proceed in an iterative 
manner, as it follows: 
    A number of 2001 samples are acquired at the first 
iteration, and steps 1 – 5 described in paragraph c above are 
run through, and thus vector ( ) ( )( )000 Im,ReP  is obtained. The 
next sample, number 2002, is acquired, at the second iteration, 
and the previously computed value ( ) ( )( )000 Im,ReP  is used as 
calculation basis, from it we subtract the first component of 
the vector UV

rr
⋅  and we add the next component, which 

corresponds to the newly read value, thus resulting vector 
( ) ( )( )111 Im,ReP .  

    Therefore, the iterative process is described by the 
following algorithm: 
• 2001 samples are read and the  UV

rr
⋅  vector is calculated: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( );Im,RePNuNv...uvuvUV 001100 0=+++=⋅
rr

 
• Sample 2002 is read and the following vector is calculated: 

  
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )1111
110011 01

++++=
=+++−=

NuNv...uv
NuNvuvPIm,ReP

 

• Sample 2003 is read and the following vector is calculated: 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2222
221122 12

++++=
=+++−=

NuNv...uv
NuNvuvPIm,ReP

 

……………………………………………………………….. 
• After reading sample 2001 + j, we have: 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )jNujNv...jujv

jNujNvjujvPjIm,jReP jj

++++=

=+++−−−= − 111

    In this way, the system can monitor the emergence of a 
certain harmonic of a given frequency. Actually, in practice, 
the parameters of all electric signal harmonics can be 
determined in turns, in real time. 
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Abstract— A 2D finite element model of blood flow through a 
mechanical heart valve (MHV), incorporating the fluid-structure 
interaction, was build. The coupled model was used to simulate 
the closure dynamics of two mono-leaflet MHVs, Medtronic-Hall 
(MH) and Omniscience (OS), mounted in mitral position. The 
obtained results were in good agreement with the experimental 
findings and other similar results reported in the literature.    
 

Keywords— fluid-structure interaction, mechanical heart 
valves, cavitation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One subject area requiring careful attention is artificial 
heart valve cavitation. Structural failure of the valves, with 
pitting and erosion on the surface of the leaflets, and blood 
damage determined by the exposure to relatively high shear 
stresses in the clearance region during the closing phase are 
the two devastating consequences of artificial heart valve 
cavitation. In-vitro experimental tests performed at 
Aerodynamisches Institut in Aachen [1] proved cavitation 
occurrence in MH and OS mechanical heart valves. 

 

  
MH 27 OS 27 

Fig. 1.  Cavitating MHVs. 

Prosthetic heart valve behaviour at closure is determined 
by its geometrical and structural characteristics. The most 
effective way to study this behaviour is by numerical 
simulation.  

II. NUMERICAL MODEL  

A. Computational domain 
The geometry of a typical mono-disk valve was reduced to a 

generic one, having a hydrodynamic profile, which may be 
particularized for the MH valve by establishing the curvature 
R = 0 (generic flat valve), and for the OS valve with R = 
0.04545 (lens form valve), the diameter of both valves being 
0.022 m corresponding to that of OS 27 and MH 27 valves, 
used in our experiments. For the sake of economy, in fig. 2 we 
provide only the geometry of the model corresponding to the 
OS valve, although we simulated the closure for both valves 
[2].  

Fig. 2 .  The computational domain and the geometry of the generic valve. 

B. Governing equations 
An unsteady, laminar, incompressible and Newtonian flow 

was considered. The mathematical model of the fluid 
dynamics consists of the continuity equation 

0∇ =u                                       (1) 

and the momentum equation 

    ( ) p
t

ρ ρ μ∂⎛ ⎞ + ⋅∇ = −∇ + Δ⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠
u u u u            (2) 

The governing equation for the motion of the occluder is 
expressed as follows: 

2

2
0

V h

ad

M Md
dt J J
θ +
=

+
                          (3) 

MV is the momentum resulting from the buoyancy and the 
gravitational force. Mh is momentum resulting from the drag 
FD and the lift FL forces. The drag and lift forces can be 
calculated by integrating, over the complete occluder surface, 
the elemental drag dFD and lift dFL, which are expressed as  

2 yx x
D x y

uu ud p n n
x x y

μ μ
⎡ ∂ ⎤⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎛ ⎞= − + + +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

F i    (4) 

2 y y x
L y x

u u ud p n n
y x y

μ μ
⎡ ∂ ∂ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂

= − + + +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
F j    (5) 

where, sin( )xn θ=  and cos( )yn θ= . 

The moment of inertia of the system includes the occluder’s 
Jo = 22x10-9 Kgm2 and the additional mass’s Jad = 5.937x10-7 
Kgm2. Further details about the governing equations can be 
found in [2, 3]. 
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C. Boundary conditions 
The boundary conditions for the flow problem were the 

followings: no-slip for the fixed boundaries, zero pressure at 
the outlet and variable pressure at the inlet. According to [4], 
the ventricular pressure rate during the closing phase is about 
2000 mmHg/s. At the moving boundary (the occluder’s), the 
numerical continuity of the velocity was ensured. Stress is 
also automatically continuous across the interface. 

D. Numerical procedure 
Solution of the valve’s motion is based on the use of 

commercial CFD software, Fastflo 3.0. A FSI algorithm 
implemented by Nick Stokes [5] was used. The algorithm uses 
ALE method and an intermediate-level CFD solver. The CFD 
model iteratively solves the equations of a laminar, 
incompressible unsteady flow. At every time step of the 
iterative procedure, the inlet pressure boundary condition is 
converted into a velocity one, according to a simple 
methodology proposed by the authors, 

 
( )

2
2 32 ( )

( )
2in

A t KEDV EDV t
u t

A t t
ρ

− −
=           (6) 

( ) ( )( )
2

2 2
0( ) cos cos

4
LA t tπ θ θ⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦            (7) 

where, EDV is the end-diastolic volume of the ventricle, A (t) 
is the time-varying flowing section of the valve, K is the 
pressure rate and ρ the density of the fluid. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The proposed FSI model successfully simulates the 
occluder’s motion, relying only on upstream boundary 
condition (pressure rate) as input. Further experiments are 
currently undertaken with the Sheffield pulse duplicator for 
accurate measurement of model’s input (velocity). 

The model faithfully predicts the valve’s dynamics (fig. 3), 
the negative pressure transient (fig. 4) and vortices in the flow 
(fig. 5). These indicate the preferential location of cavitation 
inception, thus confirming the experimental findings. 

 
Fig. 3.  Inlet velocity and position histories. 

 
Fig. 4.  The pressure field around the occluder, after its first rebound. Values 
below the vaporisation threshold indicate cavitation inception on the atrial 

side of the valve. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Stream function indicating the vortex formation . 

 
For both the MH and OS valve, the same qualitative results 

were found. Yet quantitatively, lower negative pressures were 
found for MH, indicating a lower caviational potential. As fig. 
1 shows, the peripheral cavitational cloud generated by MH 
valve is smaller then the other. 

A 3D model would be useful to capture the other 
cavitational clouds produced by the rest of its structural 
elements (e.g. the strut). 
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TEMPERATURE AND MAGNETIC FIELD ANALYSIS ON AN 
ACTUATOR BY USING FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
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Abstract: 
In this research FL 150 D Type contactor's 
dimensions is used as an actuator. Three types of 
material, which commonly used in industry, are 
examined. These studies are executed seperatly two 
main groups. First study: Immediately before 
contactor was switched off, magnetic field and force 
analysis of contactor is carried out using finite 
element method (FEM) software program. The other 
studies, immediately after contactor was switched off.  
Temperature analysis is obtained by a developed 
program and their comparative results are issued. In 
this study, Ferro magnetic and joule losses are so 
lower, they are neglected, and the study is carried out 
at a certain time interval that plays most significant 
role in operation of contactor. 
 
Keywords ⎯ Actuator, Electromagnetic Field, 
Magnetic Material, Finite Element Element, Heat 
transfer 
 
I-INTRODUCTION 
Contactors play an important role in Electrical 
Industry and Electrical Devices. The contactors are 
not only used as switches, they are also used for 
controlling and supporting measurement. Their 
effects on electrical circuits are highly important; 
both magnetic and thermal operation performances 
have to be known in detail. 
The attributes of this study done here, computing 
and analyzing the electromagnetic field and force 
and temperature distributions, constituting two 
indispensable researches not only on an actuator but 
also all electrical equipments. This study brings 
together magnetic and temperature analysis together 
in the same structure. However the analyses are 
studied separately. The complex processes are 
strictly tried to avoid, and clear expressions brought 
in the study to make the problems understandable.   
II- NUMERICAL PROPERTIES BY USING 
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

a- Magnetic Field and Force 
Electromechanical energy conversion is possible 
when the amount of energy stored in the coupling 
field depends on the relative positions of the 
mechanical system.  
The magnetic field density and magnetic field in an 
actuator system necessitates of the governing 
electromagnetic equations to predict accurately the 
system performance. 

n

M

n

n S
B

F ∑
=

=
1 0

2

2μ
    (1) 

B is called magnetic force field, n refers to different 
air gaps in the contactor, M is the total number of 
air gap, μ0 is the permebility of air gap.  
Finite Element Method (FEM) allowed the problem 
discretised in the x-y plane by using magnetic 
vector potential. Drichlet Boundary conditions are  
entered to solve the problem [1-2]. 
b-Thermal Equations 
The problem inherits symmetry with respect to x-
axis; it is considered only ( 0y ≥ ) part of the 
device. The formulation of the problem is given 
such 

2 2

2 2

( , ) ( , ) 1
( , )

x y

T x y T x y
s x y

k

∂ ∂
+ = −

∂ ∂
      (2) 

Where T  is temperature, s , heat source and k  
thermal conduction coefficient of contactor metal.   
FEM scheme based on Galerkin method. Linear 
triangle elements are chosen. In each triangular 
element, a field function may be approximated by 
the first order polynomial, application of the 
weighted residual method we eventually obtain the 
discretised FEM form of the heat conduction 
equation in the contactor. 
III –SIMULATION AND PROGRAMMING 
RESULTS  
a- Simulation and Analytical Results for Magnetic 
force 
 The numerical method is used to solve magnetic 
force problems in industrial frequency applications, 
in   magnetic vector potential (∇×A=B) 
formulation. J current density (A/mm2) as a 
magnetic field source and dirichlet boundary 
conditions are used for problem to analyze. The 
problem structure is shown in Fig.1.  

 
Fig. 1 (E Type) Contactor with airgap 
 
Problem is analyzed for three materials; cast steel, 
silicon sheet iron and cast iron.  
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After analyzing the problem, equations are built to 
obtain the force values numerically. The numerical 
results are given in Fig2. 

F-B Curves
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Fig 2. F-B relationship curves 
 
Fig. 2 shows that the various materials play an 
important role for contactor’s performance and 
magnet design [2].  
Mathematica program is developed to analyze 
temperature distribution on contactor. In the FEM 
analysis, 204 nodes and 320 triangular elements are 
chosen. This indicates relatively fine meshing 
structure for this work. The linear system 
constructed according to Eq.(2) is solved by the 
preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm [3]. 
The numerical results are tested by the Finite 
Difference Method (FDM) that based on the same 
number of nodes. This means that in both methods, 
the temperature is evaluated in the same spatial 
points. 

 
Fig. 3 Temperature distribution in the contactor 
 
The test solutions are performed for different 
contactor materials. It is presented in Fig.3. At first 
glance, this graph seems to sketch the temperature 
distribution as a function of only x spatial variable. 
Actually, it must be interpreted that each adjacent 
curve also represents the thermal variation along the 

y axis. The algorithm incorporates linear triangular 
elements that facilitate proper modeling of problem 
geometry and can represent the field variables in 
heat conduction problems very accurately. 
 
IV- CONCLUSION 
This research study examined how relationship 
between force and magnetic flux is and how this 
relationship varies as per temperature values. In 
some operating conditions, to know this 
information can be highly important. Beside this 
high thermal state of a contactor affects its 
magnetic properties. The other point is the using of 
both analyzing in the same problem is the specialty 
of the study.  Additionally, the study will have been 
adapted easily on different subjects.  Essential ones 
are magnet design, coupled problems, temperature 
distribution problems etc.  
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Abstract— Fast Wave Concept Iterative Process (FWCIP) 
shows some convergence problems. While the overall iterative 
process can be improved through other methods, a redefinition of 
the waves in the modal domain is performed in order to remove 
the intrinsic instability of the method. Edge effect is then used in 
order to find the right impedances to be used and clear 
improvement in the iterative process is obtained. 
 

Keywords— iterative methods, edge effect 

I. FAST WAVE CONCEPT ITERATIVE PROCESS 

In [1],[2] the Fast Wave Concept Iterative Process 
(FWCIP) is introduced. 

Let Ω be a discontinuity plane inside a metallic box. The 
regions on both sides are filled with homogenous dielectric. 
The two regions are designated as region 1 (ε r1 , h 1 , etc.) and 
region 2 (ε r2 , h 2 , etc.). Ω contains a planar circuit and the 
electromagnetic fields are to be found at the discontinuity 
level.  

We define the incident and reflected wave in both sides of 
the discontinuity plane 2,1=∀ i  (1): 

 ( )JEA i
i

i Z
Z 0

02
1

+= , ( )JEB i
i

i Z
Z 0

02
1

−=  (1) 

where: 

 
i

iZ
ε
μ0

0 = , 2,1=∀i  (2) 

is the medium impedance. 
The waves are subject to constraints imposed by the 

discontinuity (3) and by the reflection over the metallic walls 
of the box (4). 

 0
ˆ ABA +Γ= Ω  (3) 

 AB Γ= ˆ   (4) 
A0 is the incident wave generated by the source in the two 

regions and ΓΓΩ ˆ,ˆ  denotes the reflection operator on the 
discontinuity surface Ω and on the metallic walls respectively. 
The FWCIP method solves (3) (4) by an iterative process. In 
(5), (6) k denotes the current iteration and the starting 
conditions are imposed by the source (6). 

 ( ) ( )
0

1 ˆ ABA +Γ= Ω
+ kk   (5) 

 ( ) ( )kk AB Γ= ˆ   (6) 
 ( )

0
0 AA =   (7) 

FWCIP has some convergence problems, even in simplest 
structures. In the following example we show the results 
found for a microstrip transmission line, extending from one 
side of the box to another, centered between the box walls. 

The box is rectangular (a by b), divided by a grid in 32×32 
pixels (each pixel is a square 0.53×0.53 mm). The line is 2 
pixels wide (1.06mm) and 30 pixels long (15.94 mm) and of 
course short-circuited at the end by the box, so purely 
imaginary impedance is expected. We verify the convergence 
by plotting the impedance value (figure 1) on the source 
surface (a square 2×2 pixels - 1.06×1.06 mm positioned at the 
beginning of the line).  

Source Impedance 
32 X 32 pixels, Frequency= 2 GHz, Zos= 50 Ohm
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Fig. 1.  Input impedance - Convergence analysis 

In [3] two methods are described to improve the 
convergence, but those methods, while offering a better 
iterative process and a better field solution, only lowers the 
intrinsic instability of the FWCIP method.  

II. MODAL DOMAIN DEFINITION OF THE WAVES 

In FWCIP many of the concepts are physics related and 
can’t be changed. The only place where we imposed some of 
the parameters is the definition of the waves where we choose 
a space domain definition (1). The value of the impedance 
was chosen equal to that of the corresponding medium (2).  

We will define the waves in the modal domain. For every 
region we state: 
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where nm NMNjMi 2;2;,1;,1 ====  and Z0 becomes 
a matrix resulting in a different impedance value for every 
spatial mode: Z 0mn. fmn are the basis functions for the modal 
decomposition in the rectangular guide (11). 
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III. EDGE EFFECT AND REDEFINITION OF  THE WAVES 

We plot the field distributions for the same microstrip line 
used before, the frequency being set to 5GHz. The line being 
only 2 pixels wide we expect only longitudinal current to exist 
on the line [4],[5]. Even incomplete as stated before and with 
errors, FWCIP offers still the “good” shape of the fields. As in 
figure 2 only E y and J x have considerable values, while E x 
and J y are small and “noisy”, and appear mainly due to 
method errors (the lack of the convergence). 
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Fig. 2.  Spatial distribution of the transversal field (E y - up) and 

longitudinal surface current (J x - down), iteration 300, frequency 5GHz 
 

Figure 2 show two interesting facts. First, the E y and J x 
fields seem connected and in antiphase. Second and more 
important, both E y and J x , and consequently the waves A x, 
A y, B x, B y (as E x and J y can be neglected) have some major 
step discontinuities when going through a dielectric-metal 
discontinuity. These step discontinuities will not be accurately 
modeled by complex exponentials. It is our belief that this fact 
generates the instability of the FWCIP method. 

The calculus of the charge conservation on the edge of the 
line suggests us to adopt a definition of the wave functions 
that will allow a smooth transition over the metal-dielectric 
interfaces. In the space domain this definition will be: 
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In order to preserve the classic definition of the TE/TM 
modal decomposition we define the waves in the modal 
domain as in (12). 
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 In fact in (12) we define an intermediary function with 
no physical correspondent. The surface current is replaced by 
composition of the modal amplitudes by a rotated modal basis.   
Equations (12) do not accurately apply (10) but with the 
appropriate choice of the impedance coefficients we can make 
the transition over different materials as smooth as possible. 

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

We apply (12) with the following impedance coefficients: 
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 The convergence plot for the same structure as in section 
1 is in figure 3. 
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Fig. 3.  Input impedance - Convergence analysis (new definition) 

 
 A very good behaviour of the iterative process is 

obtained. Convergence is obtained in around 30 iterations as 
opposed to 150 iterations in figure 1 and this time without the 
oscillations showing the lack of convergence of the classic 
method. So the proposed method increases the speed of the 
analysis and the stability of the final solution. 
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Abstract— One of the major goals in designing of the 
integrated EMI filters is to improve their high-frequency 
characteristics. To achieve this, special technologies need to be 
developed, including the mechanisms for suppression of the 
equivalent parallel capacitance (EPC) and of the equivalent 
series inductance (ESL), in spite of increasing the high-frequency 
losses. In this light, the paper studies the evaluation effectiveness 
of the EPC-reducing technologies. There are calculated the EPC 
of the four single winding structures and of the coupled windings. 
Final conclusions will end the paper. 
 
Keywords— equivalent parallel capacitance, integrated EMI 
filter, L-C structure, passive integration, numerical modelling 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main component of an EMI filter is the low pass filter; 
therefore, in order to develop the integrated low pass filter, the 
integrated L-C structure must be carefully studied and 
modelled. 

The planar integrated L-C structure consists of alternating 
layers of conductors, dielectrics, insulation and ferrite 
materials that produce an integrated structure with similar 
terminal characteristics as the lumped components. The 
exploded view of an integrated L-C structure was shown in 
Figure 1. The integrated L-C winding consists of a dielectric 
substrate with conductor windings directly deposited on both 
sides, thus resulting in a structure having both sufficient 
inductance and capacitance. This realizes the equivalent 
integrated capacitance as well as the inductance. By 
appropriately terminating the four terminals A, B, C and D of 
the integrated L-C winding, the same structure could be 
configured as equivalent L-C series resonator, parallel 
resonator or low pass filter. To integrate the EMI filter, the L-
C low pass filter configuration is used, where AD is the input 
port and CD is the output. 

 
Fig. 1.   The integrated L-C structure 

The existing integrated L-C technologies and design 
methodologies were mostly developed for high-frequency 

power passive components integration in order to achieve high 
efficiency and high power density. Since functions and 
requirements are different for passive components in EMI 
filters, special technologies need to be developed for EMI 
filter integration. 

II. FEA SIMULATION EVALUATION  
To evaluate the effectiveness of the EPC-reducing 

technologies, the EPC of the four single winding structures 
shown in Figure 2 (a-d) are calculated by using the Ansoft 
Maxwell Field Solver. Each figure in Figure 2 (a-d) is the 
cross-section view of a half winding window of the ferrite 
cores. The dark rectangles are the cross-sections of spiral 
winding conductor. All the conductors have the same 
dimensions, which are 1.2 x 0.3 mm. The relative permittivity 
of the materials used in the simulation is given in Table I. 

 
(a) original structure 

 
(b) increased insulation thickness 

 
(c) „air spacer” 

 
(d) staggered winding 

Fig. 2.   FEA Simulation models of different winding structures 

TABLE I 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES USED IN THE SIMULATION 
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Materials Ferrite Air Copper Kapton Ceramic 

εr 12 1 1 3.6 84 
 
The structure shown in Figure 2.a is the original structure, 

which has two winding layers and six turns per layer. The first 
winding layer is an integrated L-C winding, consisting of a 
thin copper winding, a ceramic layer and a thick copper 
winding. The second winding layer is a normal copper-foil 
winding. The thickness of the insulation kapton between 
winding layers is 0.1 mm. The structure shown in Figure 2.b is 
similar to that of Figure 2.a, except the insulation kapton 
thickness is increased to 0.5 mm. The structure shown in 
Figure 2.c replaces kapton in Figure 2.b with air. The structure 
shown in Figure 2.d is the staggered winding structure. To 
achieve non-overlapping windings, the total number of 
winding layers is increased to four and the number of turns 
per layer is reduced to three, accordingly. 

Assuming a linear voltage distribution along the winding 
length, the equivalent capacitance is calculated based on 
equation 22e EC W V −= , where WE is the stored electric field 
energy and V is the winding terminal voltage. The calculation 
results are given in Table II. It is evident that the EPC of the 
proposed staggered winding structure in Figure 2.d is more 
than 9 times smaller than that of the original structure shown 
in Figure 2.a. 

TABLE II 
CALCULATED EPCS OF FOUR STRUCTURES 

Structure (A) (B) (C) (D) 

EPC(pF) 93.6 23.8 10.3 10.7 

III. EPC OF COUPLED WINDINGS 
The calculated capacitance in Table II is the EPC of a 

single winding. For Common Mode (CM) chokes, there are 
two magnetically-coupled windings; hence the total equivalent 
structural winding capacitance will be increased. The 
equivalent circuit of two coupled windings with winding 
capacitance is shown in Figure 3. Under common mode 
excitation, the equivalent circuit can be simplified to Figure 4.  

 
Fig. 3.   EPC of two coupled windings 

 
Fig. 4.   Simplified circuit under CM excitation 

The equivalent winding capacitance of the coupled 
windings is: 

1 2 3eC C C C= + +                                 (1) 

where C1 and C2 are the winding capacitances of each 
winding, and C3 is the structural capacitance between 
windings. So the EPC of the CM choke is at least the sum of 
the EPCs of each winding. The FEA simulation model of a 
planar CM choke is shown in Figure 5, with a staggered 
winding structure for each winding. The calculated EPC under 
CM excitation is 20.1 pF. 

 
Fig. 5.   Two staggered windings not interleaved 

To reduce the increased EPC caused by magnetic 
coupling, the two windings of CM chokes can be interleaved. 
Under common mode excitation, the two interleaved windings 
can be regarded as a single winding from an electrostatic point 
of view. Hence the total equivalent winding capacitance will 
be equal to the structural capacitance of a single winding. 
Figure 6 shows a structure in which the staggered and 
interleaved winding techniques are combined.  

 
Fig. 6.   Staggered and interleaved windings 

With the same material and geometry parameters, the 
calculated equivalent winding capacitance is only 8 pF. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

The paper proposes several techniques for reducing the 
EPC of the integrated EMI filters. The numerical simulations 
performed and detailed in the final paper will prove the 
effectiveness of the suggested solutions.  
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Abstract— The aim of this paper is to made an analysis of wave 
processes of voltage and current distributed along the MTLs with 
branches in a substation, caused by the switching operation due 
to the circuit breakers and the disconnect switchers. The wave 
processes of voltage and current distributed along the busbars 
and the power lines without load in the substation are calculated 
with the finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD) when the 
circuit breakers and the disconnect switchers are closed. 
 
Keywords—Finite-Difference Time-Domain, transmission line, 
transient analysis, wave processes, electromagnetic field  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a substation, the switching transients are a very 
important problem because the frequency spectrum of the 
transient process is very wide and the electromagnetic field at 
the high frequency domain is radiated from the busbars and 
the power lines.  

Wave processes caused by the switching operation due to 
the circuit breakers and the disconnect switchers can seriously 
disturb the secondary equipment in the substation and the 
consumer devices nearby. 

The wave processes of voltage and current distributed 
along the busbars and the power lines in a substation are 
calculated with Finite-Difference Time-Domain Method in 
order to develop an effective numerical algorithm. 

II. II. FINITE-DIFFERENCE TIME-DOMAIN METHOD 
The Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method has 

been widely used to simulate various electromagnetic 
problems because of its flexibility and versatility. Many 
variations and extensions of the FDTD exist, and the literature 
on the FDTD technique is extensive.  

This technique involves the Maxwell’s equations in time 
domain by approximating the space and time derivatives by 
finite differences. Taking the x-components: 
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The FDTD method involves a time-stepping procedure 
from inputs which are time-sampled analogue signals. The 
modeled region is represented by two interleaved grids of 
discrete points, one containing the points at which the 
magnetic field is evaluated, the other the electric field. One 
cell of these grids is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1.   FDTD of Element Space 

 
The derivatives are replaced by finite differences. For 

example, using the shown nomenclature, the first equation are 
reduces to 
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In this equation, the only unknown quantity is Hx0(t+Δt). 
Hence the electric field values at time t are used to find the 
magnetic field values at time t+Δt. A similar approach can 
then be used to evaluate the electric field values at time t + 
2Δt. Fields can therefore be propagated through the whole 
grid by alternately evaluating the electric and magnetic field 
strengths at each time step. This time stepping is continued 
until either a steady-state response is found or the desired 
response is obtained.  

It can be seen that using this technique it is not necessary 
to solve a system of linear equations, however the computer 
storage and running time is dependent upon the electrical 
volume being modeled and the necessary grid resolution. 

FDTD has been used successfully over a wide range of 
modeling problems its chief advantage being its flexibility. It 
is possible to model arbitrary waveforms as they propagate 
through complex configurations of conductors, dielectrics and 
even lossy non-linear and nonisotropic materials.  

III.  APLICATION 
As an example, is applied the FDTD method on a MTLs 

model in a three-phase substation, shown in Figure 2.  

Finite-Difference Time-Domain Method  
used in Transient Analysis of Wave Processes 
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Fig. 2.   An MTLs Model in a Substation 

 
In this model, the MTLs are assumed as uniform, so the 

per- unit-length parameters are independent to the position z 
for each MTLs. 

We will use an iterative formula to determine the boundary 
conditions at the node of the branches for the MTLs with 
branches. Based on these formulae, the wave processes of 
voltage and current distributed along the busbars and the 
power lines without load in the substation have been 
calculated with FDTD method during the switching operation.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The FDTD method demonstrated to be the most 

appropriate technique to analyze the wave processes of 
voltage and current distributed along the busbars and the 
power lines in the substations in comparison with other 
methods (MOM) used in literature, because of his applied 
flexibility for complex configurations and for non linear 
processes. 
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Abstract— Sensitivity analysis is an important tool that can be 

used to assess and improve the design and accuracy of a model 
describing an electronic circuit.  The method described in section 
II shows the application of the adjoint method to transient 
sensitivity analysis.  The cost of calculating the sensitivity is 
reduced by successfully replacing a high dimension term 

),(ˆ px t  with a much lower dimension term )(tλ .  Although 
successful in reducing the cost, there are some weaknesses that I 
will point out as areas in need of further attention. 

  
Keywords - Sensitivity Analysis; Transient Analysis; Adjoint 

Method 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Given a model description in the form of a set of 
differential algebraic equations it is possible to observe how a 
circuit's output reacts to varying input parameters, which are 
introduced at the requirements stage of design. In this way it is 
possible to determine which parameters or components of a 
given circuit are sensitive.  It may be the case that a relatively 
large change has been detected in the output for a small 
change of a parameter value, this then identifies exactly which 
parameters are in need of further adjustment to ensure the 
quality of a model.  A model may even be in need of a 
complete redesign to reduce this sensitivity.  

The approaches to DC and AC sensitivity analysis have 
already proved to be satisfactory and the DC case is an 
important starting point for the transient analysis. In both 
cases the adjoint method is efficient when the number of 
parameters is larger than the number of output variables. 

A typical time domain problem in circuit analysis is the 
product of voltage difference times the current through an 
electronic component (power) and, when integrated of time, 
this reflects the total power that is dissipated. Another time 
domain problem is the determination of the time moment 
when a certain unknown crosses a particular value.  Such a 
moment can be the moment at which synchronization is 
required in co-simulation between a circuit simulator and 
another simulation tool.  

In transient analysis, the adjoint method can be formulated 
as a convolution of the circuit equations with a carefully 
constructed function, that, by its nature, requires a backward 
integration in time of a related DAE (and for which a proper 
initial value has to be determined). The method has been 
popularized in [1,2] for linear problems.  For more general 
DAEs the method has been studied in [3] in a more 
mathematical way.   

In [4] the application to the nonlinear DAEs of circuit 
equations was studied more closely. Nice applications can be 
derived for the problem of finding optimal sources in 

detecting faults in analog circuits [5]. However, in studying 
sizing problems (in which for instance the physical area of a 
capacitor has to be taken into account), it appears that 
especially parameters of capacitors give rise to terms that 
require additional investigation. Here the effect of the index of 
the related DAE shows up.   

II. TRANSIENT SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Fig. 1. shows a typical circuit layout, it has four nodes 
(n0…n3), five branches (b1…b5) each with a component.  A 
source s(t), resistors R1 & R2  and an inductor L1.  

 
         Fig.  1.  Circuit layout 
 
Equation (1) is a general equation that can be used to describe 
how any circuit behaves over a period of time. )(tx  is the 
state vector and represents the node voltage, j & q describe 
the current and charge behavior.  
 

)())(())(( tt
dt
dt sxqxj =+                         (1) 

Because )(tx  can be sensitive to a parameter p it can be 
rewritten as ),( px t .  The current behavior is dependant on 

),( px t but also on p so we can rewrite (1) as    
 

),()),,(()),,(( psppxqppxj tt
dt
dt =+ .    (2) 

Equation (2) includes the influence of these parameters. 
p is used to tune and optimize some circuit functionality, we 
assume this functionality to be described as an Observation 
Function.  The Observation Function depends on the type of 
analysis being performed and in the case of transient analysis 
a basic Observation Function can be expressed as 

)),,(( ppxF t , from which other Observation Functions can 
be obtained, like 

Transient Sensitivity Analysis in Circuit Simulation 
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Applying the adjoint method and differentiating (3) w.r.t p we 
can find an expression for the sensitivity.  In both AC and DC 
analysis the adjoint method is efficient. 
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When applying this to a transient analysis case and 
differentiating through the integral in (3) we produce 
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The initial problem here is the cost of calculating ),(ˆ px t  and 
[1,2,3] show in detail how (5) can be re-expressed with a term 

)(tλ which is of much lower order than ),(ˆ px t .  The 
following is an overview of how it is done. 
 Differentiating (2) w.r.t. p, 
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Rearranging this, multiplying by a term )(tλ and integrating 
gives 
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Using partial integration on the first term and substituting it 
back in to (7) and after some further manipulation we 
eventually derive (8). 
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Now if we compare the left hand side of (8) with the first term 
on the right hand side of (5) as long as )(tλ satisfies 
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we can eliminate ),(ˆ px t and finally express the sensitivity as 
(13).  Only the boundary values at 0=t  and Tt =  for 

),(ˆ px t remain.  The calculation of ),(ˆ px T  is avoided by 

setting 0)( =Tλ , ),0(ˆ px  is easily found from the DC 
condition of a circuit, and so (5) is now expressed as (13).  
The values )(tλ  for Tt <≤0  are calculated in reverse from 
the initial condition 0)( =Tλ by solving equations (9), (10) 
as described in [1,2,3].  

Now that all )(tλ  have been obtained and ),0(ˆ px is 
available from the DC analysis the sensitivity equation (13) 
can now be calculated with much less cost than if we had used 
(5). 
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III. OUTLINE 
Although the current method for calculating the transient 

sensitivity of a circuit has a reduced cost, some disadvantages 
are introduced when including the analysis of parameters for 

the capacitances.  Because of this 
p

pxq
∂

∂ ),(
is not equal to 

zero and so 
dt

td )(λ
 must be calculated.  It is not ideal to have 

to do this as the calculation of its value by a finite difference 
method introduces errors. Another point of concern is the 
calculation of the integral in (13), as well as introducing an 

error in its own evaluation, 
dt

td )(λ
 is calculated many times 

between t=0 and t=T.  We will be describing ways on how to 
calculate sensitivities in a stable and an efficient way. 
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I. Introduction

We study analog Winner Take All circuits of Hopfield
(continuous time) type [1]-[6].
In [1] and [2] a new WTA network composed by N in-
terconnected amplifiers and capable to signal the largest
item in a list d = (d1, d2, . . . , dN )tr has been proposed.
Suppose the list is ordered by

d1 > d2 > · · · > dN (1)

The WTA function means that once the net is fed with the
vector d, the output vector v (t) = (v1 (t) , · · · , vN (t))

tr

would settle to a steady-state v such that v1 ' 1 and
vi ' −1, i ∈ 2, N . This will signal the fact that d1 is the
largest component of the vector d.
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R

R
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−v4u 4

−v3u 3

−v2
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C23

C24

C13

C14

b 1

−v1u 1

C12

Fig. 1. WTA circuit under study–case N = 4

In this work, we consider the capacitive cross-coupling
between the input wires of the above mentioned network.
We study its effect on the correct WTA behavior and on
the processing time length.

II. The main results

The circuit has N amplifiers with the input-output
relation vi = g (λui) = tanh (λui), where λ is the ”gain”.
Fig. 1 presents the N = 4 case. The interconnection
(local feedback) resistance between cells is R, and the
interconnection N × N matrix is T , where Tii = 0 and

Tij =
1

R
= p for i 6= j. Each cell has a total ground

resistance R0 and a total ground capacitance C0. The
input quantities are the currents bi = di − p (N − 2),
where di are confined to the [−dmax, dmax] interval and
we denote the shortest distance between consecutive
elements by ∆ = min (di − di+1). We also denote

by z = ∆/
2dmax

N − 1
the list density, z ∈ (0, 1]. z = 1

corresponds to equally spaced di inside [−dmax, dmax].
∆ = 2dmax − (N − 2) ∆ is the largest possible distance
between consecutive elements.

The circuit is described by:










C
du

dt
= −l u − T v + b

u (0) = 0

(2)

Here l = (1/R0) + (N − 1) /R.

Theorem 1 Suppose the following special case of cross-
coupling

{

C1j = Cj1 = −α, j ∈ 2, N
Cik = Cki = −β, i, k ∈ 2, N, i 6= k

(3)

and let us denote: α1 =
β + q1 [C0 + (N − 1)β]

1 − q1

,

q1 =
∆

Σ∆
, Σ = (N − 1) (N − 2) /2.

If λ > λ0 = l/p and

β < α < α1 (4)

then u12 (t) > 0 for all t > 0.

Theorem 2 Suppose (4) holds and in addition

ε <
2

N
(5)

dmax < p − pε
N

2
(6)
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λ > max (λ0, min (λ1, λ2) , λ3) (7)

where λ1 =
4l

pε (4 − ε)
, λ2 =

l

∆
ln

4 − ε

ε
, λ3 =

(

l

2
ln

2 − ε

ε

)

/

(

p − p
N − 1

2
ε − dmax

)

.

Then, the following are true:

• There is a time tp such that

v1 (t) > 1 − ε > −1 + ε > v2 (t) > v3 (t) > · · · > vN (t)

for all t ≥ tp, and the stationary state has the same
property, i.e.

•

v1 > 1 − ε > −1 + ε > v2 > v3 > · · · > vN

The above result shows that if:

• the threshold 1 − ε is high enough (see (5))

• the list is confined to a certain interval [−dmax, dmax]
(see (6))

• the gain λ is big enough (see (7))

and if in addition the defect is not higher that the limit
α1 -see (4)- than the WTA action takes place.

Next, we look for a cross-coupling defect α which spoils
the WTA selection. In fact we impose a stronger condi-
tion, namely u12 (t) < 0 for all t > 0, which means that
the WTA order u12 (t) > 0 is reversed.

Theorem 3 Consider the capacitive coupling

in (2) and denote z0 =
N − 1

N − 2

2

N + 1
and

α2 =
β + q2 [C0 + (N − 1)β]

1 − q2

, q2 =
∆

Σ∆
.

If λ > λ0 z > z0 and α > α2 then u12 (t) < 0 for all
t > 0.

We give also a result on the difference between the pro-
cessing times t1p and t0p with and without cross-coupling.

Theorem 4 Suppose a simpler cross-coupling case:

{

C12 = C21 = −δ
Cij = 0 for all i 6= j, i, j > 2

and we denote C = C0 + 2δ A1 = ∆/ (∆ − 2lu1−ε),
A2 =

(

2p + ∆
)

/
(

2p + ∆ − 2lu1−ε

)

, A3 =
[

2u1−ε (pλ − l) + ∆
]

/∆.
If all assumptions in Theorem 2 are met, then

t1
p
− t0

p
≤ min

[(

C

l
ln A1 −

C0

l
ln A2

)

;

(

C

l
ln A1 −

C0

pλ − l
lnA3

)]

III. Conclusions

1. This paper enhances our recent papers [3] and [4]. It
refers to the behavior of the WTA network in [1] and
[2] when faulty or unavoidable parasitic capacitances
are considered.

2. We deal with the case when the symmetry of mutual
capacitances is broken. Namely, a defect capacitance
α > β is considered between a certain input and all
other inputs. All other cross-coupling capacitances
remain to the old value β. As our intuition feels and
as our many simulations confirmed, there is a highest
acceptable value of the fault α, be it αcr, which still
maintains the WTA selection. To obtain a closed
form formula expressing αcr as a function of circuit
and list parameters is certainly unlikely. Instead, our
work gives computable bounds of it.

3. We are able to give a good approximation (from be-
low) for αcr, namely α1. The α1 value in THEOREM
1 is a function of circuit and list parameters.

4. In THEOREM 3 we provide a parameter α2, (com-
putable as well from circuit and lists characteristics)
beyond which the α value prevents the circuit from
WTA. It is an approximation of αcr from above. The
fact that α2 is valid for z > z0 only is not a major
restriction as long as z0 is sufficiently small.

5. The speed of our network is evaluated in THEOREM
4. We find an upper bound of the time difference
given by the crosstalk capacitance C1. Being ex-
pressed explicitly in terms of the circuit parameters
(l, p, C0, C1, λ, ε) and of the list parameters (∆ and
∆), this bound can be useful in early design-stage as
a measure of cross-coupling capacitance influence on
the processing time.
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Abstract—An analog MOS circuit performing the max-

imum element selection (WTA) is considered. The depen-

dence of its behavior on the input list density is rigourously

studied.
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I. Introduction

The circuit under study was presented by Lazzaro in
1989 in his thesis, [1],[2]. Many improvements and appli-
cations of it have been issued since then, [3],[4]. However
there hasn’t been any thorough theoretical study of the
circuit so far.

VDD VDD

VB

VB

M’N

I N

VN

MNM1

V1

I 1

VDD VDD

VB

VB

I c

VC

M’1

Fig. 1. Lazzaro WTA Circuit.

Our (W)inner-(T)ake-(A)ll network (see figure 1)
consists of MOS transistors operating in subthreshold
region. Due to its performances (low complexity, low
power consumption, high speed) the circuit has been
extensively used in many applications.

The circuit consists of N interacting cells. Each
cell contains two nMOS transistors, Mk and M ′

k. It
receives a unidirectional input current Ik and produces
an output voltage Vk. The circuit operates by choosing
the maximum input current Im and broadcasting its
value as a voltage onto the global line Vc. Because all
M transistors share the same gate to source voltage Vc,
they should also sink the same current Im. However, all
Ij (j 6= m) are smaller than Im, as a result, the drain
voltages Vj of all Mj decrease because of the Early effect.
The decrease of Vj reduces the gate to source voltages of

all M ′
j transistors, hence decreasing the current through

every M ′
j transistor. As the summation of currents

through all M ′ transistors is constant, equal to Ic, the
current through M ′

m increases. To accommodate this
increment, the gate to source voltage of M ′

m is forced to
increase. As a result of the competition, the cell which
receives the largest input current Im has the highest
output voltage Vm.

II. Preliminaries

Being fed with a list I1 > I2 > · · · > IN , the
circuit might show a similarly ordered output list
V1 > V2 > · · · > VN . Moreover, V1 and V2 should be split
by known thresholds.

We show how to compute these thresholds and study
their dependence on list density.

If we denote the gate by G, the source by S, the drain
by D, and the bulk by B, we obtain the following static
model for the transistor ([5]):

{
IG = 0

IDS = W
L ID0e

VBS(1−p)
Vt

(
1− e

−VDS
Vt

)
ep

VGS−VT
Vt

(1)

Here ID0 = K′2(pVt)
2

e2 .
The conditions for subthreshold operation are:





VGS < VT = VT0 + γ
(√

φ− VBS −
√

φ
)

0 < VDS

VB < VS

(2)

We denote I0 = W
L ID0e

VB(1−p)/Vt and we suppose I0 is
the same for all the transistors. Following, we write the
currents for the k cell.
For the Mk transistor we have VS = 0 , VG = Vc , VD = Vk

and we obtain the equation:

IDSk = I0e
(pVc−VT1)/Vt

(
1− e−Vk/Vt

)
(3)

with the conditions:

{
VDS = Vk > 0
VGS = Vc < VT1 = VT0 + γ

(√
φ− VB −

√
φ
) (4)

For the M ′
k transistor we have V ′

S = Vc , V ′
G =

Vk , V ′
D = VDD and we obtain the equation:
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2

I ′DSk = I0e
(pVk−VT2)/Vt

(
e−Vc/Vt − e−VDD/Vt

)
(5)

with the conditions:

{
VD′S′ = VDD − Vc > 0
VG′S′ = Vk − Vc < VT2 = VT0 + γ

(√
φ− VB + Vc −

√
φ
)

(6)
The stationary solution satisfies:

{
Ij = IDSj∑

I ′DSj = Ic
(7)

These lead to the stationary circuit equations:




exj =
1

1− ijA(y)
, j ∈ 1, N

ic
g(y)

=
∑ 1

(1− ijA(y))p

(8)

within the domain given by:




y < yM

0 < xj < f(y) = y + s(y)
y0 < y < d

(9)

Here we have denoted: xj = Vj/Vt, y = Vc/Vt,
ij = Ij/I0, ic = Ic/I0, a = VT1/Vt = VT (VS = 0)/Vt,
d = VDD/Vt, s(y) = VT2/Vt = VT (VS = Vc)/Vt,
g(y) = e−ps(y)(e−y − e−d), A(y) = e−py+ap,
yM = min(a, d), y0 = f−1(0).

III. Results

If y0 < ym < yM , the next conditions guarantee that
(y, x1, · · · , xN ) belong to the domain in 9.





IM < [1− e−f(ym)]epym−pa

N
g(yM )

1− IMA(yM )
< ic < Ng(ym)

(10)

Let us scale the currents to [0, IM ]. If the order of the
currents is

0 ≤ iN < iN−1 < ... < i2 < i1 ≤ IM

we should have

0 ≤ xN < xN−1 < · · · ≤ Qa ≤ Qb ≤ x1

Here Qa and Qb are two thresholds which necessarily
should be list independent. To be more precise, let ∆ be
the smallest distance between currents, ij−ij+1 ≥ ∆. We
define z = ∆(N−1)/IM a number between 0 and 1 called
the ”dispersion” of the list which shows how crowded the
elements i1, · · · , iN are. A large z means a more dispersed
list. Together with N (the number of list elements), z is an
intrinsic parameter of data, i.e. its value does not depend
on the confining interval [0, IM ]. We define:

Qa = min {x1| (i1, · · · , iN ) ∈ Lz0}
Qb = max {x2| (i1, · · · , iN ) ∈ Lz0}

Lz0 is the set of all accepted lists with z ≥ z0, i.e. z0 is
the minimum dispersion accepted by our WTA network.
Our paper computes Qa and Qb and tries to show the
conditions under which Qa ≤ Qb, i.e. tries to find z0.

Theorem 1 If φ > Vt/4 , y > VB/Vt and A(ym)IM ≤ 1
then the WTA selection works for z > z0 where z0 is the
solution of:

ze(1−z)ρ − 1 +
z

N − 1
= 0

ρ =
2

G′

p2
· 1
A(yM )IM

+
∑

k 6=2

N−k
N−1(

1−A(yM )IM
N−k
N−1

)p+1

G′ = −g′(yM )
g(yM )

· N

[1−A(y1)IM ]p

where y1 = yM or yM , the largest value of y.

We also have a result showing the values of list disper-
sion rendering the circuit unoperational:

Theorem 2 If, φ > Vt/4 , z < z00, where z00 =
1

er + 1
N−1

and r =
2p2A(ym)IM

N [1−A(ym)IM ]p+1
then the WTA

property fails.

IV. Conclusion

Conditions allowing the WTA operation are shown.
They are explicitly expressed as a function of circuit and
list parameters. An upper bound for the densities render-
ing the circuit non-operational is given as well.
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Abstract—In this paper we compare the numerical re-

sults of different model order reduction software tools,

in order to test their scalability for the microelectronic-

industry relevant problems. mor4ansys is implemented in

C++ and ROMWorkbench is a MATLAB code. The cho-

sen benchmarks are large scale linear ordinary differential
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cretisation of electro-thermal MEMS models.
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I. Introduction

The decreasing size of silicon chips and increasing inte-
gration density require permanently new and more pow-
erful simulation tools and strategies in microelectronics
and microsysytem technology. Model order reduction ap-
proach (MOR) [1] is successfully used to considerably re-
duce the computational time and resources. Mathemat-
ical development of MOR is an active area of research,
which grows from the reduction of linear ordinary dif-
ferential equation systems (ODEs) towards the reduction
of parametrized and nonlinear differential algebraic equa-
tions (DAEs) and partial differential algebraic equations
(PDAEs). The implementation aspects of model order re-
duction are advancing as well. Practical MOR has devel-
oped from academic prototyping environments to several
strong tools that can be easily used as an extension of the
commercial simulators like e. g. ANSYS.

In the today’s age of fast computers it is possible to use
quick prototyping tools like MATLAB or Mathematica
for convenient implementation and testing of new MOR
methods. However, the run time for the usually large-
scale industry relevant problems enforces the use of pro-
gramming languages, like C++. Such implementation
offers better performances, but demands more time and
programming skills from the developer.

The goal of this paper is to numerically compare two
MOR tools, which belong to the described streams: MOR
for ANSYS [2] and ROM Workbench (RW) [3]. Both tools
are planned for use in the European project COMSON [4],
which joins the efforts of the major European semiconduc-
tor companies and academic nodes to develop a software
tool that could fulfill the demands of the modern micro-
electronic industry. Such comparison will give us a clear
understanding up to which size and for what structure of
the industrial problem, the MATLAB can be used and at
which point one should switch to the compiled language

implementation.

II. Benchmarks

We have chosen several electro-thermal MEMS mod-
els [5], which are described by the linear multiple-input
multiple-output ODE systems of the form:

C · ẋ + G · x = B · u(t)

y = L · x (1)

whith initial condition x(0) = x0. Here t is the time
variable, x(t) ∈ Rn is a state vector, u(t) ∈ Rm the input
excitation vector and y(t) ∈ Rp the output measurement
vector. G, C ∈ Rn×n are linear (independant on the state
vector) symmetric and sparse system matrices, B ∈ Rn×m

and L ∈ Rn×p are input and output distribution arrays,
respectively. n is the dimension of the system and m and
p are the number of inputs and outputs. In Table I the
dimension of each test model and the matrix structure of
the matrix G are shown.
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Fig. 1. Step response of the full scale and reduced models in a single
output node

III. Methods

The goal of model order reduction is to produce the
system of the same form as (1), but with much smaller
dimension. MOR for ANSYS implements the Arnoldi al-
gorithm [6] and RW Arnoldi-based PRIMA [7]. As MOR
for ANSYS projects both system matrices, those two al-
gorithms have the same computational requirements.
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TABLE I

Characteristics of MEMS benchmark

model System
dimen-
sion

structure of the sys-
tem matrix G (be-
ginning part)

Tunable optical
filter (low order
elements)

1 668

1 20 40 60 80 100

1

20

40

60

80

100

1 20 40 60 80 100

1

20

40

60

80

100

Tunable optical
filter (high order
elements)

106437

1 20 40 60 80 100

1

20

40

60

80

100

1 20 40 60 80 100

1

20

40

60

80

100

Pyrotechnical
microthruster
(low order
elements)

26 360

1 20 40 60 80 100

1

20

40

60

80

100

1 20 40 60 80 100

1

20

40

60

80

100

Pyrotechnical
microthruster
(high order
elements)

79 171

1 20 40 60 80 100

1

20

40

60

80

100

1 20 40 60 80 100

1

20

40

60

80

100

IV. Results

We have reduced the described case studies with both
tools. In Fig. 1 the step responses of the full-scale and
of the reduced order model in a single output node of the
pyrotechnical microthruster (low order elements) are dis-
played. The difference between the reduced model com-
puted with MOR for ANSYS and RW is of the order of
rounding errors. In the Table II we compare the reduc-
tion time (down to order 30) of Mor for ANSYS and RW
for the described MEMS case studies. CPU time of RW
is 10–20 times longer than the CPU of MOR for ANSYS
and for the final test RW runs out of memory. Note that

TABLE II

Characteristics of MOR methods and timings

System di-
mension

nnz(G) nnz(L) Reduction
time (s)
MOR for
ANSYS

Reduction
time (s)
RW

1 668 6 209 2.215 · 104 0.07 0.11
1 668 1 406 808 2.215 · 107 24.1 414.142

26 360 265 113 5.3 · 106 10.5 238.12
79 171 2 215 638 4.6 · 107 128 Out of

memory
after 2.5h

in both implementations the system matrix G is factor-
ized. In MOR for ANSYS this is done via TAUCS library
which implements Cholesky decomposition with METIS
reordering scheme. RW uses MATLAB function lu for the
LU decomposition and colamd reordering. As Cholesky
decomposition is at least two times faster than LU and
METIS reordering is more effective than colamd, this may
explain the big difference in the CPU time of both soft-
ware tools.

V. Conclusion

We have compared two software tools, which are meant
to be integrated into COMSON demonstrator platform.
They belong to the two main implementation schemes,
fast prototyping in the interpreter environment and the
compiled language implementation in C++. Unfortu-
nately, at present we can not say how much the CPU time
difference is due to the interpretation overhead in MAT-
LAB and how much it is due to different reordering and
factorization schemes. But it is certain that the perfor-
mance of RW can be improved by changing the reordering
and factoring tools (TAUCS has a MATLAB interface).
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Abstract—In this paper, we explore random dopant-
induced fluctuations of electrical characteristics for sub-
65 nm metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistors
(MOSFETs). Numerical calculation of fluctuations is per-
formed by solving a quantum correction model with per-
turbation and monotone iterative methods. Accuracy of
simulation is firstly verified with the measured data from
fabricated 65 nm planar MOSFETs. Fluctuations of the
threshold voltage and the drain current are compared be-
tween single- and double-gate (SG and DG) MOSFETs.
Compared with the results of the SG MOSFET, it is found
that the DG MOSFET has the smaller fluctuations with re-
spect to different device channel length, device width, and
channel doping. The suppression of fluctuations is mainly
due to nature of device’s gate structure and good channel
controllability. This numerical technique is computation-
ally cost-effective and can be incorporated into technology
computer-aided design (TCAD) tool for device simulation.

Keywords—Electrical characteristics, fluctuation,
random dopant, perturbation technique, modeling,
simulation, TCAD, nanodevices, single- and double-
gate MOSFETs

I. Introduction

Multiple gate nanoscale metal-oxide-semiconductor
field effect transistors (MOSFETs) have recently been of
great interests [1], [2]. Random nature of ion implanta-
tion and diffusion processes results in significantly ran-
dom fluctuations in these nanodevices [3]–[5]. They af-
fect the design window, yield, noise margin, stability,
and reliability of ultra large-scale integration (ULSI) cir-
cuits. Monte Carlo simulation and small signal analysis
of transport equations have been proposed to explore the
fluctuation-related issues in semiconductor devices [6], [8],
[9]. Unfortunately, these methods are either computa-
tionally expensive or not suitable for industrail TCAD
applications. Recently, the fluctuation of threshold volt-
age for bulk MOSFET has been explored by considering
a quantum correction model [7] which is solved with a
perturbation technique [3]. The corresponding nonlinear
system is solved with the monotone iterative method [10].
We believe that studying the fluctuation of electrical char-
acteristics for the nanoscale single- and double-gate (SG
and DG) MOSFETs will benefit device fabrication and
ULSI circuit design in sub 65-nm technology era.

In this paper, the fluctuation of the threshold voltage
and drain current of the SG and DG MOSFETs are com-
puted and compared by solving an extended quantum
correction model. The quantum correction of electron
density is performed in a set of drift-diffusion equations.
To account the random dopant-induced fluctuations, the
whole set of equations is solved with the perturbation and
monotone iterative methods. Accuracy of simulation is

Gate

n+n+

DrainSource

P-Type

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) The device structure and (b) the doping profile of the
investigated 65nm bulk N-MOSFET

Fig. 2. (a) The distribution and (b) cumulative distribution of the
threshold voltage for the investigated 65 nm N-MOSFET, where bar
is the measurement and solid line is the simulated result.

successfully verified with the measured data from the fab-
ricated 65 nm planar polysilicon gate MOSFET. Fluctu-
ations of the threshold voltage and the on-state current
are explored between SG and DG MOSFETs. The DG
MOSFET has the smaller fluctuations due to the nature
of device’s gate structure and good channel controllabil-
ity. This paper is organized as follows. Sec. II shows
the computational model for the random dopant-induced
fluctuations. Sec. III presents the results and discussion.
Finally, we draw the conclusions.

II. THE SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

For the investigated SG and DG MOSFETs, shown in
Fig. 3, a set of two-dimensional (2D) drift-diffusion equa-
tion together with quantum correction to electron density
is numerically solved for the quantum corrected electro-
static potential. With the computed quantum corrected
potential and electron density distribution over entire de-
vice structure, we consider the following perturbations to
the original equations

D(xi, yj) = D̂(xi, yj) + D̃(xi, yj), (1)
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Fig. 3. Cross-section views of the (a) SG and (b) DG MOSFETs.

Fig. 4. Plot of the standard deviation of the threshold voltage versus
(a) the channel length and (b) the device width for the simulated
SG and DG MOSFETs, where Tox = 1.5 nm and NA = 5e17 cm−3.

φQM (xi, yj) = φ̂QM (xi, yj) + φ̃QM (xi, yj), (2)

nQM = n̂QM + ñQM , p = p̂ + p̃, (3)

where D is the doping profile, ”ˆ ” means that the ex-
pected value of D, φ, n and p, and ”˜ ” is their fluctu-
ation, respectively. In Eqs. (1)-(3), φQM and nQM are
the quantum corrected potential and electron density; p
is the hole density. The positions (xi,yj) for all i and j
are the discretized mesh points. We compute the fluc-
tuation of threshold voltage and drain current with the
randomly perturbed quantum potential, electron and hole
density. Thus, the fluctuations σvth and σid are computed
by assuming that the doping concentration are indepen-
dent random variables at each mesh point (xi,yj) for all i
and j.

III. Results and Discussion

For the 65 nm planar polysilicon gate bulk N-MOSFET,
shown in Fig. 1a, a calibrated doping profile, shown in
Fig. 1b, is adopted and simulated to calculate the cor-
responding threshold voltage fluctuation. With the com-
puted σvth and assuming a normal distribution, we plot
the distribution of the threshold voltage, shown in Fig. 2.
The simulated threshold voltage is 0.383 V and the cor-
responding standard deviation σvth is 0.028 V. There are
about one hundred samples are measured and used in this
investigation. Our simulation shows a good agreement
with the measurement, and then confirms the accuracy of
this approach.

As shown in Fig. 3, we explore the σvth versus the
channel length L and device width W for the SG SOI and
DG devices. It is found that σvth decreases nonlinearly
(σvth is inversely proportional to square root of L ×W
) when L and W increases for the two devices, shown

Fig. 5. (a) Plot of σvth versus the doping level for the simulated SG
and DG MOSFETs, where L = 65 nm, W = 50 nm and Tox = 1.5
nm. (b) Plot of the Id-Vd curves for the simulated SG and DG
MOSFETs, where L = 25 nm, W = 10 nm, Tox = 1.0 nm, NA =
1e17 cm−3 and V d = 1.0 V. The bar indicates its fluctuation.

in Fig. 4. Figure 5a shows the standard deviation σvth

versus the doping level. As shown in Fig. 5a, both struc-
tures predict that the σvth increases when the constant
doping level increases. The result of DG MOSFET shows
the more stable and smaller fluctuation of the threshold
voltage. With this computational model, we preliminar-
ily calculate the on-state current fluctuation for the 25
nm SG and DG MOSFETs with the same doping level,
shown in Fig. 5b. The drain current fluctuation σid of
the DG device is about 4.5% for the corresponding drain
current and is about 6.5% for the SG SOI device. The
smaller σid appearing in DG device is due to the better
channel controllability. We note that device structure will
play a crucial role in reduction of fluctuations of electrical
characteristics in sub-45 nm technology node and beyond.

IV. Conclusions

The random dopant-induced fluctuations of the thresh-
old voltage and the on-state current have been studied
for sub-65 nm SG and DG MOSFETs. To calculate the
variance of the physical quantities, a set of quantum cor-
rected drift-diffusion equations have been solved with per-
turbation technique. Compared with measured data of
65 nm N-MOSFET, this approach has shown good accu-
racy. Compared with SG MOSFET, DG device poten-
tially shows the smaller fluctuations.
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Abstract— The paper presents basic principles of the thermal 
networks method. Modeling of network elements has been shown 
for convection and radiation. A concept of hierarchical thermal 
network models for complex geometries has been explained. An 
example of the thermal network computation including 
comparison with test results has been presented. 
 

Keywords— thermal networks, thermal design, power devices 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Thermal Network Method (TNM) is based on a 
substitution of an arbitrary 3D geometry by a circuit 
consisting of thermal resistances, capacitances and heat 
sources. For such a network the currents correspond to heat 
flow and the nodal potentials to temperatures. Due to 
similarity of mathematical formulations the electrical circuit 
programs can be used to obtain a solution. The basic 
advantage of the thermal network analysis is the fast 
computation time: steady state computations of large models 
can be performed within a few seconds. Therefore the TNM is 
very suitable for parameter studies and become popular as a 
tool supporting the industrial design. A drawback of TNM is 
the creation of the network, in particular transition from the 
real geometry to a network based model. This drawback can 
be mitigated by applying hierarchical modelling approach and 
reusable library elements with ready-to-use representations of 
the whole devices. In this paper we describe such an approach 
and its application to real cases.  

II. BASIC CONCEPT 

The basic concept of substituting the geometrical objects 
by a thermal network model is shown for an example of a 
coated conductor carrying electrical current I, Fig. 1. The 
current generates temperature dependent power losses that are 
conducted along the conductor (in copper) as well as through 
the insulation layer and dissipated via convection and 
radiation. A part of the generated heat can be stored in the 
conductor material represented by the capacitance C (used for 
the transient computations only). In this abstract we present 
basic formulas for the calculation of the circuit elements 
corresponding to convection and radiation. 

The thermal resistance of convection can be expressed as 
follows 

 
convconv

conv A
1R

α
=           (1) 

with the convection coefficient α conv  and the surface area 
Aconv. The calculation of α conv is based on the similarity 

theory [1,2,3], which requires evaluation of the characteristic 
numbers of Nusselt (Nu), Grasshof (Gr), Prandtl (Pr) and 
Reynolds (Re). The following basic relationship can be used 

 
ch

fluid
conv l

Nuλ
=α           (2) 

where λ fluid is the thermal conductivity of fluid and lch the 
characteristic length (e.g. the height of a vertical plate or the 
diameter of a horizontal cylinder). The Nusselt number is 
calculated for the natural convection with coefficients c1 and 
n1: 

 ( ) 1n
1 PrGrcNu =           (3) 

while for the  forced convection with coefficients c2 and n2: 

 2n
2 RecNu = .           (4) 

The implemented convection resistances can be used for 
the laminar and turbulent flow models in different fluids (air, 
SF6, oil, H2O). 
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Fig. 1.   Thermal network model of a coated conductor  
 

The radiation resistance is expressed in a similar way as (1): 

 
radrad

rad A
1R

α
= .          (5) 

The radiation coefficient α rad is based on the Stefan-
Boltzmann-constant σ , the emissivity ε 12 between the 
radiating and absorbing surfaces and the absolute 
temperatures T1 and T2 of both surfaces: 

 ( )
21

4
2

4
112

rad TT
TT

−
−σε

=α         (6) 
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The value of ε 12 depends on emissivity of the emitting and 
absorbing surfaces, their surface area and the viewing factor 
between them. In case of a conductor located in a free space 
the emissivity of the conductor outer surface can be used for 
ε 12. 

Due to the temperature dependency of convection and 
radiation resistances as well as power losses the network 
problem is nonlinear. This kind of problems can be efficiently 
solved using programs for analysis of electric circuits like 
Spice or its commercial derivates (www.pspice.com). 

 

III. HIERARCHICAL APPROACH 

The generation of a thermal network for a complex device 
is a time consuming process. To make it easier and faster we 
introduced a concept of hierarchical thermal networks. In 
hierarchical approach we create networks consisting not only 
of primitive elements representing physical phenomena like 
resistors or sources but also models of whole components. For 
example, the network scheme of a conductor shown in Fig. 1 
consists of 5 thermal resistances, one capacitance and one 
source. These elements can be wrapped together into a new 
element representing the whole conductor with pins 
corresponding to the heat conduction (L,LX), convection (C), 
radiation (R) and the outer surface (S). The example in Fig. 2 
shows application of the new “coated conductor” element 
(denoted here as CN_gICYL1) in a network model 
representing encapsulated conductor. In this model 
additionally radiation, convection and eddy losses related to 
enclosure walls as well as ventilation have been included. The 
network from Fig. 2 can be again wrapped into a new 
“encapsulated conductor” element and applied in higher 
hierarchical levels.  

For complex devices we use up to 5 hierarchical network 
levels. The hierarchical approach allows a better management 
of large models and reusability of components. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.   Hierarchical thermal network with a coated conductor element  
 

IV. EXAMPLE 

An example of a complex power device is shown in Fig. 
3a. Based on hierarchical thermal network approach we 
computed steady state temperatures along the phase 
conductors. The deviations between computations and tests 
are for most measured points in the range of 3 K, see Fig. 3b. 
The created model allows simulation of mass transfer 

phenomena and has been used to study different ventilation 
solutions. 
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Fig. 3.   Air insulated medium voltage switchgear arrangement: a) geometry 
view b) comparison between measured and computed steady-state 
temperatures  

V. CONCLUSION  

Thermal network method has been effectively applied to 
thermal design of complex power devices like high and 
medium voltage switchgear, transformers, bushings and 
circuit-breakers. The hierarchical modeling approach allows 
efficient handling of complex geometries. A good agreement 
with experimental results can be achieved. The fast 
computation times enable comprehensive parameter studies 
for modeled devices.  
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Abstract—In [1] we proposed a new application of mul-

tilayer perceptron for concept lattices generation. The

test effected in software showed the method applicable,

but software simulation cannot satisfy the real time con-

strains. Here we presents a new hardware architecture im-

plemented on FPGA. Results are compared with software

solution.

Keywords—Multilayer perceptron, FPGA, concept

lattices, FCA.

I. Description of the application

Concept lattices generation is an application of formal
concept analysis in information retrieval. Detailed infor-
mation about formal concept analysis can be found e.g.
in [2], and about its application in information retrieval
in [3][4].

The proposed multilayer perceptron has 3 layers (Fig.
1). Attributes are used as inputs of the network, and the
output values are interpreted as objects. Thus, the sizes
of input and output layer are a priori determined. We can
only change the number of units in the hidden layer.

Fig. 1. Example of MLP recognizing concepts.

So the MLP realizes a mapping (i.e. a function) τ :

τ : {A}m → {O}n, (1)

where A is the set of attributes, and O is the set of objects.
m,n ∈ N.
The principle of applying MLP to conceptual lattices is
as follows:

MLP will learn selected patterns (composed of at-
tributes together with the required response objects). The

purpose is let the MLP recognize hidden dependencies
among attributes and objects during the learning phase.
After learning can the MLP compute objects (de facto
concepts) even for non-learned configuration of attributes.

II. Hardware solution

The key problem of design is the circuitry of the neuron,
as the basic independent network unit, and the way of
synaptic interconnection between neurons, and the way
of weight adjusting.

Fig. 2. Generic structure of a neuron.

In Fig. 2, the components of a single neuron are de-
picted. Proposed structure of one neural unit N can be
seen in Fig. 3. It is intended for both the recall and
the learning phase. It is analogous to a multiply-and-
accumulate block of digital signal processors. In addition,
a dedicated block of the transfer function is included for
faster computation.

Fig. 3. Structure of the neural unit.

As transfer function of a neuron was used following
function [5] based on the power of two:
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2

s(x) = sgn(x)
(

1− 1
2|x|

)
. (2)

To avoid multiplication, the transfer function can be
replaced by its linearly approximated version [5]:

S(x) = sgn(x)
(

1
2int(|x|)

(
frac(| x |)

2
− 1

)
+ 1

)
, (3)

Range of this function is (−1, 1), like tanh. However,
this is much closer to the sigmoid function adopted to the
range of (−1, 1). Only the shift operation is necessary for
calculation of this function.

Final structure of a parallel computational logic having
three processing units is depictured in Fig. 4. The number
of processing units corresponds to computational speed.
The number of N is limited by the FPGA area. The
memory block RAM1 contains input and output values
of processing units. Block RAM2 contains weight values,
and the memory block RAM3 contains auxiliary values
for learning.

Fig. 4. Architecture of the network.

III. Experiments

In order to draw a comparison between SW and HW so-
lution, it was tested on the same collection of documents
as in [1]. The learning set contains all concepts made of
collection of 99 text documents. The testing set consists
of 890 concepts in context with 190 attributes and 99 ob-
jects. The training set for neural network was composed
by each fifth concept from context (178 inputs). Samples
of these indexed documents are showed below:
document 20: Xbbbba Xbbbbb Xbbbbc Xbbbbd Xbbbbe

Xbbbbf Xbbbbg bbbbh bbbbi bbbbj Xffffa Xgggga Xggggb

Xggggc Xhhhha Xhhhhb Xhhhhc Xhhhhd Xhhhhe

document 21: Xbbbba Xbbbbb Xbbbbc Xbbbbd Xbbbbe

Xbbbbf Xbbbbg Xbbbbh bbbbi bbbbj Xgggga Xhhhha Xhh-

hhb Xhhhhc Xiiiia Xiiiib Xiiiic Xiiiid Xiiiie

document 22: Xbbbba Xbbbbb Xbbbbc Xbbbbd Xbbbbe

Xbbbbf Xbbbbg Xbbbbh Xbbbbi bbbbj Xhhhha Xiiiia Xiiiib

Xiiiic Xjjjja Xjjjjb Xjjjjc Xjjjjd Xjjjje
The network topology in our test was 190 − 150 − 99,

because it gave the best results [1].

A. Implementation

The prototype desk is assembled with the FPGA repro-
grammable circuit, which is thanks to its internal (flash)
EEPROM a configuration memory very flexible. The de-
sign and namely synthesis is supported by the Actel’s
Libero Integrated Design Environment (IDE) [6]. The en-
vironment is comprehensive and powerful for design and it
gives the possibility to use the Mentor Graphics ModelSim
for a complete design solution.

The circuit synthesis of the complete network was made
by the ProASICPLUS Starter Kit of Actel. This way of
prototyping implementation was later synthesised by the
ANTI-FUSE technology of Actel too. The minimum re-
sponse time period of ANTI-FUSE technology implemen-
tation was enhanced to only 70% compared to EEPROM
version of FPGA used in the ProASICPLUS Starter Kit
of Actel thanks to the elementary equivalent gate which
is enhanced from three input version of flash technology
to four input version of ANTI-FUSE technology.

The learning phase was performed off-chip.

B. Results of speed comparison

TABLE I

Speed comparison.

Learning phase Recall phase
SW 49 s 0.7 s
HW N/A 10, 1 µs

IV. Further work

All multipliers elimination using linearly approximated
functions, which should speed up both the learning and
the recall phase, is together with on-chip learning our fur-
ther work.
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Abstract—When dealing with the simulation of coupled

problems in the context of domain decomposition methods,

one often has to deal with curvilinear interfaces. Several

issues and results for handling these interfaces with non-

matching grids in a numerically stable manner are pre-

sented. Moreover, an application of nonconforming dis-

cretization techniques to an elasto-acoustic problem is con-

sidered.

Keywords—domain decomposition, curvilinear in-

terface, mortar method, elasto-acoustics

I. Introduction

The approximative solution of complex heterogeneous
problems is characterized by the necessity of being able to
combine different model equations, discretizations, spatial
and temporal scales, triangulations, and/or spatial dimen-
sions. Nonconforming discretization techniques cope with
this necessity by providing numerically robust discrete
problem formulations based on a geometrical decompo-
sition of the computational domain corresponding to the
different interacting fields. In this paper, we focus on the
handling of curvilinear interfaces and consider an appli-
cation to an elasto-acoustic problem. In particular, we
will summarize our results for the scalar case from [1] in
Section II, whereas in Section III, we will deal with vector
fields as discussed in [2], [3]. Building up on [4], we apply
nonconforming techniques to simulate the sound radiation
of an piezo-electric structure in Section IV.

II. The Scalar Case

We consider the classical model problem −∆u = f in
Ω with u = 0 on ∂Ω. The domain Ω is subdivided into
two non-overlapping subdomains Ωm and Ωs, sharing the
possibly curved interface Γ = ∂Ωm ∩ ∂Ωs with the unit
normal vector n. For simplicity, we assume that Γ is
a closed curve. Transforming to the weak setting and
defining the Lagrange multiplier λ ∈ M = H−1/2(Γ) by
λ = − gradu ·n, it is then possible to check that the pair
(u, λ) ∈ X ×M , with X = {v = (vm, vs) ∈ H1(Ωm) ×
H1(Ωs) respecting the Dirichlet conditions}, satisfies the
following saddle point problem:

a(u, v) + b(v, λ) = f(v) v ∈ X,
b(u, µ) = 0 µ ∈ M.

(1)

Above, the (bi-)linear forms a(·, ·) and f(·) are defined in
the obvious way, while the coupling bilinear form b(·, ·) is

given by

b(v, µ) = 〈[v], µ〉Γ, v ∈ X, µ ∈ M,

with 〈·, ·〉Γ the duality product on H1/2(Γ) ×H−1/2(Γ).
For each subdomain Ωj , j = m, s, we have a triangula-

tion Tj of a domain Ωj
h such that ∂Ωj

h is a piecewise linear
interpolation of ∂Ωj . In this way, we obtain two piecewise
linear approximations of the curvilinear interface Γ that
we denote by Γs

h and Γm

h . The space of piecewise linear
functions on Tj respecting the Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions is denoted by Xj,h and we set Xh = Xm,h × Xs,h.
The discrete Lagrange multiplier space Mh is associated
with the discrete (d−1)-dimensional interface Γs

h. While
the approximation of the (bi-)linear forms a(·, ·) and f(·)
by ah(·, ·) and fh(·) is straightforward, the discretization
of the coupling bilinear form b(·, ·) is more involved. By
employing a suitable projection Ps : L2(Γm

h ) → L2(Γs
h),

we are able to define the discrete jump across Γs

h as

[v]h = vs − Psvm, v ∈ Xh,

and replace b(·, ·) by

bh(v, µ) = ([v]h, µ)Γs

h
, v ∈ Xh, µ ∈Mh.

In [1], we provide a rigorous mathematical analysis of
the resulting discrete saddle point formulation. Proceed-
ing in two steps, we first analyze an auxiliary problem
given in terms of blending elements, where the curved in-
terface is resolved in an exact manner. Then, the original
discrete problem is handled as a perturbation of the blend-
ing approach. The main result, which is developed for a
decomposition into many subdomains, is given as follows.

Proposition 1 For (u, λ) sufficiently regular and
(uh, λh) given by the discrete form of (1), we have

‖u− uh‖Xh
+ ‖λ− Sλh‖M ≤ C(u)h, (2)

where S is a stable mapping onto the curved interface Γ.

III. The Vector Field Case

We intend to solve (1) with spaces and (bi-)linear forms
given by the weak form of the linear elasticity prob-
lem of finding a displacement vector field u such that
−divσ(u) = f in Ω, supplemented by boundary condi-
tions, by the Saint-Venant Kirchhoff law σ = λL(tr ε)Id+
2µL ε, with the Lamé constants λL, µL, and by the lin-
earized strain tensor ε(u) = 1

2
( gradu + [ gradu]T). Here,
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the Lagrange multiplier λ corresponds to the surface trac-
tions on Γ, namely, λ = −σ(u)n. The spaces X and M
consist of vector fields with component functions being in
the corresponding spaces for the scalar case.

The a priori result (2) transfers to the linear elasticity
setting by standard arguments. Nevertheless, the use of
dual Lagrange multipliers may exhibit an undesired be-
havior in form of unphysical oscillations, if the Lagrange
multiplier space is chosen with respect to the coarse grid.
Figure 1 illustrates this misbehavior by means of a simple
example. The domain is a spherical shell experiencing a

Fig. 1. Distorted domains: standard Lagrange multipliers (left),
unmodified dual (middle), modified dual (right).

deformation which is constant in normal direction to the
inner and outer boundary. While the use of standard La-
grange multipliers results in a visually correct result, the
use of dual multipliers yields a rather poor approxima-
tion of the exact solution. However, often it is strongly
desirable to employ the advantages of the dual approach.

In [2], [3], we present two alternative modifications.
Both have in common that only the coupling of the La-
grange multipliers to the master side is changed, namely,
(Psvm, µ)Γs

h
. Therefore, all the advantages of the dual ap-

proach are preserved. The coupling bilinear form bh(·, ·)
is replaced by a modification bmod

h (·, ·). The modifications
incorporate a splitting of vector fields on the interface into
normal and tangential components admitting a correct
transfer of these quantities across the two non-matching
grids. In the first alternative, we replace the L2-scalar
product (·, ·)Γs

h
by a discrete one. This can also be in-

terpreted by replacing µ on the master side by µ + ∆µ,
where ∆µ is the sum of Dirac distributions. Due to this
non-smooth modification, we are not able to prove the
optimality of the resulting modified approach. However,
numerical evidence shows that the undesired oscillations
vanish, as illustrated in the right picture of Fig. 1. For
the second alternative, the modification ∆µ is chosen to
be momentum-free such that the modified approach still
preserves linear momentum. Here, we are able to prove
optimal a priori estimates which can be confirmed by nu-
merical tests. In favor of the first modification is the fact
that it is easier to implement. Both approaches reduce to
the original one in the case of a planar interface.

IV. Application

We present an application of nonconforming domain
decomposition techniques to an elasto-acoustic problem
setting. For the structure ΩS, we choose a piezo-electric
material, where mechanical quantities interact with an

electric field, modeled by

ρSüS − divσ = f ,

div D = q,

σ(uS, φ) = Cε(uS) + BT gradφ,

D(uS, φ) = Bε(uS) − E gradφ.

where uS, σ, and ε denote the mechanical displacement,
stress, and strain, respectively, and φ, D, E indicate the
electric potential, the flux density, and the electric field,
respectively. The coupling between the electrical and the
mechanical part is characterized by the elastic stiffness
tensor C, the piezo-electric tensor B, and the dielectric
permittivity tensor E .

Inside the acoustic fluid ΩA, we consider the wave equa-
tion for the acoustic velocity potential ψ,

c−2ψ̈ − ∆ψ = 0.

The coupling between the acoustic potential and the me-
chanical displacement field is given by the continuity of
the normal velocities and of the surface tractions across
the interface Γ, namely,

n·u̇ = −
∂ψ

∂n
, σn = −ρAnψ̇.

In the left picture of Fig. 2, a part of the finite element

Fig. 2. Left: cylindrical plates attached to the fluid domain, right:
isosurfaces of the acoustic potential, deformed plates.

grids used for the computation is shown. The noncon-
forming approach admits to use the grid desired for each
subdomain regardless of the other subdomains. The right
picture shows the result of a preliminary calculation where
no piezo-electric effect has been taken into account.
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Abstract— The paper describes a software package set-up for 
multi-objective optimal design of the electromagnetic devices. 
The computation algorithm combines a Strength Pareto 
Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) optimization module with a 
numerical field analysis module based on the Boundary Elements 
Method (BEM). The package is suitable for optimal design of 
integrated electromagnetic devices from minimisation of the 
parasitic coupling effects point of view. The main advantages and 
disadvantages of the proposed solution will be outlined in the end 
of the paper. 
 

Keywords— multi-objective, Strength Pareto Algorithm, 
BEM, parasitics minimization, integrated technologies. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Resistive, capacitive and inductive parasitic coupling 
effects are very important in integrated circuit technology 
development and must be taken into account in the global 
circuit analysis and design. These values are seldom possible 
to be computed analytically because often we deal with 
complex multi-route layout geometries. Optimizing the 
placement of the routes inside the integrated design, in 
accordance with imposed constraints, one may lead to the 
decrease of the coupling effects. 

Due to the high number of the design parameters involved, 
stochastic optimization methods based on Genetic Algorithms 
(GA) have been previously involved. First solution proposed 
consisted in using a basic GA in which a single global fitness 
function is built up from the partial objectives. The main 
drawback of this method is that even if the global fitness 
function decreases during the optimal design process, there 
are partial objectives that got an important increase.  

A first trial to eliminate this drawback has been done using 
the method of objective weighting. The drawback of this 
method is the fact that it requires some prior knowledge about 
the partial objectives behaviour in order to proper selects the 
weighting values. This is quite difficult to be done in practice. 
Therefore the best solution would be to built up an algorithm 
that takes into account the information from partial objectives 
behaviour during the optimization process without any prior 
knowledge and also to take into account the global fitness 
function behaviour. The solution consists of setting-up a 
multi-objective optimal design algorithm based on Strength 
Pareto Evolutionary Algorithms (SPEA). The software 
package developed based on the above mentioned method, 
together with several practical application examples, will be 
presented in the final paper.  

II. ELITIST MULTI – OBJECTIVE OPTIMAL DESIGN  

Many industrial problems involve simultaneous 
optimization of several competing objectives. Usually, there is 
no single optimal solution, but rather a set of alternative 
solutions. These solutions are optimal in the wider sense that 
no other solutions in the search space are superior to them 
when all objectives are considered. They are known as Pareto 
– optimal solutions. Mathematically, the concept of Pareto - 
optimality can be defined as follows.  

If one considers a multi – objective minimisation problem 
with m parameters (decision variables) and n objectives: 

Minimize:  ( )1 2( ) ( ), ( ),..., ( )nf f x f x f x= =y x            (1) 

where 1 2( , ,..., )mx x x X= ∈x , 1 2( , ,..., )my y y Y= ∈y . 
A decision vector X∈a  is said to dominate a decision 

vector X∈b (also written as a bf ) if: 

{1, }: ( ) ( ) {1, } : ( ) ( )i i j ji n f a f b j n f a f b∀ ∈ ≤ ∧ ∃ ∈ <      (2) 

All decision vectors that are not dominated by any other 
decision vector are called non-dominated or Pareto – optimal. 
Often, there is a special interest in finding or approximating 
the Pareto – optimal set, mainly to gain deeper insight into the 
problem and knowledge about alternate solutions respectively. 
Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) seems to be especially suited 
for this task, because they process a set of solutions in 
parallel, eventually exploiting similarities of solutions by 
crossover. 

The algorithm implemented is based on the Strength 
Pareto Evolutionary Algorithms (SPEA). This algorithm 
introduces elitism by explicitly maintaining an external 
population P . This population stores a fixed number of the 
non-dominated solutions that are found until the beginning of 
a simulation. At every generation, newly found non-
dominated solutions are compared with the existing external 
population and the resulting non-dominated solutions are 
preserved. The SPEA does more than just preserving the 
elites; it also uses these elites to participate in the genetic 
operations along with the current population in the hope of 
influencing the population to steer towards good regions in the 
search space.  

Details about the SPEA steps for implementation will be 
presented in the final paper.  

III. THE SPEA ALGORITHM 

The shape of the software package developed, during an 
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optimal design simulation process, is presented in Figure 1.  

        
Fig. 1.   The shape of the developed software package, MOOP 1.0 

 
One can notice the setting that can be done at the 

beginning of the optimization process and the on-line displays 
of the global and selected objective functions for the entire 
population during the optimal design.  

IV. PRELIMINARY EXAMPLE 

 
The SPEA algorithm developed was used for the shape 

optimization of the multi-terminal resistor presented in Figure 
2 in order to decrease the partial resistances between its 
terminals. The resistor has 8 terminals (represented by the 
thick segments numbered with the white bullets in Figure 2) 
and the y coordinates of 8 corners (numbered with the black 
bullets in Figure 2) are considered as variables during the 
optimization process. In this way, the optimal design problem 
consists of n = 28 partial objectives (the partial resistances 
between each pair of terminals) and m = 8 design parameters. 
In order to have a better relevance about the shape 
optimization process and results, the resistance values 
corresponding to the initial shape of the resistor are 
considered as reference values. Thus one can notice that for 
the starting process, the sum of all objectives is FSUM = 28.  
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.   The initial shape of the multi-terminal resistor  
The results using simple GA are presented in Table I. One 

can notice that the overall sum decreases to FSUM = 24.98, 
which means a global reduction of 11%. One can notice 
significant reduction of few partial resistances, for instance 
R58 and R68 with a factor of 0.6. In spite of these very good 
results, there are two resistances R12 and R45 with a high 
increasing factor of value 1.48, while another 8 resistances 
have also increased values but with smaller factors. Thus, as 
expected, the simple GA optimal design algorithm is suitable 
for global optimization but it does not take into consideration 
the variation of the partial objectives. For the actual problem 
this fact represents an important drawback.  

Using the SPEA optimal design algorithm, the 
interpretation of the results at the end of the optimization 
process is very much depending on the user interests. Of 
course, the overall decrease of the objectives sum value is a 
general indicator that the objectives are decreasing in 
ensemble but as it was proven in the case of the simple GA 
algorithm, this indicator is not relevant for partial objectives 
behavior during optimization process. The best result obtained 
is the one presented in Table II and Figure3, where FSUM = 
24.395. As it can be noticed in this case, the resistances 
decreased up to factor 0.63, while a single resistance has a 
very small increase, with the factor 1.05. 

TABLE I 
PARTIAL RESISTANCE RATIOS, RESULTS USING SIMPLE GA 

      
  1.48 0.76 0.80  
 0.73  1.06 1.15  
 0.60 0.73  1.06  
 0.60 0.73 0.67   
 0.84 1.13 1.17 1.48  
 0.81 1.05 0.82 0.76  
 1.12 1.10 0.83 0.81  
 0.69 0.76 0.62 0.62  
      

TABLE II 
PARTIAL RESISTANCE RATIOS, RESULTS USING SPEA 

      
  0.95 0.93 0.94  
 0.76  0.97 0.93  
 0.63 0.75  0.97  
 0.75 0.87 0.78   
 0.76 0.98 0.95 0.80  
 0.84 1.05 0.84 0.88  
 0.96 0.98 0.76 0.83  
 0.88 0.92 0.76 0.90  
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Fig. 3.   The optimal shape of the resistor, results using SPEA 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The main purpose of the paper is to outline a software 
package for multi-objective optimal design of electromagnetic 
devices. The algorithm is suitable for optimal design of 
integrated devices in order to minimise the parasitics effects. 
A preliminary example is proposed that emphasize the 
advantages of the method with respect to the ordinary GA 
algorithms.  
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Abstract—In nonlinear magnetic field computations,

one is not only faced with large jumps of coefficients across

material interfaces but often also with high variation of

coefficients inside homogeneous material. We present an

efficient solver for nonlinear potential problems, the core

part of which is a special FETI preconditioner for the case

of high variation but moderate anisotropy in the coeffi-

cients. In electromagnetics, the coupling FEM and BEM

can be very useful, for instance in the cases of unbounded

domains and small air gaps.

Keywords—Nonlinear potential problems, FEM,

BEM, domain decomposition, inexact Newton meth-

ods

I. Introduction

Domain decomoposition (DD) methods like the rather
popular Finite Element Tearing and Interconnecting
(FETI) methods [1], dual-primal FETI (FETI-DP) meth-
ods [2] and Balanced Domain Decomposition by Con-
straints (BDDC) techniques [3] offer preconditioners
that result in a condition number proportional to (1 +
log(H/h))2, where h is the average mesh size and H the
maximal diameter of the subdomains. Moreover, the pre-
conditioners are robust with respect to jumps in the coef-
ficients across subdomain interfaces, cf. [4].

Recently, Langer and Steinbach have introduced the
Boundary Element Tearing and Interconnecting methods
as a boundary element counterpart of the FETI method
[5] and the coupled FETI/BETI methods [6].

Coupling finite and boundary elements, one can benefit
from the advantages of both techniques, for instance in
electromagnetics, the boundary element method (BEM)
allows a rather comfortable treatment of unbounded do-
mains and air gaps, whereas source terms and nonlinear-
ities can be modelled with the finite elements.

Applying Newton’s method, the spectrum of the Jacobi
matrices in the nonlinear subdomains may show high vari-
ation, especially due to corner singularities in the solution.
A special FETI preconditioner is proposed to overcome
these problems.

II. Coupled FETI/BETI Methods

Let Ω ⊂ R
d (where d = 2, 3) be a bounded Lipschitz

domain with the boundary Γ and the outward unit normal
vector n. We further assume a regular non-overlapping
decomposition Ω =

⋃
i Ωi with the local boundaries Γi =

∂Ωi and the interfaces Γij = Ωi ∩ Ωj . The outward unit
normal vector on Γi is denoted by ni. We consider the
following homogeneous Poisson problem with piecewise
constant coefficients: Find u such that

− div(αi∇u) = f in Ωi ,

u = 0 on Γ , αi
∂u
∂ni

+ αj
∂u
∂nj

= 0 on Γij ,
(1)

with αi = const. The solution ui of a local sub-problem

−div(αi∇ui) = 0 in Ωi, u = g on Γi , (2)

defines the Steklov-Poincaré operator

Sig := αi
∂ui

∂ni
, (3)

mapping the Dirichlet trace g to the corresponding Neu-
mann trace. This operator can be approximated by the
FEM using the Schur complement SFEM

i,h of the FEM stiff-
ness matrix eliminating inner unknowns, or using a sym-
metric approximation SBEM

i,h by the BEM, cf. [5], [6].
Introducing separate variables ui on the local discrete

spaces Vh(Γi) one can re-enforce the continuity over the
interaces Γij by constraints

∑
i Biui = 0, where Bi con-

tains only entries 1, −1, 0. The discrete dual FETI/BETI
formulation of problem (1) is of the form: Find the La-
grange parameter λ such that P T Fλ = d, where P is a
special projection operator addressing the kernels of the
sub-problems and the Dirichlet boundary condition, and
F denotes the FETI/BETI operator defined by

F =
∑

i
Bi

[
S

FEM/BEM
i,h

]†
B>

i . (4)

The preconditioner

M−1
S,α = (BC−1

α B>)−1
[∑

i BiC
−1
α,iS

FEM/BEM

i,h C−1
α,iB

>
i

]

m · (BC−1
α B>)−1

(5)

fulfills the condition estimate

κ(PM−1
S,αP T P T FP ) ≤ C(1 + log(H/h))2 , (6)

independent of the jumps in the coefficients αi. Essen-
tial for this feature is the scaling matrix Cα, involving
weighted mean values of αi on corner points, edges and
faces between the subdomains, cf. [4], [6].

Now, on some subdomains (which are discretized by
the FEM), we consider instead of a constant coefficient
αi a varying matrix coefficient Ai(x) which we assume
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to be constant on the finite elements T ∈ Ti,h. In order
to determine the amount of variance, we introduce the
spectral variance measure

mSV(Ai) :=
supx∈Ωi

αi(x)

infx∈Ωi
αi(x) , (7)

where αi(x) and αi(x) denote the maximal and minimal
local eigenvalues of Ai(x), respectively. The application
of a preconditioner with Steklov-Poincaré operators corre-
sponding to constant coefficients leads to a condition num-
ber being proportional to maxi mSV(Ai), which is not at
all acceptable in magnetostatic applications. We propose

a new preconditioner M̂−1
S,A based on a varying scalar co-

efficient α̂i(x) together with a suitable scaling matrix Ĉα.
If the local anisotropy

manis(Ai) := sup
x∈Ωi

αi(x)
αi(x) , (8)

is moderate, our new preconditioner works fine, see [7].

III. Nonlinear Problems

We now consider the following nonlinear magnetostatic
model problem: Find u such that

−div[νi(|∇u|)∇u] = f in Ωi ,

u = 0 on Γ ,

νi(|∇u|) ∂u
∂ni

+ νj(|∇u|) ∂u
∂nj

= 0 on Γij .

(9)

Assuming that the reluctivity curves νi : [0,∞) → (0,∞)
are strongly monotonic and C2, (9) is uniquely solvable in
the weak sense and the corresponding Newton iteration
converges locally at quadratic rate, cf. [8]. We mention,
that such material curves can be generated also from noisy
measurements in a robust way by a special interproxima-
tion technique [9]. In the linearized problems a varying

matrix coefficient ζi(∇u
(k)
h (x)) appears. In our numeri-

cal experiments it turns out that typically the anisotropy

measure manis(ζi(∇u
(k)
h )) is small, whereas the spectral

variance measure mSV(ζi(∇u
(k)
h )) is high. Hence, with

our new preconditioner M̂−1
S,A such linearized Newton-

problems can be solved satisfactorily. In order to get a
good initial guess, it is convenient to set up a hierarchy of
nested grids and use coarse grid solutions as initial guesses
on finer levels. In Fig. 1 we show a computation on a 2D
magnetic valve model problem, cf. [7].

IV. Unbounded Domains

Instead of the Dirichlet boundary condition in (9), we
consider the exterior problem with a suitable radiation
condition, i. e.

−(1/µ0)∆u = 0 in Ωc ,

|u(x)| = O(|x|−1) for |x| → ∞ ,
(10)

where Ωc = R
d\Ω̄ denotes the exterior space and µ0 is the

permeability of vacuum. In this case, the Dirichlet to Neu-
mann map on Ωc can also be characterized by a Steklov

Poincaré operator approximation SBEM
c,h . The proof of the

condition estimate (6) is based on spectral equivalences

of S
FEM/BEM
i,h to the H1/2(Γi)-semi-norm. Since SBEM

c,h is
equivalent to this semi-norm as well, at least on the corre-
sponding sub-space, an extension of the result to the case
of (10) by similar techniques is possible.

We observe, that in Newton’s iteration, a coarse solu-
tion of a homogeneous Dirichlet problem serves as a good
initial guess for the extended problem on finer levels.

Fig. 1. Reluctivity ν in the ferromagnetic parts of a magnetic valve,
logarithmic scale.
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Abstract—In this talk a new numerical algorithm solv-

ing large sparse linear systems arising in electromagnetic

field computation will be presented. This method is based

on hierarchical partitioning of the matrix and uses block-

wise low-rank approximation in combination with element

dropping in order to construct a preconditioner for iter-

ative solution. For the treatment of multiply connected

domains different strategies of regularisation will be com-

pared. The efficiency of the presented solver will be shown

by means of an electromagnetic application.

Keywords—computational electromagnetism, pre-

conditioning, hierarchical methods, clustering, multi-

ply connected domains

I. Introduction

In the design of electromagnetic applications numeri-
cal field computation of three-dimensional problems plays
an important role. Fast and efficient solver concepts are
necessary for reliable information about the system in an
early state of development. The numerical discretisation
is done by a coupling of the boundary element method
(BEM) and the finite element method (FEM) both based
on edge elements. Fine discretisation of complex prob-
lems leads to large systems of equations. The BEM part
can be solved with asymptotically optimal complexity by
using block-wise adaptive cross approximation (ACA) [1].
In larger problems, the main cost will be caused by the
FEM part. In this paper, we address the solution of large
sparse linear FE-systems with symmetric, positive definite
or semi-definite system matrix.

In case of trivial topologies, a positive definite FE-
matrix is constructed by means of a discrete regularisa-
tion. For the regularised system, hierarchical (H-matrix
[2], [3]) based concepts of preconditioner construction us-
ing low-rank approximation are considered.

An approximate Cholesky decomposition by H-
matrices was presented by [4] and will be applied to our
system. We want to improve the performance by replacing
the geometric bisection required for the block partitioning
by a new method called interface clustering [5].

In our investigation of hierarchical concepts, a non-
recursive algorithm called HSILLT was developed [5]. It
combines a block Cholesky decomposition with low-rank
approximation and element dropping. It will be described
in this paper.

Especially for BEM-FEM-coupling, non-trivial topolo-
gies arise. Owing to topological homology, the system ma-

trix is positive semi-definite with a kernel of dimension of
the number of holes in the domain. In the discrete case,
representatives of this part of the kernel can be computed
by topological considerations of the FE-mesh [6]–[8] or
by algebraic considerations. We will solve the system by
computing a coarse preconditioner of the singular system
by one of the above mentioned algorithms. The iterative
solver takes care of the regularisation.

By means of electromagnetic field problems arising from
an industrial application, we will show the efficiency of the
new method. An evaluation is carried out by a comparison
to known preconditioning concepts.

II. Problem formulation and Regularisation

Magnetostatic field problems based on the vector po-
tential ansatz are described by

curlµcurl ~A = ~, (1)

where ~A is the magnetic vector potential and ~ the electric
current density. The material parameter µ describes the
magnetic permeability and may depend on the magnetic
field. The vector potential ansatz contains ambiguity re-
sulting from gradient fields and cohomology fields.

Domain decomposition into inner (FEM-) and outer
(BEM-) domain is applied. At the coupling boundary of
the domain, the boundary data have to fulfil transmission
conditions. The discretisation is based on edge elements.
We want to address the construction of a preconditioner
for the FE stiffness matrix Q ∈ R

kE×kE . This means, we
restrict on solving the linear system of equations Qx = b,
with vector of degrees of freedom x ∈ R

kE and right hand
side b ∈ R

kE . The dimension kE is given by the number
of edges in the three-dimensional FE-mesh.

Because of the ambiguity, Q is singular having a large
kernel. The regularisation of the system by constructing
a basis of the kernel U ∈ R

kE is proposed, so that

K = Q + UUT , U ∈ R
kE×(kN+l−1), (2)

with kN the number of nodes and l the number of holes.
The representatives spanning the kernel U need to be com-
puted. In case of trivial topologies only discrete gradient
fields given by an incidence matrix between edges and
nodes of the mesh [9] are necessary. In non-trivial do-
mains, discrete representatives of cohomology fields need
to be considered in order to find the additional kernel.
There are different ways of computing cohomology kernel
vectors. An algebraic approach consists of computing a
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Cholesky decomposition with pivoting so that zero diag-
onal entries are accumulated at the end of the process.
The resulting decomposition allows a computation of the
kernel vectors. If this factorisation is done approximately,
we do not only get the kernel but also a preconditioner.
Another way is a topological consideration on the discreti-
sation. There are several methods computing cuts of the
topology in order to discretise cohomology fields [6]–[8].
We will apply them to construct representatives of the
kernel.

III. Hierarchical Preconditioning

In recent development of numerical linear algebra hi-
erarchical matrices (H-matrices) were applied to dense
matrices arising from integral equations. H-matrices are
based on a geometrical clustering of the degrees of freedom
so that the matrix can be partitioned into small blocks
K|Ω′ ∈ R

n×m where low-rank approximation K|Ω′ =
ABT with A ∈ Rn×r and B ∈ Rm×r, r � n can be
applied.

In the context of sparse matrices, the idea of hierarchi-
cal approximation can be reused in order to approximate
the much more populated matrix of the Cholesky decom-
position. This was done for general elliptic differential
equations by [4].

The theory of exact decomposition of sparse matrices
contains several strategies of reordering rows and columns
of a matrix in order to reduce memory requirement. One
of them, called nested dissection [10], provides a reorder-
ing which partitions the matrix so that zero blocks occur.
This is done in graph theoretical way.

We will reuse this idea and the information of the ge-
ometry corresponding to the degrees of freedom to build a
so called interface clustering [5]. The clustering algorithm
consists of recursive repeats of the two steps: 1. Geomet-
rical bisection; 2. Construction of the interface cluster.
With this, a reordering of the matrix is reached which is
schematically shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical interface clustering, geometry (left), matrix
partitioning (right)

In the H-matrix based decomposition H-LLT, we apply
the interface clustering for computation of the partition-
ing of the matrix. With the H-arithmetic the operations
are performed approximately.

The second new way to apply low-rank approxima-
tion in order to get an approximate decomposition is the
method called HSILLT. It is also based on the interface
clustering. The matrix is organised in block rows given by
the leaves of the interface clustering. The decomposition

process works block column wise. The approximation is
done by two parameters εdrop and εappr. The first one
controls the zero bound of small sub-diagonal block rows.
The second one is the bound for low-rank approximation
of the Schur complement.

IV. Numerical examples

In order to evaluate the presented methods we want
to compare the performance by means of electromagnetic
field problems with non-trivial topologies as they occur in
the development process.

In this case, we construct a positive semidefinite ma-
trix K ′ considering the kernel of Q due to the discrete
gradients. The regularised matrix K = K ′ + V V T with
V ∈ R

kE×l due to cohomology contribution is given.
An approximate Cholesky decomposition M(K ′) is con-
structed by HSILLT or H-LLT with a coarse accuracy.
An iterative Krylov subspace method is used in order to
solve the preconditioned problem

[

M(K ′)
]

−1
(K ′ + V V T )x =

[

M(K ′)
]

−1
b. (3)

The application to a physical example profiting from
the new algorithms compared to other known precondi-
tioner concepts will be given, so that the efficiency of the
method can be seen.
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Abstract— Grid technologies offer powerful computing 
resources for parallel and distributed applications, but the highly 
heterogeneous and dynamic nature of the Grids need adaptable, 
scalable and extensible scheduling systems. In this paper we 
describe a dynamic, centralized scheduling mechanism based on 
Master-Worker paradigm for efficient execution of a set of 
loosely coupled tasks in a Grid environment. This mechanism has 
high programmability features, adaptability and reliability. 
Experiments are presented that demonstrate the effectiveness of 
our approach. 
 

Keywords— parallel and distributed systems, grid computing, 
service-oriented architecture, dynamic scheduling, master-
worker model 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The grid computing paradigm aggregates the view on 
existing hardware and software resources, coordinating 
resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-
institutional virtual organizations Grid platforms are now 
developed in a service-oriented architecture, defined as Open 
Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) [1], which standardizes all 
the services one finds in a grid application There are two 
implementation specifications for OGSA: Open Grid Services 
Infrastructure (OGSI), released in 2003 and Web Services 
Resource Framework (WSRF) introduced in 2004 by a team 
from IBM and the Globus Alliance. WSRF is an attempt to re-
factor many of the concepts in OGSI to be more consistent 
with today's Web Services, allowing the manipulation of state, 
with no modifications to Web Services tooling. 

Currently, the Globus project (www.globus.org) is the 
highly favorite grid toolkit, having been adopted by IBM, HP, 
etc. Another interesting grid toolset is WSRF.NET, which is 
an open-source implementation of the WSRF specifications 
developed at Virginia University (www.cs.virginia.edu) for 
Windows systems under .NET platform. It was developed in 
order to evaluate the core concepts of WSRF and, also, to 
provide interconnection with Linux/Unix WSRF grids 
supported by Globus Toolkit V4 (GT4). WSRF.NET heavily 
utilizes the Microsoft applications and tooling such as IIS, 
ASP.NET (Microsoft's support for Web Services/SOAP that is 
integrated with IIS), and Visual Studio .NET (VS.NET).  

In grid environments, different execution management tools 
control the initiation, monitoring, management, scheduling, 
and/or coordination of remote computations. Other functions 
can be needed, such as Resource discovery and selection 
mechanism which performs persistent resource state and 
capacity checking, by discovering and matching resources, 
Capability check mechanism which performs resource 

selection based on dynamic information, Resource allocation 
with advance reservation and co-allocation and finally 
Resource requester and provider interaction for negotiation 
and notifications, but currently no widely deployed single 
Grid scheduling mechanism supports all these functions. 

In this work, we developed a dynamic, centralized 
scheduling mechanism based on the Master-Worker model, 
for efficient execution of loosely-coupled tasks in a 
WSRF.NET grid environment, as an alternative to scheduling 
strategy implemented by Scheduler Service [2], which has the 
aim to facilitate interoperability with Linux/Unix grid 
applications. 

II. MASTER-WORKER MODEL FOR  LOOSELY COUPLED TASKS 

The Master-Worker (MW) model (also known as Master-
Slave model) has been widely used for developing parallel 
applications, including grids [3]. In the MW model there are 
two distinct types of processes: master and workers. The 
master process assigns the tasks to the workers taking into 
account the dependencies between them. The workers 
typically perform most of computational work by just 
executing those tasks. The MW model has proved to be 
efficient in developing applications with different degrees of 
granularity of parallelism and is particularly useful when the 
dependencies between tasks are low. 

The aim of our work is to demonstrate the viability of the 
MW paradigm for efficient execution of a set of loosely 
coupled tasks in a Grid environment. To this end, we have 
written a Grid implementation prototype of the model using 
the WSRF.NET toolset and have deployed it on the local 
network platform consisting of 18 PC nodes (Pentium IV 
2GHz, 80GB HDD, 512 MB RAM) connected with Gigabit 
Ethernet switch. Each node run .NET framework under 
Windows XP operation system, offering the grid fabric 
needed for experiments. 

For this experiment, we used a generic parallel application 
in the form of an acyclic task dependence graph (TDG), 
represented by the couple G = (V, E), where V is the set of 
vertices in the graph, corresponding to the tasks, and E is the 
set of directed edges, indicating the precedence relations 
between tasks). The communications on the network involve 
only short messeges exchanged between master and workers, 
containing parameters and returned values of the methods 
invoked by the master process on the workers, so that, loosely 
coupled tasks and bandwidth unlimited communications can 
be assumed. 

The graphs used for experiments were generated off-line 
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and stored in files available on the disk, each task containing 
its own size (computation cost), a list of all precedent tasks 
(parent tasks) and a list of all dependent tasks (child tasks). 

 The master and worker components are developed as 
WSRF Grid Services (Master Service and Worker Service), 
deployed in different nodes of the grid. The Master Service 
receives an execution command (containing a TDG) from a 
client application and distributes the tasks to all available 
Worker Services, hosted in Worker Nodes of the grid. 

The worker Grid service publishes an interface with only 
one operation (doTask()) that the master service calls in 
order to dispatch a task to a worker. The master Grid Service 
publishes an interface with different operations, such that 
doGraph() function that the client calls in order to start the 
distributed execution of the program represented as a TDG. 
The client is just a simple C# application with a graphical 
interface, which collects different parameters of the execution: 
the name of the file that contains the TDG to be processed, the 
task size control value and the number of workers to be used. 
These values are passed as parameters to the master service 
operation (doGraph()). 

The master maintains a list of all available (idle) workers 
(AWL) and processes the received TDG, creating a list of 
ready tasks (RTL) and a list of waiting tasks (WTL). A task is 
ready to be executed if it has no parents or all its parents were 
already executed. The distributed execution of a TDG is 
accomplished as a loop in the main thread of the master 
service, which runs until all tasks are processed. In this loop, 
the available workers list (AWL) is checked and, if the list is 
non-empty, an available worker is selected; else, the main 
thread is waiting until a worker become available.  

If an available worker was selected, the main thread checks 
the list of ready tasks (RTL) and, if this list is non-empty, a 
ready task is selected. In this point of the execution, the main 
thread creates an auxiliary thread and loops back to available 
workers list check.  

The auxiliary thread calls the doWork() function of the 
selected worker service, with the parameters of the selected 
task (task size) and it run until the function called on the 
worker service returns. When this function returns, the 
auxiliary thread updates the list of available workers, the list 
of ready tasks and the list of waiting tasks and exits. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This section contains several experiments, showing the 
impact of varying the characteristics of the task dependence 
graph on the efficiency of its distributed execution using 
Master-Worker model. The experiments are not meant to be 
comprehensive, but only to give the reader an image of 
aspects that application programmers must consider when 
building efficient master-worker applications for grid 
environments. The computing environment (a WSRF.NET 
grid prototype) was used in dedicated mode for these 
experiments.  

For each TDG, several executions, with different task 

weight and different number of workers (nodes) were 
accomplished. The sequential execution time (TS) of a TDG 
with a given size of the tasks was measured executing all tasks 
only in the master service. The parallel execution time (TP) of 
a TDG with a given size of the tasks, on a given number of 
nodes (p) was measured in the master service with a normal 
operation of master-worker mechanism, described in the 
previous section.  

The results obtained for a TDG with 64 tasks on 1, 2, 4, 8, 
16 grid workers (nodes), for different tasks size are presented 
in Fig. 1.  These results show that the efficiency (computed 
with the well-known expression: E = TS / (p*TP)) decreases 
when the number of nodes (workers) increases and when the 
task size decreases. This behavior is mainly caused by the 
centralized control of scheduling (executed in master), which 
represents a fraction of unparallelizable computation that 
limits the speedup and efficiency of the parallel execution. 
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Fig. 1.  Efficiency for Master-Worker execution of a  TDG    
 
The master-worker model presents a poor scalability, but 

offers a lot of interesting features in a grid environment: 
programmability (users should easily be able to take an 
existing application and integrate it with the grid platform), 
adaptability (the system should transparently adapt to the 
dynamic and heterogeneous execution environment) and 
reliability (the system should perform the correct 
computations in the presence of worker processors failures). 
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Abstract—Mesh-generation is a topic which is impor-

tant in many engineering disciplines, and it crops up in

many aspects of electrical engineering. In this paper,
we describe in detail the implementation of an efficient

and robust three-dimensional Delaunay-based mesh gen-

erator, and we show its suitability for performing field-

computations in vlsi structures. The code will be released

under an open-source license.

Keywords—3d mesh generation, volume discretiza-

tion, Delaunay tetrahedrization, robust geometric

predicates, computational geometry

I. Introduction

A typical problem in engineering is to find a numerical
solution to a partial differential equation (or a coupled
set thereof), given a number of boundary conditions. The
usual approach of solving the problem starts by discretiz-
ing the domain into elementary volumes.

In this paper, we focus on mesh generation suitable for
the solution of field problems in arbitrary vlsi structures.
Hence we must assume that the problem cannot be easily
reduced to a lower dimensionality by exploiting symme-
try or regularity, so that the problem-domain is intrinsi-
cally three-dimensional. Also, we assume that the selected
numerical technique (e.g., the finite element method) re-
quires a three-dimensional discretization (as opposed to a
surface-discretization).

Surveys on mesh generation are given in [1] and [2].
The mesh generator described in the paper is based on
techniques from the Delaunay-based mesh generation lit-
erature. The main benefit of these techniques is that the
quality of the resulting meshes (defined later in more de-
tail) can be guaranteed, and, equally important, that the
meshes are practically useful. An additional advantage is
that computation of the mesh is efficient in practice. In
general, mesh computation is much faster than solving
the subsequent numerical problem, and hence we can say
that mesh computation time is almost negligible.

Although the principles of Delaunay-based mesh gener-
ation are well-known, implementing a mesh generator of
this kind is a real challenge. Besides the fact that coding
the topological manipulation of the three-dimensional ba-
sic elements (tetrahedra) is tedious, one must make sure
that the algorithm is robust against floating point errors.
Furthermore, the Delaunay-based mesh generation the-
ory allows fast construction of the mesh using only local
operations, and it is not trivial to exploit this fact.

Fig. 1. Example of a three-dimensional mesh.

II. Mesh Properties

Our mesh generator has the following desirable prop-
erties: #1 the discrete elements line up properly, #2 the
elements are adapted to the boundary of the input do-
main, #3 the elements have a low aspect ratio, except for
so-called slivers, #4 the number of generated elements is
minimal (up to a constant factor), #5 the mesh can be
easily refined in places requiring more detail, and #6 the
resulting mesh is a pure (unconstrained) Delaunay tetra-
hedrization.

Note that the constant factor of property #4, although
unknown, can be assumed low in all practical situations,
and this allows Delaunay-based mesh generators to be
much more economical than, for example, those based
on octree partitioning [3]. Also, the size of the generated
meshes (in terms of number of elements) is practically in-
variant w.r.t. translation or rotation of the domain (which
is why Delaunay-based meshes are considered in a sense
more “natural” than those resulting from octree meth-
ods). An example mesh is shown in Fig. 1.

III. Algorithm Input

We assume that the input to the mesh generator is given
in the form of a piecewise linear complex (PLC), which is a
generally accepted form. See for example [4] for a descrip-
tion. Angles (both dihedral and edge-edge) smaller than
90◦ are disallowed in the input. This may appear to be a
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severe limitation, but in realistic vlsi structures, angles
are usually greater than or equal to 90◦, and in most situa-
tions, sharp angles can be “trimmed” without introducing
unduly small features and without simulaneously risking
significant deviations in the results of field-computations.

To facilitate entry of input data, our implementation
allows points, segments and facets to (partially) overlap,
and segments to intersect. This feature allows our mesh
generator to easily interface with other software.

IV. Tetrahedron Quality Measure

As a quality measure for the tetrahedra in the final
mesh we use the ratio γ = r/`, where r is the radius of
the circumscribed sphere of the tetrahedron, and ` is its
shortest edge. In case γ > B, where B is some predeter-
mined bound, we say that the tetrahedron is skinny. Our
algorithm eliminates all skinny tetrahedra. Adoption of
the above quality measure is common in the literature, as
it allows one to formulate an algorithm that will eventu-
ally contain no skinny elements.

Unfortunately, the measure γ > B does not eliminate
all badly shaped tetrahedra from the mesh; the type of
tetrahedron that remains is called a sliver, and in prac-
tice such tetrahedra can be largely removed using heuris-
tics [5].

V. Algorithm Overview

Here we will give a brief overview of the operation of
the mesh generation algorithm.

As mentioned, each mesh generated by our algorithm is
a pure (unconstrained) Delaunay tetrahedrization, which
is the three-dimensional generalization of the Delaunay
triangulation (DT), see [6]. The algorithm starts by con-
structing the 3D DT of the input point-set. Of course, it
is not guaranteed that this DT will respect the boundaries
of the input PLC (for example, some facet of the PLC may
be “pierced” by some tetrahedron). Therefore, the next
step is to make sure that all boundaries are represented,
by adding points to the DT (it can be shown that this is
always possible using a finite number of points).

When all boundaries are represented, the algorithm will
start eliminating skinny tetrahedra. This is done by in-
serting the circumcenter of each skinny tetrahedron into
the DT as is customary in Delaunay-based mesh genera-
tion (the process is called splitting). Of course, when one
inserts a tetrahedron-circumcenter, one may nullify the ef-
forts of the previous algorithm step, i.e., some boundary
elements may be lost in the DT. Therefore, whenever a
skinny tetrahedron is about to be split, it is first checked
if the insertion of the circumcenter would eliminate some
boundary, and if so, the tetrahedron is initially left un-
split and instead the boundary is “hardened” by adding
a point to it (the exact procedure can be found in the full
paper). It has been shown that this approach is guaran-
teed to terminate, with all skinny tetrahedra removed.

VI. Geometric Predicates

The algorithm uses two three-dimensional geometric
predicates during its operation. One predicate, Ori-

ent3d, determines the relative orientation of four given
points. In one interpretation, given three points a, b and
c, the predicate determines on which side of the plane
spanned by these three points a given fourth point p lies.
The other predicate, InSphere, determines whether the
ball whose boundary intersects the points a, b, c, d con-
tains the point p (where a,b,c,d and p are arbitrary, given
points).

Note that, in essence, Orient3d has three outcomes:
the point p may lie on either side of the plane spanned by
a, b and c, or it may lie exactly in the plane (the situa-
tion is then called degenerate). The existence of this last
possibility would enormously complicate the implemen-
tation of the mesh generator, especially since a similar
case can occur in the InSphere predicate. Our imple-
mentation structurally avoids the situation by applying
a symbolic perturbation to the points. The perturbation
scheme, named simulation of simplicity (SoS), was taken
from [7].

Although SoS solves the problem of degenerate cases,
it introduces quite some overhead since it requires exact
arithmetic. Therefore, we combine the method with the
implementation of geometric predicates presented in [8];
in our implementation, the SoS method will be invoked
only in degenerate cases. Further, to reduce the probabil-
ity of degenerate cases, we apply a slight (non-symbolic)
perturbation to all points. Experience shows that this
reduces SoS-tests by 95% or more.

VII. Conclusion

The implementation works and is capable of producing
between 10.000 and 15.000 tetrahedra per second on a
2.4GHz Intel-based workstation. An extended paper on
our work will be presented elsewhere.
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